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Abstract 
An analysis of museum education literature reveals that it is based on a body of 
research almost entirely focused on informal learning in science museums. Few 
scholars or practitioners have examined the teaching and learning of history in 
history museums particularly in the light of developments in historical thinking 
and pedagogy that have taken place in Australia and elsewhere in the past 
twenty years. 
 
Informed by my professional experience as a history teacher and museum 
educator, this thesis places museum educators at the centre of the inquiry and 
uses qualitative research to investigate the professional praxis, experience and 
pedagogy of museum educators who teach history to secondary students in 
‘formal’ curriculum-linked learning programs in Australian museums. 
 
The investigation is guided by the overarching inquiry question, how do the 
professional identity, teaching experiences and workplace praxis of museum 
educators affect the way history is taught in Australian museums? This is 
followed by three sub-questions: What are museum educators’ perceptions of 
their professional identity and praxis in Australian history museums? What 
methods do museum educators use to teach history in Australian museums? 
What are teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the methods used to 
teach history to their students in museums? 
 
These questions are important because they address the very purpose of history 
museums, whose existence is largely framed in terms of maintaining and 
developing collections to support the education of citizens.  
 
The study comprised observations of the delivery of ten education programs in 
nine Australian museums and interviews with twenty-five museum educators 
and twelve secondary history teachers whose students had participated in the 
  xv 
education programs. The data were analysed and interpreted according to the 
conceptual framework generated by the research questions. 
 
This research operates at the interface between school and museum education 
and explores the possibility of a significant gap between theory and the 
everyday praxis of teaching history in museums.  It provides relevant and 
useful knowledge about the process of designing and delivering history 
education programs based on the historical knowledge and teaching expertise 
of the museum educator.  
 
A history pedagogy model grounded in interpretations of workplace praxis and 
experiences of museum educators is offered as a means of acknowledging the 
vital role played by the expert educator in the dynamic interrelationship 
between historical knowledge, the educator and the learner. The model 
demonstrates that museum educators have developed effective methods based 
on the expectation of the public (in this case, history teachers) that museums 
are not only effective but inspiring sources of historical knowledge.  
 
The conclusions highlight the role, status and professional identities of history 
educators in the museum workplace. They are of significance to museum and 
heritage educators, classroom history teachers, pre-service history educators 
and museum and heritage researchers. 
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Chapter 1: Contextualising the Inquiry 
1.1 The Research Problem 
A problem exists in museum education in Australia today: on the one hand, 
educators in history museums provide formal curriculum-linked programs for 
secondary history students that teachers value, are willing to pay for and use 
repeatedly; on the other hand, museum educators complain that their professional 
knowledge and expertise are undervalued and they are sidelined in the workplace.  
 
Like that of schoolteachers, the work done by educators in museums can have a 
powerful influence on students’ learning of history, but over the last twenty years 
there has been limited research, especially in Australia, on how history learning 
occurs within public museums. The majority of research focuses on visitor studies 
and evaluations that assess visitors’ learning outcomes (Trofanenko 2010: 279). Only 
a limited number of published visitor studies conducted over the past twenty years 
have occurred in history museums and historic sites; and in fact, most have been 
conducted in science and children’s museums (Gosselin 2011: 248; Hooper-
Greenhill & Moussouri 2001: 25; Macdonald 2006a: 12). 
 
Although a growing body of literature prescribes methods for training museum 
educators, little has been published on the more elusive ‘artistry’ of live teaching 
(Castle 2001: 5). Existing research lacks an investigation of how history is 
interpreted, constructed and communicated by educators in museums, particularly in 
Australia. In recognising and understanding the challenge of teaching in the museum 
environment, it becomes possible to introduce an informed analysis of the 
educational potential of museums in civil society. 
 
This thesis focuses on the professional experience and praxis of museum educators 
who teach history to secondary students in Australian museums. It considers the 
influences of museology and education theory on their everyday praxis and examines 
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the methods they use to design and communicate history to students during ‘formal’ 
class excursions in the light of these theories.   
1.2 Research Questions 
The problem poses a number of general questions: Who are the people teaching 
history in museums? What is the professional profile of museum educators? Are they 
‘career’ museum professionals, former (history) teachers or volunteers? Why do they 
choose to teach history in museums and not in schools? What is their experience as 
educators? How do they know how to teach history? What methods do they use? 
How effective are these methods for student visitors? How are they perceived by the 
community of history teachers and students, they serve? What impact do professional 
knowledge and experience have on the way educators teach history in museums? 
 
These general questions have been formulated into four focused research questions 
designed to gather relevant data from the field. The overarching question, ‘how do 
the professional identity, teaching experiences and workplace praxis of museum 
educators affect the way history is taught in Australian museums?’ guides the 
research and is supplemented by three sub-questions: 
 
1. What are museum educators’ perceptions of their professional identity and praxis 
in Australian history museums?  
2. What methods do museum educators use to teach history in Australian museums? 
3. What are teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the methods used to teach 
history to their students in museums? 
1.3 Purpose Statement 
The purpose of the study is to use qualitative research to observe, record and analyse 
the professional praxis and teaching methods of educators in nine Australian history 
museums in the light of current museum and educational theories, and generate a 
grounded theory from the data. 
  3
1.4 Parameters of the Study 
The parameters of the study are defined by the following factors: 
1. The professional praxis of museum educators in Australian museums or 
heritage sites that provide curriculum-linked, educator-led history programs 
to secondary students. In response to the research problem described above 
and the associated research questions, this group is the focus of the study. 
2. ‘Formal’ curriculum-designed history education programs that are actively 
taught by full-time, part-time or casual museum educators (as opposed to 
‘informal’, self-guided or teacher-guided learning programs). 
3. The experiences of secondary students from Year 7 to Year 12 (ages twelve 
to eighteen) who visit Australian museums and heritage sites to learn about 
history.1 Secondary students were chosen for this study because cognitive 
research into historical literacy showed that students usually become capable 
of historical2 and critical thinking in this age group (Booth 1994: 65; Shemilt 
1980: 41).  With regard to museums, the cognitive ability of adolescents in 
this age group to think historically in museums is supported by recent 
research in Greek archaeology museums by Irene Nakou (2001). The 
interaction between museum educators and these students are central to the 
research. 
4. The perspectives of history teachers whose students participated in history 
education programs in Australian museums and heritage sites. This group 
provides the triangulation3 recommended in qualitative research that reflects 
an attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in 
question. Twelve teachers were interviewed in order to present outsiders’ 
                                                 
1 Some school groups that visited the museums were not studying history as a discrete subject in their 
course work (e.g. some students from Western Australia and Victoria), but these groups were 
included in the sample because the general historical experience of the museum visit was considered 
by their teachers to be part of a broader curriculum of cognitive and social development. 
2 A detailed definition of historical thinking and a discussion of its implications in this study are 
provided in Chapter 2. 
3 Triangulation is the use of more than one method or source of data in the study of a social 
phenomenon so that findings may be cross-checked (Bryman 2008: 700). The purpose of 
triangulation is explained in Chapter 5. 
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perceptions of the effectiveness of methods used by educators to teach history 
in museums. 
The limitations of the study are further discussed in Chapter 5. 
1.5 Rationale for the Study 
The rationale for this study emanates from a desire to understand the work of the 
museum educator in the pedagogical process of facilitating students’ participation in 
the epistemological and cultural act of constructing history. This rationale feeds 
directly into the big picture of museums’ raison d’être as repositories of educational 
resources and educators of the public. 
 
This research is new and important for a number of reasons. First, by making 
museum educators the focus of investigation, the study provides insights into the 
role, status and value of museum educators in Australian museums. 
 
Second, an evaluation of educators’ knowledge and skills and a description of their 
work will contribute to an overall understanding of the role played by history 
pedagogy in the teaching of historical thinking, in or out of the classroom. 
 
Third, the grounded theory generated from the data provides a model through which 
the teaching of history can be understood, examined and enacted in history museums 
and history classrooms. 
1.6 Significance 
At a time of social and economic change in this second decade of the twenty-first 
century, museums are constantly in the process of reassessing and defining their 
social role and purpose. In response to technological developments in education and 
new understandings of the learning needs of the ‘digital native’ generation, 
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museums, galleries, libraries and educators around the globe are currently rethinking 
and repositioning themselves in the wider landscape of digital education.4 
 
When museum professionals and academics are asking, ‘Are museum educators still 
necessary?’ (Munley & Roberts 2006), it is worth considering the possibility that 
educators such as those in this study who deliver face-to-face, ‘formal’ education 
programs to school students may no longer have a place in museums of the future. 
The findings and interpretations of this research show the strengths and 
opportunities, and perhaps weaknesses and risks, of the pedagogical interaction 
among museum educators, secondary students and teachers and the history delivered 
in museums. 
 
The grounded theory that emerges from the study proposes a history pedagogy model 
that acknowledges and incorporates the vital role played by the expert educator in the 
dynamic interrelationship that links historical knowledge, educators and learners. 
 
The conclusions will be of significance to classroom history teachers, professional 
museum and heritage educators, academic historians and archaeologists, pre-service 
history educators, and to museum and heritage managers. 
1.7 Researcher’s Perspectives 
By declaring the ‘conscious reflexivity’ of their personal histories, values and 
assumptions, researchers place themselves on the same critical plane as the 
researched subjects. They increase their awareness of knowledge production within 
the specific dynamics of power and dismiss the perception that they are neutral, 
objective observers (Bloom L 1997: 112). In this way, researchers are situated as real 
individuals with ‘concrete, specific desires and interests’ in the investigation 
(Harding 1987: 112). 
 
                                                 
4 See Institute of Museum and Library Services, 2011, Museums, libraries and 21st century skills, 
Washington, <http://www.imls.gov/about/21stCSkills.shtm>.  
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My perceptions of history education in museums were formed by my university 
degrees in history and archaeology, and my professional experience as a secondary 
history teacher, museum educator and consumer and provider of museum education 
services. As a history teacher, I took my students on excursions to local, state and 
national museums and heritage sites on many occasions in the belief that learning 
experiences outside the classroom, away from the routine of the class timetable with 
someone other than their teacher, would have a positive effect on their ability to 
understand history. My students and I experienced a range of education programs, 
some more memorable than others, largely because of the uniqueness of the 
museums and artefacts, but also because of the knowledge and expertise of the 
particular educator. 
 
From my experience as a teacher and a consumer of education programs, I knew 
what teaching methods worked with students and what did not. ‘Good’ programs 
could always be distinguished from the ‘not-so-good’ by the knowledge and 
enthusiasm exuded by the educator and, ultimately, his or her ability to engage 
students in learning history by capturing their interest and imagination. 
 
As an educator at the University of Sydney’s Nicholson Museum (1992–4) and the 
Dawes Point archaeological excavation in The Rocks, Sydney (1995) I used the skills 
I learned as a classroom history teacher and field archaeologist to design education 
programs I hoped would get school students (and the public) interested in and excited 
about history and archaeology. Inevitably I occasionally had my own experience of 
delivering ‘not-so-good’ presentations as a museum educator when, for whatever 
reason, I had not managed to engage some or any of the students in what I believed 
to be the excitement of learning history and archaeology. 
 
These experiences prompted me to focus my doctoral research on documenting the 
professional experiences of museum educators and examining the pedagogical 
dynamics that come into play when they deliver history education programs to 
student visitors. I also investigated the responses of classroom teachers to gauge their 
perceptions of what constitutes a ‘good’ and ‘not-so-good’ learning experience and 
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to articulate the aspects of a learning experience that made it effective, enjoyable and 
worthwhile for their students. 
1.8 Contexts of the Study 
1.8.1 Political Context: Australia’s History Wars 
While this research was taking place (2007–11), Australia experienced a change in 
government, moving from the Howard Liberal Government to the Rudd/Gillard 
Labor Government, which had a significant impact on the politics of curriculum 
design in Australia. 
 
The attempt to nationalise Australia’s curriculum is not new. Since the 1970s, there 
have been various attempts at national curriculum collaboration in Australia. These 
attempts have been largely restricted by the constitutional reality that the 
responsibility for curriculum lies with each state and territory. The process was 
stifled by mutual suspicion and has resulted in either states/territories resisting or 
blocking initiatives that appear to challenge their curriculum authority or the 
Commonwealth diluting national curriculum initiatives until they are politically 
acceptable (Reid 2005: 20). 
 
The academic debate that spilled into the so-called ‘history wars’ was ignited in the 
public sphere in 2006 when then-Prime Minister John Howard called for ‘root and 
branch renewal’ of the teaching of Australian history in schools, ‘both in terms of the 
numbers learning and the way it is taught’ (Howard 2006: 62). The battleground 
quickly shifted from academe to Parliament and then to the classroom as a result of 
persistent media coverage (Clark 2008a; Macintyre & Clark 2003). 
 
Contention erupted between stakeholders over what and how history should be taught 
in Australian schools.5 History teachers feared that the Liberal government was 
attempting to impose its right-wing ideology on the history to be taught in schools 
                                                 
5  Such as academics, curriculum designers and state and national history teachers’ associations. 
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rather than developing the practicalities of syllabus content and historical skills 
(Kiem 2006). 
 
At the Australian History Summit in August 2006, a group of Australian historians, 
educators and public figures who were widely recognised as promoters of critical 
history recommended that Australian history should be taught sequentially through 
primary and secondary schooling and specifically as a distinct subject in Years 9 and 
10, with course content based on a framework of historical ‘milestones’. 
 
After more than a year of disagreement over the content of the curriculum, Prime 
Minister Howard himself launched the Guide to the Teaching of Australian History 
in Years 9 and 10 in October 2007 which ‘aimed to provide the rationale and 
objectives for the study of Australian history in Years 9 and 10 as a separate subject 
in schools across Australia’ (Australian Federal Government 2007). It was loudly 
rejected by most participants in the History Summit and was criticised for being ‘too 
crowded to work in classes’ (Macintyre et al. 2007). Tony Taylor (2009) of Monash 
University, who was closely involved the proceedings in 2006–7, commented: ‘The 
overwhelming professional response was that the Howard document was part of a 
game of “political football” associated with his decline in popularity and the 
forthcoming general election’. 
 
In November 2007, the Rudd Labor Government was elected; in January 2008, it 
established the National Curriculum Board, whose directive was to scrap Howard’s 
‘barely-teachable’ Guide and implement a content and skills-based national history 
curriculum for all Australian students from Kindergarten to Year 12. 
 
My research began at the time when the political shift from the right to the left was 
taking place. In spite of ideological differences about the content of history to be 
taught in schools, both political sides share two common beliefs: that the profile of 
history (Australian history, in particular) should be increased in schools with the 
introduction of a national history curriculum and history should be taught as a stand-
alone subject in all states and territories, not just in New South Wales. 
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The Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) was 
established in 2009. The Australian Curriculum: History document was endorsed by 
ministers of all Australian states and territories in December 2010 and is on track for 
implementation in all Australian schools by the end of 2013 (2014 for New South 
Wales). Once the new Australian Curriculum: History is operational, history will be 
taught as a discrete subject in all Australian primary and secondary schools from 
kindergarten (Foundation) to Year 10. 
 
Paul Kiem (2011), President of the History Teachers’ Association of Australia, 
warned that one outcome of curriculum nationalisation would be an accelerated 
commercialisation of education. Although Kiem sees this as having a negative 
impact on the ‘survival of a collegial ethos and all that it contributes to the quality of 
education at the classroom level’, a positive outcome of curriculum nationalisation 
could be the invigoration of history education programs in museums and heritage 
sites as teachers seek new ways of engaging their students in stimulating and 
engaging out-of-the-classroom learning experiences (Zarmati 2009). 
1.8.2 Impact of Curriculum on Museum Education 
An aim of the national Australian Curriculum: History is to facilitate a more 
consistent approach to teaching historical knowledge, understanding and skills across 
all Australian states and territories. This will certainly have an impact on the design 
of history education programs being offered to schools by museums. Many museums 
are currently in the process of redesigning their education programs to meet the 
requirements of the new national curriculum. 
 
Curriculum documents, whether produced by states, territories or the federal 
government, provide the framework on which many education programs in museums 
are constructed. In effect, curriculum documents like the Board of Studies New 
South Wales’s History Years 7–10 Syllabus have served to create educational 
markets and customers (school students and teachers) for museums. 
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The educational potential of museums for Australian history was recognised by key 
agents in the debate over the national history curriculum. In July 2007, Tony Taylor 
briefed Museums Australia on what a national history curriculum could provide for 
Australian museums. He emphasised that ‘institutions and organisations responsible 
for conservation and interpretation of historic sites and collections recognise the 
value of material culture to the understanding of history, but access to these 
collections and sites is not integral to the teaching and learning of Australian history 
as presently structured’. Taylor (2007) encouraged the museum sector to argue for a 
‘national program of local history/heritage’ to become part of any future national 
curriculum. 
 
Geoffrey Bolton, also a participant in the 2006 History Summit, pointed out that the 
museum sector had been actively lobbying Summit members to impress upon them 
the importance of schools having access to their historical resources (Australian 
Federal Government 2006). 
 
The impact of a national curriculum on museums in the United Kingdom is a 
relevant comparison to the potential impact in Australia. In 1988, the Thatcher 
Government implemented the Educational Reform Act and history became a 
mandatory core subject for students aged eleven to sixteen with prescribed learning 
content and attainment targets that were tested at key developmental stages. Museum 
professionals reported a flow-on effect in museums because the history curriculum 
prescribed the use of a wide range of sources, including documents, artefacts, 
photographs, oral history and sites. To the delight of museum managers, visits to 
museums and the use of museum-based education services in national museums 
increased significantly as a result. 
 
John Reeve, then Head of Education at the British Museum, reported that three times 
as many students were visiting almost a decade later than before the curriculum 
changes; similar trends were observed in local museums (Hooper-Greenhill 1993: 5; 
Reeve 1996: 231). Education programs in museums and galleries were then marketed 
to schools to show their relationship to national curriculum attainments, not only for 
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history, but for most mandated subjects, including science and technology (Hooper-
Greenhill 1991: 73–5). 
 
The nature of curriculum design and development is a significant contextual 
consideration for this research because it represents a shift in the construction of 
historical knowledge and pedagogy from state and territory jurisdictions to the 
national federal level. As I will show in Chapter 6, curriculum constructions of 
historical knowledge have a significant impact on the design and delivery of 
education programs in Australian history museums. 
 
Since museums have long been identified as significant stakeholders in the school 
history debate and, more recently, as potential beneficiaries of the inclusion of 
history in the Australian Curriculum, examination of the methods used to teach 
history to secondary school students in Australian museums and heritage sites is 
appropriate and timely. 
1.8.3 Contexts of Place: Museums and Heritage Sites 
The International Council of Museums (ICOM) defines a museum as being not only 
an architectural artefact but also an historic ‘place’ where interaction occurs between 
individuals, artefacts, and interpretations in a defined space, either constructed or 
authentic. It includes ‘natural, archaeological and ethnographic monuments and sites 
and historical monuments and sites of a museum nature that acquire, conserve and 
communicate material evidence of people and their environment’ (ICOM 2008). 
 
According Michel Allard (1995: 235–44) few academic articles describe or evaluate 
the impact of education programs in heritage sites (as opposed to museums) on 
student learning. For this reason, this study includes education programs in two 
Australian heritage sites, Port Arthur Historic Site in Tasmania and Sovereign Hill in 
Ballarat, Victoria. The Museum of Sydney on the site of the first Government House, 
Hyde Park Barracks, Sydney and the Old Parliament House in Canberra function 
dually as museums and historic sites. 
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Denice Blair Leach (2007: 198) sees the museum as a ‘place’ that includes museum 
buildings, objects and exhibits with intangible and virtual places that create a multi-
dimensional environment through the connection of people with objects and 
memory. She expands this to include four physical and virtual ‘domains’ within the 
museum ‘place’ so that educators whose job it is to help people learn within 
museums can ‘improve visitors’ experiences in place’: 
 
x The origin domain, the physical, geographic or cultural environment in which an 
object was created, built or designated as having a particular meaning (2007: 
199). Archaeologists refer to this as ‘provenance’, or ‘provenience’, the place 
where an object or artefact was found; this can differ from the place where it was 
created (e.g. an Egyptian-made artefact discovered in Greece). This is important 
because it is evidence of geographical transmission through human intervention. 
Unless a museum itself is an historic or archaeological site, museums rarely 
function as origin domains. But an understanding of the concept of origin is 
essential to students’ understanding that objects in the museum came from other 
places. 
x The creation domain is a virtual place or environment fashioned by the very act 
of object creation. In this domain, the object’s existence flows from the creator, 
and the object itself reflects the creator’s intentions. ‘No physical place, 
including the museum, can ever become a creation domain; this place exists only 
between the object and creator and only for as long as the process of creation 
continues’ (2007: 200).  Students can explore the person or persons who created 
the artefact as well as their motivations for creating it. 
x The display domain is the physical setting in which an object exists or is 
‘displayed’. The museum is always the display domain (2007: 202). Here 
students have the opportunity to critically examine and evaluate the construction 
of the museum display within this domain. 
x The experience-object domain is the interface between a single person and a 
single object in a specific time and place. It includes the generation of a virtual 
place where ‘the intangibles of the museum, including memory, learning and 
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meaning-making, come together’ (2007: 203). Leach (2007: 204) rightly points 
out the relationship between ‘sensory perception and mental connection’, which, 
as I explain in Chapter 6, is a powerful pedagogical means of engaging students 
in learning within museums. 
 
Most importantly to this research, Leach advises that the reality of the multiple 
conceptual domains of museums ‘makes it necessary for educators to develop 
pedagogies and programs that anticipate and accommodate learners’ spatial needs’ 
(2007: 205). 
1.8.4 Context of Space: The Museum ‘Classroom’ 
As a history educator, I conceptualise the museum as a learning space (or place) that 
is an extension of the history classroom. Its intrinsic value is its social function as a 
repository of primary source materials, particularly artefacts, which are essential 
tools for the study of history. Teaching and learning in a museum setting requires the 
unique qualities of the museum environment to be considered (Bourdon Caston 
1989: 90). 
 
Museums are learning spaces that strengthen content knowledge, enhance historical 
thinking skills and provide learning possibilities and student engagement that are not 
easily replicated in school (Marcus & Levine 2011: 104). This makes the museum a 
vital resource for historical investigation and interpretation. Nakou (2001: 75, 91) 
undertook a longitudinal study of students’ historical thinking in the first three years 
of high school in Greek archaeological museums because ‘museums were assumed to 
offer an enabling educational environment in relation to many fields of human 
knowledge and experience, among them history’. She concluded that students’ 
historical thinking was activated by the educational environment of the museum.  
 
History is traditionally presented in exhibitions as objects organised within a single, 
linear narrative with little opportunity for visitors to critically engage with the exhibit 
or to question the themes being portrayed (Trofanenko 2010: 272). From an 
educational perspective, the museum also has the potential to function as a teaching 
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space in which traditional narratives can be challenged and where students can 
engage in historical inquiry and critical thinking and be encouraged to question 
historical interpretations. 
 
Recent studies of history teaching and learning see the process of communicating 
knowledge about the past as ‘an epistemological and cultural act that conveys deep 
and sometimes unintended messages about what it means to be historical in modern 
society’ (Stearns, Seixas & Wineburg 2000: 3). It moves from being a simple 
technical act of conveying knowledge to a cultural act that teaches students 
metacognitive understanding of their own role in constructing historical knowledge. 
If classrooms are places where ‘the contending voices in the debate over what history 
means, or should mean, in a democracy come together’ (Stearns, Seixas & Wineburg 
2000: 3), then museums and heritage sites can be places in which students can 
participate in the ‘cultural act’ of constructing history. 
 
In 2008, Anna Clark of Monash University undertook an extensive survey of 
hundreds of Australian secondary school students to ask how they preferred to learn 
Australian history. Clark (2008b: 137) reported, ‘In group after group, students 
described how comparing different perspectives through a mixture of class 
discussion, excursions and research projects made the subject more engaging’. 
 
The voices of these students are the opinions of the ‘target audience’ of school 
visitors. Canberra student Rick said, ‘Excursions always keep you interested because 
it’s something different, something new—you’re not in the classroom, you’re out 
doing something else, so that helps you learn as well’. Yasmin from western Sydney 
said she likes excursions ‘because it motivates you practically. It’s a different setting, 
different environment, and it’s also really good to have discussions’, and students at 
a school in southern New South Wales ‘begged for more history fieldwork’ (Clark 
2011: 116). 
 
My own experience as a museum educator is that students generally enjoy and are 
interested in the physical experience of history and archaeology, of visiting a historic 
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site and handling real or replica artefacts. Adolescents understand that they are not 
really ‘stepping back in time’ or ‘living in the gold rushes’ yet enjoy the novelty 
factor of visiting reconstructed historical sites (such as Sovereign Hill, Ballarat), 
participating in role playing (such as The Franklin River Debate at Old Parliament 
House, Canberra and The Vietnam Era program at the Australian War Memorial) or 
dressing up in historical costume (such as the Waves of Migration program at the 
Immigration Museum, Melbourne). One of the attractions for students is that learning 
takes place outside the classroom and they are involved in activities that are different 
from the everyday routine of their regular history classes. 
 
But whether or not Australian history and site studies are mandatory, many teachers 
take their students on excursions to museums as an extension of their course of study 
and a fun learning experience. For this reason, museums have become key places for 
the teaching of Australian history. 
 
For example, the National Museum of Australia provides a wide range of interactive, 
student-centred and curriculum-based programs that cater to the various learning 
needs and interests of students from different states and territories. A core priority of 
its education service is fostering ‘an understanding and appreciation of Australia's 
history, cultures and environment among preschool, primary and secondary 
students’. The National Museum of Australia’s most successful year yet for school 
visits was 2006–7, in which approximately 86,500 students attended from 1500 
schools across Australia. 
 
A visit to a museum or heritage site is an opportunity to disconnect students from the 
classroom routine and their ‘comfort zone’ of regular history lessons that rely on 
reading and interpreting written primary and secondary sources. They offer rich 
opportunities for physical interaction with primary sources in a kinaesthetic and 
tactile way, from the observation and handling of unique cultural objects to the 
experience of being physically present in places of historical significance. 
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History education programs in museums should challenge students to actively 
participate in the epistemological act of doing history, not just consuming it. They 
should critically evaluate the constructions of history presented to them and, most 
importantly, using evidence deduced from three-dimensional primary sources to 
develop their own interpretations of the past. 
 
This thesis seeks to illuminate the educational mandate of museums by focusing on 
the professional praxis of museum educators and the methods they use to teach 
students to think historically and, in some cases, to critically evaluate museums’ 
historical narratives, interpretations and political agendas. These factors are 
considered in relation to the views presented by current museum and educational 
research and theory.  
1.8.5 Theoretical Context: From ‘Informal to ‘Formal’ Museum Programs 
Analysis of museum education literature reveals that it is based on a body of research 
almost entirely focused on informal learning, predominantly in science museums. To 
date, few scholars or practitioners have examined the teaching and learning of history 
in history museums, particularly in light of developments in historical thinking and 
pedagogical practices that have occurred overseas and in Australia over the past 
twenty years.  
 
In contrast, this thesis focuses on teaching and learning history in formal museum 
education programs by examining education programs offered in nine Australian 
history museums. These programs are aligned to school curricula, delivered by 
teacher-trained museum educators, meet designated subject outcomes, and build on 
students’ prior classroom knowledge and skills. They are a popular alternative in 
Australian history museums to the programs that require students to undertake their 
own learning research6 or those that encourage classroom teachers themselves to 
teach their own students in the museum.7 
                                                 
6 For example Janette Griffin’s SMILES program (1994; 1996a)  
7 For example Grenier & Marcus (2009), Marcus & Levine (2011), Marcus, Stoddard & Woodward 
(2012). 
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1.8.6 Museum Educators at the Interface between Schools and Museums 
Central to the study is my contention that education programs in history museums 
fall between two physical contexts with two discursive cultures, museum education 
and history education. Even though both museum education and history education 
utilise constructivist learning theory, history education distinguishes itself markedly 
by the heuristic of historical inquiry method. This is largely due to the fact that the 
pedagogy of history teaching is embedded in the epistemology of the discipline of 
history, while the pedagogy of museum education is informed by research in the 
discipline of science.  
 
I will argue that historians operate according to a paradigm specific to the 
epistemology of history, and this is reflected in the different research backgrounds 
and methods of teaching. For this reason there is very little overlap between 
academic articles cited by museum educators and those consulted by history 
educators. Common citations in academic literature are limited to generally accepted 
research on educational psychology and philosophy, such as works by Lev Vygotsky, 
Jean Piaget and Benjamin Bloom as well as Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligences 
theory.  
 
In all other ways, these bodies of knowledge appear to operate in completely 
different academic spheres. This study takes place in museums, at the interface 
between the two theoretical and pedagogical contexts of the teaching and the 
learning of history where the praxis of educators in Australian history museums is 
enacted. 
1.9 Assumptions 
The rationale for this study emanates from the assumptions held at the start of this 
research. These ideas were formed by my previous professional experience as a 
classroom history teacher, a museum educator and an educator of pre-service history 
teachers. 
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First, the methods used by educators to teach history in museums are determined by 
the learning needs of students in the unique museum space or heritage site and their 
access to authentic artefacts. Teachers take students to museums and heritage sites so 
that they can have learning experiences that differ from those in the classroom. 
Museums and heritage sites provide unique spatial experiences that can elicit 
powerful affective responses that can impact long-term memory and learning. 
Museums also allow students to access authentic artefacts, whose rarity can have an 
impact on students’ emotions and learning. 
 
Second, educators in the nine Australian history museums in this study come from a 
range of educational and professional backgrounds. Some experience difficulties in 
their professional lives, especially with regard to salaries, working conditions and 
self-esteem when they move from teaching to the museum workplace. It is possible 
that such variables in experience and working conditions could have an impact on the 
way they design and deliver history education programs in museums 
 
Third, teachers who choose ‘formal’ history education programs for their students 
that are delivered by museum educators have high expectations of the quality of 
teaching provided by museum educators.  
 
These initial assumptions will be revisited in the interpretations of findings in 
Chapter 7. 
1.10 Research Design Overview 
The methodological approach employed is a qualitative inquiry situated within an 
interpretive paradigm designed to generate a grounded theory. Data were gathered 
from researcher observations of the delivery of ten education programs in nine 
Australian museums and interviews conducted with twenty-five museum educators 
and twelve secondary history teachers whose students had participated in the 
education programs. Data were coded, analysed and interpreted according to the 
conceptual framework generated by the research questions. A grounded theory 
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emerged from my analyses and interpretations of the behaviour, words and actions of 
museum educators, the focus of the study (Goulding 1999: 6). 
1.11 Structure of the Thesis 
This section provides an overview of the thesis structure: 
 
x The objective of Chapter 1 is twofold: to provide an understanding of the 
research problem and an overview of why and how the research was 
conducted. In addition, the study context, problem, purpose and significance 
are presented. 
x The purpose of a literature review is to critically review the academic 
foundations of the research in relation to the perspective presented in the 
thesis. The literature review spans Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
x Chapter 2 examines the impact of a range of educational theories on the 
construction of history in Australian curricula, from the 1960s to the present.  
x Chapter 3 focuses on different theories and models of pedagogy and their 
influence on the teaching of history in Australian secondary schools.  
x Chapter 4 critically evaluates the theoretical underpinnings of museum 
education. 
x Chapter 5 details the research design and the specific procedures used to 
conduct the study. The methodological framework of qualitative inquiry, an 
interpretive paradigm and the grounded theory are explained. The connection 
between the research questions and the data collection process of gathering 
samples using researcher observations and semi-structured interviews with 
participants is made explicit. 
x In Chapter 6, the findings that are the product of the data gathering, analysis 
and interpretation are presented. A broad range of experiences is documented 
to provide the reader with a window into the professional world of museum 
educators and teachers. The words and actions of participants are reported as 
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objectively as possible in narrative form so that they ‘speak for themselves’. 
My own observations of the programs are included where relevant. 
x Chapter 7 provides interpretive insights into the findings of Chapter 6. Two 
emergent themes focus the discussion: first, the role and status of educators in 
museums and second, the relationship between the professional experience 
and expertise of educators and the ways they teach history in museums. 
Interpretations are supported by references to research on history teaching 
and museum education. The chapter concludes with a grounded theory about 
how history is taught to secondary students in Australian museums. 
x Chapter 8, the final chapter, presents the inquiry conclusions, highlights the 
theoretical contribution of the thesis and identifies related areas with the 
potential for future research. 
1.12 Definitions of Key Terms 
1.12.1 Praxis 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary (2008) defines ‘praxis’ as ‘professional practice, as 
distinguished from theory’. The term ‘praxis’ is used in the title and throughout this 
thesis to explore the reality of the everyday work behaviours and actions of museum 
educators in contrast to the museological and educational theories examined in 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
1.12.2 Museum Educator 
For the purposes of this thesis, I use the term ‘museum educator’ to describe those 
individuals who are employed by a museum on a full-time, part-time or casual basis 
to design and actively teach history education programs to student visitors. This term 
includes other titles used in museums and heritage sites, in Australia and overseas, 
such as ‘guide’, ‘facilitator’, ‘presenter’ or ‘officer’ but does not include volunteers 
(or ‘docents’) who are not paid for the educational work they do in museums. It also 
includes job status titles such as ‘education manager’ and ‘education coordinator’.  
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I use the term ‘museum educator’ in this thesis to differentiate the professional role 
from that of ‘classroom teachers’ who teach history in secondary schools. Use of the 
title ‘education officer’, ‘guide’, ‘presenter’ or ‘facilitator’ is largely dependent on a 
museum’s internal culture and nomenclature that reflect remuneration awards set by 
state or federal government public services. 
1.12.3 ‘Formal’ Education Programs 
In Chapter 4, I argue that a negative connotation has come to be associated with the 
terms ‘formal’ and ‘education’ (as opposed to ‘informal’ and ‘learning’) in some 
museum cultures overseas. However, the same negative connotation is not attached 
to the terms ‘formal’ or ‘education’ in Australian museum discourse. Instead 
programs are differentiated by whether they are ‘educator-facilitated’ or ‘teacher-
guided’. 
 
The term ‘education programs’ refers to education programs that are delivered to 
school students by museum educators in the learning context of museums and 
heritage sites. Education programs in museums are designed to complement and even 
extend the historical content and skills being taught in schools by teachers. 
 
Most museums offer teachers the option of guiding their students themselves or 
choosing a program facilitated by a museum educator. Teachers choose to guide their 
students either because they have limited time available to spend in the museum or to 
avoid adding further costs to an already expensive excursion. Some museums, such 
as Hyde Park Barracks and Old Parliament House Canberra, do not offer teacher-led 
programs because the fragile nature of these heritage sites prevents students and 
other visitors from having open access. 
1.12.4 Site Studies 
Although it is not mandatory, some state-produced curriculum documents encourage 
museum visits as part of their program of study. In New South Wales, where history 
is taught as a discrete subject from Year 7 to Year 10, a site study must be integrated 
into the course of study. It is considered a valuable learning experience because it is: 
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A means through which students acquire knowledge, skills, values and 
attitudes from experience in the field ... Site studies enable students to 
understand their historical environment and participate actively in historical 
inquiry. They can offer a means of interpreting the past and/or recognising 
how human occupation and use of the site has changed over time, and lead 
to an understanding of the context in which changes have occurred. They 
also provide an enjoyable means to understand and actively engage in the 
past and help fashion a lifelong interest in history (Board of Studies 2003: 
15). 
The New South Wales Board of Studies (2003: 15) defines a ‘site study’ as: 
An inquiry-based examination of an historically or culturally significant 
location. Site studies may include an investigation of the school and its 
surroundings or a visit to an archaeological site, a museum, an Aboriginal 
site (with permission), a specific building, a monument, a local area, an 
open-air museum. 
Virtual sites on CD–ROMs and the Internet are also considered legitimate site 
studies since many teachers find it difficult, for a number of reasons, to take their 
students out of school for an excursion. 
1.12.5 Pedagogy 
The term ‘pedagogy’ has multiple meanings that differ according to the contexts of 
history education and museum education. As Skilbeck (1990: 35) says ‘pedagogy is a 
term often used but seldom defined’. Mortimore (1999:1–2) points out the difficulty 
of defining ‘pedagogy’ because it is a contested term with multiple meanings, many 
of which are also culturally and temporally specific. In its most simplistic form 
‘pedagogy’ is often used in the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand as a synonym for ‘teaching’ (Reynolds 2012: 24).  
 
However, in practice the meaning of ‘pedagogy’ is far more complex. Lusted (1986) 
and Taylor and Young (2003) define it as the interrelated dynamic among 
knowledge, the educator and the learner that aims to produce learning. For Alexander 
(2001, 2008) the difference between teaching and pedagogy is that teaching is an act, 
whereas pedagogy is an act as well as a discourse. Reynolds (2012: 24) adds that 
pedagogy is related to curriculum and cultural practices because it encompasses the 
performance of teaching along with the theories, beliefs, policies and controversies 
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that inform and shape it. It is this definition of pedagogy that I use in this thesis and 
discuss in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4 in the contexts of schools and museums.  
1.12.6 Constructivism 
It is essential at the beginning of this thesis to address the epistemological problems 
associated with definitions of constructivism because it is a concept that, when 
employed to describe an approach to teaching and learning, is central to the 
theoretical argument presented in this research. The basic premise of constructivism 
is that knowledge is obtained and understanding is expanded through active 
construction and reconstruction of material frameworks. Understanding involves the 
development of valid connections between new and existing knowledge and 
experiences (Killen 2009: 6)  
 
From its genesis in the works of Piaget, Vygotsky, Bruner, Dewey and von 
Glasersfeld, constructivism has become one of the most influential theories in 
education today. Three main aspects of the nature of constructivism influence the 
argument I present.  
 
First, it must be emphasised that not all constructivism and constructivists are the 
same; multiple interpretations abound in education literature. Since the 1980s 
constructivism has evolved into a theory of learning that is distinctly mercurial and, 
as a result, able to accommodate a wide range of interpretations which are sometimes 
confusing and contradictory; for this reason a simple definition of ‘constructivism’ is 
impossible to capture.8 Therefore specific definitions of constructivism in various 
contexts are provided at relevant points in the literature review on history education 
scholarship in Chapters 2 and 3 and museum education scholarship in Chapter 4. 
 
Second, the element most common to all proponents of constructivism is an 
understanding that meaning, or human knowledge, is a construct that is expanded 
through active construction and reconstruction of mental frameworks. Learning is not 
a passive process of simply receiving information; rather it involves deliberate, 
                                                 
8 For example, Riegler (2005) provides a useful overview of the diverse ‘schools’ of constructivism.  
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progressive construction and deepening of meaning (Killen 2007: 7). Consequently, 
learning is most effective when it is student-centred and students themselves are 
actively involved in construction of their knowledge.  
 
In terms of pedagogy, there is a strong emphasis on collaborative, social learning, 
whether amongst peers or with experts, such as educators, and an understanding that 
learners’ prior knowledge must be acknowledged, accommodated and enhanced in 
the process of learning. Constructivism has undoubtedly had a positive impact on the 
way history (among other disciplines) is taught in schools and museums because it 
provided educators with a model of learning behaviour which emphasises students’ 
active construction of their own knowledge. This was an important pedagogical shift 
away from traditional forms of didactic teaching.  
 
Third, the element of constructivism that is the focus of most disagreement amongst 
scholars of education is that which can be called ‘constructivist pedagogy’. The 
debate centres on whether the educator should operate as ‘sage on the stage’, 
‘meddler in the middle’ or ‘guide on the side’ in the learning process (McWilliam 
2009). The conflicting opinions of Lawrence Baines (professor of education) and 
Gregory Stanley (secondary school classroom teacher) versus Lynn Chrenka 
(professor of English education) provide a clear example of this ongoing academic 
dispute.  
 
Baines and Stanley (2001: 696) argue that: 
…constructivism, as a theory, has definite merit. Students who are active 
and involved probably learn more than students who are passive and bored. 
However, as it is practiced and preached, constructivism has become an all-
encompassing theory that many academics attempt to apply to every 
learning situation, irrespective of the subject matter, the teachers, or the 
students involved. The constructivist model of teacher as benign helper—
ever ready to preach the gospel of ‘social justice’—has become, for true 
believers, not a way to teach but the only way. 
Chrenka (2001: 694) counters that: 
Teachers who use a constructivist approach to learning are not invisible, as 
Lawrence Baines and Gregory Stanley suggest … On the contrary, such 
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teachers are an integral part of the learning process. Informed by Piaget, 
Vygotsky, Bruner, and others, these teachers, in fact, combine their 
understanding of how students learn with their own expert knowledge of a 
particular discipline in order to construct a framework for instruction. 
Within this framework, learning is an active process that is student-centred 
in the sense that, with the teacher’s help, learners select and transform 
information, construct hypotheses, and make decisions. 
Rather than take sides in the theoretical debate above, my purpose is to examine 
perceived tensions between epistemological theories of constructivism specific to 
history education (how learners construct historical knowledge) and pedagogical 
theories of constructivism relating to museum education (how knowledge should be 
transmitted, processed and acquired by learners).  
 
Although constructivist theory has made a valuable contribution to teaching and 
learning in schools and museums, it would seem that a discourse has developed in 
museum education that promotes student-centred learning pedagogy over educator-
student guided interaction. My purpose is to use qualitative research methodology 
and an interpretive paradigm to consider the possibility that differences exist between 
museum education theory and the realities of professional praxis in Australian 
history museums.  
1.13 Why Study History Educators in Australian Museums? 
A review of museum education literature revealed that since 2006 only a handful of 
researchers have examined the role of museum educators as active teachers in 
museums, and none of these has been in history museums in Australia: 
x Lynn Uyen Tran (2006, 2008; Tran & King 2007) studied the pedagogical 
work of science museum educators in museums in the United States;  
x Lisa McIntosh (2011) examined the methods museum educators use to teach 
others to teach in Canadian museums; 
x Robin S. Grenier (2011) conducted a qualitative study to analyse the 
characteristics of expert volunteer docents in history museums in the United 
States; 
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x Katie Best’s doctoral research (2012) focused on the pedagogical interactions 
between museum guides and visitors in informal learning situations in British 
museums. 
Museum educators who specialise in the design and delivery of history education 
programs form a distinct professional group within many museums in Australia, yet 
their work has so far been neglected in research. In particular, their everyday work 
praxis has been ignored, leaving a gap in knowledge of the impact of their 
professional identity in the museum workplace on the way they teach history to 
student visitors. It is possible that their work has been overlooked because the 
training, experience and professional praxis of educators in history museums operate 
across the two distinctive professional cultures, schools and museums. This study 
bridges this gap by providing a valuable insight into their professional praxis and 
pedagogy of history educators in the socio-cultural context of Australian museums 
from 2008 to 2011. 
1.14 Summary of Chapter 1 
This chapter introduced the research by providing the background setting for the 
investigation. The research problem was identified and the purpose of the research 
explained. The connection was made between the research questions and the 
qualitative research methodology that uses an interpretive paradigm to produce a 
grounded theory. This chapter also described the researcher’s assumptions and 
perspectives, rationale and significance and provided definitions of terms and 
concepts that are central to the research. The next chapter contextualises this study in 
relation to the academic literature on history education. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Foundations of School History 
2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of the study is to use qualitative research to observe, record and analyse 
the professional praxis and teaching methods of educators in nine Australian history 
museums in the light of current museum and educational theories, and generate a 
grounded theory from the data. 
This chapter is the first of three to review the academic literature relating to the 
research problem. I begin with an examination of the theoretical framework used by 
history educators to teach history in secondary schools. This framework provides a 
short overview of the development of history teaching in Australia. A definition of 
the term ‘pedagogy’ and a critical evaluation of current scholarship on history 
pedagogy links this chapter to the examination in Chapter 4 of museum education 
theory. 
2.2 Curriculum Reform in the United States 
The 1950s and 1960s were a period of crisis in curriculum design in the United 
States. The U.S.S.R’s launch of Sputnik caused American scientists, academics and 
politicians to fear that the Soviet Union was gaining the upper hand in scientific 
knowledge. In response, the federal government of the United States enlisted 
academic scholars to reconstruct school curricula, especially in mathematics and 
science. Educating students in democratic values and attitudes and civics and 
citizenship also became a central aim of the curriculum. 
 
Coupled with this was a belief that heavily content-laden subjects were ‘too 
academic’ and not suited to the needs of newly-emerging vocations. Throughout the 
1960s funding of curriculum projects was widespread so that school curricula were 
reorganised and upgraded in response to these new ideological, technological, 
economic and social changes (Marsh 1986: 206). 
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It was during this time that former secondary school teacher and history academic 
Edwin Fenton developed an interdisciplinary approach to teaching history that 
became known as the New Social Studies. History was taught in conjunction with 
other subjects such as political science, economics, sociology, anthropology, 
psychology and geography (1967: 1). Fenton believed that secondary school history 
should be not only about acquiring knowledge but also about developing ‘the same 
skills as those used by historians’ (1967: v).  
 
The structure and pedagogy of social studies was heavily influenced by Bruner’s 
psychological theory of discovery learning (Bruner 1963: 81–96; Fenton 1966: 124–
34), Piaget’s psychology of learning (Barcan 1971: 79) and Bloom’s taxonomy of 
educational objectives (Bloom 1956; Bloom & Krathwohl 1966). History teaching 
was based on a practical methodology that instructed teachers on how to teach skills 
to students.  
 
The New Social Studies program was a simple compromise between the two 
extremes of content delivery: on the one hand, exposition, in which the teacher, as 
the unquestioned authority, would present a lecture followed by a directed question 
and answer session designed to transmit and test delivered knowledge; on the other 
hand, induction, a nondirective, student-centred approach in which students take a 
more active role in the acquisition of knowledge and the teacher directs the students’ 
learning.  
 
Fenton (1961: v) emphasised that while the induction method was a mode of inquiry 
involving the development and validation of hypotheses, ‘expository methods have 
not been completely abandoned’. Fenton’s method of inquiry-based learning shifted 
the focus to the student but he maintained that it still required that the teacher take a 
directive role.  
 
Fenton’s New Social Studies was not without its critics, especially in relation to the 
teaching of history. For example, Keller (1970: 49) complained that there was not 
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enough ‘inquiry’ in inquiry method and that students needed to work more closely 
with teachers to use evidence to develop and prove hypothetical questions.  
 
By the mid-1970s the New Social Studies was out of fashion in the United States and 
the revival of history as a separate subject became the dominant trend. This was 
followed in 1994 by the creation of national curriculum standards for history, 
geography, economics, civics, psychology and social studies which are still in use in 
the United States today.  
 
Unlike the single discipline standards which were quite specific and had detailed 
requirements about content and processes, the social studies standards create only a 
broad framework of themes (Marsh & Hart 2011: 6). Although school history did not 
become a ‘stand-alone’ subject, from 2000 the term ‘social studies’ has been used in 
the United States to categorise history and the social sciences in the school 
curriculum (Evans 2006). 
2.3 History as a Form of Knowledge  
Enthusiasm for curriculum reform also burgeoned in the United Kingdom and 
Australia in the 1970s and 1980s. In a climate which advocated that curriculum 
subjects be more ‘scientific’ and vocational, Paul Hirst argued that the distinctive 
nature of subjects like history should be retained.  Hirst’s differentiation of seven 
discrete ‘forms of knowledge’ (mathematics, the physical sciences, the human 
sciences, history, religion, literature and the fine arts, and philosophy and moral 
knowledge) had a far-reaching effect on curriculum design in the United Kingdom 
and beyond (Woolcock 1989).  
 
Hirst (1966) compared history and science in order to demonstrate that while they 
share comparable ‘truths that are matters of empirical observation and experiment’ 
there are clear distinctions between the two: on the one hand is scientific method 
which is methodologically empirical in nature as it consists of the collection of data 
through observation and experiment, and the formulation and testing of hypotheses; 
on the other hand is history whose methodology is a process of developing ‘historical 
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explanation of particular events by colligation, the use of general laws and evidence 
from sources’ (1974: 118).  
 
Some influential history education specialists in the United Kingdom also supported 
the teaching of history as a separate subject. Denis Shemilt, co-founder of the 
Schools Council History 13–16 Project, emphasised that unlike science, historical 
facts are mutable. While an historian can cite sources accurately or inaccurately, 
punctiliousness with evidence does not guarantee the veracity of ‘facts’ associated 
with evidence as it does in applied science (1983: 2). 
 
Martin Booth (1994: 63) wrote that the past, the object of the historian’s 
investigation, is different from the object of the scientist’s investigation, and that the 
thought processes are equally different. ‘The logic of historical thought is not a 
formal logic of deductive inference ... It consists neither in inductive reasoning from 
the particular, nor in deductive reasoning from the general to the particular.  
 
Likewise some Australian academics have presented justifications for the positioning 
of history as a unique curriculum subject. In his national inquiry into school history 
in Australia, Tony Taylor (2000: 148) argued that school history is essentially 
different from other associated disciplines because of its adductive nature and 
idiographic underpinning.  
2.4 Decline of ‘The Great Tradition’ 
In the United Kingdom the view of history as a singular subject in schools and 
universities was dominated for most of the twentieth century by what Sylvester 
(1994) calls ‘The Great Tradition’: 
In terms of pedagogy, the ‘great tradition’ prescribed… a didactically 
active role for the teacher, placing high premium on the teacher’s ability to 
construct active interpretations of history and a generally passive role for 
the learner, who was required to assimilate, organize and either reproduce, 
or exceptionally, reinterpret the teacher’s interpretation. The pedagogic 
expertise of the history teacher thus resided in his or her command of, and 
ability to relate, subject matter knowledge (Husbands, Kitson & Pendry 
2003: 8–9). 
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The approach of ‘The Great Tradition’ of British historical writing was that history 
was an academic subject best left to study by ‘the experts’, professional historians 
skilled in the analysis and interpretation of primary sources; school students should 
simply be taught the facts. History was treated as ‘a body of received information to 
be accepted, memorized, a view reinforced by most examinations’ (Dickinson, Gard 
& Lee 1978: 1). 
 
Academic historian Geoffrey Elton (1971) saw school history as simply a watered-
down version of the history taught at universities. He maintained that critical 
thinking and analysis of primary source material, the main historical methods used 
by academic historians, should not be taught until the undergraduate level. But Elton 
did concede that if the content and approaches to teaching history were age 
appropriate and appealed to the interests and ability levels of school students, they 
would learn to enjoy history and wish to study it at university (1971: 7). 
 
Critics pointed out that history had become unpopular with school children because 
they were bored by too much emphasis on the memorisation of dates and events. 
Teachers were also being weighed down by an overload of information that they 
were expected to deliver in lecture format (Booth 1994: 62). The problem was that 
little difference existed between the content and the lecture mode of the delivery of 
history in universities and schools. School students were considered not to have the 
appropriate background knowledge, skills or interest to manage primary sources and 
secondary narratives whose literacy level was targeted above their reading ability. 
 
At the same time those involved in teaching school history were advocating the need 
for change and more radical approaches to the interpretation of academic history, 
such as the rise of the Annales School’s ‘Total History’ and Marxist ‘history from 
below’ were developing and gaining favour. Such narratives advocated more 
democratic and inclusive histories that embraced the perspectives of ordinary 
individuals and groups, including women and the working class (Warren 1999: 92–
105). History educators began to ask how they could make history interesting for 
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adolescents and turned their attention to students’ needs, interests and cognitive 
abilities. 
2.5 Impact of Educational Psychology on History Education 
While historians were debating what sort of history should be taught and to whom, 
history academics and teachers began to look to disciplines such as psychology for 
inspiration. From the 1960s to the 1970s, psychologist Jean Piaget’s theory of the 
stages of cognitive development had a profound impact on history educators and was 
used to increase understanding of the development of children’s historical thinking. 
The logic was that if teachers were going to be teaching history to adolescents, then 
it would be a good idea for them to gain an understanding of their cognitive abilities. 
Hallam (1971: 167–8) tested Piaget’s three stages of development of thought on 100 
students aged eleven to sixteen by assessing their answers to three historical 
passages.9 He concluded the majority of secondary school students at age sixteen 
were only able to operate at the concrete level of thought in history and that these 
results should be kept in mind by those developing history syllabuses; in other 
words, students in this age group were not yet capable of critical thinking. 
 
Hallam’s views were subsequently discounted by Booth (1978) and Dickinson and 
Lee (1978), who questioned Hallam’s methodology and the appropriateness of using 
the Piagetian framework as the model against which to assess the nature and 
development of children’s historical thinking. They pointed out that Piaget’s theory 
and methodology had been borrowed from a study of problem solving within the 
context of the natural sciences. The subject children were presented with a series of 
tests in which the data were complete and a solution was available.  
 
Booth (1994: 64) argued that Hallam’s approach to history would reduce it to ‘simple 
storytelling, picture drawing, model making and rote learning’. History educators 
began their own testing using material that was specific to the discipline of history. 
Booth’s research (1980) on the learning capabilities of adolescents demonstrated the 
                                                 
9 Hallam focused on the preoperational (ages less than twelve years), concrete (ages twelve to sixteen) 
and formal (ages sixteen and up) stages (see Hallam 1971, pp. 163–5). 
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inadequacies of trying to apply theory and methodologies developed within the 
sciences to the knowledge domain of history. The results of his longitudinal study10 
showed that the student improvement was the result, not of general intelligence or 
maturation but of developments in the syllabus and the use of teaching methods 
specific to history (1980: 252). 
2.6 Developing History for School Students 
Once the individuality of history as a school subject had been established, British 
history education academics began articulating specific procedures and methods that 
could be used to teach history in schools (Coltham & Fines 1980; Rogers 1972). 
Dennis Gunning produced a small booklet entitled The Teaching of History (1978) to 
‘help teachers of history solve problems of classroom teaching’. He advised teachers 
that they should develop history courses that catered specifically to the needs and 
interests of adolescents because: 
There is an academic discipline called ‘History’. There is also a school 
subject called ‘History’. There is no self-evident reason why they have to 
be the same. If we are teaching fourteen-year-olds, we should subject 
everything we want to teach them, whether a fact, a concept or skill, to the 
question, ‘Of what use, or potential use, is this knowledge to them? … 
because the vast majority of pupils will never be academic historians’ 
(Gunning 1978: 13–4). 
Coltham and Fines produced an influential booklet aimed at helping history teachers 
develop educational objectives. Their approach was progressive because first-time 
teachers were required to be conscious of the learning they wanted their students to 
achieve. Coltham and Fines’ framework addressed learning outcomes and objectives 
as well as skills and attitudes (1980: 12). Their main argument was that students 
should ‘learn by doing’: that only by mastering relevant skills could the student come 
to know historical methods.  
 
Although Coltham and Fines urged teachers to use primary and secondary sources, 
their method was limited because it did not require students to analyse or question 
                                                 
10 Booth studied 53 boys and girls aged fourteen years and up who were studying modern world 
history compared to a control group matched for age and intelligence who were not studying history 
(1996: 64). 
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sources for their reliability and usefulness, it only required that they extract 
information for the recall of historical facts. Thirty years later Jon Nichol reflected 
on the impact of Coltham and Fines’s publication: 
The context for Educational Objectives was simple, even simplistic. The 
barbarian was hammering on the gate of school history, threatening to 
replace it with sociology as a bright, relevant, shiny, (pseudo-) scientific 
new Humanities subject. Mary Price’s paper History in Danger (1968) had 
been a call to arms against the threat from sociology. John Fines and 
Jeanette Coltham responded with Educational Objectives: It was the white 
knight in shining armour riding to the rescue of Clio, the muse of history 
(2010: 46). 
2.7 ‘New History’ and ‘What is History?’ 
Mary Price’s warning that history was under threat of completely disappearing from 
the curriculum prompted the government to fund a history curriculum development 
project at Leeds University in 1972 (Price 1968: 342–7; Schools Council History 
1976: 7). 
The Schools Council History 13–16 Project (later known as the Schools History 
Project and ‘New History’) had become one of the most successful innovations in 
education in the United Kingdom because it was the first practical attempt to bridge 
the gap between school and academic history. It began as a response to adolescents’ 
needs in a time of rapid change and widespread predictions that young people of the 
1970s would have increased leisure time (Husbands, Kitson & Pendry 2003: 11).  
 
This new way of approaching the teaching and learning of history accepted the 
position of history as a distinctive subject and was heavily influenced by the writings 
of Jerome Bruner (Taylor T 2000: 17). Bruner was confident that children of any age 
could work as historians and develop their own interpretations of history: 
History never simply happens: it is constructed by historians. It is a lame 
excuse to say that children can’t do it. I have seen the interpretive approach 
to history developed ... where kids were learning to be historians rather than 
consumers of potted, ‘correct’ histories (Bruner 1996: 91–2). 
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The Schools History Project structured history as a discrete subject according to 
Hirst’s forms of knowledge model (Shemilt 1983; Egan 1983) but was considered 
new because it introduced a structured methodology of teaching. It was designed 
specifically for adolescents aged thirteen to sixteen, the age range deemed to cover 
the period when adolescents start to become developmentally capable of analytical 
and critical thinking. Chronological periods and historical people and events that 
would appeal to this age group were identified and teaching methods were targeted to 
suit students’ cognitive abilities (Shemilt 1980). The Schools History Project gave 
history an intellectual basis with which to underpin the move towards restructuring 
the curriculum around a skills-based approach (Husbands, Kitson & Pendry 2003: 
12). 
 
The outcome of the government-funded project was the What is History? kit, a class 
set of booklets to be used in United Kingdom secondary schools that focused on 
using historical sources as evidence. The booklets were structured according to 
Bloom’s cognitive skills hierarchy. Students assumed the role of ‘detective’: they 
analysed primary and secondary sources, evaluated evidence by identifying 
contradictions and conflicts and drew conclusions that were supported by historical 
evidence.11 The result was that secondary school students were using the same tools 
of historical inquiry as those used by professional historians but at a level suitable for 
their interests and cognitive abilities.  
 
Shemilt described the New History as: 
A ‘form of knowledge’ having its own logic, methods and perspectives, … 
intended to serve as a model for inquiry-based, problem-solving 
pedagogy… a humane study concerned with people, their actions and 
perceptions of events… The pupil is introduced to the idea of 
reconstructing the evidence, to the reality of different sorts of evidence 
which have to be used in different ways and from which different sorts of 
things can be adduced, and to the problems of reconstruction in the face of 
biased, incomplete and contradictory evidence. Finally the What is History? 
course addresses the question of historical explanation in the form of causal 
analysis and the delineation of motives (Shemilt 1980: 5). 
                                                 
11 See Schools Council 13–16 Project (1976 a–c). 
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In reaction to the ‘Great Tradition’, the Schools History Project questioned 
traditional assumptions about the pedagogy of teaching history to adolescents. It 
spawned an alternative tradition of history teaching with quite different 
understandings of the role of the teacher and the organisation as well as the selection 
of content and the subject purposes. Instead of relying solely on a didactic approach 
to teaching, the Schools History Project drew on constructivist research that placed 
the learner at the centre of knowledge acquisition. Attention was shifted from the 
acquisition of knowledge to the acquisition of skills needed by learners in order to 
make sense of historical problems (Husbands, Kitson & Pendry 2003: 10).  
 
In terms of teaching, the Schools History Project approach required teachers to take 
an active role in preparing material for students, select topics appropriate to their age 
and cognitive abilities and guide them through the process of historical inquiry by 
posing relevant questions and offering feedback in the form of comments. 
 
With regard to learning, students were working with primary sources, the same raw 
materials as used by professional historians, and were required to analyse sources, 
think and draw their own conclusions and make their own historical interpretations. 
The use of Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives ensured that skills were 
developed in a hierarchical sequence suited to adolescents’ cognitive abilities. 
2.8 Curriculum Constructs of History in Australia 
In both the United Kingdom and elsewhere in Europe, secondary school history 
remained relatively untouched by the development of the integrated social studies 
curriculum that was gaining ground in the United States (Taylor T 2000: 1). But once 
the theoretical debate on the methods of teaching and learning reached Australia in 
the 1970s academics and teachers began to look more critically at the methods being 
used to teach history in schools.  
As we shall see, the New Social Studies movement in the United States and the New 
History movement in the United Kingdom had a long-term impact, not only on the 
structure of history but on the methodology of history teaching and learning in 
Australian schools. The result was a fragmentation of approaches that resulted in 
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only one state of Australia, New South Wales maintaining history as a ‘stand-alone’ 
subject in the secondary school while all other states and territories adopted a variety 
of approaches along the lines of the social studies model.12    
2.9 Impact of ‘New Social Studies’ in Australia 
In response to the New Social Studies movement in the United States, some 
curriculum designers in Australia argued that the teaching of history as a separate 
subject was outdated, traditional and conservative. The movement in favour of New 
Social Studies-style subject was led in Australia by Malcolm Skilbeck (1979: 3–4, 
cited in Taylor T 2000: 17), who said that the teaching of ‘separate, distinctive’ 
history courses was only one way of teaching the subject and not necessarily the best.  
 
In the 1980s, the Commonwealth Government perceived a ‘crisis in education’ that 
warranted the creation of an economically and socially relevant curriculum on a 
national scale. At a meeting in Hobart in 1989 education ministers resolved to 
introduce a suite of National Educational Goals which included the creation of eight 
outcomes-based Key Learning Areas (KLAs). One of these KLAs was Studies of 
Society and the Environment (SOSE), the consolidation of single-discipline subjects, 
including anthropology, ecology, economics, geography, history, philosophy, 
politics, psychology and sociology. The decision to organise SOSE according to 
conceptual ‘strands’ rather than traditional disciplines was controversial because it 
signalled a significant change in curriculum structure and teaching and learning 
practice for many teachers (Marsh & Hart 2011: 8). 
 
While supporters of SOSE congratulated it for being ‘a great achievement for 
education in this country’ (Gilbert 2003: 5 cited in Marsh & Hart 2011: 26), Tony 
Taylor (2000: 19–20) attributed the overall decline in school history in the 1990s 
partly to the embedding of history in the SOSE framework. Likewise Ashton and 
Hamilton’s longitudinal study Australians and the Past (2003: 58) concluded that the 
                                                 
12 However, the social studies approach was implemented in New South Wales primary schools as the 
subject called ‘Human Society in its Environment’ (HSIE). 
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implementation of the SOSE curriculum at the secondary level had a negative impact 
on the study of history in these jurisdictions. 
 
In the process of re-establishing history as a stand-alone subject in a forthcoming 
national curriculum, SOSE was officially disaggregated in the secondary school at 
the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 
(MYCEETYA) meeting in Darwin in April 2007. 
2.10 Impact of ‘New History’ in Australia 
New South Wales alone held its ground alone against the SOSE movement because 
of a long-term, general belief amongst teachers and academics in that state that 
history should be taught as a discrete subject. Shortly after its introduction in the 
United Kingdom, New South Wales teachers began adapting the Schools History 
Project’s What is History? model to Australian history topics and a number of 
teachers produced teaching materials that were trialled in Australian schools 
(Fitzgerald 1983: 43). In 1981, the New South Wales 7–10 History syllabus was 
developed along the lines of the Schools History Project’s emphasis on the nature 
and use of evidence in history and the process of historical inquiry (Johnston 1982: 
72).  
Since its implementation in United Kingdom schools in the 1980s, the Schools 
History Project has had a profound influence on the history pedagogy of a generation 
of teachers in Australia. As a new teacher trained in the What is History? approach to 
history education in New South Wales in the early 1980s, I consider myself and 
many of my contemporary teachers the products of that innovation. Since then, the 
historical inquiry method has become the approach taught to pre-service teachers in 
their professional training and is used by most teachers in Australian secondary 
schools. 
 
Since the late 1990s, history teachers in Australia have promoted knowledge and 
skills-based learning that is active, investigative and open to multiple interpretations. 
The introductory chapters of many Australian secondary history textbooks are 
testament to the long-term impact of the What is History? approach, based on the 
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investigation of a historical problem leading to multiple interpretations. For example, 
Anderson and Ashton’s Focus on Australian History (1993: 2) describes history as 
‘an inquiry which tries to narrate, reconstruct and interpret past human experiences’. 
In Investigating Australia's 20th Century History, Cameron, Young and Lawless 
(2000) explain that ‘The finished products of historians’ inquiries … are really 
historians’ interpretations of what happened in the past based on their investigations’. 
 
In the current New South Wales History 7–10 syllabus (2003), Year 7 students begin 
their study of history with an investigation called ‘What is history?’. In the process of 
defining it, they discover the features of history that distinguish it from every other 
subject they are studying at school. The question is examined once again at the 
beginning of the senior Year 11 Modern and Ancient History courses but with the 
assumption that, by the age of sixteen years, students will understand the basics of 
historical thinking and be able to work at a higher cognitive level that allows for 
greater philosophical exploration of the subject’s key features. In her study of 
secondary students’ attitudes about the teaching of Australian history, Clark (2008a: 
136–43) reported that students at this age said they like this approach because they 
prefer to learn history when there’s ‘no direct answer’, when they can discuss 
different perspectives and develop their own opinions. 
 
In keeping with the postmodernist contention that there are not one but many 
interpretations of history, high school students in most Australian states are taught to 
examine and develop multiple interpretations of history. This approach aligns with 
the historical inquiry method which also guides students through the analyses of 
conflicting sources and the examination of multiple interpretations.  
 
Historiography has been taught explicitly in the New South Wales senior courses in 
Ancient and Modern History since the 1990s. The Year 12 History Extension course 
introduced in 2000 takes historical thinking one step further in the hierarchy of 
cognitive development and shows distinct signs of the influence of postmodernism in 
its requirements for students to study historiography. 
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The Year 12 History Extension course builds on students’ prior knowledge of how 
historians work and functions on the premise that, although an understanding of 
content is important, history is not simply about extending students’ knowledge of a 
particular period or event in history. The course aims to use specific historical 
investigations to reflect on the nature of history and how and why interpretations of 
history change over time. Teachers are required to teach historical thinking and help 
students to identify multiple interpretations of history, and most importantly, they are 
encouraged to develop their own.13 The course has gained national and international 
praise for its innovative and bold approach to teaching and learning history.14 
 
The forthcoming Australian Curriculum: History aims to teach secondary school 
level students how to examine and evaluate primary and secondary sources and 
develop multiple interpretations of history. 
2.11 ‘History Wars’ and Politics in the Classroom 
‘History wars’ in Australia is a term for the ideological debate that erupted between 
left- and right-wing historians over interpretations of Australian history in the late 
1990s and early 2000s. An example of the debate over historical interpretation that 
flowed into curriculum content is the use of the terms ‘invasion’ or ‘settlement’ in 
school syllabi. But teachers who teach history as being problematic and constructed 
take the opportunity to address such issues by getting their students to debate the 
question of ‘invasion or settlement’ rather than presenting them with a singular 
interpretation of historical ‘truth’. 
Stuart Macintyre, who suffered many attacks on his own scholarship during the 
history wars, commented in his keynote address to the New South Wales History 
Teachers’ Association 2004 State Conference on the power of teaching contested 
history in the classroom: 
 
                                                 
13 See the New South Wales Higher School Certificate History Extension course at 
<http://www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au/syllabus_hsc/pdf_doc/history-extension-st6-syl-
from2010.pdf>. Since it was introduced in 2000, ten per cent of senior history students have chosen 
to study the additional History Extension course. 
14 Dr Jennifer Lawless, New South Wales Board of Studies Inspector, personal communication, 5 
April 2011. 
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I am therefore delighted to see that your HSC [New South Wales Higher 
School Certificate] provides for an Extension History course that includes a 
research project, a study of historiography and a case study of an historical 
issue. Such an Extension course introduces students to the very essence of 
history, the investigation of historical problems according to the 
disciplinary procedures for research, the study of how historians interpret 
the past and an appreciation of how their interpretations are to be 
assessed…  
… The history wars are an ugly side of the Australian present; they debase 
public life and they serve education ill. But at least they provide material 
for you and your students to use to develop historical skills. Your 
Extension Studies [Year 12 History Extension Course] are indeed an 
antidote to the prejudices unleashed by the history wars and I wish you all 
the best in your enterprise (2004: 7 and 14). 
2.12 Key Concepts in Teaching and Learning History 
Three concepts in history education are now widely accepted in history education 
discourse in countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada and 
Australia. These concepts have a significant impact on the way history is structured 
as a subject in universities, schools and museums and therefore must be considered 
in relation to the professional praxis of history educators in Australian museums. 
They can also be seen as the key concepts that shape the teaching and learning of 
history so that students can gain the historical knowledge, understandings and skills 
considered valuable to active citizenship in a democratic society (ACARA 2011; 
Field 2007; Stearns 1998). 
2.12.1 Historical Consciousness 
Historical consciousness can be broadly defined as individual and collective 
understanding of the past, the cognitive and cultural factors that shape those 
understandings and the relationship between historical understanding and those of 
the present and the future (Taylor T 2006: 228). It is collective memory that is 
inextricably linked with political and social action in any society (Taylor T 2000: 3–
4).  
 
The concept of historical consciousness has become a topic of much discussion in 
history education. The concept originated with scholars such as German historian 
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Jörn Rüsen, who distinguish between knowing history (historical or substantive 
facts) and understanding how history is used and interpreted (Megill 1994; Rüsen 
2006; Taylor & Young 2003; Trofanenko 2008: 583). 
 
Sharon Macdonald (2006b: 12) explains: 
A notion of historical consciousness recognises and seeks to theorise 
people’s awareness of the past, history and historicity. It entails not simply 
examining how the past affects the present or is used in it, but investigates 
people’s self-conscious definition of some aspects of the past as ‘history’, 
their notions of the agency of the past, their apprehensions of time, and 
their ‘temporal’ orientations’—how they perceive past, present and future 
and their interrelations. 
Peter Seixas has made a special study of historical consciousness at the Centre for 
the Study of Historical Consciousness at the University of British Columbia. Seixas 
draws a distinction between historical consciousness, historical research and 
historiographic research. His explanation is clear: when we study history, we are 
looking at the past; when we study historical consciousness, we are studying how 
people look at the past.15 
 
Seixas further distinguishes historical consciousness from historiography, which 
examines how historians study and construct the past. ‘Historical consciousness can 
thus be defined as individual and collective understandings of the past, the cognitive 
and cultural factors which shape those understandings, as well as the relations of 
historical understandings to those of the present and the future’(2009).  
 
Seixas incorporates the notion of ‘collective memory’ (the study of how ordinary 
people beyond the history profession understand the past) into his definition of 
historical consciousness as ‘the area in which collective memory, the writing of 
history, and other modes of shaping images of the past in the public mind merge’ 
(2006: 10). 
 
                                                 
15 See Centre for the Study of Historical Consciousness at the University of British Columbia, 
<http://www.cshc.ubc.ca/index.php>. 
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Peter Lee coined the term ‘meta-history’ to describe the ‘organising ideas’ that give 
meaning and structure to our concept of the discipline of history. They are ideas 
about the nature and status of historical accounts, evidence, understanding, 
explanation, time and change that frame the way we make sense of the past. He 
proposed, ‘They should, perhaps, be thought of as an important part of our historical 
consciousness’ (2006: 131). 
 
According to Lee, teaching history education in schools is part of a wider process of 
developing students’ historical consciousness. 
In schools, students learn history. That is, they learn ways of thinking about 
the past that (it might be hoped) will help them to orientate themselves in 
time, bringing past, present and future into a relation that enables them to 
cope with living their lives as temporal beings. In short, school history 
should develop historical consciousness (2004: 2). 
Australian teachers are part of this broader historical community that recognises the 
importance of school history in the development of historical consciousness, and 
they have a key role in the development of historical consciousness in Australia 
(Taylor T 2006: 228). School history develops and enriches an informed collective 
memory as part of the students’ lifelong learning (Taylor & Young 2003: 28ff). 
 
A museum is another rich environment in which students can develop historical 
consciousness. Here students can become aware that historical consciousness also 
operates in the ‘real’ world outside the classroom. 
2.12.2 Historical Literacy 
Taylor and Young (2003: 5) defined historical literacy as a systematic process with a 
particular set of skills, attitudes and conceptual understanding that mediates and 
develops historical consciousness. Although it is often the subject of ‘vague and 
inconsistent meanings’, it is generally understood to describe the range of 
knowledge, understanding and skills required to grasp the nature of history, including 
the use of historical reasoning, synthesis and interpretation, to explain the past. It is 
an important part of life in the present and future because history is not merely about 
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understanding what happened in the past; it is about using that understanding to 
develop an informed moral, political and social view of the world (Taylor T 2004). 
Historical literacy is a concept that is common to all involved in the history 
community: academics, archaeologists, museum and heritage professionals, 
professional historians, curriculum writers, archivists, historical societies and 
documentary and film makers. Museum education programs, like the ones in this 
study, can provide students with practical and relevant learning experiences that 
develop historical literacy skills. 
2.12.3 Historical Thinking 
There are many of definitions of historical thinking. For example, Sam Wineburg 
(2001) described it as a movement away from everyday unreflective views of the 
past towards understandings built upon the investigation of primary sources 
embedded in their context. On the other hand, for Seixas (1996) historical thinking is 
the ability to determine historical significance, engage with and critique evidence, 
understand change over time, acknowledge that history encompasses decline as much 
as progress, empathise with the past and its inhabitants and embrace complex notions 
of causation.  
Stearns, Seixas and Wineburg identified three converging developments that have 
contributed to research in history teaching and learning since the 1990s: 
 
1. The ‘cognitive revolution’, as Gardner calls it, that shifts the focus from 
teaching to learning and the learner; 
2. The construction of historical knowledge and its political implications, which 
manifested as the history wars in North America and Australia (Engelhardt & 
Linenthal 1996; Macintyre & Clark 2004); and 
3. Problems of historical consciousness, collective memory and the public 
presentation of the past (Stearns, Seixas & Wineburg 2000: 3–4). 
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According to Wineburg (2001) historical thinking is an ‘unnatural act’ that does not 
come easily but must be learned. It is best understood as a movement away from 
everyday unreflective views of the past towards understanding built upon the 
investigation of primary sources embedded in their context.  
 
Seixas (1994, 2006) described historical thinking as the ability to determine 
historical significance, engage with and critique evidence, understand change over 
time, acknowledge that history encompasses decline as much as progress, empathise 
with the past and its inhabitants and embrace complex notions of causation. 
 
In this view, Booth wrote, ‘To think historically is to make disciplined use of head 
and heart tempered by a proper consideration of the available evidence and a due 
regard to the constraints of time and place’ (1994: 64). Students need to understand 
the key elements of historical inquiry: significance, epistemology and evidence, 
continuity and change, progress and decline, empathy and moral judgements and 
historical agency. 
 
Adolescents think historically when they use primary sources as evidence about 
historical people and events. They should demonstrate the ability to understand 
different interpretations of the past and, ultimately, use historical evidence to develop 
their own interpretations. The most widely used process in Australia for teaching 
historical thinking is historical inquiry, discussed below, which develops knowledge, 
understanding and skills. 
 
Tony Taylor (2000: 10) provided a list of the main categories of historical thinking 
and understanding he believed should be present in a school history curriculum: 
x an understanding of the use and value of different forms of evidence 
x a capacity to establish causal links between events 
x an understanding of change over time 
x an ability to see events from the point of view of participants (empathy) 
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x an ability to sift through evidence, produce a working hypothesis and produce 
conclusions (historical explanation) which are open-ended, i.e. not 
necessarily conforming to the teacher’s interpretation 
x an ability to report conclusions and place events in a proper historical context. 
Research on historical thinking over the past twenty years has focused almost 
exclusively on the understanding of history that students bring to and develop in 
early childhood, primary and secondary school classrooms. Only recently has 
research been undertaken in Australian universities on staff and student perceptions 
of the nature and role of historical thinking at tertiary level.16  
 
In the context of history museums, Gosselin acknowledges that in Canada some 
museum educators are aware of the ‘growing interest among schools in the historical 
thinking pedagogy and have started to offer school programs that apply these 
concepts’. But she makes the point that in terms of the development of exhibitions—
themes, storylines, and artefact selections—exhibition designers remain uninformed 
by this conceptual framework, and she calls for ‘a more integrated and broader use of 
historical thinking concepts in museums’ (2011: 249).  
2.13 Substantive versus Procedural Knowledge 
It is important to distinguish between substantive and procedural knowledge in the 
process of historical thinking: substantive knowledge incorporates knowledge of 
people, events and other information; procedural knowledge refers to the concepts 
and vocabulary used to make sense of the substance of the past; and both are 
mutually dependent (Lee & Ashby 2000: 199–200). An historical thinking pedagogy 
favours the simultaneous acquisition of substantive and procedural knowledge, often 
referred to as the discipline-based approach to history education (Gosselin 2011: 
250). 
Stéphane Lévesque (2008) also subscribes to Lee and Ashby’s distinction between 
substantive and procedural knowledge. His recommendations for teaching procedural 
                                                 
16 See Hughes-Warrington et al. 2009. 
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concepts differ slightly from those of his compatriot Seixas: historical significance, 
continuity and change, progress and decline, evidence and historical empathy. 
2.14 A National History Curriculum for Australian Schools 
At the time this research took place (2007–11), Australian educators were developing 
a national curriculum scheduled for implementation in all Australian schools from 
2013.  As explained above, history has previously been structured in different ways 
in Australia according to state jurisdiction: in New South Wales history is structured 
as a discrete area of study; in Victoria, history is positioned as a separate study 
within the group of Humanities subjects (with Economics and Geography); in the 
other states and territories history operated within the broader study of SOSE.   
With the introduction of the new Australian Curriculum: History, for the first time, 
history will be taught as a compulsory, stand-alone subject in all Australian states 
and territories from Kindergarten to Year 10. Optional courses in Ancient and 
Modern History in Years 11 and 12 will be offered thereafter.  
The new curriculum was influenced by and designed according to current research 
into historical consciousness, historical thinking and historical literacy and draws a 
clear distinction between substantive and procedural knowledge. The subject is 
organised into two strands: a) historical knowledge and understanding (substantive), 
and b) historical skills (procedural). These are described year by year in the 
curriculum document.  
 
One aim of the curriculum is to position Australian history within the global context 
underpinned by a narrative of the human occupation of Australia from 60,000 years 
ago to the present. The curriculum also recognises the importance of the process of 
historical inquiry and integrates the concepts of historical understanding, evidence, 
continuity and change, cause and effect, empathy, significance, perspectives and 
contestability.  
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2.15 Summary of Chapter 2 
In this chapter I showed that the knowledge domain of history is separate from 
science and has a distinctive and specific epistemology and heuristic of analysis. This 
was followed by an account of the main educational theories developed in the United 
States and United Kingdom and an explanation of their impact on the construction of 
history curricula in Australia from the 1960s to the present.  
The chapter concluded with definitions of the concepts of historical literacy, 
historical thinking and the process of historical inquiry, all of which are essential 
components of the pedagogy of history education in Australian secondary schools. 
The following chapter examines the key pedagogical approaches that influence the 
teaching and learning of history in Australian schools today.  
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Chapter 3: Ways of Teaching and Learning History 
3.1 Introduction 
Brief definitions of ‘pedagogy’, ‘teaching’ and ‘learning’ were provided in Chapter 1 
to explain my general understanding and use of the terms in this thesis. In this 
section I investigate the meanings of these terms in more detail, in particular in the 
two discursive contexts of history education in which Australian museum educators 
operate: school history and museum education. I also explore the impact that 
research on pedagogy has had on the methods used by educators to teach history in 
the nine Australian museums observed in this study.     
3.2 Defining ‘Pedagogy’ 
Remarkably, a widely agreed definition of pedagogy is difficult to find in current 
education literature. Dictionary definitions are simplistic, describing it as ‘the 
profession, science or theory of teaching’ (Concise Oxford Dictionary 2008). Most 
educators use the term to mean ‘teaching’ or ‘teaching methods’. In common 
parlance, the three terms are used interchangeably to describe the singular ‘act of 
teaching’ in different contexts. 
 
Lusted offered a complex definition of pedagogy that drew attention to the process 
through which knowledge is produced. Although, in wider usage, pedagogy has 
variously come to mean ‘a teaching style, a matter of personality and temperament, 
and even the mechanics of securing classroom control to encourage learning’: 
What pedagogy addresses is the process of production and exchange in this 
cycle, the transformation of consciousness that takes place in the interaction 
between three agencies—the teacher, the learner and the knowledge they 
together produce (Lusted 1986: 2–3).  
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For the purposes of this research, Lusted’s definition of pedagogy is most appropriate 
because it addresses the complex and interrelational dynamic that operates between 
the teacher, the learner and the knowledge being transmitted. 
The concept of pedagogy … denies notions of the teacher as functionary, 
the learner as ‘empty vessel’ or passive respondent, knowledge as 
immutable material to impart. Instead it foregrounds exchange between and 
over the categories, it recognises the productivity of the relations, and it 
renders the parties within them as active, changing and changeable agencies 
(Gurung, Chick & Haynie 2009: 3). 
More recently, Leach and Moon (2008: 169) proposed a similar definition of 
pedagogy to Lusted’s which described it as ‘an ongoing process shared by teachers 
and learners, crucially informed by view of learning, with the nature and forms of 
knowledge seen as critical for the learning process—and above all by views of 
educational purposes and outcomes’. 
 
An integrated definition of pedagogy such as the aforementioned reinforces a basic 
tenet of school education: that teaching and learning are a collective process and 
should never be separated because their relationship is reciprocal and symbiotic. 
They work together in the dynamic of pedagogy, a process of interaction between the 
educator, knowledge and the learner. 
 
The more complex definition of pedagogy fits well with the discipline of history 
because it relates directly to the concept of historiography, the core business of 
history, which is the examination of the processes of constructing historical 
knowledge. It is well aligned with the process of historical inquiry, the main heuristic 
used to teach history to secondary school students in Australia. 
 
Taylor and Young (2003: 12) also identified the relationship between the teacher, 
learner and subject matter as the central ingredients of teaching and learning. This 
view is in keeping with the basic tenets of constructivist learning theory because it 
acknowledges that both the teacher and learner bring to the classroom different 
capacities and beliefs. In this ‘pedagogical triangle’, the teacher and learner 
communicate through the medium of the subject matter. 
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In consequence, the definition of pedagogy as a complex interrelationship between 
the learner, the educator and knowledge transfer is also central to the investigation of 
the professional praxis of museum educators in history museums and the grounded 
theory presented at the end of Chapter 7.   
3.3 Politics and Pedagogy in Australian History 
A landmark study of history teaching in Australia that took place during the height of 
the history wars was Anna Clark’s 2004 doctoral thesis, published in 2006 as 
Teaching the Nation: Politics and Pedagogy in Australian History. Clark’s study is 
situated in the historico-political context of the so-called ‘history wars’ in Australia 
during the late 1990s and early 2000s. 
Clark interviewed 250 history teachers, students and curriculum officials from 
around Australia about issues of teaching and learning of historical and educational 
methodology, what she calls ‘the political and pedagogical concerns over history 
teaching’ (Clark 2006b; Macintyre & Clark 2004). 
 
In this context of a study of the methods of teaching and learning history it is 
important to emphasise that Clark’s use of the term ‘pedagogy’ relates to what she 
identifies as the two polarised and conflicting ‘approaches to Australian history’ that 
have been so hotly debated in relation to politics and curriculum design: teaching 
‘the facts’ versus teaching ‘issues-based’ history, or ‘substantive’ versus ‘procedural’ 
approaches to teaching history.  
 
Clark is not an academic specialist in history education but rather an academic 
historian whose focus is on the political history of history teaching in Australia, and 
her study is not about the ‘nuts-and-bolts’ methods and techniques used by teachers 
to communicate history to students, which is the central concern of my thesis. 
 
Consequently, Clark’s use of the term pedagogy differs from the meaning I employ 
in this thesis. Clark’s research focuses on the particular interpretation of Australian 
history being taught in schools, while this research focuses on the methods used by 
museum educators to teach history in Australian schools and museums. From my 
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perspective as a history educator, Clark’s use of pedagogy refers to substantive 
historical knowledge (what we teach) rather than how we teach it (Lee & Ashby 
2000: 200; Lee 1983; Lévesque 2008: 29–30). 
 
The definitions in Chapter 4 will demonstrate that pedagogy has yet another meaning 
in museum education discourse. 
3.4 Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Lee Shulman identified key areas of professional knowledge ‘good’ teachers should 
develop as they progress from graduates to professionals: content knowledge, general 
pedagogical knowledge, curriculum knowledge, knowledge of learners and their 
characteristics, knowledge of educational contexts and knowledge of educational 
purposes and outcomes. The importance of a teacher’s pedagogical content 
knowledge has been confirmed by more than thirty years of analysis of student 
alternative conceptions and conceptual change in Science, Mathematics and 
Psychology (Taylor A & Kowalski 2004).  
Included in Shulman’s list (1986b; 1987) is pedagogical content knowledge, which 
he defined as a complex system of knowing the material to be taught, having an 
understanding of children, of learning and teaching, effective classroom management 
and having a mastery of techniques for teaching the material to learners. Successful 
teaching is knowing how to ‘blend content and pedagogy into an understanding of 
how particular topics, problems, or issues are organised, represented and adapted to 
the diverse interests and abilities of learners and presented for instruction’.  
 
According to Shulman, pedagogical content knowledge is that ‘special amalgam of 
content and pedagogy that is uniquely the province of teachers’ (1987: 8).  
It is the most useful form of representations of those ideas, the most 
powerful analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations, and 
demonstrations—in a word, the ways of representing and formulating the 
subject that make it comprehensible to others. Since there are no single 
most powerful forms of representation, the teacher must have at hand a 
veritable armamentarium of alternative forms of representation, some of 
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which derive from research whereas others originate in the wisdom of 
practice (Shulman 2008). 
Pedagogical content knowledge goes beyond the subject knowledge (in this case, 
history) to the dimension of the knowledge and skills needed by the educator to teach 
the subject. It includes an understanding of what makes the learning of specific 
topics easy or difficult as well as the concepts and preconceptions that students of 
different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning (Shulman 1986b). 
 
Grant (2003: 42) sees pedagogical knowledge operating at the nexus between content 
and pedagogy, as ‘a place where teachers can pull from a palette of teaching 
strategies those which they believe will help and encourage their students to engage 
the particular ideas at hand’. Teachers need to know the methods that are best suited 
to packaging and presenting knowledge in ways that enhance their students’ ability 
to learn. 
 
In the interviews presented in Chapter 6 museum educators discuss how they use 
their pedagogical content knowledge of history teaching to design and deliver 
museum education to secondary students who are visiting during school excursions. 
3.5 Defining ‘Learning’ and ‘Teaching’ 
Any definition of pedagogy should also include a definition of ‘learning’. According 
to cognitive memory researchers Kirschner, Sweller and Clark (2006: 75) learning is 
a change in long-term memory and the aim of all instruction should be to alter long-
term memory. If nothing has changed in a person’s long-term memory, nothing has 
been learned. Learning is a process through which people develop knowledge, 
concepts and skills to make sense of their world. It involves actively engaging the 
mind through the process of acquiring, retrieving, applying and retaining knowledge. 
Peter Knight (1996: 24) proposed that learning should have a purpose and that 
students should be made aware of the outcomes and objectives that drive their 
learning activities. Learning is likely to be more effective if a guide or teacher 
structures the activity so that students understand the purposes of the learning 
activity. 
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Likewise, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the meaning of ‘teaching’ 
in this context. Husbands, Kitson and Pendry (2003: 10) explain that teaching is the 
process of guiding learners as they work with information. Teachers make constant 
decisions about what and how to teach which are dependent on their professional 
expertise and experience.  
 
The role of the teacher is to deploy the most effective and appropriate teaching 
methods in order to facilitate knowledge acquisition and learner understanding. 
Teachers help learners to find, remember, understand, organise, apply evaluate and 
do creative things with information (Killen 2009: 117). In Australia, two recent 
studies also concluded that the quality of teaching and learning is an important factor 
accounting for significant variations in student achievement (Hattie 2009; Mayer  et 
al. 2005: 160).  
 
A similar study by Darling-Hammond (2000) reviewed teacher quality and student 
achievement across fifty American states and concluded that teacher quality was one 
of the most important factors influencing student achievement, ranking it higher than 
both class size and school size. 
 
In the context of this thesis, ‘teaching’ does not carry the negative connotation of a 
didactic, behaviourist, ‘transmission model of instruction’ in which the one-way 
transfer of factual knowledge from teacher to student is the principal means of 
communication (Sipress & Voelker 2010: 25); rather, it refers to the complex act of 
knowledge transmission that occurs between educator and student. 
3.6 Towards a Definition of Signature Pedagogies 
A number of scholars in the United States and the United Kingdom have recently 
attempted to define what they call ‘signature pedagogies’ in university subjects. The 
concept refers to specific pedagogical techniques that may be unique to that 
discipline (Chick, Haynie & Gurung 2009: 3).  
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In the 1990s Shulman (2005: 52) led an investigation in the United States into 
defining signature pedagogies at the tertiary level, which he describes as ‘elements of 
instruction and of socialization’ that teach disciplinary novices ‘to think, to perform 
and to act with integrity’. 
Academic historians and scholars of history education in tertiary institutions are in 
the process of defining a signature pedagogy for history. The discussion remains 
generalised and theoretical, and no detailed description of the signature pedagogy of 
history has yet been developed. However, what scholars do agree on is that the 
discipline of history is an ‘epistemic activity’ consisting of contested judgements that 
rest on concrete evidence drawn from the human past. ‘For students to think 
historically, they must do history by entering into a contested, evidence-based 
discourse regarding the human past’ (Sipress & Voelker 2010: 26). Because 
signature pedagogies are perceived as fundamental ways in which future 
practitioners are educated in their professions, the research has applied only to 
tertiary education (Shulman 2005: 52). 
 
The same process of definition has not been applied to school subjects, perhaps 
because secondary school students do not operate at the same cognitive level and the 
purposes of study are quite different. High school students are essentially beginning 
learners and are not training to be history teachers, academic historians or others 
involved in history as a profession, such as museum educators.  
 
Research on signature pedagogies led to the development of the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning movement in American universities which emerged in 2005. 
The movement encourages educators to take a closer look at how they teach and how 
their students learn, to implement the same methodologies they use for formal 
investigations in their disciplines and to evaluate their teaching by peer review 
(Chick, Haynie & Gurung 2009: 5–6). 
 
To date the museum education sector has not engaged with the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning debate, especially in relation to the teaching of history in 
museums. Research on the definition of the signature pedagogy of history could 
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possibly be of benefit to the general understanding of the dynamics of the teaching 
and learning of history in secondary schools and museums.  
3.7 Productive Pedagogies and Quality Teaching Frameworks  
There are two examples of the practical application of pedagogy theory in Australia: 
Productive Pedagogies in Queensland and Quality Teaching in New South Wales. 
Each has had a significant impact on theory and practice in Australian education 
since 2000, yet museum educators have not engaged in the application of this type of 
pedagogical model either in Australia or overseas. 
The Productive Pedagogy initiative is an interdisciplinary approach to curriculum 
design developed by the Queensland School Reform Longitudinal Study research 
team. It was built on authentic instruction research by Newmann and Wehlage (1993: 
8) that recommended five ‘standards of instruction that represented the quality of 
intellectual work’ but was not tied to any specific learning activity; these were 
incorporated into the Productive Pedagogy framework by Jennifer Gore and James 
Ladwig from the University of Newcastle (Newmann & Wehlage 1993: 244–5).  
 
The framework for Productive Pedagogies in Queensland and Quality Teaching in 
New South Wales are slightly different and there are variations in other states of 
Australia (such as ‘Essential Learnings’ in Victoria and Tasmania—see Appendix 1), 
but a common understanding is that: 
Pedagogy is defined as ‘the art and science of teaching’. It is more about 
how teaching is done rather than what is taught, although the two are 
interconnected. Pedagogy is about the teaching and learning activities 
teachers use and how they assess their students’ progress.17 
The Productive Pedagogy approach respects the work of teachers and provides them 
with a practical and useful framework for planning and designing lessons. Teachers 
play an active and expert role in the learning process. It is the responsibility of the 
teacher to use their pedagogical content knowledge to design and implement the 
learning task and procedures for students to follow. Teachers are also required to 
                                                 
17 See New South Wales Department of Education, <https://www.det.nsw.edu.au/proflearn/ 
docs/pdf/qt_parentfly.pdf>. 
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intervene in the learning process to teach explicit concepts, skills and terminology 
when students encounter difficulty within particular tasks. 
 
At the same time, students are encouraged to take more responsibility for their 
learning, work more in groups and have greater choice about with which case studies 
and examples they engage. This general framework fits well with the knowledge 
domain of history because it specifies that substantive knowledge should be taught as 
being problematic and critical, which complements historical inquiry method.18 
 
The most important foundational precept that links the Productive Pedagogy 
framework to the approach taken in this thesis is that learning cannot occur without 
quality teaching, yet, as I shall explain in Chapter 4, museum education discourse 
tends to focus on learning at the expense of critical evaluations of the effectiveness 
of teaching. To date, the Productive Pedagogy framework has not made any inroads 
into the discourse of museum education even though it has much to offer museum 
educators in terms of cross-curriculum program design and methods of delivery. 
3.8 Impact of Constructivism on History Education 
Here it is necessary to define constructivism in general and with regard to its 
application to history education. A detailed analysis of its impact on museum 
education theory follows in Chapter 4. 
In its simplest form, constructivism refers to ‘the philosophical belief that people 
construct their own understanding of reality’ (Oxford 1997: 36) because knowledge 
cannot exist outside the mind, nor can it be transmitted unmediated from one mind to 
another.  
 
Constructivist theory became popular in education during the 1990s, when many 
theorists and educational practitioners adopted a constructivist perspective. The 
educational literature on constructivism rapidly increased at that time and it is now 
                                                 
18 See sample Stage 5 Australian History programs at 
<http://www.curriculumsupport.education.nsw.gov.au/secondary/hsie/history4_5/programs/histprog
s.htm>.  
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enormous. Constructivist views have strongly influenced classroom teaching 
practices and teacher education in the subjects of English (the ‘whole language’ 
movement), mathematics and science throughout North America, Europe, the Far 
East and other parts of the world (Oxford 1997: 36–7). 
 
According to Robin Small (2003: 483), defining constructivism is a difficult task 
because it comes in a number of versions: ‘Some are models of learning that involve 
few, if any, startling epistemological claims’. Most education scholars agree there are 
at least two general schools of constructivism: individual constructivism, where the 
knower or knowledge constructor is the individual, and social constructivism, where 
the knower or knowledge constructor operates as a group, or as an individual who is 
part of a group (Oxford 1997: 36–7, 45; Phillips 2000; Richardson 1997).   
 
Individual or personal constructivism was developed by clinical psychologist and 
educator George Kelly (1955) who proposed that people construe objective reality 
according to their own meanings or interpretations and use their construct systems to 
understand, predict and control the external world. Piaget built on Kelly’s work in 
the domain of learning. He is credited as the first constructivist and the first to use 
the term ‘constructivist epistemology’.  
 
Piaget’s theory of knowledge portrayed the child as a ‘lone scientist’ creating his or 
her own sense of the world (Oxford 1997: 39). He maintained that both biological 
development and cognitive development occur through organisation and adaptation 
to the environment. While Piaget knew that this occurred within a social context, his 
focus was on the individual learner. He viewed the young child as an explorer who 
should be provided with opportunities to construct meaning in a multiplicity of 
experiences (McInerney 2006: 121–2). 
 
Social constructivism (also called ‘sociocultural constructivism’ in museum 
literature) originated with Vygotsky’s (1987) pioneering of the sociocultural theory 
developed in the 1920s and 1930s. Vygotsky proposed that meaning is constructed 
through the interplay between individuals acting in social contexts and mediators 
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provided by culture, environment and history (Hein 1998: 149). Rather than 
assimilate a body of knowledge about one’s world and environment, people construct 
meaning based on interactions with their surroundings. These interactions provide 
the evidence and opportunities for experimentation with the world and thus construct 
our realities. In its most radical form, constructivists assert that there is no reality 
other than what we create with our own minds (Warrick 2001: 2). As we shall see in 
Chapter 4, it is social constructivism that has had the most impact on museum 
education theory. 
 
Constructivism’s greatest contribution is its message that the learner is an active 
participant in the learning process rather than a passive recipient of information. 
Learners have the opportunity to interact with sensory data and construct their own 
world understanding. In particular, social constructivists believe that students learn 
by sharing their knowledge in a collaborative group environment (Taylor T 2000: 9). 
 
Some educators mistakenly believe that constructivism is an integrated approach to 
teaching and learning, rather than simply a theory of how knowledge is created or 
obtained. In its purest theoretical form constructivism is a theory of knowledge, not a 
method of instruction or pedagogy for learning; it does not suggest a particular 
pedagogy but rather describes how learning should happen. It has been adopted as a 
learning and teaching philosophy insofar as its central themes deal with the concept 
of how students know and learn (Warrick 2001: 6).  
 
Tony Taylor borrowed from the work of psychologist Graham Hendry to list some 
principles of constructivism and explain their relevance for history teachers: 
x Knowledge exists in the minds of people, not in objects such as artefacts, 
documents, computer files or whiteboards. With regard to history, 
interpretation and translation are key processes in the teaching and learning of 
history. 
x Different students produce different meanings and explanations of history 
depending on their own experiences and knowledge. 
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x Changes in student knowledge do not result from teaching alone but from the 
relationship that exists or develops between a student’s knowledge world and 
the teacher’s knowledge world. 
x Knowledge can never be certain. All explanations are provisional. 
Taylor advised that these principles relate directly to the changing nature of 
history education. The teacher, in a globally-resourced world, now needs to act 
as a mentor and guide rather than a didact. Moreover, in this new approach to 
learning, the provisional nature of historical explanation has to become 
increasingly clear to all students so that they may develop a better understanding 
of the complexities of the world outside the school (Taylor 2000: 9). 
3.9 Criticisms of Constructivism 
The term ‘constructivism’ has dominated educational research since the 1980s. In 
spite of the precariously ‘loose fit’ between constructivist epistemology and 
constructivism as practised in classrooms, there remains the tendency amongst many 
educators to adopt any of a variety of educational practices and justify doing so by 
calling it constructivism (Howe & Berv 2000; Phillips 1995; Phillips 2000: 18; 
Warrick 2001). For instance some constructivists broaden the original meaning of the 
term by applying it to any form of learning experience that involves the learner 
‘bringing their own knowledge’ to the learning activity or working independently.  
The majority of research involving constructivism is focused on the knowledge areas 
of science and mathematics education, not history. While constructivist theory 
became popular in the fields of the epistemology and philosophy of science, social 
science, science education, educational psychology, feminist literature and, 
(particularly for the purposes of this study) museum education, the term 
constructivism has not been prominent in the lexicon of history, historiography or 
history education.  
 
While some history educators acknowledge that learners do construct their own 
notions of history (Husbands, Kitson & Pendry 2003; Taylor T & Clark 2006), others 
have arrived at the same conclusion without declaring an allegiance to constructivist 
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learning theory.  Husbands (1996: 132) pointed out that the constructivist model was 
criticised by postmodernist historians for being ‘epistemologically naïve’ in 
believing that students (and historians) could ‘come to a set of historical sources with 
an empty or open mind and acquire access to provisional understandings of the 
historical past’.  
Phillips (2000: 1) warned that ‘[C]onstructivism is a currently fashionable word in 
the Western intellectual firmament, one which has beguiled a great many educational 
researchers’. He argued that across the broad fields of educational theory and 
research, constructivism had become something akin to a secular religion (1995: 5). 
Warrick provocatively supported the religious analogy: 
To look to constructivism for teaching methodologies is every bit as 
misguided as looking to Catholicism or Republicanism for teaching 
practices. Constructivism, like its religious and political counterparts, is a 
philosophy—a theory about the world. Each can be invoked in designing 
learning experiences but none provide a plan for teaching (2001: 14).  
According to Rebecca Oxford (1997: 35–6), while constructivism is composed of 
accretions from ancient Western knowledge systems, it is essentially a modern 
concept. She used the Star Trek analogy of ‘shape-shifting’ (alien beings that can 
transform their physical attributes at will) to argue that constructivism has many 
contradictory interpretations and multiple shapes that shift continuously depending 
on the interpreter’s perspective. Constructivist ideas tend to stay fragmented, with 
advocates of one perspective failing to learn from or cooperate with another. It often 
appears to be a hodgepodge of conflicting ideas rather than an integrated theory 
(Oxford 1997: 57). 
3.10 Minimal Guidance versus Direct Instruction 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a wide range of opinions exist regarding the teacher’s 
role in the learning process. There are multiple interpretations and perspectives of 
constructivist learning theory, especially with regard to the contested issue of the 
teacher’s role. It is this aspect of constructivism that is particularly relevant to my 
investigation into the praxis of history educators in the museum context. Some 
(radical) constructivists avoid any form of transmission-based learning in which the 
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teacher directly instructs or ‘tells’, whereas other constructivists see a valid role for 
at least some transmission-based learning (Oxford 1997: 45). 
Empirical research over the past fifty years provides overwhelming and 
unambiguous evidence that minimal guidance during instruction is significantly less 
effective and efficient than guidance specifically designed to support the cognitive 
processing necessary for learning. Kirschner, Sweller and Clark’s research (2006: 
76) reveals that several reviews of empirical studies that compared guided and 
unguided (constructivist) pedagogies have established ‘a solid research-based case 
against the use of instruction with minimal guidance’ (2006: 79). 
 
John Hattie (2009: 204) believes that pre-service teachers are already indoctrinated 
with a bias towards the starker interpretations of constructivism that militates against 
forms of guided instruction, ‘Every year I present lectures to teacher education 
students and find that they are already indoctrinated with the mantra “constructivism 
good, direct instruction bad”’.  
 
An offspring of constructivism is the teaching method known variously as 
‘discovery’, ‘exploration’, ‘problem-based learning’ or ‘inquiry’ learning (as distinct 
from historical inquiry method) in which students are free to work in a learning 
environment with little or no guidance. Kirschner, Sweller and Clark describe the 
pedigree of these related pedagogical approaches, 
Each new set of advocates for unguided approaches seemed either unaware 
of or uninterested in previous evidence that unguided approaches had not 
been validated. This pattern produced discovery learning, which gave way 
to experiential learning, which gave way to problem-based and inquiry 
learning, which now gives way to constructivist instructional techniques 
(2006: 76).  
In contrast, ‘direct instructional guidance’ is defined as the provision of information 
and learning strategies that fully explain the concepts and procedures that students 
are required to learn. There is evidence that in some cases, direct instruction can 
promote the cognitive processing needed for constructivist learning, but that some 
mixture of guidance and exploration is needed in other cases (Mayer, RE 2004: 17). 
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Dickinson, Lee and Rogers (1984: ix) observed a distinct lack of interest in theory in 
the United Kingdom in the early 1980s and commented ‘…the influence of Piaget in 
this country—at least on history teaching—has been malign. Teachers (perhaps 
especially history teachers) are often suspicious of theory, even if it is simply 
standing back and reflecting on their own practice’.  Likewise, history teachers in 
Australia have tended to pay little attention to theory and focus instead on the 
everyday practicalities of teaching, such as ‘handy classroom hints’ and 
historiography (Mootz, Kiem, Cameron & Hurley 2011).   
 
The purpose of my research is to investigate the attitudes of museum educators to 
educational theories in their everyday professional praxis and these will be discussed 
in Chapters 6 and 7. 
3.11 Historical Inquiry Method: ‘Doing’ History 
Historical inquiry is the method used by many (not all) history teachers to teach 
historical literacy to secondary students in Australia. An example of the practice of 
teaching and learning historical thinking through inquiry in the classroom is provided 
by Brenda Trofanenko. In 2007, she examined the ability of three Grade 8 students to 
develop critical thinking skills in the subject of history. Trofanenko observed their 
teacher explaining the process of historical inquiry to the whole class: 
Identifying the source, reading the source, and corroborating the source… 
He introduced the focus of the project… by providing the students with the 
specific context in which to examine [the event] (2008: 586). 
Trofanenko’s (2008: 600) study demonstrates the benefits of having the teacher 
actively explaining and guiding students through the process of historical inquiry: the 
students achieved the outcome of ‘developing historical consciousness’. 
 
While many (radical) constructivists recommend a ‘hands-off’ approach in which 
teachers disengage from the learning process to allow students to ‘discover’ 
information for themselves, historical inquiry learning requires a ‘hands-on’ 
approach in which the teacher is an active participant in the process of learning, 
particularly when the student is first learning to ‘do’ history. 
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The influence of constructivism is evident in the current perception that we must 
focus on learners’ needs. However, the teacher is neither an all-knowing authority 
nor simply a learning facilitator. Likewise, the student is not a passive listener, as in 
‘traditional’ lecture-style delivery, but rather an active learner who assumes the role 
of historian/detective to analyse and evaluate historical sources. The teacher prepares 
lessons by selecting appropriate resources to match the students’ literacy levels and 
cognitive abilities and then directs the process of investigation by posing relevant 
questions and offering feedback in the form of comments. 
 
A study in the United States found it is not sufficient to simply tell students that they 
must cite historical evidence or merely explain how to do it. Rather, ‘instructors must 
foster a process of developmental change in which students themselves come to 
understand the nature of historical argument and the role of evidence within it’ 
(Sipress 2004). Here the role of the educator is clearly considered germane to 
pedagogy that results in students’ understanding of how to work as an historian. 
 
Historical inquiry method has had such a profound and long-term effect on history 
teaching in Australia that it is now the standard, although not exclusive, approach to 
teaching history in Australian secondary schools, including states such as Victoria 
and Queensland, where history has only just recently been unpacked from the SOSE 
curriculum. Historical inquiry method has evolved in the last thirty years as the 
heuristic specific to the subject of history and has become the method of instruction 
most commonly used by history educators. 
 
An example of historical inquiry method is the Australian History Mysteries series 
(Lewis, Gurry & Arnold 2002, 2005, 2009, 2012) designed as a teaching resource for 
secondary students from Years 8 to 12. While the implicit influence of 
constructivism can be seen in its discovery learning approach, the publication’s 
historical inquiry approach is explicit. The authors state that while the historical 
sources have been ‘selected and sometimes edited or adapted’ in order to make it 
‘presentable to students in the classroom’, it is ‘still up to the students to critically 
analyse the evidence, and to come to their own conclusions about it’ (2009: 10). The 
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role of the educator is clearly outlined in the ‘teacher’s guide’ at the beginning of 
every case study which advises teachers how to work with their students in the 
process of historical inquiry. 
3.12 Summary of Chapter 3 
In this chapter I defined the term pedagogy and explained how it is used and 
understood in the context of teaching and learning history in schools. The term 
‘constructivism’ was explained in relation to the teaching and learning of history and 
criticisms of constructivist learning theory were presented. The role of the 
teacher/educator was considered in the context of constructivist theory and the 
importance of historical inquiry method as the heuristic for history was explained.  
In the following chapter I contrast this understanding of the term ‘pedagogy’ in 
schools with its use and understanding in museums. The purpose of examining the 
different meanings and uses of pedagogy is to demonstrate that the museum 
educators interviewed for this research operate between the boundaries of two 
separate educational cultures and to consider that this may influence the methods 
they use to design and teach history. 
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Chapter 4: Theoretical Foundations of Museum Education 
4.1 Introduction 
As explained in Chapter 1, the purpose of the study is to use qualitative research to 
observe, record and analyse the professional praxis and teaching methods of 
educators in nine Australian history museums in the light of current museum and 
educational theories, and generate a grounded theory from the data. 
 
In Chapter 2 I presented the first part of the literature review that examined the 
epistemological structure of history in Australian schools. In Chapter 3 I examined 
the pedagogical theories that have influenced the ways history is taught in Australian 
schools.   
 
This chapter situates the study in relation to research on museum education and 
demonstrates that studies of education programs in history museums fall between 
two discursive cultures, museum education and history education. The work of 
museum educators in history museums reported in Chapter 6 is positioned at the 
nexus of these two cultures. 
4.2 The Educational Mission of Museums 
In 1997, David Anderson undertook an extensive survey of museums in the United 
Kingdom to examine the state of museums with a view to planning for the next 
century. This expansive report, published as A Common Wealth: Museums and 
Learning in the United Kingdom, has become a seminal reference for museum 
practitioners. It emphasised the central importance of the educational function of 
museums and recommended that they be encouraged to develop primarily as learning 
organisations focusing on visitor needs. An important finding of Anderson’s survey 
was the central role played by museums as educators of the public: 
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Museums and galleries are universal educational institutions of immense 
expressive power and authority. They hold their resources in trust for all 
people ... Education provides museums with a renewed purpose and enables 
them to contribute to cultural development in society (1999: 1). 
On the educational mission of museums, Anderson (1999: 8) advised: 
Education is intrinsic to the nature of museums. Their educational mission 
drives every activity; it is an integral part of the work of all staff and an 
element in the experience of every museum user. Unless museums make 
provision for education purposefully and with commitment, they are not 
truly museums. 
Anderson’s survey asked museum staff—predominantly senior managers—to rank 
museum functions in order of priority. Most of them ranked education second after 
collections management and exhibition display. However, most museums identified 
educational objectives as being the most significant factor of exhibitions and displays 
and of some significance in overall museum function (1999: 39). 
 
Australian museums express the same good intention to educate the public. Museum 
Australia’s statement of ‘Vision and Values’ on its website recognises that ‘the 
distinctive work museums and galleries pursue in conjunction with communities in 
preservation, research, interpretation, education and public programming is critical to 
the conservation of the nation’s memory’.19 However, unlike the museum 
practitioners in Anderson’s study,  Museums Australia does not rank education 
among its most important social and community functions; it adds almost as an 
afterthought, ‘Every opportunity must be developed for the museum to be used as an 
educational resource by all sections of the public’.20 Statements such as these that are 
made by museums regarding the value they place on ‘education’ and ‘educating the 
public’ will be considered in Chapter 8 in the light of the opinions expressed by 
museum educators concerning perceptions of their role, status and value as 
professionals within in the museum workplace. 
                                                 
19 See <http://www.museumsaustralia.org.au/site/vision_and_values.php>. 
20 ‘2.7 Educational role’- Museums Australia Code of Ethics draft, 2010. 
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4.3 Public Perceptions of Museums as Educators 
Although some differences of opinion may exist between the ideal educational 
imperative of museums and its enactment in reality, the public perception of 
museums in many countries is remarkably similar: museums are considered to be a 
reliable source of information about the past.  
 
American historians Rosenzweig and Thelen (1998: 21–2) undertook an extensive 
survey in a number of different socio-cultural contexts to determine how the 
American public finds out about the past.  They reported that many American 
respondents ranked museums highly as a trusted source of historical information. 
The reasoning was that museums appear to contain authentic objects from the past 
and are, therefore, reliable. 
 
In Australia, Paul Ashton and Paula Hamilton undertook the Australians and the Past 
(2003) survey which also found that objects are the most important medium 
identified for connecting people with the past. Most participants thought objects were 
a reliable connection to history because they are tangible ‘evidence’ of the past. 
 
A similar survey in Canada revealed that with regard to information on their history, 
Canadians are more trusting of information presented in museums than they are of 
information on the Internet.21  However, as Trofanenko points out, although the 
public sees museums as an authoritative historical source, no extensive body of 
research on student learning of history in museums has been conducted. Rather, the 
majority of research on historical understanding focuses on how students learn 
history in school classrooms (2010: 278). 
 
These surveys of visitor behaviour and attitudes in America, Australia and Canada 
show that many people in these countries consider museums reliable sources of 
                                                 
21 In response to a nationwide survey of more than 2,300 Canadians by the Montreal-based 
Association for Canadian Studies, eighty-four per cent expressed either ‘very strong’ or ‘somewhat 
strong’ levels of trust in the way museums present historical eras, issues, people and events. About 
fifty-two per cent of respondents said they trust websites when it comes to information about the 
past. Only five per cent indicated ‘very strong’ trust in online sources of historical content compared 
to twenty-five per cent who trusted museums (Boswell 2011). 
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information about the past. However, research specific to history museums has not 
kept pace with the growing body of academic research on public museums. 
Unfortunately there is currently limited research on how history knowledge and 
learning of history occurs within public museums (Trofanenko 2010: 279), 
particularly with regard to school students. 
4.4 History in Museums: Caught Between Two Cultures 
A review of museum education research in the United States, United Kingdom, 
Canada and Australia since the 1990s reveals a discourse dominated by research 
grounded in science teaching. It is science educators and not history educators who 
have made, and continue to make, the most significant contribution to museum 
education scholarship. The gap in research is evident in the minimal overlap in 
citations by museum educators and those by history educators. It shows that history 
educators have been left behind in the museum education research stakes. 
 
Overlaps and the sharing of knowledge between history educators and museum 
educators are limited to the major texts on educational psychology and philosophy, 
such as Vygotsky, Piaget, Bloom, Csikszentmihayli and Gardner (Bingmann, Gove 
& Johnson 2008: 78; Hooper-Greenhill & Moussouri 2001: 5). Twiss Houting (2010: 
23–30) and other North American museum education professionals recently 
attempted to mediate learning theory in educational philosophy and psychology and 
learning theory in museums by identifying constructivism as the common ground of 
theory, with the learner as the focus of informal learning. Apart from these efforts, 
museum educators and history educators continue to operate in two different 
academic spheres of research.  
 
American Museum education specialist Margaret Lindauer confirmed this in her 
doctoral research that showed the two bodies of literature typically do not cross-
reference one another. She says that generally speaking, museum education literature 
tends to fall into two different categories of study: museum education literature 
focusing primarily on techniques and standards of practice and New Museology 
(discussed below) analysing moral and political aspects of practice (2003: 1). 
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It is only since the early 2000s that a few museum education researchers have shown 
interest in history-specific research into historical thinking in the context of history 
museums (Seixas 2006: 248).22  There remains much more research to be done on 
learning in history and archaeology in museums and heritage sites (Hooper-Greenhill 
& Moussouri 2001: 26). This study addresses this gap in knowledge by using 
qualitative research to examine the pedagogy and praxis of museum educators in 
nine Australian history museums. 
4.5 Defining the Discourse 
One consequence of this gap in research is that particular terms and concepts have 
developed different meanings in the two separate educational contexts. In order to 
critically evaluate the discourse of museum education, it is necessary to define these 
terms and clarify their use in museum education practice. 
4.5.1 Changing Perceptions of the Social Role of Museums  
The terms ‘education’ and ‘learning’ are widely used in museum discourse, often 
interchangeably, and are understood in distinct ways according to the user’s 
experience of educational systems. One reason for this discrepancy is that the terms 
are underpinned by different teaching and learning theories that can vary within 
institutions and between countries. This has generated quite diverse perceptions of 
the purposes, processes and outcomes of museum education and learning (Hooper-
Greenhill 2007: 3). 
 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, undoubtedly the most prolific and influential researcher on 
museum education, conducted a comprehensive study of the development of museum 
and gallery education in the United Kingdom from the nineteenth century to the 
present. Hooper-Greenhill (1991) showed that museums and galleries started as 
educational institutions and have in recent years come to refocus on that objective, 
specifically with regard to educating ‘the visitor’. 
                                                 
22 Exceptions are Nakou (1996, 2001, 2006), Gosselin (2011) and Marcus, Stoddard and Woodward 
(2012).  
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Hooper-Greenhill summed up the newly defined social role of museums in the 1990s 
and the importance of the visitor: 
As museums become more audience-driven, so they are changing to 
become more reflexive and self-aware… The museum’s educational role is 
becoming more integrated into its core identity, although this varies 
enormously from institution to institution and from country to country. 
However, there is no turning back: museums now depend on their 
audiences, and need to develop ever more sophisticated ways of 
understanding and providing for visitors’ needs and desires (1999: xi–xii). 
According to Hooper-Greenhill (2007: 4), ‘[T]eachers and education theorists have 
argued for a long time against a narrow and prescriptive approach to education, and 
have insisted on a broader, more learner-centred basis for learning and teaching’. She 
attributed the semantic shift from ‘education’ to ‘learning’ occurring in the 1990s in 
the United Kingdom to the influences of postmodernism and constructivism. This 
shift in the use of ‘education’ and ‘learning’ in discourse represents a major 
philosophical change in the way the educational functions of museums are 
understood.  
 
In the wider sense, education is now simply understood in most museums to refer to 
the act of conveying knowledge to the public: 
Any museum activity pursued with a view to conveying knowledge and 
experience for public audiences. The vision of education is in fact a vision 
of the museum’s mission and purpose as a whole. Education and 
exhibitions are related and should be mutually inclusive (de Man 1999: 24; 
Johnson 2008: 7; Moffat & Woollard 1999). 
4.5.2 ‘Education’ versus ‘Learning’ in Museums 
But for some, ‘education’ has become a loaded word (Moffat & Woollard 1999: 15). 
For example, in 2001, the United Kingdom Museums, Libraries and Archives 
Council (MLA) published a document that specifically used the term ‘learning’ 
rather than ‘education’ because they saw it as a word that ‘carries with it 
connotations of formal, didactic, curriculum-based, teacher-led processes’(MLA 
2001: 5).  
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In the United States, Munley and Roberts (2006: 34) observed the same shift in 
language occurring in the 1980s, during an era of increased competition for rapidly 
decreasing funding and a culture of ‘results-oriented accountability’.  Lisa Roberts 
(1997: 8) noted a conscious shift from ‘education’ to ‘learning’ in the 1990s, 
ascribing it to the former term’s long and pejorative association with ‘formal 
classroom-based, teacher-directed and information-driven practice’. She commented 
that in ‘the more informal, self-paced, voluntary setting of the museum’, the negative 
connotations of the word ‘education’ persist (1997: 159, n.22). 
 
This shift from ‘education’ to learning has been interpreted by various scholars as a 
result of a change from thinking about the museum and its educational delivery to 
thinking about the museum experience from the visitor’s perspective (Falk & 
Dierking 2000; Falk, Dierking & Adams 2006; Hein 2006; Hooper-Greenhill 1997: 
328–9; Silverman 1995).  
 
Researchers such as Falk and Dierking and Hein draw a clear distinction between the 
two terms but see them in polarised, binary terms: ‘learning’ is ‘good’ because it 
implies a constructivist approach that promotes free-choice, informal programs 
involving active student participation via (scientific) inquiry or discovery learning 
methods; in contrast, ‘education’ is ‘bad’ because it refers to formally organised 
learning programs perceived as ‘traditional’ that are the product of behaviourist-
positivist strategies (Falk, Dierking & Adams 2006: 325). As a result, in some 
museum contexts ‘education’ has become a word negatively associated with teacher-
centred, didactic, behaviourist pedagogy while ‘learning’ is perceived as positive 
because it student-centred, experiential, active.  
 
In her study of museum educators in science museums in the United States, Lynn 
Uyen Tran (2006: 280) also concluded that the attention paid by researchers such as 
Falk and Dierking and Hein to the value of and experience in museums has been 
predominantly on learning and that it should be recognised that museums are also 
environments in which teaching occurs.  
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What appears to have emerged in museum education discourse in general is a false 
dichotomy between those who advocate student-centred learning with minimal 
supervision (‘learning’) and those who advocate guided instruction (‘education’). 
These different perspectives will be further discussed in the context of their influence 
on the pedagogy and praxis of educators in Australian history museums.  
 
My experience as a history educator in both school and museum educational 
environments is that the teaching of history in both contexts lies somewhere between 
the two extremes of student-centred learning and didactic teaching. Both forms 
certainly take place in museums and vice versa. This observation will be discussed in 
the findings presented in Chapter 7.  
 
It should be noted that in Australian museums, the term ‘education’ is widely used to 
describe the full range of teaching and learning services and activities provided by 
museums and heritage sites and it is this understanding of ‘education’ that I employ 
in this thesis. 
4.5.3 ‘Formal’ versus ‘Informal’ Education Programs 
To date, the focus of museum education research, especially in the United States, has 
been on informal learning situations. George Hein, John Falk and Lynn Dierking 
have remained at the forefront of research on informal learning in museums since the 
1990s and have made significant contributions from a constructivist perspective to 
the knowledge and understanding of how visitors learn in the museum environment. 
The details of their work and their impact on museum education theory are discussed 
later in this chapter. 
 
Hein maintains that the terms ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ learning should not be used to 
describe pedagogic qualities but rather ‘reserved for a description of settings and the 
presence or absence of a formal curriculum’ (Hein 1998: 7). From here, he developed 
the general understanding within museum education discourse that formal learning 
programs operate outside the museum environment, such as in schools, and follow a 
structured curriculum, while informal learning programs operate within museums. 
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Hein’s approach does not acknowledge the variety of teaching and learning 
experiences that occur in schools, as well as the broad suite of education programs 
offered in museums, such as the nine museums I studied for this research. These 
museum education programs are indeed classified by their ‘pedagogic qualities’ 
rather than educational ‘settings’; in all museums studied in this project, education 
programs were developed in response to knowledge and skills requirements of state 
curricula. The findings reported in Chapter 7 suggest that the practicalities of 
curriculum requirements and history pedagogy rather than theory impact on the 
design and delivery of educational programs to students in Australian history 
museums. 
 
Table 4.1 shows the different types of education offered in the nine Australian 
history museums in this study. Detailed descriptions of these programs are provided 
in Chapter 7. 
Table 4.1: ‘Formal’ and ‘Informal’ Programs Offered 
  
Museum 
Teacher-led,  
self-guided,  
‘Do-It-Yourself’ 
tour 
Educator-
facilitated tour 
1 Australian War Memorial, Canberra Yes Yes 
2 Hyde Park Barracks, Sydney No Yes 
3 Immigration Museum, Melbourne Yes Yes 
4 Melbourne Museum Yes Yes 
5 Museum of Australian Democracy at  
Old Parliament House, Canberra 
No Yes 
6 Museum of Sydney No Yes 
7 National Museum of Australia, Canberra Yes Yes 
8 Port Arthur Historic Site, Tasmania Yes Yes 
9 Sovereign Hill, Ballarat Yes Yes 
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4.5.4 Influences on Types of Programs Offered 
As a result of budget cuts over the last decade, many museums in the United 
Kingdom and the United States have found they are no longer able to provide 
education professionals to actively teach students. Instead, they provide professional 
development courses that teach teachers how to deliver lessons within museums 
(Talboys 2010: 50). 
In an age when museums are expected to connect to communities by both providing 
access and engaging in polysemic debate on the issues of public interest, many 
museum educators in the United States and the United Kingdom, especially those at 
management level, are not involved in the face-to-face delivery of educational 
programs to school visitors but are required to work more widely to develop 
programs and events designed to attract more ‘general public’ visitors to the 
museum.23 
 
Instead, guided tours, or ‘formal’ education programs, are being presented by 
volunteers or casual staff, many of whom do not have formal training in either 
education or history.24 Munley and Roberts (2006: 33) signalled this as an issue of 
concern in many museums in the United States, but curiously see the positive side of 
the decline in teaching expertise as a way for museums to become more generally 
user-friendly to their communities. 
 
It would therefore seem that the roles and responsibilities of educators in some 
museum in the United States and the United Kingdom differ somewhat from those in 
Australia, even though we too have been recently subjected to significant budget 
cuts. The responsibility for providing instruction in many museums in the United 
Kingdom and the United States is now being shifted to teachers, and this trend is 
slowly trickling into some Australian museums. 
 
                                                 
23 This was confirmed in an interview with Dr Lesley Walker, Museum Education Consultant, Suffolk 
United Kingdom, in November 2010 and email correspondence with Scott McLaughlin, Director of 
Noyes House Museum, Vermont USA, 16 September 2010.  
24 See interview with museum educator ‘Belinda’ in Chapter 5. 
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Most recently, a few researchers have begun investigating effective ways of training 
teachers to teach their own students in history museums and historic sites (Grenier & 
Marcus 2009; Marcus 2008; Marcus, Stoddard & Woodward 2012). Despite steady 
cuts in recent years, the nine Australian museums I studied have managed to retain 
education staff and continue to offer schools a choice between museum educator-led 
and teacher-guided programs. 
4.5.5 ‘The Visitor’, ‘The Public’ and ‘Free-Choice’ Learning 
Since the 1990s, the terms ‘the visitor’ and ‘the public’ have become central to 
museum education discourse, being inextricably tied to the associated arm of visitor 
evaluation research (Hood 2004; Hooper-Greenhill 1994b; Loomis 1987; Screven 
1974, 1984). The rise in evaluation studies was precipitated in the 1980s by increased 
internal and external pressures for museum accountability (Hein 1999: 306). 
 
This has further expanded to include issues relating to ‘public value’: the relationship 
between the traditionally articulated functions of education, collection and 
conservation and the connective, affective, social justice and tourism value of 
museums to the public sector economy (Dierking 2010; Garcia 2010; Scott 2010). 
Concepts of ‘human capital’ and ‘social capital’ linked to the social imperative of 
museums ‘to educate’ also led to increased production of visitor-related research 
(Newman 2005). 25 
 
Most museum education researchers focus exclusively on learning in ‘informal’, 
‘free-choice’ situations and tend to ignore formal, educator-led programs. Jay 
Rounds’ citation analysis of journal articles and books published since the 1990s 
showed a dominant clustering of works focusing on visitor research and related 
visitor-oriented perspectives, which he interprets as being a clear reflection of one of 
the most important trends in thinking in the discipline. Falk and Dierking’s 1992 
                                                 
25 ‘Human capital’ is defined as ‘the knowledge, skills, competences and attributes embodied in 
individuals that facilitate the creation of personal, social and economic well-being’ (Newman 2005: 
253-4) and ‘social capital’ is defined as the relationships between people in social and civic groups, 
such as families, ethnic groups, friends and social strata (Newman 2005: 255). 
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publication The Museum Experience is the most cited work in the entire body of 
literature (Rounds 2001: 199). 
 
Only a few commentators have drawn a distinction between the needs of adult and 
student visitors and between informal learning and structured school programs; some 
of these have focused on adult learners and families (Bingmann, Gove & Johnson 
2008; Hooper-Greenhill 1994a; Kelly 2007; Reeve & Woollard 2006). 
 
Roberts also noticed the bias towards visitor studies in museum education research: 
Our understanding of learning in museums remains limited. The visitor 
studies field continues to be dominated by exhibit and program evaluation 
and audience surveys; true educational research is only being conducted in 
scattered pockets… much of the research undertaken in recent years has 
dealt with not learning per se but investigating ‘the visitor’ experience 
(1997: 138).  
Trofanenko (2010: 279) agrees that the majority of museum education research 
focuses either on visitor study evaluations that assess the learning outcomes of 
visitors or the role and impact of objects on visitor learning. 
 
The focus on visitor surveys and the bias against ‘education’ and ‘teaching’ as 
previously mentioned can be seen as the result of the continuation of research on 
informal rather than formal learning and teaching in museums. The situation has not 
changed since the 1990s. This highlights the need for more detailed and systematic 
studies of history education programs in museums to bring museum education 
research in line with wider history education research. 
4.5.6 Meaning of ‘Pedagogy’ in the Museum Context 
As I explained in Chapter 3, the word pedagogy in history education discourse can 
have a number of different meanings.26 It is, therefore, important to clarify the 
meanings of pedagogy in museum education discourse because the concept is central 
to understanding the professional praxis of museum educators examined in this 
                                                 
26 For example, Clark’s definition of pedagogy in Australian schools as the debate between the two 
polarised and conflicting approaches to the design of Australian history in schools: teaching content 
versus teaching historical skills or procedures. 
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research. Generally speaking, most museum educators understand pedagogy to mean 
the (historical) knowledge that is communicated to the visitor through the medium of 
museum exhibition. Hooper-Greenhill offers valuable clarifications of the different 
shades of meaning of pedagogy in the museum context.  
 
First, ‘pedagogical style’, which refers to ‘participative and performative modes of 
learning, where bodies are seen as potent resources for learning’; many museum 
programs use actors and dramatic performance to introduce visitors to alternative 
interpretations of history, such as feminist or ‘black’ histories and representations of 
a more egalitarian society (Hooper-Greenhill 2007: 13). It can also refer to the style 
of communication in displays, the way objects are used or placed, the way text is 
written, forms of sensory engagement, the use of light and colour and the use of 
space and audio-visual technology (Hooper-Greenhill 2000: 5). 
 
Second, ‘pedagogic content’, or the subject matter of teaching, which tends to be 
reduced to statements made via collections or the agendas of permanent displays or 
temporary exhibitions that are communicated through museum labels and audio-
visual media. 
 
Gosselin, whose perspective is informed by historical thinking, criticises curators and 
designers for basing exhibition narratives on historical knowledge only, without 
providing insights into the processes they used to construct their interpretations of 
history: 
We recognize the influence of socio-constructivist theories when we see 
multi-age activities, multi-sensorial space, hands-on exhibits, object-based 
exploration, and text referring to visitors’ experiences. Yet these 
interpretive strategies would better serve the demands of historical inquiry 
if they were more attuned to the interplay between procedural and 
substantive knowledge (2011: 252). 
4.6 Postmodernism, New Museology and Constructivism 
To understand the disparity between the two educational cultures of schools and 
museums described above, it is useful to situate the development of museum 
education theory in its historical and cultural context. 
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During the 1960s and 1970s, a wave of new social justice agendas emerged in 
Western politics, aiming to recognise the rights of suppressed and excluded social 
groups. This revisionist ideology moved slowly into museums in the 1980s, inspiring 
many to critique the tradition of elitist approaches to collection, display and access. 
An important response was the introduction of a focus on both the representational 
and the educational needs of a wider and more diverse range of citizens. 
 
The anti-authoritarian climate of reflexivity within the museum profession peaked in 
the 1990s under the New Museology rubric, which represented a broader 
development that gathered momentum in many cultural and social disciplines during 
the 1980s (Laville 2006: 3). It refers to a reframing of museums from exclusivist 
authorities to more democratic and socially inclusive institutions (Bennett 1988; 
Hooper-Greenhill 1988; Ross 2004; Vergo 1989). 
 
History museums in particular sought to eliminate the elitist, imperialist traditions 
that had shaped their origins and to challenge singular interpretations of history with 
multiple interpretations that accommodated alternative, critical and sometimes 
conflicting narratives. This proved to be easier said than done. Even in the first 
decade of the twenty-first century, the process of transformation was by no means 
complete: some segments of the museum profession and boards of governance have 
been resistant to change. For instance, Max Ross’s (2004: 87) interviews with twelve 
museum professionals in five West Midlands museums revealed that in spite of their 
best intentions, tensions remain between traditionally-oriented museum staff and the 
social justice ideals of New Museology. 
 
Meanwhile, the impact of neo-liberal economic policies of the late 1980s reduced 
United Kingdom museums’ expectations of reliable annual funding allocations in 
favour of ‘user pays’ and performance agreements in the name of accountability. 
Museum operations were forced to become more transparent, accountable and 
entrepreneurial. Many museums were required to introduce admission charges. 
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To build revenue, museums adopted a marketing perspective, designing exhibitions 
and learning programs to attract paying visitors. While mourning the commercialism 
forced upon them, staff grew more aware of visitors’ tastes and experience via visitor 
research and product evaluation. Critics such as Des Griffin, then-director of the 
Australian Museum in Sydney, complained of the trivialising effects of extending 
fundraising to venue-hire opportunities, such as one museum that offered visitors the 
chance to get married ‘among the dinosaurs’ (Griffin, D 1990: 10–13). 
 
Stephen Weil (2004: 76) described the ‘new paradigm’ of the 1980s in the United 
States as one that saw interpretation as being distinct from the display of objects in 
exhibitions and the subsequent appearance of separate education departments to 
handle interpretation. In American museums in particular, education moved beyond 
the design and delivery of programs to the creation of ‘dynamic, inspirational 
experiences’ that connect the museum with the needs of the wider community. 
Concurrent with this was the move towards ‘results-oriented accountability’, which 
created a moral dilemma for those who struggled to reconcile the ‘bottom line’ with 
the values of education and public service (Munley & Roberts 2006: 33–4). 
 
In Australia, following the ideological liberalism of social justice and identity 
politics spawned in the 1960s, the left-wing Hawke (1983–91) and Keating (1991–6) 
governments developed policy responses to social change. Public institutions such as 
museums were required to develop programs to meet government agendas, such as 
multiculturalism, and later, ‘social inclusion’ (Witcomb 2003: 83–6).27  In the United 
Kingdom in 1997, New Labour policy produced similar outcomes in public 
institutions such as museums and libraries that focused on combating social 
inequality, racism and sexism and promoting positive values such as social inclusion 
of racial and sexual minorities and individuals with disabilities (Sandell 2002). 
 
At the same time as these changes were gaining currency in museums, in the field of 
education the New Social Studies and New History movements were evolving in the 
                                                 
27 See Consultative Committee on Cultural Heritage in a Multicultural Australia, (1991), A plan for 
cultural heritage institutions to reflect Australia’s cultural diversity, Australian Government Public 
Service, Canberra. 
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context of the social history innovations of the 1960s and 1970s. Many educators 
were simultaneously undergoing a process of self-examination directed towards the 
democratisation of knowledge production and transmission. The application of a 
suite of new learning theories grounded in educational psychology, philosophy and 
classroom practice led to a shift in the understanding of the dynamics of knowledge 
construction between teachers and learners. 
 
Both museum and school education experienced a reaction against didactic, 
behaviourist teaching models of formal education resulting in constructivist models 
of free-choice learning that focused on visitors’ informal learning experiences in the 
museum.28  
 
There is no doubt that since the 1990s, constructivism has had a positive influence on 
museum education programs and research led by the science centres that proliferated 
in the 1980s. In the relative absence of other discipline-based theory (such as 
history), social constructivism became and remains the dominant theory in museum 
education discourse. 
 
Since the advent of the New Museology, museum educators have joined the critique 
of the ways museums voice authority by improving accessibility and promoting 
ethical responses to collections and visitors (Rose 2006a: 76). Both New Museology 
and constructivism coincided with the wider cultural and intellectual paradigm shift 
from Modernism to Postmodernism and Post-structuralism that developed in 
academe during the 1980s, a reaction to the modernist assumption of certainty in 
scientific, objective efforts to explain truth and reality (Anderson, G 2004; Hooper-
Greenhill 1997: 2–3; Weil 2004). 
 
Postmodernism, New Museology and constructivism share the principle that reality 
is a construct created in the mind of the individual according to their knowledge and 
                                                 
28 Gardner recognised the same change in education in general and attributed the phenomenon to 
influences from the discipline of psychology, primarily the works of George Miller and Jerome 
Bruner. He called the shift from the educator as authority to the recognition of the needs of the 
learner that occurred in education in the 1990s the ‘cognitive revolution’ in learning and teaching 
(1985: 110, 137). 
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experience of the world. Hence, the idea of historical truth is considered relative and 
subject to interpretation of the individual or group experience. Among museum staff, 
this perspective produces the expectation that visitors actively construct their own 
interpretation of their visit as they interact with the social environment on the basis 
of their existing knowledge, skills and personal motivation (Hooper-Greenhill 1999: 
xi). 
4.7 Social Justice and ‘The Educational Turn’ in Museums 
Hooper-Greenhill provides the most succinct analysis of the changes in museum 
education in the United Kingdom, from its genesis in the nineteenth century to the 
present day. Apart from a handful of innovative educators, such as Molly Harrison, 
Barbara Winstanley and Renée Marcousé in the United Kingdom and the seminal 
works of John Dewey (1938) and Freeman Tilden (1957) in the United States, 
educational provision was slow to develop in museums in the twentieth century 
(Ansbacher 1998; Dewey 1998; Hein 2004; Hooper-Greenhill 2007: 5–7).  
Dewey was one of the first to espouse what he called ‘pragmatism’—now embraced 
by constructivists—(Hickman, Neubert & Reich 2009: vii–ix), that knowledge is 
created when learners adapt to their environment what they gain from challenging 
and stimulating experiences such as visiting museums and libraries (Twiss Houting, 
Taylor & Watts 2010: 24). 
Hooper-Greenhill identifies an ‘educational turn’ that eventually occurred in the 
United Kingdom from 1997 onward.  As a result of the previously mentioned British 
Labour Government’s ideological commitment to social inclusion and accountability, 
museums and other cultural organisations were required to provide learning facilities 
which were eventually made available by the provision of new government funding 
(Hooper-Greenhill 2007: 6–7). Subsequently, the museum’s educational role became 
(yet again) officially integrated into its core identity (Hooper-Greenhill 1999: xi–xii). 
 
From there developed what Hooper-Greenhill calls the ‘post-museum’ of the 
postmodern age, whose mandate is to educate for social responsibility in the wider 
world by connecting museums and communities (Hooper-Greenhill 1999: 35–7; 
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Munley & Roberts 2006). Distinguishing features of the post-museum include: a 
diminished curatorial voice, an emphasis on equity of access, especially for 
disadvantaged people in the community and a dedication to fostering attitudinal 
change through social justice (Cleary 2006: 9–10). Most importantly for this thesis, 
the post-museum promotes learning, teaching and research by catering to visitors’ 
needs through public service. In Chapter 7 I consider the impact of this approach on 
the identity and status of educators in the museum workplace. 
 
The recent history of the New Museology-inspired shifts in museum education are 
compared in the table below to illustrate their effect on approaches to teaching and 
learning history in Australian museums (Hooper-Greenhill 1999: 35–7; Munley & 
Roberts 2006). 
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Table 4.2: Contexts of Museum Education Learning Theories 
Temporal 
context 
Theory Knowledge 
domain/s 
Proponents 
D
om
in
an
t 
di
sc
ou
rs
e 1980s to 
2000s 
Constructivist 
learning theory and 
free-choice 
learning 
Science/maths x Hein (US) 
x Falk & Dierking (US) 
x Griffin (Australia) 
A
lte
rn
at
iv
e 1990s to 
2000s 
Hermeneutics  
and constructivist 
learning theory 
Art/aesthetics x Hooper-Greenhill 
(UK) 
A
lte
rn
at
iv
e 
 
2000s Curriculum theory 
(some with 
constructivist 
learning theory) 
 
Interdisciplinary; 
some history 
x Rose (US) 
x Silverman (US) 
x Lindauer (US) 
x Roberts (US) 
x Grenier (US) 
x Castle (Canada) 
A
lte
rn
at
iv
e 
 2010 History and 
museum design 
History x McRainey & Russick 
(US) 
A
lte
rn
at
iv
e 
 2005–11 Historical thinking 
(some with 
constructivist 
learning theory) 
 
History, 
archaeology 
x Nakou (Greece) 
x Gosselin (Canada) 
x Trofanenko (Canada) 
 
4.8 A Dominant Paradigm in Museum Education Discourse 
Constructivist learning theory first appeared in museum education discourse in the 
1980s, promoted primarily by American educators whose expertise was in the 
science and mathematics knowledge domain (Howe & Berv 2000; Phillips 2000: 5–
6). It emerged at the same time as visitor research responded to the need to focus 
more on paying customers due to financial stringency. It fitted well into science 
museums and by the 1990s was widely employed, with very little criticism, by most 
museum educators. Few people in museum education today would not subscribe to 
some form of constructivist perspective and very few scholars and museum 
practitioners have questioned the constructivist approach (Bitgood 1997: 3; Hooper-
Greenhill 1997: 1; Miles 1997). 
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Constructivist learning theory informs museum professionals how visitors learn in 
the museum environment and has introduced them to more effective methods of 
communication, both in display and in educational delivery. According to 
constructivist learning theory, informal learning programs allow visitors to learn 
through social interaction during a leisure activity. Didactic instruction is not 
involved, as visitors learn by free-choice, discovery learning, finding information for 
themselves and constructing their own conclusions. Information can be 
communicated to the learner in a number of ways, including interpretive labels, 
dance or theatre, discovery trails guided by multimedia, interactive stimuli or 
instructional handouts. Learning takes places in groups as social interaction, either 
with familiar people such as family and friends or with other visitors. 
 
This singular pattern of investigation based on visitor studies research and dominated 
by a community of like-minded, self-referencing scholars fits the profile of a 
paradigm (Kuhn 1970; Shulman 1986a): 
An implicit, unvoiced, and pervasive commitment by a community of 
scholars to a conceptual framework… It is shared by that community, and 
serves to define proper ways of asking questions… Members of the 
community acknowledge and incorporate the work of perceived peers in 
their endeavours… such a group [is] relatively incapable of communicating 
meaningfully with members of other communities… Moreover, they would 
have difficulty comprehending why members of another paradigmatic 
community would find the particular puzzles they pursue of either 
importance or value (Shulman 1986a: 4). 
Over the past twenty years, constructivist learning theory has become the dominant 
paradigm in museum education practice and research and could now be called the 
‘constructivist learning paradigm’. 
 
In her 1997 publication, From Knowledge to Narrative: Educators and the Changing 
Museum, Lisa Roberts acknowledged the significance of this paradigm shift as ‘a 
significant moment in museum history, for both museum educators and the 
institution as a whole’ and predicted that ‘[E]ducators also stand to play an important 
part in adapting the institution to change’, largely because until that point, their 
contribution had been practical rather than academic or theoretical (1997: 3–4). 
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As a result of the emergence of this dominant paradigm, interest has surged in the 
last ten years in examining how visitors learn in the museum environment. Research 
informed by constructivist learning theory has undoubtedly contributed to what 
history educators and others have termed the ‘cognitive architecture’ or ‘mini-
theories’ visitors and students bring to learning (Claxton 1993; Husbands 1996: 80–
85; Nakou 2006: 2; Stearns, Seixas & Wineburg 2000: 4; Sword 1994). 
 
However, the singular focus on constructivism that has dominated museum education 
practice, especially since the 1990s, has created a discourse that has come to focus 
almost entirely on the learner and learning to the extent that the role of the museum 
educator in facilitating knowledge acquisition has been largely ignored. I address this 
gap in knowledge in this study of the pedagogy and praxis of history educators in 
Australian museums. 
4.9 Main proponents of Constructivist Learning Theory 
4.9.1 George Hein: Learning in the Constructivist Museum 
George Hein is a prolific writer and researcher who has had a profound impact for 
over twenty years on museum educators’ understanding of learning in museums. 
Hein began his academic career as a bio-chemist and has been active in museum 
education and evaluation since the 1970s, specialising in qualitative in-depth 
evaluations of programs and visitor research in museums.29 Hein is a strong advocate 
of applying constructivist learning theory to museum education and recommends the 
‘constructivist museum’ in which ‘exhibits have no fixed entry and exit points, allow 
the visitor to make his or her own connections with the material and encourage 
diverse ways to learn’ (Hein 1995a: 23). 
 
With regard to educational theory in general, Hein advises that ‘an educational 
theory requires a theory of knowledge (an epistemology), a theory of learning and a 
theory of teaching (a pedagogy)’ (1998: 30). He maintains that educational theory 
determines pedagogy and consists not only of epistemology but also a theory of 
                                                 
29 See <http://www.lesley.edu/faculty/ghein/information_new/biography_09.html>. 
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learning. ‘The combination produces a set of four educational positions, one of 
which I label constructivism and all of which have implications for pedagogy’ (1997: 
14). 
 
Figure 4.1: Hein’s ‘Theories of Education’ Model (from Hein 1995a: 22) 
 
Although Hein acknowledges that educational theory is comprised of theories of 
knowledge, learning and teaching, his signature ‘Theories of Education’ model 
(above) does not include the impact of pedagogy on the learner (Hein 1995a: 22; 
2006: 346). 
 
Roger Miles is one of the few museologists who has criticised Hein’s constructivist 
philosophy. Miles maintains that Hein’s constructivist approach is flawed because it 
leads to a relativistic view ‘in which one theory of knowledge is considered as good 
as any other ... [and] that if learners construct their own meaning and if it’s 
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acceptable to the teachers (or exhibit designers), then one meaning is as good as 
another’ (Bitgood 1997: 3; Miles 1997: 7). 
 
Miles accuses Hein of dividing museum practice into two camps, ‘constructivism 
and traditional/current museum practice’, and points out that the exhibit methods 
described by Hein as being ‘constructivist’ have been applied by many museum 
practitioners (including Miles himself at the Natural History Museum, London) who 
espouse non-constructivist frameworks. Miles questions Hein’s single-minded 
emphasis on the learner rather than on the information (knowledge) to be taught, 
suggesting instead that both are equally important (Bitgood 1997: 5). Miles’s 
challenge to Hein’s advocacy of constructivist learning theory has relevance to the 
teaching of history, in both the classroom and in the museum. 
 
It is evident in his publications that Hein focuses his analysis almost exclusively on 
visitor learning in informal museum contexts. Hein’s Theory of Education Model 
does not include the role of the educator (and museum curators and designers) as an 
agent of knowledge transmission to the learner; he clearly states that teaching is not 
within the parameters of his vision of constructivism: 
Constructivist education theory argues that in any discussion of teaching 
and learning, the focus needs to be on the learner, not on the subject to be 
learned. For museums this translates into the dictum that we need to focus 
on the visitor, not the content of the museum (Hein 1995a: 23). 
However, when Hein addresses the issue of pedagogy in his own (‘formal’) 
university courses, he admits to encountering difficulties in implementing 
constructivist learning theory methods in his classroom. His self-evaluation of his 
role in designing the pedagogy of his university chemistry course caused him to be 
uncomfortable with the fact that the instructor (Hein) ‘had less control of the class 
dynamic than he or she does in a more traditional classroom’ (Hein 2002: 11). This 
insight of experience demonstrates some of the shortcomings of constructivism as a 
means of informing pedagogy. 
 
At the same time, Hein’s example is misleading to his overall argument in favour of 
‘constructivist museums’ because his experience of ‘constructivist pedagogy’ is with 
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tertiary students who were participating in a sequenced course of study and already 
had considerable expertise in their subject. As such, they were neither typical 
‘informal’ museum visitors nor children or adolescents on school excursions (field 
trips). 
 
In the case of history museums, student visitors may or may not have knowledge and 
understanding of basic historical terms such as ‘Neolithic’, ‘The Depression’ or ‘The 
Schlieffen Plan’. It is the task of the museum educator to quickly ascertain students’ 
prior knowledge and tailor the delivery of substantive historical knowledge to their 
specific needs by explaining foundational concepts that they may be encountering for 
the first time. Gardner (2000: 127) calls this ‘an apprenticeship’ that is immeasurably 
assisted by the presence of experts who are able to offer ‘spirited conversation, 
proper guidance and scaffolding’ so that more appropriate theories may arise. 
 
Although  historical inquiry method and the process of historical thinking encourage 
students to develop their own interpretations of history, it is still necessary for them 
to learn basic historical information that is deemed important to Australia’s national 
narrative, such as Federation and the Gallipoli campaign, which have been included 
in the new Australian Curriculum: History document.30 
 
As a history educator who has been particularly influenced by postmodernist theory 
in history and post-processualist archaeology, I am not suggesting that there is a 
‘right’ or ‘wrong’ interpretation of history, but I do maintain that there is a 
knowledge base that learners need to comprehend in order to understand history in 
the various contexts in which they encounter it. To know history is to know not only 
the facts but also the structures of historical thinking and the processes of historical 
inquiry (Gosselin 2011: 3). The ultimate aim is to equip students with the skills that 
are required to understand how ‘truth’ is constructed within the discipline (Shulman 
1987: 9). 
 
                                                 
30 See ACARA, Australian Curriculum: History, 
<http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/History/Curriculum/F-10>. 
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The purpose of teaching history is to communicate knowledge and skills of the 
subject (history) that will enable learners to increase their capacity to understand and 
gain influence over their world (Fenstermacher 1986: 47). Learners’ abilities to 
master the skills of ‘doing history’ can be enhanced by observing and imitating the 
historical interpreter (or educator) in the classroom or museum setting (Castle 2002: 
3; Gardner 2000: 126–7). 
 
As Hein’s research focuses on informal learning in museums and teaching science at 
the university level, curriculum-based, educator-facilitated museum education 
programs are beyond his range of expertise. While the ‘hands-off’ approach of 
constructivism may be appropriate for adult learners in tertiary institutions, my 
experience as a secondary school teacher and museum educator tells me that 
secondary school students who visit a history museum for the first time benefit from 
structure and guidance provided by the educator to achieve learning outcomes. This 
perspective is supported by interviews with museum educators and teachers in 
Chapter 6. 
4.9.2 Falk and Dierking: The Visitor and ‘Free-Choice’ Learning 
Most museum professionals are familiar with the prolific body of research produced 
by Falk and Dierking since the 1990s. A Google Scholar search revealed hundreds of 
citations of their work and confirmed their international reputation and profound 
impact on museum education. Their names have become synonymous with the 
application of constructivist learning theory to museum learning in the forms of 
social learning and ‘free-choice’ learning (Zarmati 2010). 
 
Falk and Dierking have academic backgrounds in science education. Both are 
professors of Free-Choice Learning at Oregon State University and founders of the 
Institute of Learning Innovation in Maryland. Falk specialises in the study of 
learning in informal settings, particularly museums,31 while Dierking specialises in 
understanding the behaviour and learning of children, families and adults in informal 
                                                 
31 See Falk’s biography at <http://smed.science.oregonstate.edu/node/44>. 
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settings such as museums.32 Like Hein, constructivist learning theory forms the 
theoretical basis of their scholarship. 
 
Their most significant contributions to museum education research have been their 
definition and study of what they call free-choice learning and its application to 
museum education and visitor research. This led to the development of their 
‘Contextual Model of Learning’ in museums, which considers the effects of 
mundane circumstances in a museum visit on learners, such as physical comfort, the 
social group environment and the individual’s own interests and agenda (Falk, 
Dierking & Adams 2000: 327–9; Falk & Dierking 2000). 
 
Falk and Dierking argue that free-choice learning is an essential human endeavour in 
which most people engage, one way or another, every day. It is learning that is fired 
by curiosity and self-motivation; it can be a leisure activity undertaken at home after 
work and on weekends; it can involve reading, watching movies and videos, listening 
to music, surfing the web and visiting zoos, botanical gardens, parks, art galleries, 
museums and heritage sites (Falk & Dierking 2000, 2002; Falk, Dierking & Adams 
2006; Falk, Dierking & Foutz 2007). It is not the kind of learning that takes place in 
schools, universities or at conferences.33 Most significantly, it is not the same type of 
learning that takes place in formal museum education programs. 
 
In most cases, Falk and Dierking do not distinguish between different types of 
learners when they report their research on the effectiveness of free-choice learning 
in museums (Falk & Dierking 2000). Their discussion of learning refers to visitors in 
general (adults and children) in informal learning contexts; what they designate as 
‘formal’ programs is implied rather than explicitly stated. 
 
Like Hein, Falk and Dierking present a negative view of formal teaching, both in 
museums and schools, as behaviourist: ‘didactic and instructor-centred; the teacher 
provides the what, when and how fast of the learning experience’. They complain 
that ‘the behaviourist learning model continues to thrive in museums’ and that the 
                                                 
32 See Dierking’s biography at <http://www.ilinet.org/display/Team/Lynn+D.+Dierking>. 
33 Institute for Learning Innovation, <http://www.ilinet.org/display/About/Free-Choice+Learning>. 
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constructivist learning model is preferable because ‘[I]t is as much about what 
meaning the visitor chooses to make of the museum experience’ (Falk, Dierking & 
Adams 2006: 325). The constructivist learning model they propose does not 
acknowledge the role of either ‘the museum’ (curators, designers, etc) as an agent of 
knowledge construction or the museum educator as a facilitator of students’ critical 
analyses of the museum exhibitions. 
 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill has criticised this aspect of their work. Hooper-Greenhill 
found that Falk and Dierking do not consider the specifics of learning variables that 
are influenced by class, gender and ethnicity, which leads them to overlook different 
perspectives that individuals have about learning and culture. She says: 
While Falk and Dierking accept that ‘stories and artefacts play a critical 
role in transmitting culture, and that objects and artefacts shape views about 
the self’, they do not consider the issue of contested artefact-based 
narratives that are one of the major tensions in museums today (2007: 40–
1). 
Critical evaluations of the work of Falk and Dierking are hard to find, but Hooper-
Greenhill’s is particularly relevant to an investigation of history pedagogy in 
museums. Through the process of historical inquiry, museum educators and students 
can analyse and interrogate artefacts and work towards a critical evaluation of 
museum interpretations. Falk and Dierking’s science-based constructivist approach 
to learning fails to recognise the vital role that can be played by the educator in 
empowering students to think critically about museum interpretations. 
4.9.3 Janette Griffin: Classroom Teacher as Museum Teacher 
Janette Griffin is an Australian scholar and proponent of constructivist learning 
theory. Griffin, a lecturer in teacher education at the University of Technology 
Sydney, has undertaken several innovative studies of students’ learning in museums, 
both primary and secondary (Griffin, J 1994, 1996a, 1996b, 1998, 2004b; Griffin, J 
& Symington 1997). Her teaching experience is in science education, and 
constructivist learning theory forms the basis of her approach to the design of 
museum education programs. Griffin’s research focuses on primary school students 
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in science and technology museums, particularly the Australian Museum in Sydney, 
during ‘informal’ school excursions. 
 
In 1996, Griffin developed the school–museum informal learning experiences 
(SMILES) model, a guide for teachers on how to plan a visit to a science museum for 
Years 5 and 6 students as part of a school-based learning unit; this model formed the 
research data of her doctoral thesis (Griffin, J 1998). She writes: ‘The essence of the 
Model is the provision of a learning environment which allows the students to 
conduct their own observations, thinking and questioning’ (Griffin, J 1996a: 4). 
 
In the SMILES program, teachers (and parents) operate as ‘learning facilitators’ and 
‘no worksheets were prepared ... by the teacher or the museum’ (Griffin, J 1996a: 6). 
Ultimately ‘students have considerable control of the visit, determining where, when 
and what they do within a framework provided by the teacher’ (Griffin, J 1996a: 8). 
Griffin’s research revealed that what school students wanted most was to experience 
a welcoming atmosphere, see behind the scenes, sit on the floor, talk, sketch, take 
photos, research challenging and confronting issues and be involved and consulted 
(Griffin, J 2011). In this case, the teacher prepares the learning activities and the 
students direct themselves when they are in the museum. This is in contrast to the 
nine museums studied in my fieldwork, in which museum educators designed and 
delivered curriculum-linked programs to student visitors. 
 
Griffin’s (2004a) survey of research into school groups in museums over the 
previous ten years revealed that in the usual practice for school visits to science 
museums, the classroom teacher facilitates the learning experiences of students in the 
museum, sometimes with the assistance of museum volunteers. The same approach, 
also based on constructivist learning theory, is recommended by Graeme Talboys, 
whose handbook provides advice to United Kingdom (primary) teachers on how to 
organise and facilitate a museum visit: 
And then there is the museum education officer. If the museum being 
visited is lucky enough to have one or more of these experts in the 
educational uses of the resources, then there is a great temptation to assume 
that they are going to do all the work, provide all the materials and cope 
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with the children. Even if you do get a museum education officer who has 
the time to teach your group, you have to remember that it is your group 
being taught. You are responsible for the work they do. You are responsible 
for their behaviour (Talboys 2010: 37). 
Griffin’s finding that classroom teachers facilitated their own classes’ field trips to 
science museums is supported by another study of teachers’ perspectives of field 
trips, in three science museums in Los Angeles, Vancouver and Freiburg. These 
researchers made the point that ‘teachers play a pivotal role in the learning 
experience during a field trip’ and that ‘the educational worth of a field trip may be 
heavily dependent on the agenda of the teacher leading it’ (Anderson, Kisiel & 
Storksdieck 2006). Similarly, Bitgood (1989: 4) reported that ‘teachers can play an 
important role in the outcome of a field trip’ but that more work needs to be done in 
determining the most effective ways of eliciting the enthusiasm and cooperation of 
teachers in these programs. 
 
Only the Vancouver study (above) asked teachers who they thought should be 
responsible for providing learning experiences for students during museum visits. 
One-third of teachers surveyed thought it was the responsibility of the museums to 
plan and deliver learning experiences for the students ‘to the exclusion of any teacher 
input’. The researcher concluded that if this expectation were not met, it could be a 
source of tension between teachers and museums (Anderson, Kisiel & Storksdieck 
2006: 377). This finding highlights that while most teachers expect to facilitate the 
learning experience for their students, a considerable number believe the museum 
should provide the educational service for them. 
 
In general, science museums expect science teachers to organise and facilitate their 
students’ learning during their visit. However, the history teachers whose interviews 
I report in Chapter 6 said that they expect the museum to provide a service to schools 
of high quality curriculum-linked and educator-delivered museum programs. In fact, 
the history teachers chose the learning program because it was led by a museum 
educator and not themselves. As consumers, all history teachers interviewed for this 
study indicated that they want museums to provide high quality learning activities 
that are linked to the curriculum topics they are covering in the classroom. 
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4.10 Alternative Approaches and Theories 
Only a handful of alternative approaches and theories have been applied to museums, 
and so far they have had only a minimal impact on ways of thinking about the 
construction of displays, exhibitions and education programs. Here I outline those 
that offer an alternative perspective to the constructivist learning paradigm. 
4.10.1 Hooper-Greenhill: Hermeneutics and the Museum Educator 
Of all those who offer an alternative to a strictly constructivist approach, Eilean 
Hooper-Greenhill has had the greatest impact on museum education research. She 
began her career as a fine arts teacher in schools, colleges and museums, and her 
first-hand experience of teaching children and adolescents in museums visibly 
informs her academic research. This is most evident in her use of hermeneutic 
philosophy in conjunction with constructivist learning theory to form a theoretical 
model for the interpretation of art in art museums (Hooper-Greenhill 1999). 
 
Hooper-Greenhill (1997: 2) subscribes to the basic principles of constructivist 
learning theory yet moves beyond the singular focus of Hein and Falk and Dierking 
on the learner to address the importance of teaching in museums. She is one of the 
few researchers who acknowledge the work of the educator in the museum education 
context.  
 
Hooper-Greenhill sees the pedagogical role of museum educators as ‘promoting 
active learning through the handling and questioning of objects and through 
discussions linked to concrete experiences’. She acknowledges constructivist 
learning theory as contributing to a new conceptualisation of the role of the museum 
educator: not as the ‘keeper of all knowledge’ imparting wisdom to the visitor, but 
rather as ‘facilitator’ or ‘enabler’ of learning. The work of the museum educator has 
correspondingly expanded over time to include ‘working on exhibition development 
teams and carrying out visitor studies as well as managing and delivering educational 
sessions’ and facilitating active learning experiences (Hooper-Greenhill 1999a: 3). 
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Hooper-Greenhill (1991: 3–4) believes that teaching in museums and galleries 
should forge a relationship between the museum collection and the needs and 
interests of visitors. Ideally, this relationship should be active, dynamic and flexible. 
A museum educator working with the same set of objects every day but with very 
different age groups of students will re-orient and adapt the objects to the different 
needs and interests of each group  
 
Hooper-Greenhill’s (1994b: 166) knowledge of teaching pedagogy is demonstrated 
when she describes the process of developing museum education programs, and 
positions the museum educator as the catalyst in its development. The term she uses 
to differentiate teacher-guided programs from museum educator-delivered programs 
is ‘face-to-face teaching’.  
 
Hooper-Greenhill (1994b: 168) advises that artefacts and themes should be selected 
by the educator in consideration of the cognitive needs and learning outcomes of the 
individuals and groups that are booked. Museums can enable the development of 
thinking skills by teaching visitors to use skills of observation, comparison, 
summarising, classification, criticising, looking for assumptions, collecting and 
organising information, hypothesising and imagining. 
 
She also describes standard teaching methods that can be used by museum educators 
to facilitate student learning: handling objects, role playing, analysing a site or 
building, theatrical performances, making collages and sculptures, and most 
importantly, ‘making deductions from first-hand evidence’ (Hooper-Greenhill 1991: 
4–5). 
 
From 2003 to 2006, Hooper-Greenhill and a team of researchers from Leicester 
University undertook three national studies in the United Kingdom aimed at 
evaluating the conceptual framework of Generic Learning Outcomes (GLOs). 34 The 
researchers used mixed methods data collection (qualitative and quantitative) in 
                                                 
34 The Research Centre for Museums and Galleries (RCMG) was established by University of 
Leicester’s Department of Museum Studies in 1999 with funding from the (then) Museum and 
Galleries Commission (MGC), which worked to support United Kingdom museums as a separate 
entity from government and the university. 
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history, science and art museums in the United Kingdom. The data were published in 
a number of reports and in the book Museums and Education (Hooper-Greenhill 
2007). 
 
Although the two Leicester RCMG studies are undoubtedly the largest numerical 
studies carried out in the United Kingdom and possibly the world, McManus (2009) 
criticises the socio-economic narrowness of the sample, pointing out that it is not 
representative of either museums or schools because it looked at less than eight per 
cent of all English museums, with half the schools coming from the lowest 20 per 
cent of deprived areas in the United Kingdom and three-quarters of them being 
primary or special schools. Thus, it must be noted that the reports do not give a 
statistical picture of the everyday impact of the work of museum education 
departments on a nationwide level, and Hooper-Greenhill acknowledges this in the 
final chapters of the 2007 book. 
 
In contrast to the research of Hein and Falk and Dierking on how visitors learn, 
Hooper-Greenhill used GLOs to gather data first to determine if learning has taken 
place and then what students have learned. She reports that the ‘character of the 
successful learning experienced by the pupils in the research discussed in this book 
was embodied, enactive and immersive, but this is not the learning experience that 
most museum visitors encounter’ (2007: 13). Museum education that is valued by 
teachers ‘is itself highly creative, using a range of skills and strategies that harnesses 
the enquiry and enthusiasm of pupils’ (2007: 183). 
 
Hooper-Greenhill’s study revealed that, in the same way that funding cutbacks have 
forced many American museums to cut back on face-to-face teaching programs, 
more United Kingdom museums are shifting the responsibility for providing student 
learning activities from museum education staff to the classroom teacher. Also 
similar is her finding that teachers were more likely to rate museums as important to 
their teaching if their work with students at the museum was linked to the curriculum 
(2007: 116). Hooper-Greenhill’s research differs from the research undertaken in this 
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study, which is an examination of the pedagogy and praxis of museum educators and 
their impact on how history is taught in museums.  
4.10.2 Curriculum Theory and Museum Education 
An educational theory that has had recent influence on museum education is 
curriculum theory. According to Pinar (2004: 2) it is a distinctive field of study 
within education that emerged in the United States and focuses on the 
interdisciplinary study of educational experience. It is influenced in particular by the 
humanities and the arts, and to a lesser extent, the social sciences.  
 
Curriculum theory is also essentially political because it is concerned not only with 
the epistemology of knowledge in the curriculum but with discovering and 
articulating for oneself and with others, the educational significance of the schools 
subjects for self and society in the ever-changing historical moment. It rejects the 
current ‘business-minded’ models of school reform, with its emphasis on test scores, 
standardised examinations and profits and rejects what Pinar calls ‘the miseducation 
of the American public’ (2004: 16). 
 
In 2006 the Journal of Museum Education devoted an entire volume to an 
examination of the increasing impact of curriculum theory on museum education 
practice, specifically in American and Canadian museums. According to Roberts 
(2006: 77) its application in museums affords a way of embracing shifting notions 
about knowledge and making them central to the work of education. It examines 
why, which and how knowledge is produced, shaped and shared (Rose 2006b: 75). 
 
When applied to museums, curriculum theory also addresses both political issues and 
the technical principles of communicating those issues in the museum (Lindauer 
2003: 1). But it is more than a narrow reference to classroom lessons; it also 
embraces the entire range of experiences that learners encounter and enact in any 
social situation (Lindauer 2006: 79). 
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Curriculum theory advocates responded to the New Museology agenda with criticism 
of ‘the ways museums voice authority, improve accessibility, and prompt ethical 
responses to collections and visitors’ (Rose 2006a: 76). Curriculum theory aims to 
ensure an awareness of the relationship between the social construction of knowledge 
and the responsibility of museums and museum educators by shifting notions about 
knowledge to the centre of educational work. Because museums play an important 
part in helping people construct meaningful worlds, curriculum theory has become a 
means by which theory and practice can address ethics, equity and accountability. It 
provides the analytical tools needed to enable reflective exploratory conversations 
about how museum education should be practised (Rose 2006b: 81). 
 
Both informal and formal educational planners engage in curriculum design activities 
when they plan how and what they want to interpret for learners (Rose 2006b: 82). 
Unlike proponents of constructivist learning theory, curriculum theorists explicitly 
acknowledge that museum educators take on the responsibilities of selecting 
knowledge and shaping narratives when they engage in interpretation development 
and that curricula set in schools and museums are open to multiple views, ‘where 
knowledges are no longer certainties but possibilities’ (Rose 2006b: 85). They 
propose that, more than simply facilitating learning, the museum educator’s role is to 
be knowledgeable in the ways people make meaning of objects and to be skilled in 
stimulating analysis, dialogue and negotiation of interpretation (Silverman 1993; 
2000: 233).  
 
Like most proponents of constructivist learning theory, some curriculum theorists 
take a negative view of school education versus museum education and see museums 
simply as places of ‘informal and self-directed learning, while learning in schools is 
intended to be formal (though much still happens “between the lines”); it is pre-
planned and sequenced for learners, and then assessed’ (Quinn 2006: 97). 
 
Curriculum theory differs from constructivist learning theory because it examines 
what is taught rather than how people learn. However, it differs significantly in its 
heavy lean towards the political implications of knowledge construction and 
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interpretation in the museum. Lois Silverman (2000: 31) reminds us of the 
compatibility of curriculum theory with historical interpretation: 
Long considered by many to involve the expert retrieval of objective truth, 
recovered through documentable evidence by highly trained individuals, 
the meaning-making paradigm offers a powerful reminder that history, 
when viewed as a process, is an interpretation—a story or perspective that 
is crafted, albeit with expert documentation, by certain people for certain 
ends. And even though the historian might communicate his or her 
particular interpretation with authority, another person who encounters it 
may yet make a very different meaning of it from that which the historian 
intended. 
4.10.3 Christine Castle: Ways of Teaching History in the Museum 
Curriculum theory and constructivist learning theory inform the perspective of 
Canadian museum education professional M. Christine Castle. Her 2001 doctoral 
thesis documents and analyses the nature and experience of teaching within the 
museum setting from the perspective of the museum teacher.35 Castle was motivated 
to examine the nature of teaching and its relationship to learning in the museum 
because, ‘[l]ittle is known about museum teaching as it is currently practised. Few 
have considered what it means to teach in the museum or the significance that 
teaching has for teachers themselves’ (2001: ii). 
 
Castle (2002: 1–2) emphasises the importance of developing a discipline-based 
understanding of teaching in museums that had previously been overlooked, 
particularly in Canada, because of the heavy influence of the Progressive Era of the 
early twentieth century and the work of John Dewey, who favoured studies of the 
learner and learning. She used qualitative research methods to study the teaching 
behaviours of eight museum teachers in a history museum, art gallery and nature 
centre. Like the curriculum theorists Rose, Lindauer and Silverman, Castle’s 
perspective (2006: 131) is viewed through the ‘lens of curriculum studies’ with the 
additional use of Shulman’s model of pedagogical content knowledge to guide her 
analysis.  
                                                 
35 Castle classifies docents, interpreters and gallery educators as ‘museum teachers’. In Canada, the 
term ‘docent’ is rarely used in history museums; it is almost exclusively associated with art 
galleries/museums and is now being replaced by terms like ‘gallery guides’. M. Christine Castle, 
personal communication by email, 20 June 2011. 
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The strength of Castle’s inquiry is her acknowledgement of the complexities of 
teaching within a museum setting. She explains there has been little published on the 
elusive ‘artistry’ of live teaching in museums (2001: 3). Face-to-face teaching in a 
museum requires knowledge of the discipline base of the institution (i.e. history) as 
well as the nature of the museum. Equally significant are the skills of comprehension 
and reflection by which museum teachers transform and combine these dual subject 
matters through pedagogical reasoning (2001: ii).  
 
Castle adopted a similar approach to that which I have used in my research in 
Australian museums by observing and recording the professional practice of 
‘historical interpreters’ in a Canadian museum. She examined how the teaching 
practice of the three historical interpreters was influenced not only by how history is 
presented to them by the museum in which they worked, but also by their own 
understandings of history and museums as shaped by their personal experiences 
(2002: 1). 
 
However, Castle’s interpretation of the teaching behaviours she observed in her 
thesis research is polarised as belonging to either the objectivist or constructivist 
‘camp’ (2001: 260) and runs contrary to my observations of the pedagogical praxis 
of museum educators in the nine museums presented in this study. It does not 
accommodate the possibility of any ‘shades of grey’, such as combinations of the 
two modes of delivery that were apparent in the museum programs I observed in 
various museums in my data set. 
4.10.4 Connecting Kids to History with Museum Exhibitions 
In 2010, educator D. Lynn McRainey and designer John Russick of the Chicago 
History Museum published Connecting Kids to History with Museum Exhibitions, a 
collection of articles dealing with history rather than science museums. The 
publication shifted the research base from extrapolations drawn from science 
museums to in-depth, current and thought-provoking research on best practices in 
history museums. It is the only book to date that comprehensively explores how 
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museum professionals design successful exhibits that engage children of all ages in 
learning history. 
 
The museum professionals in this collection used their knowledge of history as a 
discipline and the processes of historical thinking to design exhibitions that 
communicate history to children. The papers demonstrate how museum professionals 
can work together to produce ‘unfacilitated’ (free-choice) learning experiences in 
which children can have meaningful encounters with history. Most significantly for 
my research is that a number of authors’ museum designs were influenced by the 
processes of ‘historical thinking’, which, as I demonstrated in Chapter 2, is central to 
current research in mainstream history education. 
 
For example, Jon-Paul Dyson of the Strong National Museum of Play in Rochester 
New York recommends that museum professionals use play-based interactives to 
foster three basic skills of historical thinking: imagining, storytelling and sequencing. 
Museum educators Mary Jane Taylor and Beth Twiss Houting recommend 
developing ‘object-rich environments’ that allow children to handle real artefacts and 
use them as primary sources. This fosters the development of historical thinking 
skills such as empathy, narrative and sequencing. 
 
The writers also demonstrate there is more to museum education than simply 
studying visitor learning. Most significantly, like the proponents of curriculum 
theory, they show the importance of critiquing the way knowledge is constructed and 
communicated to the learner in museums. This more holistic approach to 
understanding museum education sees the learner and the methods of communication 
as interconnected and inseparable.  
 
For the first time, historical thinking is the discourse model of analysis. This is an 
important shift away from the previously described dominant paradigm of 
constructivist learning theory that focuses almost exclusively on the learner.  As 
noted, McRainey and Russick’s book focuses on the design of museum displays in 
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free-choice learning situations rather than formal educator-led, curriculum-designed 
programs that are the focus of my research. 
 
Exhibition designer and curator Viviane Gosselin is currently undertaking doctoral 
research on the impact of historical thinking on museum design.36  Gosselin reports 
that in her experience of exhibition design, the exhibition team, the exhibition space, 
and the visitors are usually not integrated into the planning process. Therefore, she 
proposes the broader use of subject-specific historical thinking concepts in the early 
phases of exhibition development as a means of integrating the three components. 
 
Gosselin’s (2011: 249, 253) theoretical framework utilises the various historical 
thinking concepts as hinges for analysing both the museum staff’s intentions and 
visitors’ understandings in order to produce a more integrated museum design. Her 
aim is to produce exhibition teams that can engage more critically with historical 
accounts in order to explore different ways of staging historical knowledge in 
exhibition spaces (2011: 259). 
4.10.5 Irene Nakou: Adolescents and Historical Thinking in Archaeology 
Museums 
For her doctoral thesis, Nakou (1996) undertook a three-year longitudinal study of 
141 Greek secondary students aged twelve to fifteen years using specially devised 
tasks to examine their ability to use historical thinking to analyse and interpret 
museum objects. Nakou based her research on a combination of Hooper-Greenhill’s 
work in United Kingdom museums, constructivist learning theory, Vygotsky’s zone 
of proximal development and the principles of historical thinking (2001: 95–6). Most 
importantly her study discussed ‘the benefits of museum practice for learning 
history, in relation to history teaching and learning in school’ (2001: 74).  
 
For Nakou (2001: 75–6) the museum environment was central to the investigation. 
She assumed that museums offer an enabling educational environment in relation to 
many fields of human knowledge and experience, among them history. The historical 
                                                 
36 <http://www.thenhier.ca/en/content/viviane-gosselin>. 
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ambiance of archaeological and historical museums in particular was expected to 
encourage students’ historical thinking from the time they entered the museum, since 
they were surrounded by material evidence for human life in the past. Nakou 
perceived that all types of museum could serve as a stimulating educational 
environment, as long as museum practice led students to enter into a personal 
dialogue with the museum world through personal and alternative readings of the 
objects displayed.  
 
The primary focus of Nakou’s research was on the evolution and development of 
students’ historical thinking in relation to their work with museum objects, while the 
museum environment was conceived as the general surrounding educational 
environment in which this longitudinal field study was conducted. She concluded that 
students’ historical thinking was activated by the educational environment of the 
archaeological museums and their ability to think historically was closely related to 
the artefacts studied (2006: 91). She concluded that:  
carefully organized programmes that relate history education and museum 
education, aiming to enable children from early ages to use and interpret 
museum objects and collections as work open to several alternative 
interpretations, could have very important educational results: they could 
enable children to develop both their historical knowledge, thinking and 
skills and their potential to interpret and approach creatively material 
culture in general (2006: 90). 
The key point of difference between Nakou’s research and this study is that she 
focused on the way secondary students used historical thinking in museums, while 
this research focuses on the methods used by museum educators to teach history (and 
historical thinking) to secondary students in museums. 
4.11 Conceptual Framework for the Inquiry 
The literature review in Chapters 3 and 4 revealed a bias towards the study of 
informal learning in science museums and a gap in research on the nature of history 
teaching in history museums. Here I explain the conceptual framework that 
underpins this investigation. 
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Four research questions were designed to give voice to participants from two distinct 
and disparate groups involved in the teaching of history to secondary students: 
museum educators and history teachers. 
 
The overarching research question, ‘How do the professional identity, teaching 
experiences and workplace praxis of museum educators affect the way history is 
taught in Australian museums?’ is supported by three interrelated sub-questions: 
 
1. What are museum educators’ perceptions of their professional identity and 
praxis in Australian history museums?  
2. What methods do museum educators use to teach history in Australian 
museums? 
3. What are teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the methods used to 
teach history to their students in museums? 
 
The first research question examines the professional praxis of history educators in 
museums. It prompts them to discuss the teaching methods they use to interact with 
students in the learning space of museums. It also allows them scope to discuss their 
personal experiences as professionals in the museum workplace. 
 
The second research question examines the dynamics of pedagogy in history 
museums by asking museum educators to explain how they interact with students 
when they teach historical knowledge specific to their museum. It also positions the 
researcher within the research context as an agent of data generation by recording 
educators’ teaching methods in action in the museum. 
 
The third research question gives voice to the perspectives of history teachers who 
express their opinions of the effectiveness of the teaching methods used to teach their 
students in the museum. This category of analysis is important as it is the means of 
triangulating data that span the two teaching contexts of the classroom and the 
museum. 
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The conceptual framework responds to key issues identified in the literature and 
provides the organising criteria in which data are categorised in Chapter 5, 
synthesised and analysed in Chapter 6 and interpreted in Chapter 7. 
Table 4.3: Conceptual Framework 
Inquiry question:  
How do the professional identity, teaching experiences and workplace praxis of 
museum educators affect the way history is taught in Australian museums? 
Research questions Categories of analysis 
1. What are museum educators’ 
perceptions of their 
professional identity and 
praxis in Australian history 
museums?  
 
 
Museum educators 
What they said about their professional 
praxis, including 
o Educational background and 
experience 
o Workplace experiences as 
museum professionals 
o Influence on teaching methods 
2. What methods do museum 
educators use to teach 
history in Australian 
museums? 
Researcher observations 
Recording how they teach 
o Interaction with students 
o Teaching methods 
3. What are teachers’ 
perspectives of the 
effectiveness of the 
methods used by museum 
educators to teach history to 
their students? 
History teachers 
What teachers think of how museum 
educators teach 
o Expertise of educators 
o Methods they used 
o Effectiveness 
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Grounded theory procedures focus on the identification of conceptual categories that 
are derived from the data via the constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss 
1967). During the course of data collection and analysis, some categories were 
modified, extended or collapsed as part of the dynamic and iterative process of 
developing a grounded theory. Categories and descriptors in the conceptual 
framework form the heading and subheadings of the Coding Paradigm of analysis 
and description in Chapter 6. The Coding Paradigm is included in Chapter 5 as Table 
5.3. 
4.12 Summary of Chapter 4 
The literature review in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 is an overview and critique of current 
discourse relevant to the inquiry. Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrated that history 
education has a strong research tradition grounded in the processes of historical 
thinking and guided by the heuristic of historical inquiry. 
 
This review of literature in Chapter 4 revealed that museum education research has 
focused on science, not history and learning, not teaching. I argued that the 
dominance of the science-based constructivist paradigm in museum education 
discourse has led to an overemphasis on the learner rather than the educator in the 
pedagogical process of teaching and learning history in museums. 
 
Since the 1960s, historians and history educators have developed pedagogies specific 
to teaching history to adolescents, yet this body of research continues to be 
overlooked by specialists in museum education. There is little overlap between the 
two research areas of history and museum education. This study addresses this gap in 
knowledge by conducting the inquiry at the interface between the two learning 
contexts: the praxis of history educators in history museums.  
 
Finally, the chapter concluded with the conceptual framework that underpins process 
of data collection, analysis and interpretation to be presented in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Chapter 5: Methodological Design 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the methods used to conduct the research and gather, manage, 
analyse and report data obtained through the investigation. It demonstrates an 
understanding of the methodological implications of the links between the purpose of 
the study, the research questions and the research approach. It defines the research 
method and culminates in a brief summary. 
 
The critical evaluation of the theoretical framework of museum education undertaken 
in the literature review in Chapter 4 reveals there has been little overlap in research 
between the two contexts of museum education and history education, resulting in a 
disconnect between history teaching in museums and schools. This is supported by 
Lindauer (2003: 1), who commented in the literature review for her doctoral thesis, 
that ‘the two bodies of literature typically do not cross-reference one another’. 
 
The overarching question guiding the investigation is, ‘How do the professional 
identity, teaching experiences and workplace praxis of museum educators affect the 
way history is taught in Australian museums?’ Following from this, three sub-
questions were developed to structure the process of data gathering, analysis and 
interpretation presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7: 
 
1. How do the professional identity and experience of museum educators 
influence the way they teach history?  
2. What methods do museum educators use to teach history in Australian 
museums? 
3. What are teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the methods used to 
teach history to their students in museums? 
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These questions, focusing on the professional expertise of history educators and the 
teaching methods used in the subject-specific practice of history teaching, reposition 
the inquiry from a singular focus on learning to a more complex approach that 
includes the role of the museum educator in pedagogy. Thus, the relationship 
between history, the educator and the student becomes the central concern of the 
inquiry, bridging the divide between the two separate educational cultures and 
affording better understanding of history teaching and learning in general. 
 
This chapter introduces the research methodology, which provides the framework 
through which the problem can be studied. The methodological framework for this 
study is qualitative research, situated in the interpretive paradigm that supports the 
generation of a grounded theory. 
5.2 Rationale for Research Approach 
5.2.1 Qualitative Inquiry 
Bloomberg and Volpe (2008: 7) recommend that the research approach must follow 
the research problem, and that the most appropriate approach is the one that best fits 
the research problem; it should be open-ended and exploratory in nature. Researchers 
have long debated the relative benefits of the use of qualitative versus quantitative 
research paradigms, particularly in education (Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2007; 
Guba & Lincoln 1998; Wiersma & Jurs 2009). 
 
A qualitative inquiry was considered the most appropriate approach for this research 
because it is concerned with how the complexities of the sociocultural world are 
experienced, interpreted and understood in a particular context at a particular 
moment in time (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 80). This is in contrast to quantitative 
research where researchers know in advance what they are looking for and the 
objective is to identify, classify and count features, as well as to construct statistical 
models in an attempt to explain what is observed. 
 
With qualitative research the researcher pursues deliberate lines of inquiry while in 
the field, even though the specific terms of inquiry may change in response to the 
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distinctive character of events in the field setting. The specific lines of inquiry may 
also be reconstrued in response to changes in the fieldworker’s perceptions and 
understandings of events and their organisation during the time spent in the field 
(Erickson 1986: 121). 
 
Although the literature review identified a problem worthy of investigation, it was 
not apparent at the outset what outcome would emerge from the data. For this reason, 
quantitative methods were unlikely to elicit the rich data necessary to address the 
purpose of the research. A qualitative theoretical framework was deemed suitable as 
its inductive approach allows theory to emerge from the data being studied, rather 
than the other way round. 
5.2.2 Interpretive Paradigm 
Qualitative research is a form of inquiry that helps us understand and explain the 
meaning of social phenomena (Merriam 1998: 5). The interpretive paradigm is a 
form of qualitative research that was developed in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries in the disciplines of sociology (the Chicago School) and 
anthropology (Boas and Malinowski). It was a reaction to the then-dominant 
philosophy of positivism and a means of differentiating the social sciences from 
natural science (Schwandt 2000: 191). 
 
The interpretive paradigm is the study of how people define events or reality and 
how they act in relation to their beliefs; everyday human action is regarded as 
meaningful and inextricably linked with social practices. The researcher uses his or 
her skills as a social being to try to comprehend how others understand their world 
and how knowledge is constructed through mutual negotiation specific to the 
situation being investigated (O'Donoghue 2007: 16–7). 
 
In an interpretive paradigm objectives are generally focused on extracting and 
interpreting the meaning of experience from the data (Denzin & Lincoln 2005). It 
recognises the paradigmatic nature of all research: that any systematic investigation 
of phenomena rests upon epistemological and ontological assumptions about the 
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nature of knowledge and the kinds of entity that exist (Kuhn 1970; Preston & Kuhn 
2008). These inherent characteristics of an interpretive paradigm, as opposed to a 
positivist paradigm, make it the framework most suited to this research for a number 
of reasons. 
 
First, it allows for multiple explanations of a phenomenon rather than one single 
explanation. This fits neatly with the postmodernist and inquiry-based learning 
perspective that encourages multiple interpretations of history. Second, an 
interpretive paradigm emphasises the importance of the social and institutional 
context to the data. Interpretive research aims to understand a particular phenomenon 
or situation in the context in which it operates. Context is an essential feature of this 
study in order to observe the shift from teaching history in the classroom to the 
museum. 
 
Third, interpretive research aims at understanding phenomena from the participants’ 
perspective, not the researcher’s (Merriam 1998: 6). A variety of views about the 
nature and effectiveness of museum education programs needs to be obtained from a 
number of informants to understand the range of practices by which history is taught. 
Understanding will be informed, not only by my own observations, but by the 
perspectives of teachers whose students interacted with history educators in the 
social settings of museums. 
 
Fourth, an interpretive paradigm allows for the development of theories about the 
phenomenon being studied so that it can be evaluated (O'Donoghue 2007: 50–1). 
This means that the theory can emerge from the phenomenon being studied, rather 
than the other way round. This evidence-based approach allows for the perspectives 
of museum educators and teachers to be developed into a grounded theory about the 
methods museum educators use to teach history in museums. 
 
Fifth, an interpretive approach focuses on the concept of ‘everyday activity’, which 
is considered to be the building block of a society that involves people interacting 
with other people rather than in isolation. O’Donoghue (2007: 17) argues that, in 
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order to understand education, we must begin by looking at everyday activity in 
different education contexts. Museum visiting may not literally be an ‘everyday’ 
activity of the daily school routine, but when viewed as an extension of classroom 
teaching and learning, museum visiting is re-positioned in an educational rather than 
museum context, which opens it up to analysis using a new set of criteria for 
evaluation and understanding. 
5.2.3 Consideration of Ethnography 
Another form of qualitative research that was considered was ethnography, a method 
of study in which participant observation is the prevalent research method but which 
also has a specific focus on the culture of the group in which the ethnographer is 
immersed (Bryman 2008: 2). The aim of ethnographic research is to see and explain 
the world through the eyes of the members of the culture being examined and to 
document social interactions among these members (Pettigrew 2000: 2). 
 
Ethnography and grounded theory both require the researcher to be immersed in a 
social setting for some time, to make regular observations of the members of that 
setting, listen and engage in conversation with participants through interview, collect 
documents pertaining to the group and culture and to develop an understanding of the 
behaviour of the participants within the context of the culture (Bryman 2008: 402–3).  
 
While the ethnographic researcher is required to write up a detailed and analytical 
interpretation of the phenomenon being studied, grounded theory offers the 
additional advantage of allowing a theory (or theories) to emerge from the data that is 
grounded in the praxis and experience of participants. The aim of the grounded 
theory method is to produce interpretations that can explain social phenomena and 
provide information of value to the researcher (Glaser and Strauss 1967).   
5.2.4 A Grounded Theory Approach: Generating Theory from Data 
Although ethnography and grounded theory method both have the potential to 
facilitate a closer understanding of the professional praxis and experience of history 
educators in the workplace context of Australian museums, a grounded theory 
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approach was considered the most suited to the investigation because it allows the 
researcher to generate theory from data regarding the perspectives held by 
participants in relation to something—in this case, curriculum-linked museum 
education programs. Its value is that it can uncover people’s perspectives on a 
phenomenon (O'Donoghue 2007: 19–20). 
 
A grounded theory approach has the advantage of allowing the researcher to identify 
gaps in knowledge in the literature review and to gather, analyse and interpret data 
from the areas of knowledge that have been shown to be unexplored. Its iterative 
nature positions data at the centre of analysis and interpretation so that additional 
questions can emerge during the investigative process. 
 
The inductive method of grounded theory development provides the methodological 
framework that allows the researcher to study social and psychological processes by 
moving from the specific to the general; from initial observation, to the collection, 
processing and interpretation of data and, finally, the production of theory 
(O'Donoghue 2007: 57). 
 
This approach can bring about change in the situation studied and can produce 
generalisations in situations other than the ones studied (O'Donoghue 2007: 62). Its 
strength is its iterative approach that allows the researcher to explore emergent 
categories from the data in the first instance and reassess their relevance in the 
process of interpretation and production of theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967: 37–8). 
 
Grounded theory facilitates the development of a workable conceptual framework in 
which to accommodate the research questions that examine the methods used by 
museum educators to teach history in museums, and teachers’ perceptions of the 
effectiveness of those methods. 
 
Grounded theory was selected because it provides the conceptual framework to 
support the collection of data that articulates the teaching practices of museum 
educators. It also allows the researcher to operate as a participant and supports the 
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development of theory about the nature of history teaching in the context of the 
museum from the data. 
 
Most importantly, grounded theory provides a lens through which to observe and 
record the teaching practices of museum educators in the educational context of the 
history museum from three different perspectives: museum educators, the researcher 
and teachers. It provides a theoretical framework that supports the collection and 
analysis of data across a range of variables and it can inform both practice and 
theory, which is the overall purpose of doctoral research. The link between 
interpretation and theory is a critical element of this research design. 
 
This research generates theory from observations and interviews with museum 
educators in their practice of teaching history to secondary school visitors. The data 
are cross-referenced (triangulated) with the perspectives of teachers who have 
participated in museum education programs as an extension of their classroom study 
of history. 
5.3 Purpose of Research 
5.3.1 Articulating Everyday Phenomena 
The purpose of this research is to develop research data that defines and give voice to 
history educators’ opinions of their approaches to teaching history to secondary 
students in the museum context. Media critic and writer Marshall McLuhan (1911–
80) once said, ‘I don’t know who discovered water, but I’m pretty sure it wasn’t a 
fish’. Similarly, teachers tend not to record or analyse their teaching methods; they 
just enact them on a daily basis. This is not to say they do not critique or evaluate 
their teaching or the teaching of others. It is usually done indirectly by reading and 
responding to the reactions of their students, as well as through formal assessment, 
which is the gathering of empirical data as evidence of effective (or ineffective) 
teaching and learning. 
 
A qualitative methodology provides a framework in which to analyse and comment 
on the everyday teaching practices of museum educators. It also allows secondary 
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teachers to articulate their often unspoken evaluations of museum education teaching 
methods in the light of their own classroom teaching practices. It bridges the gap 
identified in the literature review between history education in the classroom and the 
museum. 
 
An interpretive paradigm that enables the development of a grounded theory is 
appropriate because it provides the methodological framework to support the 
documenting of the teaching methods used by museum educators in history 
museums. It also provides the framework within which data collected from educators 
in history museums can challenge the established constructivist learning paradigm 
and offer an alternative theory for teaching and learning history in museums. 
5.3.2 Interaction between Researcher and Participant 
The relationship between the researcher and the participant is also less formal than in 
quantitative research. The flexibility offered by qualitative research allows for 
greater interaction and spontaneity between the researcher and the participant. Open-
ended questions can be customised and modified to suit the perspective of each 
participant, who is free to respond more elaborately and in greater detail in their own 
words than is typically the case with quantitative methods. 
5.3.3 Multiple Perspectives 
Qualitative research can be construed metaphorically as ‘an intricate fabric 
composed of minute threads, many colours, different textures, and various blends of 
material’ (Creswell 1998). It is valuable because it promotes deep understanding of 
social phenomena through the multiple perspectives of the research participants, 
rather than the single view of the researcher (Merriam 1998: 6) and it can uncover 
many people’s perspectives on a phenomenon (O'Donoghue 2007: 19–20). 
 
A variety of views about the professional identity, teaching experiences and 
workplace praxis was gathered from twenty-five museum educators and twelve 
teachers in order to understand the range of methods used to teach history in 
museums. Understanding is informed, not only by the researcher’s own observations, 
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but by the perspectives of museum educators and the teachers whose students 
interact with them in the educational settings of museums. 
5.3.4 Accessing Contexts and Micro-Cultures 
O’Donoghue (2007: 17) advises that in order to understand education we must begin 
by looking at everyday learning activities in different education contexts. Qualitative 
research emphasises the importance of the social and institutional context of data and 
aims to understand a particular phenomenon or situation in the context in which it 
operates. This is especially relevant to museums that have long been identified as a 
social setting for learning (Falk, Dierking & Adams 2000; Hein, Alexander & 
American Association of Museums 1998; Hooper-Greenhill & Moussouri 2001). 
 
This study examines the teaching and learning of history in the museum context, 
rather than the usual, everyday context of the secondary classroom. While the 
museum’s different physical, spatial and cultural context has a significant impact on 
the methods used by museum educators, the cultural context of the teacher’s own 
teaching experience has an impact on his or her perception of what is, or is not, 
considered ‘effective’ teaching. 
 
Erickson (1986: 122–8) encourages fieldwork in education that examines 
comparative understanding beyond the immediate circumstances of the local setting 
by extending it into different social settings and comparing distinctive micro-
cultures. This research compares and contrasts two significant micro-cultures that 
exist in the teaching of history in Australia: secondary classrooms and museums. By 
examining the point of interaction between these two micro-cultures at specific times 
and places, new light can be shed on the similarities and differences between the 
methods used to teach history in the classroom and the way it is taught in museums. 
 
A conceptual overview of the research design is provided below to demonstrate how 
and why the methodology fits with the research problem. It also explains the 
relationship between the process of data collection and the development of a 
grounded theory. 
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5.3.5 Researcher as Participant 
We are all prisoners of our world views…Historians have long known that 
their world views shape the narratives they write. Our goal need not be to 
reconcile our diverse values but, rather, to make them public and, in so 
doing, enable better access to our work. To understand a piece of research 
on history teaching, one needs to know the author’s conceptions of history, 
of good teaching, of understanding (Wilson 2001: 540). 
Here, I clarify my position as researcher in order to consider any inherent bias that 
may emerge from my personal perspectives. In my Bachelor of Arts degree at the 
University of Sydney, I majored in history, English and archaeology. I completed a 
Diploma of Education, which qualified me to teach history and English in secondary 
schools. I taught history to students from Years 7 to 12 in Sydney and later gained a 
Master’s degree in archaeology, museum and heritage management from the 
University of Cambridge. 
 
I have designed and taught history and archaeology education programs in a number 
of museums and heritage sites in Sydney. My most recent experience has been as a 
history educator in tertiary institutions, training pre-service primary and secondary 
school teachers. Therefore, the knowledge and expertise that informs my 
perspectives are solidly grounded in the theory and pedagogy of teaching and 
learning in schools and museums. As my professional experience and perspectives 
operate at the nexus of these two educational worlds, in many ways I see myself not 
as an outsider but as an insider who is comfortable working in both educational 
contexts. 
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5.4 Conceptual Overview of Research Design 
The flowchart below provides a conceptual overview of the research design. 
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5.5 Information Needed to Conduct the Study 
In seeking to understand the methods used by museum educators to teach history to 
secondary students, two research questions were used to gather the information. The 
information needed to examine the questions fell into three recommended categories 
(Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 69–71): 
 
a. Demographic: the background, education and teaching experience of 
participants; 
b. Contextual: the geographical location of the museum or heritage site and the 
particular history presented there; 
c. Perceptual: participants’ perceptions of the nature and effectiveness of the 
teaching methods used by museum educators to teach history. 
Selection was determined by access to and availability of: 
 
1. Local, state and national museums and heritage sites that offer curriculum-
linked, educator-facilitated history education programs for secondary 
students; 
2. Museum educators who design and/or teach curriculum-linked, educator-
facilitated history education programs for secondary students and were 
willing to participate in a recorded face-to-face interview; 
3. Curriculum-linked, educator-facilitated history education programs scheduled 
for delivery to a secondary school group; 
4. History teachers whose students had participated in curriculum-linked, 
educator-facilitated history education programs and were willing to 
participate in a recorded telephone interview. 
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5.6 Research Procedures 
These steps were used to carry out the research: 
 
1. A critical review of the literature was conducted to examine the contributions 
made by other researchers to the broad areas of history education and 
museum education. 
2. The research proposal was prepared and approved in March 2008. Ethics 
clearance, received in April 2008, allowed the study of human subjects on 
condition of participants’ informed consent and confidentiality 
3. Potential museums, heritage sites and participants were contacted by 
telephone and email and invited to participate in the research (Appendix 2). 
Appointments were made for observation of education programs, interviews 
with museum educators and teachers who would be visiting the museum with 
their students. 
4. A pilot study was conducted in four museums, in order to determine if the 
museums themselves were suitable and if my recording of the teaching 
methods being used by the educators was objective enough. The pilot study 
helped me choose the most useful museums as well as test the 
appropriateness of these methods for gathering relevant data. 
5. Nine museums were selected (from a total of fifteen possibilities) and visited. 
The delivery of ten education programs was observed. Semi-structured 
interview questions were devised and in-depth interviews conducted and 
electronically recorded with twenty-five museum educators and twelve 
teachers (Appendix 5 and Appendix 7). 
6. Interview data were transcribed and uploaded into NVivo 9 software. Hand-
written observation notes were typed and uploaded into NVivo 9 software. 
7. Categories for analysis were first created by aligning data with the conceptual 
framework and using open-coding procedures in NVivo 9. Categories were 
then synthesised according to axial coding procedures for analysis and 
reporting in Chapter 6. Finally, selective coding was used to consolidate 
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overlapping categories and identify themes for reporting and interpretation in 
Chapter 7. 
5.7 Selection of Research Sample 
Qualitative research typically relies on four methods for gathering information: 
participation in the setting, direct observation, in-depth interviews and analysis of 
documents and materials (Marshall & Rossman 2006). Each of these methods was 
used in the process of gathering data. 
5.7.1 Ethics Clearance 
Permission to undertake the investigation was gained in 2008, using The National 
Ethics Application Form (NEAF) and approval by the Human Research Ethics 
Committees (HRECs) at Deakin University. Letters and forms used to gain 
permission of participants to participate in this research meet the requirements of the 
NEAF guidelines. (Appendix 2, Appendix 3, Appendix 4, Appendix 6). 
5.7.2 Selection of Museums and Education Programs 
It is essential to collect information that describes the culture and environment of a 
setting when studying multiple, similar sites because elements within the 
environment or culture may influence behaviour; human behaviour is a function of 
the interaction of the person and the environment (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 70). 
 
In museum education discourse, Falk and Dierking (2000) have determined that 
physical context is an important factor that influences learning in museums. It is 
dependent on advance organisation and orientation, museum design and connections 
to experiences outside the museum (2000: 136–7). 
 
Each museum has a unique context that has a significant impact on the nature of the 
education program on offer. Preliminary research revealed that a teacher’s choice of 
museum for an excursion relied on factors such as cost, ease of travel from school to 
the museum, but most importantly the historical content of the museum and its 
connections to state syllabuses and classroom learning. 
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Research for this study is site-specific and distinguished by its focus on teaching 
history in the educational context of museums. Thus, the selection of museums is an 
integral feature of the research methodology that ultimately shapes its outcomes. The 
literature review revealed that most studies involving museum education programs 
have been conducted by science educators in science or natural history museums. 
Therefore, it was essential that the museums selected for this study be specifically 
museums whose subject matter was the knowledge domain of history. 
 
The focus of museum education research since the 1990s has been on informal or 
‘free-choice’ learning rather than ‘formal’, educator-facilitated programs (Falk & 
Dierking 2000, 2002; Griffin J 1994, 1996a; Hein 1995b, 1998, 2006). In Chapter 4, 
I argued that this is a product of the dominant constructivist paradigm that 
predominantly focuses on learning. The selection of ‘formal’ educator-guided rather 
than ‘informal’, teacher-guided or ‘free-choice’ education programs was integral to 
this study in order to examine the pedagogy and praxis of museum educators and 
their influence on the way they teach history in museums (See Table 5.1 below). 
Table 5.1: Categories of Museum Education Programs in Australia 
Formal education 
program 
Teacher-led or  
self-guided tour 
Guided tour Informal learning 
Curriculum-linked 
Usually curriculum-
linked 
Collection focused Collection focused 
Delivered by 
museum educator 
Delivered by teacher Delivered by 
volunteers 
‘Free-choice’ visitors as 
leisure activity 
Fee charged Usually free or 
museum entry fee 
Usually free or 
museum entry fee 
Free, exhibition fee or 
entry fee 
 
Therefore, it was necessary to choose museums that offered a substantial number of 
‘formal’ history education programs designed for secondary students and taught by 
museum education staff. The museums selected provide sample data from state, 
national and private museums, as well as coverage of a range of history curricula 
across different states. 
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With budget cuts and a change from museum education in the ‘education room’ to 
the broader concept of education in the whole museum (Hooper-Greenhill 1999: 4), 
many museums in the United Kingdom and the United States are no longer in the 
position to provide education professionals that actively teach students. These 
museums now focus their efforts and resources on professional development that 
trains teachers how to conduct lessons in museums (Munley & Roberts 2006; 
Talboys 2010: 50). Guided tours and ‘formal’ education programs are often 
presented by volunteers. 
 
Generally this is not the case in most history museums and heritage sites in Australia, 
although, due to budget restrictions, some smaller museums do use volunteer staff. 
Education programs in the nine selected museums are designed and delivered by 
either part-time or full-time staff employed to actively teach students when they visit 
the museum; staff may or may not have formal teaching qualifications or 
qualifications in history. None of the programs in this study was delivered by 
volunteers. 
5.7.3 Selection of Museum Education Staff 
Museum education participants were selected according to their role and 
responsibilities for the development and delivery of formal education programs 
within the museum. I endeavoured to interview one education manager and two 
education officers or ‘guides’ at each museum. However, this was not always 
possible, as it depended on the availability of staff at the time of my visit. Education 
managers were interviewed because people in this role are most often responsible for 
the design and development of education programs; education officers/guides were 
interviewed because they deliver education programs to students who visit the 
museum. Members of staff were full-time, part-time or casual, depending on their 
role and function within the museum (Appendix 10 and Appendix 11). 
5.7.4 Selection of Teachers and School Groups 
Secondary students were selected as the target audience for education programs 
because the literature review showed that previous studies have largely focused on 
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learning programs for primary science in museums, particularly in Australia (Griffin, 
J 1994, 1996b, 1998, 2004a). Another reason for this selection is that, as the 
literature review in Chapter 2 explained, history is taught as a distinct knowledge 
domain in more secondary schools than primary schools across Australia. 
 
School groups were selected according to their presence at the museums on the days 
scheduled for observation. Arrangements were made with museum staff to 
coordinate my observations with days on which secondary school groups had booked 
into the education programs. Days were selected according to the availability of 
museum staff, teachers and the researcher. Teachers interviewed were those who 
accompanied their classes to the museum and consented to participate in a telephone 
interview approximately one week after the excursion. 
 
General information about education programs provided by each museum was 
gathered by examining documents, such as annual reports, and making initial contact 
with museum staff by email or telephone. This helped determine which museums 
would be most suitable for the study. Museums selected were those that: 
 
x offered educator-facilitated history programs to secondary students; 
x covered curriculum-linked historical content of local, state or national 
significance; 
x attracted large numbers of schools for history excursions. 
 
Selected museums were located in four different states of southeastern Australia: 
New South Wales, Victoria, Australian Capital Territory and Tasmania (see Figure 
5.1 below). Two ‘open-air’ museums (or heritage sites) were chosen to provide the 
learning context of outdoor, heritage experiences: Sovereign Hill, Ballarat and Port 
Arthur Historic Site, Tasmania. 
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Figure 5.1: Map Showing Location of Museums and Heritage Sites 
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Table 5.2: Selected Museums and Curriculum Links 
Museum Reasons for selection 
1. Sovereign Hill, Ballarat, 
Victoria (SH) 
x private museum 
x mainly Victorian SOSE curriculum, some interstate visitors. 
2. Melbourne Museum (MM) x state museum 
x Victorian SOSE curriculum. 
3. Immigration Museum, 
Melbourne (IMM) 
x state museum 
x Victorian SOSE curriculum. 
4. Museum of Sydney, Historic 
Houses Trust NSW (MoS) 
x state museum 
x NSW 7–10 History syllabus 
5. Hyde Park Barracks, Historic 
Houses Trust NSW (HPB) 
x state museum and heritage site, UNESCO World Heritage 
site 
x NSW 7–10 History syllabus 
6. National Museum of Australia, 
Canberra (NMA) 
x national museum 
x relevant to all jurisdictions 
7. Museum of Australian 
Democracy, Old Parliament 
House, Canberra (MoAD) 
x national museum 
x relevant to all jurisdictions 
8. Australian War Memorial, 
Canberra (AWM) 
x national museum 
x relevant to all jurisdictions 
9. Port Arthur Historic Site, 
Tasmania (PAHS) 
x state historic site of national significance, UNESCO World 
Heritage site 
x largely Tasmanian curriculum, some interstate 
 
While some museums chosen for the study also offered teacher-guided or ‘self-
guided’ education programs, only education programs involving more than 30 
minutes of face-to-face delivery by museum education staff were observed by the 
researcher, as the focus of this study is on teaching rather than students’ learning in 
museums. 
 
Historical knowledge covered in these museums spanned a range of topics taught in 
the different history curricula of individual states (New South Wales, Australian 
Capital Territory, Victoria and Tasmania). Selection was limited by the availability 
of museum education staff and school bookings, but did not impede the ultimate 
provision of an adequate range of museums for this study. 
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5.7.4.1 Sovereign Hill (SH) 
Located in the city of Ballarat in Victoria, Sovereign Hill was one of the prime 
locations of the Victorian Gold Rush of the 1850s and attracts over 500,000 visitors 
annually. It is a privately run, outdoor living history museum that is not controlled by 
state or federal governments. The museum is not built on the site of the original 
mining town of Ballarat, but is a modern reconstruction built on a hillside within the 
original goldfields, approximately two kilometres from the town. 
 
The social history of the gold rush is presented by ‘in-character’ costumed 
interpreters who encourage visitor interaction in the everyday activities of the town. 
A highlight is the Blood on the Southern Cross, a multi-million dollar sound-and-
light show that tells the story of the Eureka Rebellion, the battle between goldminers 
and government forces at Ballarat on 3 December 1854. 
5.7.4.2 Melbourne Museum (MM) 
Melbourne Museum is located in Carlton Gardens, Melbourne and is part of a 
complex of museums administered by Museum Victoria, which includes the 
Immigration Museum (see below), ScienceWorks and the Royal Exhibition Building. 
Melbourne Museum’s collections focus on life in Victoria, its natural environment, 
culture and history. 
5.7.4.3 Immigration Museum, Melbourne (IMM) 
Located in the Old Customs House in the heart of Melbourne, the Immigration 
Museum uses a mixture of multimedia, personal and community voices, memories 
and memorabilia to present the life stories of people who have immigrated to 
Victoria from all over the world. 
5.7.4.4 Historic Houses Trust, New South Wales (HHT) 
The Historic Houses Trust, New South Wales manages twelve museums throughout 
New South Wales. It offers only educator-guided programs because of the fragile 
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nature of the properties and the need to maintain visitor control through properties. 
The two chosen for this study were: 
 
The Museum of Sydney (MoS) on the site of Australia’s First Government House 
(1788) which opened in May 1995. The museum explores the history of colonial 
and contemporary Sydney and Sydney’s Indigenous people through objects, 
pictures, stories and multimedia technologies. On display are archaeological 
remains of the first Government House built for Governor Phillip in 1788. In 
2010, it became one of eleven Australian Convict Sites inscribed on the World 
Heritage list.37 
 
Hyde Park Barracks (HPB) was built 1817–9 during the Macquarie era. The 
museum displays fragmentary evidence of the convict men and free migrant 
women who lived and worked there during the past 175 years and interprets the 
building itself as a primary artefact. It is the second site in this study of eleven 
Australian Convict Sites on the World Heritage list. 
5.7.4.5 The National Museum of Australia (NMA) 
Located in Canberra, capital of Australia, the National Museum of Australia opened 
in 2001. The museum presents Australian social history through the stories of 
ordinary and extraordinary Australians and aims to promote debate and opinion 
about Australian identity. 
5.7.4.6 Museum of Australian Democracy (MOAD) 
Old Parliament House opened in 1927 and served as the home of the Federal 
Parliament of Australia until 1988. In Canberra’s early years, the House was the 
                                                 
37 Australian Convict Sites are representative of the global phenomenon of convictism and its 
association with global developments in the punishment of crime in the modern era. The eleven sites 
are the pre-eminent examples of Australia's rich convict history with more than 3,000 convict sites 
remaining around Australia. The sites are: Kingston and Arthur's Vale Historic Area (Norfolk 
Island); Old Government House and Domain, Hyde Park Barracks, Old Great North Road, Cockatoo 
Island Convict Site (New South Wales); Brickendon–Woolmers Estates, Darlington Probation 
Station, Cascades Female Factory, Port Arthur Historic Site, Coal Mines Historic Site (Tasmania); 
Fremantle Prison (Western Australia). 
<http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/publications/about/convict-sites.html>. 
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social, geographic and political heart of the new Australian capital. Over time, the 
building has become synonymous with some of the most important moments in 
Australia’s history. After the opening of the new Parliament House in 1988, Old 
Parliament House operated as a ‘museum of itself’ from 1992. In May 2009, it was 
relaunched with new exhibitions and renamed ‘The Museum of Australian 
Democracy at Old Parliament House’. 
5.7.4.7 Australian War Memorial (AWM) 
Opened in 1941, the Australian War Memorial is located in Canberra and is 
Australia's national memorial to the members of all its armed forces who have 
participated in or died in the wars of the Commonwealth of Australia. It includes an 
extensive national military museum, which is a popular choice among teachers for 
history excursions because World War I and World War II events are taught as a 
compulsory topic in most secondary schools in the different states and territories. 
5.7.4.8 Port Arthur Historic Site (PAHS) 
Port Arthur Historic Site, Tasmania is an outdoor museum and heritage site of 
national, local and international significance. It is one of eleven Australian Convict 
Sites on the World Heritage list and the third such site in this study. It was chosen 
because it is an authentic historic site that has been interpreted and presented as an 
outdoor museum. It is the best preserved convict settlement site in Australia that tells 
the story of the colonial system of convict punishment. Port Arthur is one of 
Australia’s most visited heritage attractions due to its state, national and international 
significance. 
 
A list of the history education programs I observed in the nine museums between 
2008 and 2010 is provided in Appendix 12. 
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5.8 Methods of Data Collection 
5.8.1 Pilot Study 
The pilot study was an important step in the data collection process because it 
allowed determination of the suitability of the data collection methods and sites to 
the research design. 
 
Three museums and one heritage site were visited during the pilot study; one 
museum was deemed unsuitable because it is a university museum that caters 
primarily to senior Modern History students. My observation of these programs 
influenced my decision to limit the study to museums that offered programs on 
Australian history to ensure wider coverage of history curriculum content across 
Australian schools.  
 
Another museum was considered unsuitable because I subsequently gained 
employment there as a museum education consultant, and this would have certainly 
biased my perceptions of the effectiveness of the educators and teaching methods 
employed there. The heritage site and third museum both proved to be suitable in 
terms of the Australian historical content and ranges of education programs offered 
and were therefore included in the sample. 
 
The pilot study was valuable because it also gave me the opportunity to test the semi-
structured interview questions on a trial basis with museum educators (Appendix 5). 
These were recorded using an electronic recording device for the purpose of 
critiquing the questions and modifying them to fit the aims of the research questions. 
 
Finally, the pilot study helped develop what I believe to be a more objective and 
reliable process of recording the teaching methods used by educators in the 
museums. Initially, my intention was to use a prescribed ‘check list’ of methods of 
teaching, but testing in two museums revealed the presence of my own expectations 
and biases in my recording of how educators were teaching the programs. The 
process proved to be less subjective when I simply described the teaching methods as 
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they were enacted by the educator. This provided a more authentic and less biased 
record of how museum educators taught history in museums, thus enabling me to 
record the delivery methods in action rather than according to a prepared list of 
teaching methods I was expecting the educator to use. 
5.8.2 Interviews with Museum Education Staff 
The literature review revealed that information needed to be gathered about the 
theories and methods used by museum educators to design and deliver formal history 
programs to secondary students who visited the museum during excursion. 
 
Semi-structured interviews were designed to respond to the first research question, 
‘how do the professional identity and experience of museum educators influence the 
way they teach history?’ Interviews were conducted with education managers and 
education officers in order to collect data on their educational background, 
professional experience and approaches to the design and delivery of history 
education programs in the museum context. Interviews were conducted face-to-face 
at the museums and sites, recorded electronically and later transcribed. 
 
A series of questions (Appendix 5) was devised to guide the interview and prompt 
thoughtful responses from participants. Due to the flexible and iterative nature of 
qualitative inquiry and grounded theory method, neither researcher nor participant 
was constrained by those particular questions. Both had the flexibility to respond to 
the other’s information and subsequent questions could be asked following additional 
lines of inquiry. 
 
Questions were designed to elicit information from museum educators about their: 
 
x general educational background; 
x professional experience in education, museums and other areas; 
x teaching experience in the classroom and museums; 
x personal education in history, including training in history pedagogy at 
tertiary level; 
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x number of years’ experience teaching history in museums, especially the 
museum in which they were employed at the time of the interview; 
x perception of the importance of their role as educators in the workplace 
culture of their museum; 
x role in the development and delivery of education programs; 
x use of particular educational theories in the development and delivery of 
education programs; 
x use of specific teaching methods to deliver education programs. 
 
Although the original research plan included interviews with secondary history 
students who participated in museum education programs, as the research progressed 
and the literature review revealed gaps in the research, it became apparent that it was 
more important to focus on museum educators’ perceptions of how they teach 
history, as well as on teachers’ perspectives of the methods being used by museum 
educators to teach history. Therefore, the parameters of the study became defined by 
the voices and experiences of museum educators and teachers. 
5.8.3 Observation of Education Programs 
In order to have direct experience of the ‘world of the participants’ and have direct 
experience of the activities under investigation, I immersed myself in the research as 
a participant observer. Participant observation allows better access to the professional 
praxis and experiences of participants because it allows researchers to understand the 
contexts and processes through which observed activities emerge. In order to 
effectively understand the constructs used by the participants, the researcher needs to 
understand both the context of the activities they are observing and the methods used 
to collect the data. Even so, it must always be remembered that although they are 
present in the context, the researcher remains an observer and can never be a full 
participant (Scott & Usher 2011: 105–9). 
 
One aim of the research was to observe museum educators delivering formal history 
programs to secondary students in the museum context and to record the teaching 
methods they used. Observations of museum educators teaching history to students 
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were designed to respond to the second research question, ‘What methods do 
museum educators use to teach history in Australian museums?’ 
 
Based on my professional knowledge and experience as a secondary history teacher 
and pre-service teacher educator in tertiary institutions, I identified and recorded 
(using pen and paper) the teaching methods used by the museum educators to deliver 
information to students. Such methods included, but were not limited to, educator-
centred instruction, student-centred inquiry, open-ended questioning, closed-
questioning, and artefact handling and analysis. An example of my observation notes 
is provided in Appendix 14. 
5.8.4 Interviews with Teachers 
Erickson advises the researcher to pursue deliberate lines of inquiry while in the 
field, even though the specific terms of inquiry may change in response to the 
distinctive character of events in the field setting (Erickson 1986: 121). The central 
concern of the research was to determine if the methods used by museum educators 
to teach history in museums are different to the methods used by teachers to teach 
history in secondary schools. Thus, interviews with teachers were designed to 
respond to the third research question, ‘what are teachers’ perspectives of the 
effectiveness of the methods used by museum educators to teach history to their 
students in museums?’ and to provide triangulation of data. 
 
During the pilot study it became apparent that not only was it necessary to examine 
the methods used by museum educators to deliver history content to students, it was 
also necessary to determine teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the learning 
experiences of their students in a museum context. 
 
Erickson advises that definitions of effectiveness deriving from interpretive research 
differ from those found in the more common approaches to education research and 
development. Interpretive research subjects assumptions about meaning in any 
setting to critical scrutiny, including assumptions about desirable aims and 
definitions of effectiveness in teaching (Erickson 1996: 122). 
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For this reason, the study quickly grew from an original intention to interview only 
museum educators, to include teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the 
methods used by museum educators to teach history to students. This widened the 
sampling parameters to the interface of these two educational micro-cultures and 
allowed the researcher to cross the boundaries that exist between classroom history 
and museum history. It capitalised on the voice and opinions of classroom teachers to 
subject perceptions of teaching ‘effectiveness’ to the critical opinions of another 
group of educators and thus enrich the research data. 
 
The original plan was to provide teachers with a written questionnaire after they left 
the museum. However, preliminary feedback from teachers indicated that because 
they are normally very busy during the school day they would be less likely to take 
the time to sit down and write their responses to the questionnaire. Teachers said they 
preferred to express their thoughts in an oral interview conducted over the telephone 
out of school hours, when they felt more relaxed and willing to express their opinions 
freely. 
 
Electronically recorded telephone interviews with teachers were conducted between 
three and ten days after the excursion to determine their perspectives on the museum 
programs. Semi-structured interviews allowed the flexibility for both teacher and 
interviewer to pursue additional lines of inquiry according to the interests and 
perspectives of the teacher (Appendix 7). Teachers were asked about their: 
 
x role and position in the school; 
x reasons for choosing the museum and specific education program; 
x perceptions of the knowledge and ability levels of their students; 
x perceptions of the general educational value of the program; 
x perceptions of the effectiveness of the program for students’ learning. 
 
Semi-structured interviews with twelve teachers were conducted by telephone during 
2008 and 2010. These were recorded using an electronic device, transcribed, entered 
into NVivo 9 software and analysed. 
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All data were recorded, managed and stored electronically on computer using 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel and NVivo 9 software. CD–ROM backup copies 
were made for storage and hard-copy printouts stored in filing cabinets. 
5.9 Data Analysis and Synthesis 
Grounded theory procedures focus on the identification of conceptual categories that 
are derived from the data via the constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss 
1967). This requires the researcher to constantly compare incidents found in the data 
with emerging theoretical concepts (Barnes 1996). Data are separated, sorted and 
synthesised through the process known as coding which involves the attachment of 
labels to categories of data that describe what each category represents (Pettigrew 
2000: 4). Coding distils data, sorts them and provides a means for making 
comparisons with other segments of data. Coding is the pivotal link between 
collecting data and developing an emergent theory to explain these data. Through 
coding, the researcher defines the phenomenon and begins grappling with its 
meaning (Charmaz 2006: 46). 
 
Data were coded using the principles of grounded theory (Creswell 2007; Glaser & 
Strauss 1967; Strauss & Corbin 1990). First, interview data were scanned for 
important key words about the phenomenon, such as ‘questions’, ‘expert’ ‘engage’. 
The process of coding key words revealed a number of significant issues concerning 
the methods used by museum educators to teach history, the central phenomenon 
under investigation. 
 
Second, the process known as ‘open-coding’ (Appendix 8) was used to create 
meaningful categories (Strauss & Corbin 1990). Every time a concept was identified 
in the interview transcript a node was created in NVivo 9 and relevant text was 
stored at that node (Hutchinson, Johnston & Breckon 2009: 7). In grounded theory, it 
is important to avoid forcing categories at the early stages (Hutchinson, Johnston & 
Breckon 2009: 8), so broad categories and subcategories were created in the first 
round of coding. As NVivo 9 allows more than one dimension to exist in the 
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hierarchical structure of tree nodes and branches, it was possible to easily create 
interrelated ‘trees’ of categories and subcategories. 
 
Third, the causes and consequences of the central phenomenon, museum educators 
who teach history in Australian museums, were analysed using ‘axial coding’ 
(Strauss & Corbin 1990) during the process of relating categories to their 
subcategories (Appendix 9). This helped determine the relationship between the 
central phenomenon and its critical factors. Critical factors were identified and used 
to design a coding paradigm that could be used to reduce the data and create 
meaning. 
 
Fourth, categories and subcategories were sorted, then either modified, renamed, 
integrated, deleted or collapsed in order to create the coding paradigm below. This 
coding paradigm, together with the coding scheme, was used to identify significant 
findings, which are reported in Chapter 6. 
 
Table 5.3 below, displays this coding paradigm. The outcomes of the interaction 
between these elements are presented in the findings in Chapter 6 and the 
interpretations in Chapter 7. 
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Table 5.3: Coding Paradigm 
 Element Description 
1 Central phenomenon 
 
The professional praxis and experience of museum 
educators and its influence on the way they teach 
history in Australian museums 
2 Core causal conditions 
 
1. Demand from teachers 
2. Curriculum requirements, e.g. site study 
3. Teachers’ desire for enrichment learning 
experiences for students 
3 Strategies performed by 
agents in response to 
phenomenon 
 
1. Teachers organise excursions to museums 
2. Museums provide staff and resources to meet 
demand from teachers 
3. Museum educators design education programs to 
communicate historical knowledge to students 
4 Context in which strategies 
occurred 
 
1. Australian museums 
2. Museum galleries 
3. Dedicated teaching and learning spaces 
4. Outdoor museums and heritage sites 
5 Intervening conditions 
 
Social and political mission of museums to educate 
6 Consequences of strategies 1. Dynamic interaction between historical 
knowledge, museum educators and students 
2. Enactment of pedagogy 
3. Students learn history  
 
5.10 Ethical Considerations 
Ethical issues are always a vital consideration in the protection of participants in 
qualitative studies. The researcher is responsible for advising participants of the risks 
involved and protecting them from harm. The basic premise of a research process 
involving voluntary participants is that they are informed about the study’s purpose 
and the impact of the information on their lives (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008; Marshall 
& Rossman 2006; Merriam 1998). Although it was determined that the research 
posed no adverse effects on the safety or well-being of the participants, all necessary 
protocols were followed to ensure the protection of their privacy, identity and rights. 
 
Ethical procedures were followed throughout the study to ensure the confidentiality 
and privacy of the participants. This was deemed particularly important because of 
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the relationship of the participants to the institutions in which they are employed. 
Therefore, their identities and workplaces have been anonymised in the final report. 
The identity of the teacher participants’ schools has also been withheld to avoid 
assumptions about the nature of history teaching that takes place in those schools. 
 
All participants were advised of the purpose of the study, the methods of data 
collection and analysis to be used and the manner of publishing the outcomes (see 
Appendix 3 and Appendix 4). They were also made aware that they were under no 
obligation to continue with the study and could withdraw at any time. Transcripts of 
recordings were made available to participants for approval. 
 
Participants were assured in writing that they were not at risk of either personal or 
professional compromise. All audio and transcribed interviews remain confidential 
and cautionary measures were taken to secure the storage of electronic and hard-copy 
record; only the researcher has access to this material. 
5.11 Issues of Trustworthiness 
Sandelowski (1997: 125) says that interpretive research has been vulnerable to 
‘charges of irrelevance’ from critics who do not understand issues of generalisability 
and trustworthiness, largely because they apply quantitative criteria of judgement to 
the qualitative paradigm. 
 
Quantitative research has traditionally focused on issues of ‘validity’ and ‘reliability’ 
as criteria through which research methods can be ‘verified’, ‘produced’ or ‘deemed 
accurate’ (Cohen, Manion & Morrison 2007). Instead, qualitative theorists rely on 
such concepts as ‘representativeness’, ‘authenticity’ and ‘trustworthiness’, which are 
widely acknowledged as strengths of interpretive research (Merriam 1998). 
 
In order to strengthen the credibility of this research, it is necessary to address issues 
of trustworthiness. Bloomberg and Volpe (2008: 77–8) provide three criteria for 
evaluating the trustworthiness of qualitative research: credibility, dependability and 
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transferability. These can be achieved through triangulation of data. Each will be 
discussed in relation to the implementation of this research project. 
5.11.1 Credibility 
This criterion refers to whether the participants’ perceptions match the researcher’s 
portrayal of them (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 77). In Chapter 1, I declared the 
perspectives I bring to the study by describing my previous experience as a history 
educator in the micro-cultures of both secondary schools and museums, as well as 
my perceptions of the nature of history education in museums.  
 
Further, I acknowledge my biases, intentional and unintentional, as a researcher and 
participant in this study. My previous professional experience as a secondary history 
teacher and museum educator resulted in my tendency to empathise with participants 
from both groups and allowed me to communicate with them using terms and 
concepts specific to each teaching context. I tried not to side with one group, and 
endeavoured to remain as objective as possible in my role as researcher. 
 
Throughout the project I assumed the dual roles of interviewer and observer. First, I 
conducted semi-structured recorded interviews with museum educators in order to 
gather information on their education, experience and, most importantly, their 
perceptions of themselves and their work as history educators. Second, I recorded as 
objectively as possible my perceptions of the methods used by museum educators to 
teach history to students during the excursion. Third, I interviewed teachers in order 
to elicit their perceptions of the nature and effectiveness of methods used to teach 
history to their students in museums. 
 
In my role as researcher, I tended to see myself as an historian reporting on a 
particular phenomenon in a particular time and place. Qualitative research and 
grounded theory are the tools of the social scientist that I have used to provide the 
theoretical and practical basis of the data collection for this research. My training and 
experience as a history educator has taught me to ‘think historically’ and for this 
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reason I decided to use historical inquiry method as the framework for analysing and 
reporting my data in Chapters 6 and 7. 
 
To ensure that my personal biases did not influence my reporting of participants’ 
perspectives, and to determine the credibility of the findings, transcribed interviews 
were sent to participants for review and comment. One participant requested changes 
be made to the transcript regarding details about the staffing of one education 
program, and two participants requested changes be made to my interpretations of 
their comments. All others were satisfied with my reporting of their comments. 
5.11.2 Dependability 
This criterion refers to whether one can track the processes and procedures used to 
collect and interpret data (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 78). In order to ensure 
dependability of the data and collection methods a data set of five elements were 
collected consistently across all nine museums: 
 
1. General information on the history museum; 
2. Observation of at least one secondary group history class participating in the 
education program; 
3. At least one interview with an education manager at each museum; 
4. Interviews with at least two education officers at each museum; 
5. Interviews with at least one teacher whose history class participated in the 
education program. 
 
The principle of collecting data as a consistent set across the nine museums guided 
the collection procedures and was tested during the pilot study in 2008. In this pilot 
study, visits to a range of history museums and heritage sites revealed that interviews 
with some educators and teachers as well as observations of some programs and 
school groups would not be suitable for inclusion in the final sample. 
 
For example, the education manager at the Eureka Centre in Ballarat was interviewed 
and one program observed, but the particular secondary school group visiting the 
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museum on that day was an Italian-speaking class and not a history class. For this 
reason the data did not comply with the criteria for a data set and were therefore not 
included in the data selection. Sometimes educators or teachers were not available 
and sometimes only primary school groups, not secondary groups, were booked in to 
the programs. In keeping with ethical practices, records of dates and places in which 
excluded data such as these were collected have been kept and are available for 
review by other researchers. 
5.11.3 Transferability 
Transferability is concerned with how well articulation of this phenomenon has made 
it possible for the reader to decide whether it will apply to similar processes in their 
own settings and communities (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 78; Lincoln & Guba 
1985). 
 
Transferability in this research exists, first, in the connection of the data to the 
theoretical basis of history teaching as explained in Chapter 2 and, second, in the 
shift from the theoretical paradigm of constructivist learning to a pedagogy model for 
teaching history in museums, which I propose in Chapter 7. Interviews and 
observations from three different sources provide a rich data set that allows a number 
of distinct educational voices and situations to emerge and be applied to other 
teaching and learning contexts. 
5.11.4 Triangulation of Data 
As explained above, qualitative research is concerned with ensuring the 
trustworthiness of data collected. Triangulation entails using more than one method 
or source of data in the study of social phenomena. Denzin (1970: 310) describes it 
as an approach that uses ‘multiple observers, theoretical perspectives, sources of 
data, and methodologies’.  It is also used as a means of cross-referencing data to help 
ensure trustworthiness of claims and allow diverse viewpoints or standpoints to cast 
light upon a topic (Bryman 2011; Olsen 2004). Data triangulation is one method that 
can reduce the likelihood of misinterpretation of the communication of the data; it 
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also enhances in-depth understanding of the phenomenon under study (Bloomberg & 
Volpe 2008: 72–3). 
 
In this study data were collected from three different perspectives in order to 
articulate the professional praxis and pedagogical approaches used by museum 
educators to teach history to students: 
1. Interviews with museum educators who design and deliver history education 
programs to secondary students. 
2. The researcher’s observations and records of teaching methods used by 
museum educators. 
3. The perspectives of history teachers whose students visited the museums on 
excursion. 
Different categories of data within these three groups were cross-examined in the 
process of axial coding to determine points of similarity and difference. The 
perspectives of history teachers in the last group served as a ‘view from the outside’: 
as a means of cross-referencing my interpretations of the effectiveness of the 
methods I observed museum educators using with museum educators’ personal 
accounts of the methods they used to teach history in museums. It is the combination 
and triangulation of these three data sets that provided the rich data that were coded, 
analysed and interpreted, and from which a grounded theory emerged. 
5.12 Limitations and Biases of the Study 
In Chapter 1, I defined the parameters of the study, but here I elaborate by describing 
the limitations of the study, specifically in response to findings in the literature 
review and the inherent biases of the researcher as participant (Bloomberg & Volpe 
2008: 87): 
1. Typological limitation of museums selected for study. The literature review in 
Chapter 4 revealed that, due to a dominant constructivist paradigm in museum 
education theory, educational research has so far been limited to science 
museums rather than history museums. For this reason, this study is limited to 
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history museums in order to gather specific information about the teaching 
methods used by educators to teach history in Australian museums. 
2. Geographical limitation of museums situated in Australia, specifically those 
located in the eastern states of New South Wales, Australian Capital Territory, 
Victoria and Tasmania. To date, no studies have been undertaken of education 
programs in history museums anywhere in Australia. 
3. Curriculum limitation. Data gathering was conducted during the time the  
Australian Curriculum: History, Foundation to Year 10, was being developed. It 
is scheduled for introduction in all states and territories of Australia (except New 
South Wales) from 2013. The study was limited to museums offering education 
programs about Australian history in order to ensure the widest possible coverage 
of history content. This therefore precluded history museums that offered 
education programs tailored to the senior Ancient and Modern History syllabuses 
offered in some states. 
4. Participant limitation—students. The literature review revealed that most 
research on museum education, including Australia (Griffin, J 1996a, 2004a, 
2011) has focused on primary school students. Therefore, this study is limited to 
high school students aged from approximately twelve to eighteen years. This 
range covers students who were the target of the Schools History Project 
(Chapter 2) as well as students in Nakou’s study of historical thinking in Greek 
archaeology museums (Chapter 4).  
5. Evaluation of teaching methods, not student learning. This research is limited 
to the study of the methods used by museum educators to teach history in 
museums, and teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of those methods based 
on their own classroom practice. The study does not attempt to develop any form 
of quantitative testing to evaluate the historical knowledge and skills learned by 
students during their visit to the museum.    
6. Participant limitation—educators. Educators, male and female, who are 
employed full-time, part-time or as casuals and from entry level to management 
level were included in the study. Volunteers were not included because the focus 
is on workers whose income is derived from the work they do teaching students 
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in museums. This criterion defined these museum educators as a discrete group in 
the museum workplace. 
7. Participation limitation—teachers. Teachers were the group with the fewest 
limitations. As teachers were selected at random, it was possible for them to 
originate from any state or territory of Australia and from any type of school 
(private, public, denominational); they could be male or female and of any age or 
status within the education hierarchy. 
8. Researcher/participant bias. One of the key limitations of this study is the 
subjectivity and potential bias regarding the researcher’s own participation in the 
study. Maxwell (2005) calls this phenomenon ‘participant reactivity’. As I was 
known to some participants (some museum educators and one teacher), it was 
possible that their responses could have been influenced or affected by this 
professional connection. Some may have been trying to provide the sort of 
responses they thought I was seeking, or, conversely, may have been more 
guarded than they might have been with someone unknown to them. For this 
reason it was necessary to make clear to participants my assumptions at the 
beginning of the interview.  
5.13 Summary of Chapter 5 
This chapter presented the methodological approach employed to address the 
research questions and discussed in detail the methods of data gathering, 
management and analysis. The inquiry into the methods used by museum educators 
to teach history to secondary students in museums is a qualitative inquiry framed 
within the critical and interpretive paradigms, with the purpose of producing a 
grounded theory. 
 
Dependability and transferability have been assured through observation, recording 
and interviews with museum educators and teachers. This ensures that multiple 
perspectives have been presented and considered as valid data. From this data, 
specific features that influence the way history is taught in museums have been 
derived following the principles of grounded theory method. These findings are 
discussed in greater detail in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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Chapter 6: Analysis and Reporting of Findings 
6.1 Introduction 
Museum educators who specialise in the design and delivery of history education 
programs have been identified as a distinct professional group within many museums 
in Australia, yet their work has so far been neglected in research.  Their everyday 
work praxis has been ignored, leaving a gap in knowledge of the impact of their 
professional identity in the museum workplace on the way they teach history to 
student visitors. In order to fill this gap in knowledge, this project was designed to 
generate qualitative research data from in-depth interviews with twenty-five museum 
educators in nine Australian museums and observations of their active delivery of 
history education programs to secondary school students. Twelve teachers whose 
students had experienced the programs were also interviewed as a means of cross-
referencing the perspectives of museum educators and the researcher as observer. 
 
The findings of these collected data are presented in this chapter. A broad range of 
experiences is documented to provide the reader with a window into the professional 
world of history educators in Australian museums. ‘Thick description’ allows 
participants to ‘speak for themselves’ and illustrative quotations from interview 
transcripts serve to portray multiple participant perspectives and capture some of the 
complexity of the subject matter, including comparative, contrasting and conflicting 
opinions (Bloomberg & Volpe 2008: 111; Denzin & Lincoln 2005: 457). My own 
observations of the programs are included where relevant. 
 
As a professional grounded in the heuristic of history, I have chosen the framework 
of historical inquiry to report my findings. The key questions I used to analyse my 
sources and structure the narrative of my report are who, what, where, how, when 
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and why, which respond to the research questions and conceptual framework detailed 
at the end of the literature review in Chapter 4. 
 
As explained in Chapter 5, the validity of data is supported by triangulation in order 
to reduce the likelihood of misinterpretation and enhance in-depth understanding of 
the phenomenon under study. For this reason, teachers were asked about their 
perceptions of the effectiveness of the education programs their students had 
experienced and their responses are integrated with those of educators where 
relevant. 
6.2 Finding 1:  Educators in History Museums are of Low Status 
and Undervalued in the Museum Workplace 
The research question, ‘What are museum educators’ perceptions of their 
professional identity and praxis in Australian history museums?’ seeks to articulate 
museum educators’ perceptions of themselves and their role in the museum 
workplace and examine whether this has an impact on the nature of their praxis and 
pedagogy. This question serves to position museum educators at the centre of the 
inquiry. 
Since the 1990s, educators have emerged as a distinct working group in museums in 
Australia and many other countries, yet their contributions to the pedagogical 
processes of teaching and learning have been ignored in the research literature. This 
section of the data responds to the inquiry question, ‘How do the professional 
identity and experience of museum educators influence the way they teach history?’ 
by highlighting the professional experience of educators in the context of Australian 
history museums. As explained in Chapter 1, this research question is central to the 
overall inquiry because it positions museum educators as a key player in the 
pedagogical processes of teaching and learning history in museums. 
 
‘Museum educators’ in the context of Australian museums are defined as those 
museum workers who specialise in the design, management and delivery of 
education programs for school students. Demographic information was gathered 
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from face-to-face interviews with twenty-five museum educators, categorised using 
NVivo 9 software (see 6.2.1 below), analysed, synthesised and converted into pie 
and column charts in an Excel spreadsheet. A profile of the professional 
characteristics and workplace duties of educators in Australian museums can be 
drawn from this data. 
6.2.1 Museum Educators–Demographic Categories for Analysis 
1. Gender 
2. Job title and status 
3. Teaching in museum (Yes or No) 
4. Salary 
5. Educational qualifications 
6. Teaching skills and experience 
7. Importance of role of educator 
6.2.2 What is the Gender Ratio of Museum Educators? 
Museum education is clearly a female-dominated occupation in these nine museums 
and a reflection of the current dominance of women in museums in general (Cobley 
2002: 66–8; Taylor 1994). Nineteen educators in the sample of twenty-five are 
female. Thirteen actively teach student visitors and the remaining six are in senior, 
non-teaching positions and do not actively teach. They are responsible for research, 
program design, and training and management of educators. Thirteen educators are in 
junior positions. Three women in the sample of twenty-five are in management 
positions. Three men teach and three are in senior, non-teaching positions. 
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Figure 6.1: Gender Ratio of Museum Educators 
6.2.3 What is the Employment Status of Museum Educators? 
Fourteen members of the sample are full-time, paid employees. Six are part-time and 
five are casual, ‘as-needs’ employees. Most museums have a ‘stable’ of casual staff 
whom they employ regularly. Some museums use the title ‘educator’ or ‘education 
assistant’, most use ‘education officer’, ‘guide’ or ‘presenter’.38 Titles are site-
specific and refer to the employee’s position in the cultural hierarchy of the 
institution rather than whether they are full-time, part-time or casual. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Employment Arrangements of Museum Educators 
 
Assistant education manager Eva believes that casual work at her museum is an 
attractive option for retired teachers and university students who wish to work part-
time or on a casual basis. Education manager Sabrina convinced management to 
allow her to employ casual staff for the first time at one of their museums: 
                                                 
38 The earliest mention of the title ‘museum educator’ in America is in Coleman’s 1927 publication, 
Manual for Small Museums; see Hein 2006: 334.  
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It’s a three [level], it can’t be for obviously industrial issues, it can’t be any 
more than what a guide gets. So at the moment you would be shocked to 
know it’s $28 per hour. And I actually said that to a couple of the teachers, 
the retired teachers who called me. And one woman said yesterday, she 
said ‘Oh I am not really worried about that you know’. She said, ‘I am not 
doing it for the money’ (Sabrina, educator). 
Participants were asked to indicate the range into which their annual salary fell. They 
were advised that they could decline to if they wished. Salary ranges appear in Table 
6.1 below. All participants were willing to indicate the range into which their salary 
fell and some provided additional comment. Most participants spoke unfavourably of 
the low wages paid in museums for both full-time and part-time work. Only two 
expressed satisfaction with their salaries, because they are paid the equivalent of a 
classroom teacher in their state. One participant is a seconded teacher from the 
Catholic Education Office and is paid at a classroom teacher’s salary. The other 
educator’s salary must match because they are employed in the same institution. 
 
Table 6.1: Salary Ranges of Museum Educators, 2008–2010 
Level Salary per annum 
5 $85,000 plus 
4 $71,000 to $85,000 
3 $56,000 to $70,000 
2 $36,000 to $55,000 
1 $35,000 or less 
 
Analysis of the salary range in relation to teaching or non-teaching duties indicates 
that the majority of educators in the sample (fourteen) who actively teach programs 
earn less than $55,000 per annum. All non-teaching educators in the sample earn 
above $55,000 per annum. 
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Figure 6.3: Salary Ranges of Teaching and Non-Teaching Educators 
 
Interviews with museum educators revealed widespread discontent that they had to 
take substantial salary cuts when they moved from classroom teaching to their 
present positions: 
I can’t remember the exact figure, but I think I might have had to drop 
about five or six thousand. And since then salaries in education have risen 
faster than salaries for museum education officers. I think that as head of 
education I am probably just ahead of a classroom teacher’s salary [now]. 
 
I have one teacher in my unit, a primary school teacher, and she has twenty 
years’ primary teaching experience. And to come here she had to drop 
something like $10,000 in salary. She made a choice to leave the classroom 
for a whole lot of reasons and she was willing to wear that cut. Not only 
have to wear that cut, but you know, you don’t get that many holidays 
anymore. You have to work from 8.30 to 5.00. There are a whole lot of 
other things that you give up joining a museum world. On the other hand 
you don’t have the marking; you don’t have all those things that a teacher 
has. So it’s weighing up what’s going to suit you (Sabrina, educator). 
Belinda is an experienced history teacher who works full-time as an education 
officer at a heritage site that averaged 250,000 visitors during 2009–10, 
approximately half of whom were school students. She reports to a manager who is 
responsible for several staff. Belinda is well aware that, with her qualifications and 
experience, she could be earning at least $20,000 more working as a history teacher 
in a state secondary school. Belinda’s job title was ‘downgraded’ to fit into the 
hierarchy of state government pay scales and institutional requirements: 
My really big issue is with the title change and the salary. I am fairly 
certain that others who work in the same department as I do do not change 
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14 
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their title to accommodate a change in salary, even if their tasks have 
changed since moving employers. Why? Political policy or an honest 
mistake or an oversight that has never been questioned? Why are my skills 
any less valid than the rest of the department in which I work? (Belinda, 
educator). 
Natasha is an experienced educator who has taught in schools and at university for 
twenty-five years: 
My salary is $60,000 so with my level of experience …I think I'd be on 
about $80,000…so it's $20,000 less, quite different to what I'd be getting in 
a school in a comparable position. You see interestingly that's not the thing 
that bothers me most about my role here, it's more the credibility that 
educators are given here, or lack of credibility. I come from the past 
eighteen or twenty years taking a very theoretical approach to my work and 
writing in scholarly journals, taking a research focus on my work, really 
being fairly serious about it. You know in this context there isn’t respect for 
the educator. 
 
This is the thing I noticed, the rigid pecking order and everyone thinks 
they're at the bottom of it, but it seems to be very much a very strong 
perception, you come in at the lowest level ... now I'm on Level 4, which is 
not commensurate with the level of work I do or what is expected in terms 
of being able to work within government frameworks and new educational 
frameworks that change all the time and having a theoretical understanding 
of what that means and translating that into a museum context. And 
designing programs which are supposed to be innovative and ‘out there’. 
It’s a higher level than a base level teacher, and more responsibility, and 
I’m designing programs which are supposed to be innovative and ‘out 
there’… 
 
But the rewards on the other hand in terms of being able to do all of those 
things in one place, it’s fantastic, because there are very few jobs ... and this 
is the trade-off and I think this is important too, if you want to get this 
money [pointing] to work in a school you don't get to do all the things you 
might do in a museum context and you’re bound by the tyranny of the 
timetable as I call it which is… marking…and in-school politics, not that 
there aren’t museum politics, but it’s a different kind of workplace… But 
still the salary aspect of here may be the thing that will drive me out. I’ll do 
it, it’ll be really interesting for two or three years and I’ll think that I’d 
better earn some money because it’s not enough (Natasha, educator). 
6.2.4 What are the Qualifications and Skills of Museum Educators? 
Interviews with educators revealed that most have university degrees and many are 
former classroom teachers. All non-teaching senior educators had a Bachelor’s 
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degree and many years’ experience teaching in schools. Thirteen of the participant 
educators who actively teach in museums have had experience teaching in schools. 
Six have had no formal education training and two of the six do not have tertiary 
degrees. Belinda is studying for a Master’s Degree and Natasha is completing a 
doctorate. Their knowledge and skills of teaching were gained from on-the-job-
training. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Teaching Experience: Teaching versus Non-Teaching Staff 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Tertiary Education Qualifications 
 
Twenty-three of the sample of educators have a Bachelor’s degree, ten of whom have 
degrees in history, two have Master’s degrees and thirteen are former classroom 
teachers. More than three-quarters of the educators sampled have had some type of 
teaching experience, either in the classroom or in some other capacity with children. 
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Figure 6.6: Prior Teaching Experience 
 
Sabrina and Eva explained that many of the educators employed in their museums 
are retired teachers who wish to continue teaching, so they shift to the museum 
workplace. Sabrina said some had received substantial superannuation payouts and 
were not concerned by the relatively low rates of pay offered by museums; they do 
the job because they enjoy museums, and feel the need to continue working in their 
profession on a different basis. 
 
Olivia is a senior education officer. She says that teaching qualifications and 
experience are not always what she looks for when recruiting new educators: 
For our education officers we look for someone who has a proven record 
either in museum education or in classroom settings, so we are looking for 
someone who has worked in that setting before because we do need 
someone who we know can deliver education programs and we know has 
an insight into how they work so they can develop them (Olivia, 
educator). 
Briony has a Bachelor of Arts with a major in history and a Diploma of Education. 
She had been teaching in secondary schools for twenty-five years before joining the 
museum as an educator. She also trained pre-service teachers in history teaching 
methods at university while having time off to raise her children. Briony thinks it is 
important for museum educators to have had some classroom experience: 
I’ve had conversations with people working and you say, ‘Well, what’s 
your education background?’ and they say, ‘Well I’m doing my Dip. Ed., 
and I’m doing something, or I’ve done some subjects’. They’ve never been 
in a classroom! I don’t think they have any idea of what it is. Not that you 
replicate the classroom at the museum but if you don’t understand what’s 
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going on back in the classroom or prior, or the pressures the teachers are 
under, I don’t think you can produce programs or offer an experience that is 
going to amplify the learning. That’s what we are here for. I don’t think we 
want to replicate the classroom (Briony, educator). 
 
Figure 6.7: Training in Teaching and Learning Pedagogy 
6.2.5 Which Personal Characteristics Contribute to the Teaching Ability of 
Museum Educators? 
Although Belinda is not technically a ‘manager’ she has many managerial 
responsibilities, including the training of ‘guides’ who are employed on a casual, as-
needs basis to take all visitor groups, including schools, on site tours. Belinda is one 
of the few at this site with formal training and experience in education. She is only 
permitted to deliver programs to school children when there are not enough guides 
available or when she is demonstrating teaching methods as part of staff training. In 
contrast, the majority of guides who deliver programs have no educational 
experience or training. Belinda describes the characteristics that make some guides 
better than others for working with students rather than adults: 
They are just inherently good at working with children of any age and they 
can adapt themselves. Most of them have their own kids. Some of them 
have been teachers and that helps. But I have to use all the guides. Some of 
them just don’t like working with children, some of them aren’t good at it, 
but I have to use what I have got. So I have had training with them and I 
have tried to give them basic classroom management skills, questioning 
skills, you know, adapting their questioning to suit inquiry methods of 
learning. Whether they have had previous teaching experience is irrelevant. 
I want someone with the passion and enthusiasm and maybe a natural talent 
to work with kids that I can then train up (Belinda, educator). 
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Charles is an education manager who is responsible for a large team of educators: 
You can have all the best objectives and steps on a piece of paper, but in a 
sense like the classroom it is about the educator’s capacity to take what’s 
been devised and make that work. So it does come down to the rapport with 
kids and the sense of engagement and immediacy that the presenter has got 
to have, especially when they have only got them for a short time. So every 
session has to be a really kind of fine-tuned and well considered session for 
the presenter. But just as there here are better teachers, there are better 
presenters and I think they are critical in the mix (Charles, educator). 
Jenna is in her late twenties and just completed a Diploma of Education, which 
qualifies her to teach in secondary schools. She worked at the museum while she was 
studying for her Bachelor’s degree and diploma and was recently promoted to the 
position of Chief Guide. Jenna believes an educator needs a wide variety of skills 
and feels they are undervalued by museum colleagues and the public: 
We are in an education facility and role and if you say, ‘Oh I am a guide’, 
people just get this idea that, oh you just show people around. But there is 
so much more to it than that! And to be a guide you have to have a set of 
skills which are very unique for a lot of people. Like you have to be really 
outgoing, you have to have great customer service, you have to be able to 
win over a crowd in a matter of seconds. You have to be able to talk 
confidently, so there are a lot of people that are guides that just stutter, and 
that’s a real problem for them. So you have to have all these ... You have to 
be a really good communicator and that’s very rare, very rare to find 
(Jenna, educator). 
Charlotte is an education officer and, from my observation and feedback from 
teachers, an outstanding presenter. She has a Bachelor’s degree, certification in 
training and assessment but no experience as a secondary school teacher. During the 
study, she was confident and knowledgeable about the historical information she was 
presenting. I observed that her positive and welcoming attitude helped her achieve an 
instant rapport with students. As Hailey, whose students participated in Charlotte’s 
program, said, ‘she just had them eating out of her hand’. Charlotte identified 
flexibility and the ability to ‘read’ students as important skills needed by educators: 
... flexibility and all those sorts of … that whole package of communication 
skills is the things that we need the most of. Because not only do you have 
to assess how much they know so that you know where to pitch and how to 
control sort of the rest of the program. But yeah, assess whether they are 
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tired, if they are exhibiting all those external signs of disengagement, 
slouching in their seats, chatting to each other (Charlotte, educator). 
6.2.6 What are Educators’ Perceptions of Their Importance in the Workplace? 
Most educators in the sample indicated they have a positive perception of their 
importance and feel they make a vital contribution to the museum’s overall function. 
However, some were disgruntled (even angry) with what they saw as the reluctance 
of other museum professionals to recognise their expertise. They believe that, 
relative to other museum workers, their work is undervalued, their role is devalued 
and that they are underpaid. 
 
Sabrina has a Bachelor’s degree and Diploma of Education and taught history in 
secondary schools for ten years before moving into museums. She expressed her 
frustration with what she perceives to be a dismissive attitude towards education at 
the museum where she previously worked: 
Public programs and education were in the same unit and they had one 
manager where education was just sidelined constantly. We were sidelined 
all the time. Nobody was interested in schools. There was this view that 
schools come anyway, so you don’t need to attract them and have good 
programs; they just come because that’s what schools do. So it was sort of 
like, there is not enough—what’s the word I am looking for—there is not 
enough publicity attached to schools. There are not enough photo 
opportunities; there is no getting the minister involved. It doesn’t look good 
in the annual report, you can’t ring the Director General and say, ‘Look at 
this wonderful thing that we have done’. The little students beavering away, 
coming along to [our museum], you can see it pales into insignificance 
compared to some huge event (Sabrina, educator). 
Jenna comments on the difficult role of the guide in the overall hierarchy of the 
museum workplace: 
It’s a funny role, and I can say this because I was a guide before. It’s a very 
disempowered role. So you have a huge level of responsibility in terms of 
on a weekend it’s up to the guides—there are three guides that work—and 
they are responsible for the security of the place. So if it burns down it’s on 
their shoulders. But they are at the bottom but they have this huge 
responsibility. They are also the face of the organisation and ... it’s kind of 
a bit controversial and a bit political but sometimes you get the feeling 
when you are a guide of being sort of looked down upon. It’s hard to put it 
into words. So there is very much a hierarchical system and I just 
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sometimes I feel that it also comes from the public too, like we often get 
people come in and they will say, ‘Oh I will just go visit the shop girl’. And 
you are like, ‘Well actually I do tours and I have a huge breadth of 
knowledge about Australian history and you know, I could help you with 
this but you just want to buy a pencil from me so that’s fine’ (Jenna, 
educator). 
Charlotte believes educators are not considered to be as important as curators in the 
process of exhibition design: 
I think education over the years was something on the end, it was an 
afterthought. And I think that’s typical of a lot of institutions, museums. 
For example, the classic thing, and you will find this with everyone you 
talk to, is that when a new exhibition is being designed, if they are going to 
have a curatorial group right from scratch you would want—if it’s going to 
be in any way utilised or used for any kind of school, or education, even 
community education—you would want your education people right in 
from the ground first. I think there is still a disconnect between the 
curatorial part of museum practice and education (Charlotte, educator). 
Belinda makes the same point with regard to the perceived greater importance of 
‘interpretation staff’ compared to educators at her place of employment: 
I have never been asked for input as we interpret new displays. In the case 
of one new interp project, as far as I am aware, input was not sought from 
an educator or education officer. The interps team did it all. What resulted 
was something adults look at and kiddies view the same—just from a 
different level. It assumed, I suppose, the adults will interpret for the 
children—Whoopee! (Belinda, educator). 
Alice is in her mid-twenties and recently graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in 
science. She has no formal education training. She works part-time at the museum 
and is responsible for delivering all school education programs, primary and 
secondary. Alice earns less than $35,000 per year and says she cannot afford to move 
out of home or pay for the further study she would like to do. When asked, ‘do you 
feel valued for what you do?’ Alice replies: 
I do by my colleagues and I do very much by the people that I work with 
on a day to day basis. But I think from a museum point of view I guess not. 
Because I mean, as many of us find, it’s not fantastic pay. You do it for the 
love. If you were doing it for the money you would not be a guide, you 
would not be working in the museum industry. You would be working in 
big business or commerce or something like that. So to be working in a 
museum you literally have to be there for the love. And as I said, I have 
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wanted to work in the museum since I first set foot in here when I was three 
years old. It was the place I wanted to work; it was what I wanted to do. I 
loved going to the old one [museum], it was like a fantastic paradise of all 
these treasures and dusty things hidden away. Loved it. So yeah, I am not 
in it for the money, I am in it for the love (Alice, educator). 
Henry is a senior guide who has studied for a Bachelor’s degree in history part-time 
while working at the museum. When asked what guides think about their importance 
in the workplace Henry replied: 
You know, guides do feel, in my experience, like they are kind of not 
brilliantly paid. But they do such an important role and you know, if you 
don’t have happy and enthusiastic guides at your establishment then you 
really have a problem with visitor experience at your institution. And here 
we have got a good long-term team of guides with an excellent depth of 
knowledge. So people can come in here and not only be treated pleasantly 
by a good group of people who are aware of good customer service but 
they can also expect some pretty arcane questions to be answered by people 
just standing at the desk who will know very detailed knowledge of this site 
and history. That’s really important (Henry, educator). 
Ben is a senior manager who is responsible for making decisions about education 
and staffing. He has a Bachelor’s degree in history and has worked in museums for 
many years. Ben has a different view of the value of educators and this is reflected in 
the fact all the educators at the site are trained teachers, and that he persuaded the 
museum’s governing board to match their full-time salaries with those of state school 
teachers: 
Yeah, because we made a decision a few years ago when this was all up in 
the air in the State Department’s funding [salary increases], that people are 
absolutely critical to what we are doing. Their craft is absolutely vital to 
making a real impact here for us. So we made a decision that other 
institutions didn’t, to back our teachers. It was a fantastic thing to do. They 
are a very good group (Ben, educator). 
6.3 Finding 2:  Teachers Perceive Museum Educators as Important 
and Value Their Work 
6.3.1 What are Teachers’ Perceptions of the Importance of Educators? 
Interviews with teachers indicated that, in contrast with museum educators’ 
perceptions of themselves and the perceptions of other museum workers, teachers 
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have a positive perception of educators and value the role they play in the learning 
experiences of their students. They see their role as essential and believe them to be 
experts in their field. They have high expectations of their performance as presenters 
and appreciate it when educators make an effort to accommodate the learning needs 
of their students. Overall, teachers expect museums to provide this service and 
appreciate the work done by educators to make their students feel welcome and help 
them learn. 
Table 6.2: Teachers and the Geographical Location of their Schools 
 Teacher Location of school Year 
1 Emily Melbourne metropolitan 9 
2 Sarah Melbourne metropolitan 9 
3 Michael Melbourne metropolitan 9 
4 Johanna NSW South Coast 8 
5 Joseph NSW rural 9 
6 Samantha Sydney metropolitan 10 
7 Hailey Perth, Western Australia 9 and 11 
8 Kaitlyn Melbourne metropolitan 9 
9 Hannah Melbourne metropolitan 9 
10 Alyssa Melbourne metropolitan 8 
11 Ryan Melbourne metropolitan 9 
12 Brianna NSW rural 12 
 
Hailey is a teacher from Western Australia who brought a large group of Year 9 and 
Year 11 students to Canberra to see the sights and cultural institutions of Australia’s 
national capital. Hailey’s group experienced education programs at four different 
museums, two of which I observed. She was able to make insightful comparisons 
between the quality of the programs and the effectiveness of the educators. When 
asked her opinion of the importance of educators to student learning she replied: 
I just think it’s absolutely essential because obviously we saw such a range 
of them over the course of that week. I mean, it’s really hard to expect 
every single person to be singing and dancing and just capturing their 
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interest straight away. But the effective ones, you just know almost 
immediately; they were different (Hailey, teacher). 
Emily teaches in a state secondary school in metropolitan Melbourne. She takes Year 
9 to the same heritage site each year because the educators make it easy for her to 
organise the excursion and she is sure her students will enjoy themselves and learn 
about Australian history. Of the educators she says: 
Wonderful, they’re fantastic. When it comes time to book the excursion I 
just send an email off to say what we wanted to do, when we want to go 
and the time we’ll be there and what time we’re leaving, and can you send 
me an itinerary. They do it with ease and made it a very simple excursion to 
run and to be part of (Emily, teacher). 
All teachers interviewed were generally positive about the quality of the education 
program their students had experienced; some were highly complementary. Only one 
teacher, Hailey, was critical of an educator’s delivery in comparison to others they 
had seen during their week in Canberra. She attributed this to a combination of the 
students being tired from an early flight from Perth to Canberra, and the educator 
‘lecturing at’ the students. 
In my observation for this program, I noted that the ‘educator found it difficult to 
engage students; kids very tired and restless (9.00 am start); very bored; too much 
lecturing; educator didn’t explain basic concepts, so kids didn’t understand purpose 
of activity in gallery; a difficult group.’ 
 
Samantha is head of history at a large secondary school in Sydney. Each year she 
and two staff take all Year 10 to Canberra to visit the museums, Parliament and other 
cultural institutions. Samantha has had a range of experiences with educators and 
understands the challenges of their job in comparison to what she can achieve in the 
classroom: 
I think it’s pretty tough to make a connection with kids in the half an hour, 
when we have had them for a year and we can draw them out a little bit 
more because we know which kids are more reticent to reply or which ones 
really want to get involved. So I think given that none of the kids 
complained afterwards about how they were treated, they felt quite engaged 
with the whole process (Samantha, teacher). 
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Kaitlyn’s students come from a secondary Catholic girls’ school in Melbourne with 
a large ethnic population. She praised the educator for her teaching and classroom 
management skills, saying ‘I kind of got the impression that she had an 
understanding of the teaching and how to manage a large class. There were fifty 
students there that day so I thought that that side of it was good’ (Kaitlyn, teacher). 
 
Johanna now teaches in a private secondary school in New South Wales, but prior to 
this had many years’ experience teaching in state schools. She is mindful of 
differences in cognitive ability and behaviour between students from different socio-
economic and geographical areas, as well as within year groups in a school. Johanna 
feels strongly that the expertise of the educator affects the learning outcomes and 
behaviour of students. She compares the presentation styles of two different 
educators: 
I think it’s very important. I mean it must depend on the students who are 
in front of them, but I think the quality of the displays is very important 
too. One of the people last week in the museum was very quietly spoken, 
very much a monotone and I can imagine that if you were speaking to kids 
I have taught elsewhere, they would be climbing the wall. One of the other 
people is very much more like a teacher in the classroom, more 
demonstrative and expecting their attention and drawing attention to things. 
And I think that worked better. I think they gained more from him. 
I have seen a few different people; we have been going for a number of 
years. I think it’s a little bit like the classroom really. People have different 
styles. I find some of them are far more animated and far more involved in 
asking questions and getting the kids involved. Others I feel are just a little 
bit not animated enough. Not able to involve the students. I think that either 
comes down to personal style or perhaps ... I don’t know. Maybe, I get the 
impression, and I haven’t asked, whether some people are ex-teachers or 
they just have a better rapport with the age group (Johanna, teacher). 
When asked, ‘what do you think makes the excursion a “good” learning experience 
for your students?’ Brianna replied: 
I would say the person [educator] is the most important thing. Apart from 
having somewhere that’s really interesting. Yeah, you need somebody who 
can bring it to life. And I mean the person was animated and she sounds 
interested in what she is talking about and she knows what she is talking 
about and she is interested in helping the kids (Brianna, teacher). 
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6.4 Finding 3: Museum Educators Use a Variety of Teaching 
Methods to Engage Students in Learning 
Data in this section respond to the second inquiry question, ‘what methods do 
educators use to teach history in museums?’ and were collected from three sources: 
interviews with museum educators, interviews with teachers whose students had 
participated in the programs and notes made during my observations of the delivery 
of education programs. All three data types were coded and classified in NVivo 9 
software and are reported here. 
 
A summary of the teaching and learning activities employed in each history 
education program observed is provided below in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3: Teaching and Learning Activities for History Education Programs 
Museum Program TEACHING ACTIVITIES  
Educators 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
Students 
Sovereign 
Hill, 
Ballarat 
Chinese on 
the Goldfields 
(30 minutes in 
classroom + 
self-guided 
tour) 
x Wears 1850s costume 
x Presents information and 
Q & A on Chinese 
migration in 1850s 
classroom 
x Conducts Q & A in 
Chinese temple 
x Examine replica Chinese artefacts 
and sources, e.g. fortune sticks 
x Watch audio-visual presentation in 
Chinese temple 
x Do self-guided tour of Chinese 
goldfields and rest of site 
Museum of 
Sydney 
History 
Decoded 
(50 minutes) 
x Takes tour of exhibition 
and museum spaces 
focusing on using primary 
and secondary sources 
x Conducts Q & A and 
storytelling 
x Listen and interact with educator 
Hyde Park 
Barracks, 
Sydney 
Archaeology 
Underfoot 
(90 minutes) 
x Presents PowerPoint on 
archaeology 
x Facilitates simulated 
excavation activity 
x Conducts Q & A tour of 
site and museum 
x Listen and interact with educator 
x Work as a team on simulated dig 
x Do guided tour of museum and rest 
of site with educator 
Melbourne 
Museum 
Cold Case 
Detectives (1 
hour + self-
guided tour)  
x Delivers 30 minute lecture 
on Melbourne history 
x Facilitates source-based 
hands-on activity  
x Listen and interact with educator 
x Work in groups on source-based 
hands-on activity 
x Do self-guided tour of museum 
Immigration 
Museum, 
Melbourne 
Waves of 
Migration 
(45 minutes 
workshop + 
30 minutes 
museum tour) 
x Facilitates source-based 
hands-on workshop in 
museum classroom 
x Work in groups on source-based  
hands-on learning activity 
x Present findings to group 
x Use booklet to self-guide through 
museum 
National 
Museum of 
Australia, 
Canberra 
Interpreting 
the Museum 
(1 hour 
hands-on + 1 
hour camera 
activity) 
x Facilitates hands-on 
activity 
x Demonstrates how to use 
cameras 
x Assists students in gallery 
by answering questions 
x Listen and interact with educator 
x Examine and interpret artefacts 
x Report in oral form to group 
x Use cameras to take photographs of 
artefacts in museum  
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Museum Program TEACHING ACTIVITIES  
 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
Old 
Parliament 
House, 
Canberra 
Franklin River 
Debate 
(50 minutes = 
role-play + 
tour of Old 
Parliament 
House) 
x Presents 10 minute slide 
presentation 
x Assigns roles, costumes, 
scripts and facilitate 
debate 
x Takes tour of Old 
Parliament House 
x Some students wear 
costumes and take roles in 
Franklin River debate 
x Rest of class vote 
Museum of 
Australian 
Democracy, 
Old 
Parliament 
House 
What is 
Democracy? 
(1 hour = 
RFID tour of 
museum + 
role-play) 
x Facilitates and monitors 
RFID39 technology in 
museum 
x Conducts Q & A 
discussion  
x Work in groups; RFID tour 
of museum 
x Participate in Q & A 
x Listen and interact during 
tour of Old Parliament House 
Australian 
War 
Memorial, 
Canberra 
The Vietnam 
era 
(40 minutes + 
40 minutes 
guided gallery 
tour) 
x Facilitates role-play 
x Conducts Q & A 
discussion 
x Takes museum tour 
x Four students wear costumes 
and act out roles 
x All students participate in 
discussion 
Port Arthur 
Historic Site, 
Tasmania 
Convict Brick 
Making 
(45 minutes in 
education 
room + 1 hour 
tour) 
x Demonstrates convict 
brick-making techniques 
(15 minutes) 
x Takes students on site 
tour 
x Make quarter size convict 
brick with clay and brick 
mould 
x Listen to site tour 
presentation 
x View audio-visual 
presentation in Visitors’ 
Centre  
6.4.1 Curriculum Links and Learning Outcomes 
Determining curriculum links and developing teaching and learning outcomes are the 
first steps educators take to plan and design learning activities in all museums in this 
study. Olivia says the most important consideration at her museum is ‘always student 
engagement’: 
It’s about looking at our audience and what we want to communicate to that 
audience, and what strategies would work for that audience. We always 
                                                 
39 RFID = Radio Frequency Identification technology, custom designed technology to guide students’ 
learning pathways through the What is democracy? gallery.  
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come from a curriculum basis and sometimes the content leads, but one of 
the very first filters we look at is the curriculum (Olivia, educator). 
Henry tells us that, at his museum, curriculum linking is the hook they use to market 
their programs to schools: 
And you know, decisions will be made about whether or not it’s 
worthwhile constructing a program for a temporary exhibition depending 
on whether it does have syllabus tie-ins or not. And when the programs are 
constructed and you get them there, it’s clearly outlayed how they tie into 
the syllabus and I guess that’s how you market them to the schools. So it’s 
‘Look at how we connect into the syllabus, come and see us’ (Henry, 
educator). 
Eva, Jenna, and Veronica all stress the importance of using curriculum-specific 
learning outcomes to design learning activities in their museums: 
I would say what I am looking at first of all is the outcome. When I am 
writing a program the first thing I do is my educational outcome. Because 
that in turn usually dictates the consistency of the program: sixty students 
coming in, four different presenters, they should all leave with basically the 
same outcome, and they are linked in with curriculum (Eva, educator). 
I think when you do education programs you are much more considered in 
your approach to outcomes, like what do I have to get across, what are the 
things they have to know. It’s much more relaxed with non-education 
groups (Jenna, educator). 
So we always look at the educational outcomes, what we want the kids to 
learn. What we want them to find out. What do we want them to come 
away with? What do we want them to learn? So we have aims and 
objectives for what we want, what we want the program to fulfil. And there 
is always a handling, object handling component. There is always a gallery 
exploration component. What do we want the kids to learn from being in 
this exhibition? How is it going to relate to the current curriculum? How 
are they going to engage with it? (Veronica, educator). 
The words of the Sovereign Hill Annual Report, 2009–2010 emphasise the impact of 
curriculum in shaping education programs in Australian museums: 
Increasingly, the education curriculum recognises the importance of 
experiences and interactions outside the classroom in achieving the best 
learning outcomes for students. More and more, the curriculum is shaping 
the nature of education partnerships. It is important that those partnerships 
recognise the diversity of skills and abilities of the partners to ensure there 
is a rich diversity of ideas and approaches available to learners. Museum 
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education should enrich, not replicate, the classroom curriculum if the full 
value of Australia’s rich cultural institutions is to be realised in education.40 
6.4.2 Using Historical Inquiry Method 
All programs I observed used historical inquiry method to structure the learning 
activities of the program. Some museums were explicit about telling students the 
problem they would be solving or the mystery they would be investigating. Others 
simply followed the process of asking questions, interrogating sources and 
developing interpretations. 
 
Charles explains that inquiry learning is central to the pedagogy of education in his 
museum and describes how it works: 
Everyone has a different idea of what inquiry learning is. It’s a term that’s 
bandied around a lot. But not necessarily consistently applied. For me I 
think to do it well kids do need to go through a series of steps. The steps 
don’t always have to be linear steps but I think you need to take kids 
through a series of steps. And I suppose overall, inquiry learning is about 
kids finding out by doing history. You know, by doing, by exercising the 
skills and exhibiting the understandings that you are hoping they will have 
or achieve or develop. 
But I think it starts very much from a beginning of hypothesising, coming 
up with a big inquiry question or a focus. And it’s about helping kids to 
structure their learning so that they can address whatever it is that they are 
either being asked to do or are doing of their own volition. So, it’s about 
hypothesising, it’s about speculating then looking at evidence. It’s about 
examining evidence. It’s about reassessing constantly their initial ideas 
against the things that they are discovering. 
So all of our programs have a kind of question I suppose or an issue to 
address. But when you go into the galleries, ideally in small groups, in 
theory it works like this: you have got kids on task, looking for particular 
things that are helping them with their inquiry. I think the extent to which 
that actually happens is probably less than ideal (Charles, educator). 
Belinda says the programs she designed are ‘all based on inquiry’: 
It’s kids finding the answers themselves. I think that kids learn better that 
way than being talked at by giving them things to elicit their own 
questioning and then with help from you. You guide them towards the 
                                                 
40 Sovereign Hill, Ballarat Annual Report, 2009–2010, page 40. 
<http://www.sovereignhill.com.au/media/uploads/Sov_Hill_Annual_Report_2009_10_lo_res_alt.pdf> 
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answer even though they feel as though they have found the answer 
themselves. You are giving them the skills to find out the answer and I 
think it’s more fun. It’s a better way to learn. And it certainly suits the site 
in terms of the material culture we have got all around us here. It works 
well (Belinda, educator). 
Most of the learning activities that employed the process of historical inquiry took 
place in dedicated learning spaces in the museum. Students were able to handle and 
examine a pre-selected suite of authentic primary sources, such as artefacts, 
photographs and written sources that were relevant to the topic and the inquiry 
question.  
I observed that most of the teachers participated enthusiastically by guiding their 
students through the learning activity during the program. Some teachers had worked 
through specific pre-visit learning activities with their students in order to prepare 
them for the museum visit. Others said that they wanted to use the museum 
experience as an introduction to the topic they would begin back at school.  
In all programs that were delivered in dedicated learning spaces, students worked in 
groups that were either self-selected, designated by the teacher or the museum 
educator. 
During the process of historical inquiry, students were guided through a series of 
steps which could be linear or contiguous and tended to follow this order: 
1. The educator explained the inquiry question that would focus the 
investigation. This was usually predetermined by museum education staff in 
relation to curriculum content and outcomes, or developed by the teacher 
and/or students in consultation with the museum educator; 
2. The educator guided students through the process of examining sources in 
order to locate evidence in response to the inquiry question. Teachers actively 
participated by moving amongst the students and asking open-ended 
questions to help them locate evidence relevant to the inquiry question;   
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3. Students synthesised the information they had gathered from the sources and 
developed their response to the inquiry question; some students developed 
their own interpretations to either refute or support the inquiry question; 
4. Students sequenced information in a logical argument or interpretation in 
response to the inquiry question. 
5. Due to time constraints of the visit (usually 40 to 50 minutes), students 
elected one representative to present the findings of the group to the whole 
class. The educator (and sometimes the teacher) responded to student 
responses by supplementing students’ findings with additional information 
that was relevant to the museum and the curriculum topic.41 
The majority of classes had some general knowledge of the content that would be 
covered during the museum visit (for example at Sovereign Hill, what life was like 
for Chinese immigrants on the goldfields during the 1850s) but did not have 
knowledge specific to what they would be covering in the learning activity. This was 
one reason that motivated teachers to bring  their students to the museum; to learn 
new or additional information to supplement the history topics they had, or would be, 
studying at school. 
6.4.3 Sensory Experiences in the Museum 
Museum educators are aware of the impact that spatial and sensory experience can 
have on student learning and its capabilities in their teaching: 
I think it’s the power of the building. It’s the novelty factor, and I try and 
develop that as well by drawing attention to where they are and asking 
them ‘what are some words you’d use to describe this place?’ so that they 
are aware of what sensory experiences they are having. So that they notice 
things, they smell things, the feel the chairs that they’re sitting on. I try and 
point out, or encourage them to notice the different things about the 
building and then build on that. And the focus isn’t on me. It’s on getting 
them to imagine. That’s part of the sensory experience and the learning 
outcome too because I think that has an imprint (Isabelle, educator). 
                                                 
41 An example of the steps followed by museum educators using historical inquiry method is provided 
in my observation notes in Appendix 14 and Appendix 15. 
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Henry explains that the museum where he works is a popular choice with teachers 
because it is also a historically significant site, ‘physically you are looking at history 
where it happened’: 
I think that’s part of the idea behind the museum. By asking people to 
physically engage, by opening or touching interactives, you are actually 
then engaging their intellect in it. So you are drawing them into the story 
you are trying to tell. So I like that as an idea. Interaction as a way of 
engaging people (Henry, educator). 
Belinda and Charlotte have both witnessed, at their respective museums, the impact 
sensory experience can have on children’s memories and learning: 
And you will be on site and you will see a kid running and suddenly 
engage. Instead of saying ‘can we go now? I’m bored, how long do we 
have to stay for?’, they are suddenly running round the site, pointing bricks 
out to their parents saying ‘do you know why it’s like this?’, and that for 
me, that’s what you want to try and achieve. That child will be engaged 
with this site now, will come back, will probably bring their own children 
and will think more highly of the place, as well as history (Belinda, 
educator). 
I think the difference has to be a physical experience, you know, a sensory 
experience that provokes questions. It’s not about just presenting facts 
because that would be boring. So in a lot of the ways we are half way there 
because the engagement is almost guaranteed, the sheer novelty of the 
place (Charlotte, educator). 
6.4.4 Questioning and Verbal Interaction 
Questioning is the most commonly used teaching method used by educators, who see 
it as the most important, and perhaps most effective, teaching method they use. 
 
Natasha is responsible for designing history programs and training education staff at 
her museum: 
This is where the teaching experience comes in because if you’re running 
an interactive session, and our approach is not to just put up a PowerPoint 
and talk at them, it’s not just talk; it’s actually an interactive session so it’s 
more a dialogue. If you can only stand out the front and deliver what 
you’ve been told to deliver then you’re not going to get this kind of 
dynamic and actually the programs are designed to invite what the learner 
already knows. That’s my whole premise, that you build on what they 
already know and you need to find out very quickly in that context what 
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they already do understand so you’re not telling them, so they feel like 
they’re participating in the process of telling the story (Natasha, 
educator). 
Charlotte recommends that educators engage students’ attention and pique their 
interest in history by facilitating discussion rather than ‘lecturing at’ them: 
Facilitated discussion is the big one. And that’s got a lot to do with how we 
approach our role. I see our role as that we are not teachers. We are not in a 
classroom and it’s not our role to give forth information. We very much 
emphasise the idea of people expressing opinions and all the rest of it. We 
always come back in the team to that quote, ‘education is the sparking of 
the flame, not the filling of the vessel’. So we take that very seriously in 
our approach. So I would say the biggest skill we have got is being able to 
facilitate discussion rather than looking at ourselves as teachers of 
information or givers of information (Charlotte, educator). 
Educators that received the most positive responses from teachers were those who 
communicated historical knowledge by engaging students in question and answer 
discussions. They used a mixture of closed questions to elicit specific responses 
(such as ‘In what year was gold discovered in Victoria?’) and open-ended questions 
that encouraged students to think and interact with the educator and each other when 
giving their responses: 
It’s about being a bridge between the students and the collection I think. 
And it’s getting them to think. We want to provoke the questions, so we ask 
lots of questions in terms of technique. We don’t present information 
ideally, we give it but we try and get the students to come to the 
information or to come to conclusions themselves. We might give a 
stimulus, like ‘this is a bit of a story’ or ‘look at this object’, or ‘what do 
you think?’ So we ask a lot of questions, it’s in the way that we are 
facilitating discussion. It’s not about what we know, it’s about what the 
students can figure out and deduce and discuss. And a lot of our activities 
and things are about discussion, they are not about filling in sheets, they are 
not about getting answers right (Charlotte, educator). 
Educator Beverly identified questioning as the most important teaching method she 
uses: 
I think for me the most important one is questioning and answering, so 
letting them have a look and have a bit of an explore and a think and then 
asking them questions about what they found, hearing their opinions, 
hearing their thoughts and giving them a chance to speak about what these 
things meant to them, and providing feedback if they wanted as well. I 
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think that’s really important for me. I mean you can stand up and give 
information which is also very helpful but yeah, interacting, giving them a 
chance to question you as well (Beverly, educator). 
Educator Grace recounts a question and answer discussion she had with a group of 
Year 9 students. She demonstrates how she uses the process of historical inquiry to 
‘interrogate’ artefacts and lead students to a deeper understanding of Victorian social 
history: 
I often use objects and that questioning technique and I use something they 
know. An example I used yesterday in my health lesson, I gave them a cake 
of soap, a candle, candle mould and a melting pan and I said to them: 
‘What is the connection between all these things and what’s it got to do 
with health?’  
And they said, ‘The melting pan does not go with the candles’. 
Then someone said, ‘Maybe it was to melt the wax’. 
And I said, ‘Why do you melt the wax with this?’ 
And they said, ‘Oh, because it looks like a fry pan’. 
Then someone else said, ‘If you turn it upside down you can use it as a 
meat tenderiser’. 
And we went on and on and then I said, ‘What’s it got to do with health?’ 
Someone said, ‘You could burn yourself when you’re pouring the wax into 
there’. 
And I said, ‘Well what if I told you that candles and soap weren’t made 
from wax in the 1850s, what would you say to that?’ 
They said, ‘Ah, okay, what were they made from?’ 
Then someone said, ‘What about fat?’ 
Then I said, ‘do we make soap today from animal fat?’ 
And they said, ‘Oh no, that’s disgusting’. 
So, out comes the twentieth century Coles ‘Citrus Fresh’ bar of soap. I said, 
have a read of this. What’s the main ingredient in that? Sodium talloate. 
What’s that? Animal fat!’ 
‘Oh, come on we don’t wash our bodies with fat!’ they say. 
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And it went from there. I find that so exciting! (Grace, educator). 
Isabelle describes the skills involved in asking open-ended questions that elicit 
thoughtful responses from students: 
I give quite a bit of thought to my questions because I want them to have 
the satisfaction of working it out for themselves. And I think once you’ve 
worked something out for yourself it has an imprint in a way that someone 
telling you doesn’t. It’s a feel-good moment, and if learning is a feel good 
experience they’ll want to do more of it. And when they work it out it’s a 
feel good moment for me. (Isabelle, educator). 
Teacher Brianna noticed that all the educators she saw during the excursion were 
able to stimulate some discussion with their questioning, but said that some were 
definitely better than others at using the technique to draw out student responses: 
I thought most of the time her questions were direct enough that the kids 
could work out what she was asking for. So there is nothing worse than 
getting a presenter that asks really specific questions and the kids just have 
no idea. They would dearly love to be able to tell her the right answers but 
they just don’t know what she wants. So I thought it was very good. And it 
wasn’t too childish. So I think Year 12 tend to get babied a little in some of 
those presentations. But I thought hers was very good (Brianna, teacher). 
Joseph teaches at a private boys’ school in rural New South Wales. He brings Year 9 
to the same museum each year as an extension of their Elective History course. 
Unlike the other museums in the study, this museum does not have a dedicated space 
in which learning activities can take place. Educators take students on guided tours 
of the galleries and hands-on, experiential activities are not available. Joseph brings 
his students to this museum because of its importance as an historic site: 
There was a lot of talking to the students, but I like that. He used dialogue, 
you know, questions and answers. He [the educator] asked them lots of 
questions and some of the boys responded. He also told lots of stories and 
the boys really like that. I do that in class as well, they like stories. This 
kind of delivery made it interesting (Joseph, teacher). 
6.4.5 Use of Age-appropriate Language 
Feedback from teachers indicates that one of the indicators of success (or failure) of 
the learning experience is the educator’s ability to adapt his or her language to the 
needs and capabilities of the students. 
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Educator Belinda also mentioned that teachers complained if the ‘guides’ at her site, 
who also present to adult visitors, did not adapt their language to the cognitive 
abilities of the school group: 
It depends who they get. If they get a ‘good’ guide who is able to adjust 
their language for the age group then they have had a great experience. If 
they got a guide who isn’t good with kids, doesn’t like kids, can’t adapt the 
language then they are not happy, obviously because the kids aren’t 
engaged (Belinda, educator). 
Teacher Samantha compared the expertise of different educators her class 
experienced in two separate museums and highlighted the importance of knowing the 
appropriate language to use with each age group: 
The person there [at the other museum] didn’t engage with the students at 
all. What I liked about our presenter [here] was that she spoke in a manner 
that the kids understood, it wasn’t like too high language, and it wasn’t too 
formal. So she connected with them on their level which was really great. 
Because the one at the [other museum] that we had was just so above what 
the kids were understanding and they just dropped out. 
He said he had been a teacher. So, yeah he had had some experience but he 
just didn’t get it. His language was just so high and I kept looking at him 
going, ‘I understand it because I am an adult, and I have had that 
experience teaching it for so many years’. But he just used words that were 
so above what the students were using. Again I think Year 12 might have 
been a little bit more engaged with him; it was generally the language. So, 
our kids know the terms and the concepts. But the language that he was 
using was university level language (Samantha, teacher). 
 
Teacher Emily praised educator Grace for her ability to use appropriate language 
and historical content to hold the attention of her Year 9 boys: 
They were engaged in it, they wanted to listen because she got the boys’ 
attention by giving them guts and gore and she did plenty of that and spoke 
on diseases and how cruel they were and how much money it cost to get 
there—all the stuff boys want to hear. They don’t want to hear pretty 
things, only guts and gore. She definitely targeted the audience very well, 
so very effective methods (Emily, teacher). 
In contrast, educator Sabrina bemoaned the inability of some of the guides at her 
museum to stop talking, even when students have become so bored they have 
stopped listening: 
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So it’s recognising all those different audiences and the different ways you 
speak to those audiences. So I think it’s just an ongoing training. But you 
know, there are guides here who have been trained for fifteen years and it’s 
not making any difference. So I think there is a particular skill to delivering 
to school groups, that some people just have it, whether they have got 
training or not, but most of the guides don’t have that skill. And we just 
hope that we are getting as close as possible to a good delivery (Sabrina, 
educator). 
Educators in all of the education programs I observed also used storytelling methods 
to adapt historical information to the appropriate age group and engage students’ 
attention. Educators Eva and Veronica believe that students have a better chance of 
remembering historical details if they are communicated to them in story form: 
As I often say to our education staff when we are training them, what do 
you want the students to walk out the door with? When you are doing a 
program what do you want them to remember? If you are going to give 
them a whole lot of facts their short term memory might be that they will 
remember eight of the ten facts you have given. But in a week’s time, a 
month’s time, a year’s time what will they remember? Chances are they are 
going to remember a story, and you can link in historical content into a 
story and do it quite well (Eva, educator). 
I mean undoubtedly I think a love of history is a huge bonus but I think if 
you can back it up with some great stories from history that gives it a whole 
lot more whack. And I am never going to compromise that. Even though 
sometimes people say I spend too long on the introduction, I don’t often see 
the kids sitting there fidgeting or wanting to go, because they love stories. 
And that’s what the museum is all about, telling the stories of history. 
Having that understanding of history and what’s gone on in the past and 
how we can learn from it and all the stories (Veronica, educator). 
The most successful educators combined historical narrative and explanation with 
dialogic questioning. Only two of the ten education programs did not provide a 
guided tour of the museum or site; students were free to undertake the museum tour 
on their own or with their teacher. In these cases, it was the teachers of the student 
groups who did the ‘informal’ gallery tours that complained because they were not 
guided. 
6.4.6 Active Learning Activities—Hands-on, Role-Play and Dress-Ups 
Another motivation for teachers to bring students to museums is to allow them first-
hand contact with authentic historical sites and artefacts. Each year Brianna brings 
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her Year 12 Ancient History students from rural New South Wales to Sydney for a 
week’s excursion focused on archaeology. She does so because over the years she 
has found her students, many of whom possess reading difficulties, learn more about 
archaeology through kinaesthetic experience. Brianna usually visits two antiquity 
museums, but recently added the experiential archaeology program because it 
provides students with the opportunity to work on a simulated excavation: 
Well they were all quite engaged and that was the whole point of the 
exercise, so that they had an experience of what it was like to be 
archaeologists, even in a fun sort of pretend way. And part of the 
excitement for them was the fact that they were handling real objects. I 
mean we don’t have things in [our town] that are 200 years old. They just 
don’t exist. So the fact that they were able to handle and dig up real old 
things, they found that really good (Brianna, teacher). 
Educator Sharleen believes that experiential learning should be fun: 
I think with the chalk and talk it would go in one ear and out the other a lot 
but with the dressing up I think they would remember and handling of the 
objects they remember a whole heap more and it’s more enjoyable. They 
really want to be involved in whatever you’re doing (Sharleen, educator). 
Educator Veronica explains that kinaesthetic learning is a priority at her museum: 
We always get the kids to handle, and we like to get them to think of the 
stories so they have got different avenues of approach to getting them 
enthused and to learning about the stories. And I think the hands-on is 
particularly important, so learning by doing (Veronica, educator). 
Teacher Hannah said her students had better recall of the artefacts used in the 
handling activity than those they simply viewed upstairs in museum cases. She 
believes that kinaesthetic learning experiences have a greater impact on students’ 
memories and, ultimately, their understanding of history: ‘I made reference to those 
things [back at school] and even if they had forgotten what it was in reference to, 
they could do association with it and be able to still remember it because they 
remembered the artefact itself.’ 
Many of Kaitlyn’s students are recently-arrived immigrants who are learning to 
speak English. They participated in the same program as Hannah’s students and 
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Kaitlyn also commented on the positive impact the educator and the activity had on 
her students: 
I thought the activity itself was very interactive and hands-on. It was aimed 
at a particular level but that was suitable for our students, especially with 
the amount of time. I felt that it was pretty straightforward what they had to 
do. Having the actual tactile objects in front of them helped deliver a clear 
objective I think (Kaitlyn, teacher). 
Teacher Emily was initially concerned that her class of Year 9 ‘too-cool-for-school’ 
boys would not want to participate in the dress-up learning activity but was 
pleasantly surprised by their reaction: 
I noticed straight away that the boys were just so engaged with the 
presentation especially weaker kids, kids that aren’t engaged looking at a 
book or watching a film—‘so that happened one-hundred-and-fifty years 
ago, I don’t care’ attitude, they were the boys that were most engaged and 
they were the boys that got up and dressed up. They were really keen and 
they were the boys I would put into the ‘weaker’ category which was great 
to see, them get up and do that (Emily, teacher). 
Michael, principal of a state secondary boys’ school in Melbourne, complained that 
the educator ‘talked too much’ and did not give the students enough time to handle 
and examine artefacts: 
I thought the kids could’ve got more involved, sort of tried things a bit 
more themselves. It could have been more hands-on because probably our 
students in particular would benefit more from that than being spoken to 
(Michael, teacher). 
6.5 Finding 4: Teachers Perceive Learning Activities Used by 
Museum Educators as Effective 
6.5.1 Positive Comments 
Teachers made the following positive comments regarding the effectiveness of the 
learning experiences of their students: 
6.5.1.1 They were Challenged to Think 
I think probably as a learning experience to retain information and that sort 
of thing, what we were doing at [the antiquities museum] will probably 
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have more of an impact than anything else. Because orally they were 
challenged and then they had to respond, much the same as what the guide 
was doing with them here [at the simulated excavation] only, the relevance 
[to Roman history] wasn’t quite there (Brianna, teacher). 
6.5.1.2 They Handled Primary Source Material 
Because it was hands-on the kids could interact with it, engage with it. 
They remembered the things from downstairs when we did a poster [back 
at school], when we did follow-up activities. And they referred to the 
artefacts, even if they didn’t entirely understand their reference point 
examples. But the top floor [museum gallery] I think it was just a little bit 
too much for the kids to absorb and read. But I think it’s a traditional 
problem with museums and kids, they don’t stand still enough to read 
things (Hannah, teacher). 
6.5.1.3 They Learned About Australian History 
Yeah, look the general discussion I had with the kids was that it was 
consciousness raising and that they picked up a few things and they talked 
about a few things that were of interest. You’re dealing with adolescents, so 
showing enthusiasm for anything is kind of not their strong suit but that 
doesn’t mean they haven’t got value out of something and that later on 
down the line they might sit there and say well hang on, that was 
interesting or, it doesn’t lodge in their mind. But, yes, the feedback I got 
was that it was a pleasant day and that they picked up on some things that 
were of value, certainly (Michael, teacher). 
6.5.1.4 They Interacted in a Social Situation 
It was an opportunity for them to see their mates dressing up and taking 
photos and answering questions along the way and putting those boys into 
scenarios and getting up and having a go [with hands-on activities]. So 
while they were sitting for twenty-five minutes at first, they were up and 
around, they left the room and then went to look at exhibition which was 
fantastic. So they got to walk and talk and I noticed a few of them went and 
talked to the teacher [museum educator] and were talking to her about what 
they’d seen during the day, which is good and showed their trust and 
respect for her (Emily, teacher). 
I don’t know whether they learned quite a lot, but they enjoyed themselves, 
the whole emphasis being a Year 9 social outing, as well as picking up 
certain amounts of information. I don’t think it was rigorous or in depth or 
anything like that but I think it was engaging; it was almost entertaining. 
The whole year level was very positive about the whole experience of the 
day, and part of it was enjoyment, they had a happy time and it really 
wasn’t like classroom or learning and I think part of that is not testing them 
too. We could have done, but I think in future we should do an evaluation 
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with the kids, [and ask] ‘what did you like best and what could have been 
better’ and we haven’t and we should and see from their viewpoint what 
they wanted. But they all seemed to be very happy, they were very chirpy 
on the way back and it was happy times, so it was more like light 
entertainment (Sarah, teacher). 
6.5.1.5 They were Engaged in Learning 
This guy [the educator] was one of the funniest people and the kids still 
haven’t stopped talking about him. They were so engaged at that, they were 
laughing the entire time but they learned so much and they all sort of said 
that that was their favourite activity from the excursion and we had been to 
all sorts of really fun places. But they still reckon that this guy was the best. 
He was hilarious though, I have to say, very dry, the driest of humour and I 
think the Year 11s got it. If it was the Year 9 group they may not have. But 
he just pitched it so well; he had them all in the palm of his hand (Hailey, 
teacher). 
So that was really engaging and the presenters were able to talk with real 
clarity and confidence about what was in the museum and so they took the 
kids around to various things and then actually set them a little bit of a quiz 
at the end to find certain things. So there were a couple of things, they set a 
number of challenges and the kids were really engaged with that 
(Samantha, teacher). 
6.5.2 Negative Comments 
Some teachers made negative comments about the programs, but these were in the 
minority. Their main complaint, that museums (and educators) were not providing 
enough information and guidance, can be seen as evidence of the value teachers 
place on the service provided by museum educators. 
6.5.2.1 Museums Need to Provide Guides or Worksheets in Galleries 
Kaitlyn said that, although her students learned from the artefact handling session, 
they did not learn much from their self-guided tour of the gallery because they 
became confused when ‘the booklets and the map don’t really correspond’. She 
thinks it would help to have a written task for students to complete in the galleries so 
that they have some information to use back in the classroom: 
I think it’s really important to have a focus on the gallery. When they don’t 
have a particular focus they tend to just really run through and not really 
engage with the exhibits. So I think having some kind of [writing] task is 
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important, because it does encourage them to stop and read and record 
information that we can then later discuss in class. Whereas without that 
sometimes you get back to school and if you try to have a class discussion 
you don’t really have those to fall back on (Kaitlyn, teacher). 
I think it’s not too bad. It’s not the most effective but it’s not too bad. On a 
scale of one to ten, I’d say it’s a seven. I think it needs a worksheet because 
the boys tend to get a bit distracted and they lost concentration. They’d 
been up since 5.30 in the morning and had already been to [another 
museum], so they were pretty tired by the time they got there (Joseph, 
teacher). 
I think it’s good [to have an educator] I think what would have been good 
is if the presenter had actually taken us up to the galleries section [of the 
museum] and talked about what was on display and perhaps highlighted 
sections and areas that could be looked at. We have had that happen in the 
past, not at this museum but at other venues. So I think that’s most effective 
actually, where the presenter is presenting with the backdrop of what it is 
they are talking about (Ryan, teacher). 
6.5.2.2 Educators ‘Lectured at’ Students 
Only one teacher (Joseph) said he was comfortable with the educator ‘lecturing’ to 
his students, because he uses the same teaching method at school. Others complained 
when educators talked for too long or did not engage their students’ attention. 
Education manager Sabrina also did not approve of guides at her museum talking 
too much, and attributes this to a lack of innate teaching skill: 
As one of my [education] officers was telling me the other day, she 
watched a program delivered by someone who has been delivering 
programs here for ten years, who is considered a great deliverer, and she 
said he explained to her that his favourite bits are when he sits them in front 
of a panel and gets them to read it and answer questions on a piece of 
paper. That’s his favourite bit! He hurries them from one spot to the next, 
he doesn’t give them any opportunity to actually see things around them 
and ask questions. So our problem is we have to try and get them to stop 
talking! Because they just go ’blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah’, and 
you can see when you look at the faces of the children, they stopped 
listening twenty minutes ago, and the guide is still going ‘blah, blah, blah, 
blah, blah', because they have got all this stuff in their head and they have 
to get it out. So I think that’s it’s just an ongoing training. But you know, 
there are guides here who have been trained for fifteen years and it’s not 
making any difference. So I think there is a particular skill to delivering to 
school groups, that some people just have it, whether they have got training 
or not, but most of the guides don’t have that skill. And we just hope that 
we are getting as close as possible to a good delivery (Sabrina, educator). 
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But the way the woman at the museum related to the kids was not 
necessarily patronising, but she was not animated and she was quite dry 
and, I suppose, quite authoritative in a way, like sort of bossy. And 
apparently [at the other museum] the guide kept them sitting for 50 
minutes; just talked at them for 50 minutes! And he had a PowerPoint 
presentation that nobody could read because of the way the slides were set 
up, they were all too small. So they [students] were all cursing us after that 
excursion. So anytime they were misbehaving we would threaten to take 
them back there! (Hailey, teacher). 
6.6 Finding 5: Influence of Theory on Design and Delivery of 
Education Programs 
6.6.1 Knowledge and Influence of Theory on Praxis and Pedagogy 
The literature review in Chapter 4 revealed a dominant constructivist paradigm that 
focuses on the learner and learning at the expense of teaching. For this reason it was 
necessary to ask museum educators about their knowledge of constructivist learning 
theory and whether or not their knowledge of theory influences the way they design 
and deliver history education programs in museums. Seven museum educators 
responded to the questions, ‘what do you know about constructivism?’ and ‘how 
important is theory to the way you teach history in the museum?’ 
 
All respondents have university degrees, some are experienced teachers; all are in 
senior positions where they are responsible for influencing the content and design of 
education programs. Their comments are reported here and reveal a range of 
knowledge and attitudes to constructivist learning theory: 
Look, not a lot personally. I haven’t been in the classroom now for ten 
years. Probably within my position I am looking more at what we can do 
with a one hour time limit (Eva, educator). 
Jenna learned about constructivist learning theory during her Diploma of Education 
course at university: 
We looked at sort of constructivist teaching, so looking at the different 
ways that teachers structure learning. The ones that I probably most 
resonated with me were probably the constructivist ideas. So you are 
building on the information that kids have already. Kind of, ‘Okay what do 
you guys know? Let’s build on that’. And I believe in that simply because 
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that’s how I learn. I take things in based on what I already know and I kind 
of collect information in that way. I think it has some flaws though. I think 
it’s dangerous to assume that a child’s knowledge is perfect and that they 
know everything, everything that they know is perfect and correct. So I 
think you have to be careful with that. And I definitely like the idea of 
different ways that kids learn. It was really crucial to my understanding, 
and also of myself (Jenna, educator). 
Olivia designs learning programs at her museum and also trains staff: 
Our programs currently come from a constructivist basis and we are 
intending to be experiential in the way we do our programs. To me, 
experiential learning is part of constructivism. It’s our approach when 
we’re writing the programs and we work hard to communicate that to our 
presenters but we don’t actually tell our staff those words [constructivism], 
we don’t use those words because they don’t actually mean much to them. 
We use those words in documents to upper management to explain what we 
do (Olivia, educator). 
Charles manages a large education team and is responsible for directing the 
pedagogical design of programs: 
My understanding of constructivist learning theory is that it’s a process of 
meaning-making. I think it’s an important principle. I have some scepticism 
about it I suppose. Again it’s one of those terms that I think people interpret 
differently. I think a lot of what constructivism is about is good. It’s the 
opposite of ‘people come in as empty vessels and get filled up’. Kids come 
in with their own predispositions and thoughts and feelings and so on, and 
those things should be incorporated into the program. And the extent to 
which you want to give kids choice in their learning and give them 
opportunities to explore things that interest them is a good thing. So you 
want to build that in. 
But at the same time I think it is pedagogy that drives what we do here. It’s 
certainly discussed when we create programs. I think there is a little bit of a 
tension between the two. It [constructivism] tends to go more hand in hand 
with informal learning I think. And I think that for us working with 
schools, whilst we do want to create choice and have opportunities for kids 
to come at the things we offer them from where they are at, at the same 
time I think we do want to build a structure and a process and a set of 
outcomes that we hope to achieve in the programs. So I think it’s useful to 
have as an idea, as a methodology. But in the same way that you can’t do 
all of your inquiry learning processes either. I think you have to take out the 
bits that work well within the confines and massage them. So, sorry that’s a 
bit waffly, but I think that constructivism has some really useful things to 
influence programming. But I don’t think we are completely guided by that 
(Charles, educator). 
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Ben is well-informed about learning theory, both in education in general and 
specifically in relation to museums. His ideas and vision direct the way education is 
constructed, marketed and delivered at his museum: 
[The education programs] are sort of built around constructivist principles. 
They can relate, not quite directly, but there is a lot of similarity between 
that skill set and the kind of things that we would see as historical literacy. 
So as teachers coming from a classroom, where we are trying to teach kids 
skills of testing hypotheses, looking at evidence, being critical of that 
evidence, that would be a particular approach that we would be teaching 
children. Adults you know, even when they move from their school 
experience, will actually do similar sorts of things without the same sort of 
critical approach. So that’s where the constructivism is for me… And so 
the way we train our interpreters [educators] is to understand the way in 
which all of that works together to produce engagement, but with an idea 
that there is some new learning being created out of it. And so 
constructivist principles have very much driven what we have been doing, 
to understand how that context works for most museum visitors (Ben, 
educator). 
Luke works with Ben and also has sound knowledge of constructivist learning 
theory and its relevance to understanding learner behaviour in informal settings: 
Learning is very much about constructivism. Ben talks about free-choice 
learning where the kids decide what they want to do or see. There’s very 
much a social component in what we do that’s why we give them free time. 
And then there’s the objects—they’re allowed to wander over and pick up 
things and discover (Luke, educator). 
The staff at Natasha’s museum was trained according to research based on 
constructivist learning theory with primary school students in science museums. She 
is sceptical of informal learning in history museums and prefers scaffolded learning 
activities that contextualise artefacts in an historical framework to ‘informal’ 
learning: 
I think there must be some value in it [informal learning] and our 
research… looked at students’ behaviour in the gallery space and they say 
that there is evidence of learning. However what you see when you see kids 
interacting in the gallery is not a lot of evidence of learning. You see a lot 
of really scatty kind of ‘look at this’ and not any in-depth thinking. My 
feeling is, having seen lots of kids in a learning environment, is that they 
might be picking up some things, by the time they get home and you say 
‘what have you learned at the museum today?’ ‘Oh, we saw this’ and that 
would be the extent of it. There’s not any actual framing, there’s no linking 
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to things they already know, there’s no linking to what they’re doing at 
school (Natasha, educator). 
6.6.2 Process of Designing Education Programs 
When asked ‘how do you go about designing your education programs?’ educators, 
were able to clearly outline the steps they take in the process of designing education 
programs. Allowing for some variations in sequence, synthesis of the information 
provided by the educators produced this general procedure for the development of 
programs: 
1. Determine links between state (and now national) curriculum documents and 
the historical content of their museum or heritage site. 
2. Align curriculum document learning outcomes for the relevant school year 
with general learning objectives determined by the museum. 
3. Develop historical inquiry question or questions. 
4. Select relevant sources (written, artefactual, exhibitions) that will engage the 
interest of students, such as documents, rare and unusual artefacts, images of 
historical importance or ‘wow-factor’ artefacts, such as a World War II 
Japanese submarine. 
5. Develop hands-on, interactive learning activities that require students to 
actively do history. 
6. Research and develop expository historical information that will be 
communicated to students orally and with other teaching aids, such as audio-
visual technology, graphic boards and paper handouts. 
7. Synchronise historical information, learning activities and pathways through 
the museum so they fit into a designated time span between 45 and 90 
minutes. 
8. Write running sheets or script for staff and train staff in procedures. 
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6.7 Finding 6: Museum Educators Have Strong Commitment to 
Educating 
Educators were given the opportunity to explain the motivation behind their 
teaching. This is especially enlightening as most museum educators in this study said 
they are dissatisfied with their remuneration and status within the museum 
profession. Responses to the questions, ‘What is the purpose of what you do?' and 
'Can you explain why you teach in the museum?’ reveal strong personal values and 
positive attitudes to the broader issue of lifelong learning. 
6.7.1 To Inspire 
I think it’s a chance to not only inspire learning but inspire passion for the 
subject that we have. But it’s also a chance to create a lifelong visitor. I 
think students who come to a museum and have a positive experience and 
an interactive experience are far more likely to return as adults and become 
museum goers. So I think we have got, not only impact on the school 
students when they are here but we have got long-term impact on the 
museum industry more broadly (Justin, educator). 
6.7.2 To Educate 
I think the museum, as an institution, its primary focus is education. 
Whether you are talking about people coming and looking at a collection, 
whether you are talking about people just drifting through for a touring 
exhibition or whether it’s the students that come in for the regular 
presentations. It’s all education based and the idea of keeping a collection, 
the idea of having these objects preserved, I suppose for future generations, 
is to keep that education going. To understand who we are, where we have 
come from, where we are going, all those clichés of what society is, what 
we are about and what we either look forward to or are looking back on, to 
learn from history. So I think it’s probably the most important thing. And I 
see the museum as literally a giant, I guess school, university, whatever you 
want to call it, it’s an education facility (Alice, educator). 
6.7.3 To Teach Critical Thinking 
As an educator I tend to be I guess more intuitive, if that’s the right word, 
rather than basing my practice on theories. How do I respond to this, how 
can I draw out that personal, immediate emotional response from students, 
and then can I develop that into a broader context? Can I get them thinking 
analytically, critically, and then moving them forward? That’s sort of how I 
approach things (Isabelle, educator). 
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I think it’s important too, to get them to question and critically analyse 
what they see on the Internet, the idea that you have to look further rather 
than just reading something. You have to see and understand where it’s 
come from. I try to get them to think beyond the obvious (Grace, 
educator). 
So my theory about teaching history is that history is about debate. History 
is about many stories and it’s about the ways in which the past is 
remembered and recorded and the way in which that memory and 
understanding and appreciation of events has influenced where we have got 
to today. So, I always want kids to start thinking about the questions. I 
don’t want kids to think of answers, I want kids to think of questions. So 
my whole approach when we’re looking at history is to understand that it 
involves people, it involves people who are human and therefore have 
frailty and that there’s never going to be one answer (Briony, educator). 
6.7.4 To Make an Emotional Connection to the Past 
It’s about engagement, teaching students to think, stretch their minds, 
historical skills, analysis of evidence. We try to focus on the affective. We 
affect their emotions so they make an emotional connection to their 
learning. Year 9 forms the bulk of our secondary students. We’ve worked a 
lot on how we can get Year 9s engaged. We decided they definitely need a 
session. They must have a purpose for being there, not just wander around 
with nothing to do (Luke, educator). 
6.7.5 To Foster Lifelong Learning 
They’re going to learn something by just being here but we want to make 
sure their learning is social, personal, and educational. That’s why we put a 
lot of effort into developing characters. Most of the kids will remember 
them. It’s also about lifelong learning (Georgia, educator). 
What skills are we giving these kids? Does it matter that they will approach 
Gallipoli or Indigenous history from particular perspectives? What are the 
things that we are actually teaching and equipping them with where they 
will take this lifelong journey? (Ben, educator). 
6.7.6 To Teach Historical Consciousness 
Understanding the past is difficult. It’s not about dates. Understanding a 
date and where things fit in time is important, but understanding history is 
understanding the complexity of human behaviour. That’s what it’s about. 
And that’s why history is a means by which kids can arrive at an 
understanding of the difficulties that people have faced in the past. You 
can’t blame the decisions that are made by politicians. Decisions that are 
made and influence the lives of people coming after are not easy decisions. 
We should study the past to understand how we got to where we are, but 
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we can’t understand that it’s been simple. Human beings living in societies 
are complex beings and society is a complex structure, therefore, dealing 
with the past helps us to understand what they have got to today. And that’s 
what I would like my students to understand, that they are grappling with 
big questions and that sometimes looking back to yourself and 
understanding your own situation often can give you insight into the 
situation that other people find themselves in (Briony, educator). 
6.8 Summary of Chapter 6 
According to the data collected in this study from observations and interviews, 
museum education in Australia is a female-dominated workplace of highly skilled 
and experienced professionals. Most have university degrees and the majority has 
had classroom teaching experience. In spite of this, museum educators tend to have 
low status in the museum hierarchy, even though they are highly regarded and valued 
by the educational community they serve: teachers and students. 
Teachers whose students participated in these education programs have a generally 
positive view of museum educators. They have high expectations of their expertise 
and their ability to inform and engage their students in learning about Australian 
history. Teachers see excursions as valuable opportunities for their students to visit 
genuine historic sites, handle authentic artefacts and learn to think critically about 
history. They expect museums to provide this service and look for an educational 
experience that is unlike what they can provide in the classroom. They do not like 
museum educators to ‘lecture at’ their students and are disappointed when they do 
not provide adequate educational resources. 
 
While theory informs the professional praxis and pedagogy of educators, they also 
use their practical knowledge and experience of teaching, such as curriculum linking, 
outcomes-based planning and historical inquiry method, to design history education 
programs specific to the content of their museums. Active learning and dialogic 
interaction are the main methods museum educators employ to engage students in 
learning experiences. Interpretations of these findings follow in Chapter 7. 
 
The educators in the sample teach in museums because of their personal passion for 
history and museums and an overall commitment to the social value of education. 
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They aim to inspire, educate, teach critical thinking, forge emotional connections to 
the past, foster lifelong learning and teach historical consciousness to the students 
who visit their museums. 
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Chapter 7: Interpretation of Findings 
7.1 Introduction 
In order to understand the relationship between the praxis of museum educators and 
the methods they use to teach history to secondary students in Australian museums 
and heritage sites, museum educators are placed at the centre of the inquiry. This is 
because they perform the act of interpreting, constructing and teaching history to 
secondary students in Australian museums. 
 
Key findings reported in Chapter 6 are interpreted in response to the research 
questions: 
 
1. What are museum educators’ perceptions of their professional identity and 
praxis in Australian history museums?  
2. What methods do museum educators use to teach history in Australian 
museums? 
3. What are teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the methods used to 
teach history to their students in museums? 
Two emergent themes focus the discussion: first, the role and status of educators in 
museums and second, the professional praxis of educators. Both are considered as 
factors that may influence the way museum educators teach history in museums. 
Interpretations are supported by references to research on history teaching and 
museum education. The chapter concludes with a grounded theory about how history 
is taught to secondary students in Australian museums. 
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7.2 Interpretation 1: Museum Educators Perceive They Have Low 
Professional Status and Value in the Museum Workplace 
7.2.1 Low Status and Low Professional Esteem 
In response to the question, ‘what are museum educators’ perceptions of their 
professional identity and praxis in Australian history museums?’ the professional 
profile of museum educators was made central to the inquiry and examined in order 
to understand how they perceive themselves and their role in the museum workplace.  
 
In Chapter 6, data collected from interviews with museum educators in Australian 
history museums suggested that some experience difficulties in their professional 
lives, especially regarding salaries, working conditions and self-esteem, when they 
move from teaching to the museum workplace. The majority of educators said they 
believe they are accorded lower status than other museum workers and that their 
work is undervalued, even though it is valued by teachers and students. This finding 
is significant considering the number of participants in the study who are women (76 
per cent) and supports other research in museums and elsewhere that argues for a 
connection between low status and a female-dominated workplace.  
 
Museum educators reported in Chapter 6 that they felt marginalised and alienated in 
the museum workplace. Many felt that their work was not valued or considered 
important by other members of staff, especially management. It is possible that these 
negative feelings about their professional identity could have a deleterious effect on 
the way some perform their duties as educators in history museums. On the other 
hand it could motivate others to work harder to prove their value.  
 
Some educators who feel their work is of less value than the work of others in the 
museum workplace may resort to ‘taking the easy way out’ because they find it 
difficult to motivate themselves to produce high quality learning experiences for 
students. This may cause some educators to simply ‘lecture at’ students rather than 
interact and guide them through the process of historical thinking. Therefore there 
may be a connection between low status, low professional esteem and some 
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educators’ lack of motivation to provide high quality learning experiences for 
students. 
7.2.2 Role of the Museum Educator 
In a rapidly changing climate of global financial crises and budget cuts, many 
museum educators in Australia, the United States, United Kingdom and other 
countries are grappling with issues of role definition and identity. In terms of group 
identity, museum educators can be viewed as a ‘community of practice’ (Hein 2006: 
344; Wenger 1999) who form a critical connection between the wider community 
and the museum (Bailey 2006: 194; Munley & Roberts 2006: 36; Roberts 1997). 
 
However, the history educators interviewed in this study have difficulty asserting 
themselves as professionals in the museum workplace and appear to suffer from an 
identity crisis. Their everyday reality is positioned between two education cultures: 
while they see themselves primarily as teachers/educators, the museum workplace 
treats them as museum workers. 
 
In his professional advice to museum educators in the United Kingdom, Talboys 
(2010: 24) warns that: 
Many a museum educator, even in the most enlightened of museums, will 
find themselves in a curious situation. They work for a museum but are not 
quite seen as museum professionals; they deal with the concerns of various 
educational user groups but are not quite seen as education professionals. A 
role that fulfils two functions and faces in two directions at once can be 
extremely difficult to cope with. A person who works at this full-time can, 
if not careful, fall between two stools and hit the floor with a hard smack. 
This has little to do with the competence of the museum educator and much 
to do with the attitudes and perceptions of what the post entails. 
A similar identity crisis was recently recognised in American museums, especially as 
the result of layoffs during the recent economic recession and concludes, ‘The 
profession as a whole is dichotomous with no common language, no consistent set of 
practices, and few educational leaders’(Nolan 2009: 117). At a roundtable forum of 
American museum educators, when discussing the perceived role of the museum 
educator in relation to other museum professionals, participants said they felt the role 
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of the museum educator is often poorly defined and that better communication is 
needed with members of other departments within each museum (Smith 2006: 243). 
This study reveals the same situation exists in Australian museums. 
7.2.3 Importance of Professional Association to Identity 
The twenty-five history museum educators who participated in this study are 
representative of the discrete professional group of museum educators working in 
Australian museums today. Museum educators began to appear in significant 
numbers in all types of Australian museums—not just history museums—by the 
1970s. They continue to identify themselves as a distinct group with specialist 
knowledge and skills dedicated to the provision of education in museums. 
 
Their definition as a professional group is best evidenced by the establishment of the 
national professional association in 1975, the Museum Education Association of 
Australia (MEAA). MEAA was amalgamated into Museums Australia, the national 
association, in 1994 and is now a sub-group called the Museums Australia Education 
National Network (MEANN). 
 
By 1990 there were education officers in all the major state museums, galleries and 
heritage sites. MEAA was a very active professional association; by 1983 there were 
five institutional members and one-hundred-and-ten individual members (McDonald 
1983: 2). It held regular monthly meetings, published a newsletter, held a biennial 
national conference and offered corporate-sponsored research scholarships to 
members.42 
 
According to Patricia McDonald (1983: 3), founding president of MEAA, in the 
1970s and 1980s education in the larger museums in capital cities was carried out by 
specialists who were formerly school teachers. This is in contrast to the situation 
today: three educator participants said that teaching qualifications and experience 
were not necessarily a criterion for working in museums; they looked for ‘someone 
                                                 
42 Email correspondence with Dr Lesley Walker, who joined MEAA in 1989 and received a British 
Petroleum scholarship to study education programs in museums and historic sites in Victoria and 
Tasmania. 
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who we know can deliver education programs and we know has an insight into how 
they work so they can develop them’. This could be seen as either an indication that 
‘standards’ have declined, or that museums have cast their recruitment net wider to 
include those with other relevant experience, such as acting, or a ‘natural talent’ for 
engaging students in the museum environment. 
 
In its current form, MEANN is the largest sub-group of the national organisation, 
with 227 members (2011) who attend state and national meetings, present papers at 
annual Museums Australia conferences and, since 2009, advise the Australian 
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) on issues concerning 
museums in the national curriculum. 
7.2.4 Absence of Professional Standards and Advocacy 
Although Australian museum educators have operated as a professional group for 
more than 35 years, as of 2011 they still do not have a code of professional standards 
similar to the Excellence in practice: museum education principles and standards 
document produced by the American Association of Museums’ Committee on 
Education (2000). With respect to working conditions and professional standards, 
there is great fragmentation across states and institutions. Each institution sets its 
own standards for recruitment and performance; salaries and rates of pay, especially 
casual, are determined by whether the employer is a private, state or Commonwealth 
institution, with considerable variation in rates. There is no union with collective 
advocacy for salaries and conditions and these inconsistencies and inequities in the 
workplace may well be a source of the feelings of dissatisfaction expressed by 
participants in the findings in Chapter 6. 
 
It is not unreasonable to suggest that if museum educators do not have a strong 
politically active professional association it is more difficult at a time of economic 
cost-cutting for them to resist reductions in staff and education programs, even when 
school visitation remains regular and consistent. As we have seen, it is not unusual 
for museums to turn to volunteer (and sometimes unskilled) staff to deliver education 
programs when museum funding is cut. 
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7.2.5 Formal Training for Museum Educators 
American museum educator Monica Smith described herself as feeling like a 
‘wannabe’ museum educator because of her ‘seemingly circuitous professional route’ 
into museum education. However, once she realised her experience was the rule 
rather than the exception, she now considers herself a valid and valuable member of 
the ‘museum education club’ (2006: 243). Her experience is not dissimilar to that of 
Australian museum educators. 
 
The establishment in 2010 of the Graduate Certificate in Museum Education and 
Heritage Interpretation (MEHI) at the Australian National University, Canberra is a 
welcome move towards the professionalisation of museum education in Australia.43 
This can be interpreted as a sign of the emergence of a new generation of ‘first 
choice’ museum educators, who train specifically for the job rather than what Smith 
calls ‘wannabe’ educators who transfer from another profession. It could also be seen 
as the need for currently employed educators to gain a formal museum credential in 
order to professionalise their education skills. 
 
This postgraduate course in museum education aims to meet Australia’s growing 
need for qualified professional educators and interpreters from a wide range of 
museums and heritage sites. It is tailored to a variety of people wanting to formalise 
or extend their capabilities in the field of museum learning: pre- or in-service 
primary or secondary teachers wanting to engage further with museums as study sites 
or looking for a career change; volunteer guides wanting to build on and formalise 
their workplace experience and graduates wanting to explore this professional 
avenue.44 
 
Educator Madeline is in her mid-twenties and at the time of this research was 
studying the Graduate Certificate course at the Australian National University while 
                                                 
43 The University of Sydney offers one unit of study in its post-graduate courses called 
‘MUSM7029—Communication and Education’. From 2002 Macquarie University offered a major 
in Museum Studies in the BSc and BA degrees and postgraduate studies, including PhD degrees but 
in 2012 the Faculty of Science decided to discontinue the program by phasing it out over the next 
two years. 
44 <http://rsha.anu.edu.au/liberal-arts/mehi>.  
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working part-time in a museum. She plans a career as a museum educator when she 
finishes her studies. She said she chose the course because: 
It’s a very broad degree in that you learn how to be a curator, you learn 
how to be a registering officer. You can learn different aspects of working 
in a museum. So I am tailoring my degree in terms of education. So I am 
doing a research project at the moment on education in museums ... so I 
will be undertaking that so that I can tailor my degree to fit where I want to 
go career wise (Madeline, educator). 
Tertiary training courses like the Graduate Certificate in MEHI may well have a 
positive impact on the professionalisation of museum educators in the workplace. 
However, the disproportionate number of female students in American museum 
studies programs is seen as having a negative impact on the professional prestige, 
economics and job security of educators in the museum workplace (Weber 1994: 33; 
Wieners 2007: 31). Whether or not the existence of formalised professional training 
courses in Australia will have a positive or negative impact on the status and value of 
museum educators can only be determined in the long term. 
7.2.6 Secondment of Teachers to Museums 
Employment procedures were somewhat different in the 1970s, when educators first 
began to work in museums. Many Australian states adopted the practice of seconding 
teachers from the school education system (state or Catholic). This has now all but 
ceased due to state education departments’ funding cuts and the desire of some 
museums to make their own appointments instead of only being supplied with two-
year seconded teachers from school education departments. In Victoria, the move 
from secondment to program funding was initiated by the Department of Education, 
who wanted more control over expenditure and more flexible funding not tied to 
positions.45 
 
The change enabled museums to take a more active role in staffing their education 
sections. It had a significant impact on who was employed as an educator and the 
salary they were paid. For example, at Port Arthur in Tasmania (one of Australia’s 
                                                 
45 At the time of this research, South Australia was the only state that employed teachers from the 
Department of Education to work in museums.  
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preeminent heritage sites, now on the World Heritage List) the withdrawal of state 
support for an educator resulted in the site having no schools programs from 1989 to 
May 2009. New South Wales now has no seconded teachers working in its museum 
or heritage sites and selection criteria, working conditions and salaries are 
determined by the individual organisations that manage museums and heritage sites 
in the state. In the Australian Capital Territory, the home of most of Australia’s 
national cultural institutions, museum educators are employed according to 
Commonwealth public service standards and rates of pay, which are generally higher 
than those offered by the states. 
 
Educator Briony pointed out that some museums in Victoria still have seconded 
teachers from the Catholic Education Office, who are paid a teacher’s salary for 
doing the same job she is doing as an educator on a state public museum salary; the 
difference is a substantial $25,000. The low salaries about which so many educators 
in the study complained could be attributed to museums themselves now having to 
pay the salaries of educators, with no assistance from state education departments.46 
Many educators in the study who came from schools expressed their resentment that 
museums undervalued their professional skills and devalued the status they were 
previously accorded in the school education system. 
7.2.7 Connection between Job Title, Status and Remuneration 
There appears to be a correlation between job title and the perceived status of the 
educator in the institution. Findings indicate a variety of titles held by museum 
educators at different institutions, although it was apparent that most were doing 
essentially the same tasks. Elsa Bailey (2006: 180) conducted a study of fifteen 
educators in science museums in Massachusetts and reported the same finding, 
adding that a number of these participants viewed museum education not as a job but 
as an identity. 
 
                                                 
46Sovereign Hill, Ballarat is the only museum of the ten in this study that has two education positions 
funded by the Victorian Catholic Education Office. The rest are paid by the museums themselves 
(state, national or private museums). 
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Most educators in this study who work part-time or casual and are in the lowest 
salary range are called ‘guides’ or ‘presenters’. Those called ‘educators’ or 
‘education officers’ could also be in the lowest salary ranges but, depending on the 
institution, some appeared to be accorded more respect in their workplace, or had a 
higher self-image. Regardless of their title, participants generally identified 
themselves as ‘guides’, ‘educators’ or ‘teachers’ and described their work as 
‘guiding’ or ‘teaching’. The same amount of variation and confusion does not exist 
in Australian schools, where ‘classroom teacher’, ‘head teacher’, ‘head of 
department’, ‘deputy principal’ are widely understood titles that have similar duties 
and responsibilities and similar salaries across the different education systems and 
different states. 
 
Jenna said the job title of ‘guide’ in her institution represents a ‘disempowered role’ 
with responsibility disproportionate to status and remuneration. She complained of 
having to do what she considers menial tasks below her level of education and 
expertise, such as dusting, retail sales and building security checks. She said, 
‘sometimes you get the feeling when you are a guide of being sort of looked down 
upon by other members of staff and sometimes the public as well.’47 
 
Although Briony’s title is ‘presenter’ she has a high level of responsibility for 
writing programs and materials, training other staff and coordinating the education 
programs in her museum. She took a substantial salary cut when she moved from a 
school to the museum, but was not upset because she had superannuation on 
retirement from teaching. She said, ‘I don’t mind, I like being here, I like the job but 
it’s very political’. 
 
Educator Belinda expressed her unhappiness with having to accept not just a 
substantial drop in salary when she moved from a school to the museum, but a 
change in title in order to accommodate a lesser salary defined by state public service 
criteria. To Belinda this was a clear statement that she is definitely of less value than 
other workers who had transitioned from their professions into the museum world yet 
                                                 
47 In 2011 Jenna left the museum and moved to a teaching job in a school because it offered higher 
pay and better working conditions. 
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still managed to retain their title, status and salary level. The lower status title 
equates with a lower salary and Belinda feels she is being ‘ripped off’ by her 
institution. 
 
Belinda continues to work there because she ‘loves the history of the place’ and 
enjoys the challenges the job offers, but plans to go back to classroom teaching so 
she can earn more money and advance her career. 48 In contrast, science educators in 
Bailey’s (2006: 175) survey were prepared to accept the drop in salary when they 
moved from teaching, but felt bad about complaining and intended to remain in the 
profession. Like the majority of educators in the current study, the idea of ‘making a 
difference’ and achieving a ‘higher purpose’ can outweigh monetary compensation 
(Bailey 2006: 178). 
7.2.8 High Values, Low Salaries 
All the educators in this study have high altruistic values and are proud of what they 
do, but many expressed unhappiness that other museum workers perceive them to be 
unimportant and of low status. Henry said: ‘You know, guides do feel, in my 
experience, like they are kind of not brilliantly paid. But they do such an important 
role and you know, if you don’t have happy and enthusiastic guides at your 
establishment then you really have a problem with visitor experience at your 
institution.’ 
 
This could be seen an indicator of the low status accorded to those who actively 
teach school students and a lack of understanding by other museum workers of the 
knowledge and skills required to do the job effectively. Museum educators perceived 
that other museum workers tended to think that actively engaging with school 
visitors is a task that does not require specialist training, knowledge or skills. 
 
However, educator Natasha presents a different story, one that neatly describes the 
expertise of an effective museum educator: 
                                                 
48 Like Jenna, Belinda left her position in the museum and in 2012 accepted a teaching job in a school 
because it offered higher pay and better working conditions. 
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If you’ve had lots of experience teaching you just know what to do and 
how to weave things in and say, ‘remember how you did that in class?’; the 
teachers love that and interestingly, the number of teachers who come up 
and say, ‘oh you’re a teacher are you?’ They can pick it because they’ve 
obviously been subjected to people who aren’t teachers and who don’t 
know how to hold the audience, who don’t know how to respond to 
naughty children, who get thrown by fidgety kids, you know, all the things 
that if you’re teacher you do naturally. It’s almost a second reflex, difficult 
when you first start out but once you’ve done it for years, you know what’s 
happening in that sort of dynamic and I don’t think the presenters do 
necessarily and they don’t know what it means to take a program and direct 
it to Grade 2 or a group of disabled kids, or how you might adapt it a little 
bit, so it’s really in the delivery (Natasha, educator). 
In spite of a general perception of the low regard for history educators in the museum 
workplace, they are highly regarded and valued by teachers and students. The 
educators in the sample teach in museums because of a personal passion for history 
and museums as well as an overall commitment to the social value of education. 
They aim to inspire, educate, teach critical thinking, forge emotional connections to 
the past, foster lifelong learning and teach historical consciousness to students in a 
museum setting. 
7.2.9 More Experience, Higher Salary, Less Teaching 
A definite link exists between the experience level of educators, how much face-to-
face teaching they do in the museum and how much they are paid. This signals the 
existence of a hierarchy of status within the group of museum educators. A profile 
analysis of the twenty-five educators shows that in four of the nine museums, those 
with the highest education qualifications and teaching experience do not teach 
student visitors face-to-face. They have been appointed to non-teaching program 
design and management positions and are paid more than those who deliver 
programs to students. 
 
Briony has had over twenty-five years' experience in classroom history teaching. 
After she retired she took the job for a lesser salary than she was earning as a 
classroom teacher. She likes the job because she can work part-time, has less 
responsibility and does not have to mark student assignments. Briony develops 
school programs, but rarely teaches them, as her main duties involve the 
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management of the ‘presenters’ who do. Briony said that she had recently worked 
with a team of four ‘master teachers’ from a high-profile museum in another 
Australian state. She was incredulous that they ‘use them not to run, not to present 
programs, it’s more about producing resources and producing web-based materials, 
not delivering programs as such. All they’re doing is delivering on-line programs! It 
was really interesting. I was nearly screaming!’ 
7.2.10 Less Experience, Lower Salary, More Teaching 
The most experienced educators in these museums have the least amount of contact 
with students. In some premier institutions, face-to-face teaching is done by those 
with little or no teaching experience. In these institutions educators are called 
‘guides’ or ‘presenters’ and are in part-time or casual positions and paid the lowest 
salaries. 
 
Alice works in one of these museums. She has a Bachelor’s degree in science and 
history but no formal teacher training or classroom experience; she receives ongoing 
training from more experienced educators in more senior positions. Alice is 
employed part-time as a ‘presenter’ to do all the face-to-face teaching in the 
museum, from pre-schoolers, to primary and secondary students, ‘formal’ schools 
programs to special holiday programs. Her salary is so low that she cannot afford to 
move out of home or undertake the further study she needs to advance her career. 
She has a job at another cultural institution in order to supplement her income. Alice 
is prepared to put up with the low status and poor pay for now because she loves 
working in a museum. 
 
‘Guides’ and ‘presenters’ are at the bottom of the status hierarchy and are usually 
those who have the least educational training and experience. They are paid the 
lowest wages and usually work part-time or on a casual basis. Educators with tertiary 
qualifications in history-related subject areas or education and classroom teaching 
experience are usually at the higher level of ‘coordinator/education officer/manager’. 
This system indicates that often it is those with the least amount of teaching expertise 
and experience who do the teaching. The equation seems to be: the more experience, 
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the less face-to-face teaching contact with student visitors. This can be interpreted as 
a reflection of the low value placed on teaching by other museum professionals in the 
workplace culture of Australian history museums. 
 
What appears increasingly clear is that after more than thirty-five years of providing 
educational services to school students and teachers in Australian museums, 
educators are generally considered by their colleagues to be performing a job of 
lesser importance than the ‘mainstream’ business of collecting, managing and 
presenting objects to the public. Ironically, museum educators are appreciated and 
respected by those in the community they serve, the teachers. Teachers 
enthusiastically described them as ‘essential’, ‘fantastic, ‘effective’ and ‘important. It 
is quite possible that education has become a ghetto occupation within the workplace 
culture of museums. I will now turn to feminisation theory to consider reasons why 
educators have come to have such low status in the museum workplace (Bradley 
1999; Reskin & Roos 1990). 
7.2.11 Feminisation of the Museum Workplace 
By the 1990s, museums had become a female-dominated workplace, reflecting 
traditional gender divisions in Western societies (Hein 2006: 344). The 
‘feminisation’ of a workplace, in this case schools and museums, has been seen as 
contributing to the low social status of educators in society. For the meaning of 
‘feminisation’, I use Bradley’s (1999: 211) definition of work that requires both 
women and men to perform the ‘feminine role’ of service work. ‘Feminisation’ as a 
pejorative term not only refers to women; the labour of men as well as women is 
exploited (Weber 1994: 35). Wieners (2007: 31) suggests that feminisation in 
museums stems from the tradition of women providing community service in non-
profit organisations. Many museum educators come from the already feminised 
profession of teaching (Basten 1997; Cortina & San Román 2006), only to be 
subjected to the double jeopardy of worse conditions in the feminised museum 
workplace. 
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During the 1980s, there was a shift in Western economies from manufacturing to 
service provision when, for example, in the United Kingdom 80 per cent of new jobs 
created were for women (Bradley 1999: 211). Joanna Cobley’s (2002: 68) qualitative 
study of the museum profession in Aotearoa New Zealand also reported a dramatic 
increase in the number and ratio of women employed in the museum sector overall. 
 
This socio-economic change in Western societies of the gender ratio of the museum 
workforce coincided with the development of ‘New Museology’, discussed in 
Chapter 3, which saw the commercialisation and democratisation of museums. As a 
sub-set of the museum workforce, museum education follows the gender ratio of the 
teaching profession in general and is clearly an even more heavily female-dominated 
group. Nineteen of the twenty-five museum educators I interviewed are women and 
only six are men. Three of the five men in the sample group are in senior, non-
teaching positions and only three men actively teach student visitors. 
7.2.12 Consequences of Feminisation in the Workplace 
Museums follow the generally identified pattern in workplaces, where more women 
enter a profession resulting in a corresponding decline in wages and respect 
associated with that profession (Wieners 2007: 31). As professions such as teaching 
and museum education rely on the utilisation of the ‘natural’, ‘feminine skills’ of 
sociability, caring and servicing, the work is often part-time and typically attracts a 
lower rate of pay (Adkins 2001: 672; Cobley 2002: 67). Lower wages equate with 
lower social esteem and museums as institutions, like women as individuals, have 
suffered by being undervalued, despite their contribution to society (Weber 1994: 33; 
35–6). The systematic devaluation of museum education work is typical of the 
process of feminisation in a workplace (Cobley 2002: 68). 
7.2.13 Consequences of Volunteerism in Museums 
The tradition of women doing volunteer work as a means of gaining personal 
fulfilment by providing community service may have directly contributed to the 
undervaluing of education work in museums. A study by the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics in 2004 estimated that in Australia volunteers at heritage attractions 
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outnumbered paid staff by approximately 2.5:1 and is generally seen as a ‘serious’ 
leisure activity for the ‘over 55s’ (Holmes 2008:1–2). 
 
Like educator Briony, many women (and men) who have been teachers are willing 
to work on a voluntary basis or part-time for low wages. Younger volunteers are 
usually involved in some other activity, such as tertiary study or child-rearing, and 
older volunteers have retired from a full-time job, such as teaching, and can accept a 
low-paying job or volunteer activity because they receive superannuation.  
 
Sabrina talked about the comment of a retired teacher who was applying for a job as 
a casual guide at her museum, ‘Oh, I am not really worried about that [the low hourly 
rate] you know. I am not doing it for the money’. Many female participants in the 
survey did not rely on their museum salary as the family primary income; retired 
teachers had superannuation and only wanted to work part-time, while others had 
partners whose salaries supplemented their income. 
 
Directors and governance boards whose chief objective is cost cutting see education 
as an area in which they can save money on staff by using volunteers. As one senior 
curator said to me during my observation visit, ‘Anyone can teach in a museum. All 
they have to do is learn the script. I don’t really see the need for all these people in 
education anyway’. This statement represents a general prejudice amongst some 
museum workers that teaching student visitors is not as important as other aspects of 
the core museum business, and that ‘anyone’ can do it. It is obviously much more 
cost-effective for museums to engage retired teachers as volunteers or low-paid 
casual workers to teach school groups, whom they consider to be of less importance 
than the general ‘informal’ visitor. 
 
The Powerhouse Discovery Centre, at Castle Hill in Sydney (not one of the nine 
museums in this study) set up its history education program for schools in 2009 using 
volunteers, many of whom were ex-teachers while others had no teaching experience 
at all. The program is coordinated by one full-time staff member, a former secondary 
school teacher, who is responsible for designing education programs and managing 
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and training volunteers. Even though the service uses volunteer labour it is not free-
of-charge to schools: the cost of a program ranges from $10 to $7 per student, 
depending on the type of school.49 
7.2.14 Museum Teaching a Service, not a Profession 
There is a significant link between the New Museology movement of the 1980s and 
1990s democratisation of museums, increased commercialisation and the need for 
more customer service (see Chapter 4). Cobley (2002: 81) interpreted this as a result 
of the feminisation of the museum workplace: with the increase in numbers and ratio 
of women employed in Aotearoa New Zealand museums, came an increased 
emphasis on customer service.  
 
The same trend has occurred in Australia. While educators (perhaps with the 
exception of ‘guides’) might generally see themselves as professionals, others within 
the museum workplace tend to see them as service providers. The link represents the 
shift from static annual budget allocations for cultural institutions to the economic 
rationalist perspective of transparency and accountability, with compulsory 
‘efficiency dividends’ for government, resulting in annual cuts to museums. 
 
Ironically, in the process of becoming more consumer-friendly, most museum 
workers, especially those at the higher end of the salary scale, have moved further 
away from face-to-face contact with the visitor. Those who have the most direct 
contact with visitors are usually the lowest paid and sometimes the least skilled. 
 
School programs are not considered important because they do not represent the 
main visitor population, even though school visitor numbers can range between 32 
per cent and 65 per cent.50 This is clearly evidenced in the literature review in 
Chapter 3; very few researchers have been interested in examining the nature of 
                                                 
49 See Powerhouse Discovery Centre: Collection Stores at Castle Hill 
<http://castlehill.powerhousemuseum.com/education/>. 
50 For the 2010 school year, 65 per cent of programs at the Australian War Memorial (126,000 
students) were teacher-facilitated compared to 32 per cent at the National Museum of Australia 
(90,000 students). But a visit to AWM is compulsory if schools are to receive Commonwealth 
government the Parliament and Civics Education Rebate (PACER) for the excursion. See 
<http://www.ncetp.org.au/pacer/index.html>. 
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‘formal’ teaching and learning in museums because of its (outdated) association with 
behaviourist educational theory. For more than twenty years, the focus of museum 
education research has remained fixed on informal visitor learning experiences 
(Zarmati 2010). Paradoxically, education programs—and by association school 
students—are seen as less deserving of attention and resourcing because they 
constitute a reliably returning, ‘captive’ market of the visitor population. 
 
In terms of schools programs, the trend in the United States and some museums in 
the United Kingdom and Canada is for educators to have very little direct contact 
with students. Visitors are encouraged to construct their own interpretations of 
exhibits without ever needing to have direct contact with museum staff. Museum 
educators provide downloadable learning activities for ‘do-it-yourself’ self-guiding, 
or professional development training for teachers. The result is that management can 
deploy fewer staff to provide educational services to schools and thereby cut costs, 
especially if they have a cohort of enthusiastic volunteers willing to do the teaching. 
 
Despite this trend towards teacher-guided programs in the United States and some 
museums in the United Kingdom and Canada, history museums in Australia, in 
particular the nine museums in this study, continue to offer schools an active, face-
to-face service facilitated by museum educators. Teachers can choose to guide their 
classes (usually at no charge) or pay a small fee per student for an educator-
facilitated learning experience. 
7.3 Interpretation 2: Museum Educators Use Historical Inquiry and 
Active Learning to Engage Students in Historical Thinking 
Interpretation 2 responds to the second research question, ‘what methods do 
educators use to teach history in Australian museums?’ by considering the methods 
used by educators in these face-to-face history education programs in the light of 
current practice in history education. 
 
The findings in Chapter 6 describe the teaching and learning methods most 
commonly used by museum educators to facilitate the processes of historical 
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thinking. The following discussion analyses the relationship between museum 
educators and the methods they use to teach history, including the construction of 
historical knowledge. 
 
These findings suggest that museum educators use historical inquiry to teach history 
in museums and that hands-on and experiential learning activities can have a 
profound, long-term effect on students’ memories and their ability to retain historical 
knowledge. A list of learning activities provided in the ten education programs is 
provided in Appendix 13. 
7.3.1 Museum Educators Use Curriculum Links to Drive Program Design 
Five educators who are responsible for program design said it was important to 
connect the objects and themes of the museum with state (and forthcoming national) 
curriculum content and learning outcomes. This is because teachers need to justify 
the educational benefits of taking students on excursions to school administrators, so 
are required to show the link between what they will learn in the museum with what 
they are learning in the classroom. This is in contrast to the practice in other 
museums where the objects in the museum shape the content of the program 
(Bourdon Caston 1989: 91). 
 
The tripartite connection between curriculum as a means of knowledge construction, 
learning and pedagogy was highlighted in a recent study by Australian and American 
educators Yelland, Cope and Kalantzis (2008: 199): 
Within education, curriculum is a consciously designed framework for 
learning specific bodies of knowledge. This may be organised as a 
discipline or a cohort set of social competencies or capacities. And within 
curriculum, pedagogy is regarded as the conscious application of 
knowledge processes to the task of learning. 
Husbands (1996: 133) maintains there is ‘simply too much history’ for students to 
know and teachers to teach, so it is the role of the teacher to select the content that is 
most appropriate to the interests and cognitive ability of students. This is what 
museum educators do, largely because they have to deliver the information to 
students in a very limited period of time. Teacher Samantha commented, ‘I think 
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it’s pretty tough to make a connection with kids in the half an hour, when we have 
had them for a year’. In these nine museums the objects and historical content of the 
museum are aligned to state history (or SOSE) curricula.  
As educator Henry said, curriculum tie-ins help museums market programs to 
teachers. Ten teachers indicated that they chose the particular education program 
because it was linked to curriculum topics and learning outcomes they were teaching 
at school. Some even tested the knowledge and skills communicated during the 
program in follow-up assessment tasks. Only teachers from three school groups out 
of the ten in the study said the excursion was not linked to curriculum topics and 
simply served the purpose of a social and cultural learning experience. This finding 
indicates that state and national curricula influence the construction of historical 
knowledge and learning in museums. 
7.3.2 Museum Educators Use Historical Inquiry to Teach Historical Thinking 
My observations of the education programs delivered in the nine museums revealed 
that all educators used some or all features of the process of historical inquiry to 
teach historical thinking. Some museums were explicit about telling students they 
would be undertaking an inquiry learning activity, others simply worked historically 
with students, asking questions, interrogating sources and developing interpretations. 
 
As explained in Chapter 2, historical thinking is the process of thinking about history 
like a historian. Historical inquiry method is the scaffolded framework used by 
history teachers to teach historical thinking. But a ‘how to’ description of  historical 
inquiry method is difficult to find in academic literature or school textbooks, perhaps 
because its inherently iterative nature allows for many variations that work towards 
similar outcomes. No matter which way the scaffold is sequenced, historical inquiry 
is the recommended method for teaching historical thinking to students in Australian 
schools today.  
 
According to Taylor and Young (2003: 16), an inquiry approach to teaching and 
learning history benefits the learner because it: 
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x promotes active experiential learning in a cooperative learning environment; 
x allows students to be historians and shape their own investigations; 
x generates knowledge for students and the society; 
x supports the development of a range of skills—formulating questions, posing 
hypotheses, data collection, analysis, synthesis, critical thinking and decision-
making; and 
x develops a variety of communication and language skills. 
 
The strength of an inquiry approach is that it is open-ended, does not aim to achieve 
a ‘right’ answer and allows for multiple interpretations (Hattie 2009: 208). This fits 
well with the polysemic approach to the interpretation of history that underpins 
Australian state and national curricula. 
During the process of historical inquiry, students are encouraged to think historically 
by asking historical questions, identifying contradictions and conflicts, and 
developing interpretations supported by historical evidence. Fundamental to the 
process of historical inquiry is the interrogation and evaluation of sources, primary 
and secondary, written, material and archaeological.  
Students analyse primary sources such as eyewitness accounts, diaries and 
newspaper accounts as well as images such as photographs, postcards and paintings 
and, less commonly, artefacts such as pottery, weapons, statues, coins and jewellery 
and old or ancient objects of everyday life. Most importantly they are encouraged to 
critically evaluate secondary interpretations of history. The emphasis is on 
interpreting and evaluating the reliability of sources in order to demonstrate that they 
can be biased, value-laden, ambiguous or incomplete (Zarmati 2009: 4). 
 
The findings reported in Chapter 6 show that teaching historical inquiry is a priority 
for most of the history educators in the study, and teachers expect and like their 
students to be challenged to ‘think outside the boxes’. Educator Grace provided a 
detailed example of how she used historical inquiry method to analyse an artefact 
with a class of Year 9 boys (page 171), and educators Isabelle, Grace and Briony 
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said that teaching critical thinking was an important part of the learning experience 
for students in their museums. 
 
The use of historical inquiry provides a number of beneficial learning outcomes. 
First, research has shown that the problematisation of history51 engages students’ 
interest and actively involves them in the processes of historical thinking (Bain 2000: 
338; Brophy & VanSledright 1997: 32; Gerwin & Zevin 2011). 
Second, because of their proximity and access to primary sources, museum educators 
are able to use authentic artefacts and sites in their teaching. In fact, the chance to see 
and even handle historical artefacts, especially those considered to be ‘really old’ or 
‘national treasures’ is one of the main reasons why teachers take students on 
excursions to museums. Third, using historical inquiry in museums engages students 
in the active process of doing history because they can physically interact with 
artefacts and sites through structured investigation. 
 
Fourth, through the process of historical inquiry, educators and students learn to 
challenge ‘official versions of the past’ (Trofanenko 2010: 217) and singular 
interpretations presented in some exhibition narratives. By encouraging students to 
think critically, museum educators can ‘advance a critical understanding of how 
museums use exhibits to fulfil their public commitment to educate citizens about 
their nation, the nation’s past, and about how nationalism and citizenship are 
entwined with history’ (Trofanenko 2010: 280). Styles (2002: 174) refers to this as 
‘reflexive representation’, or drawing attention to the representational practice in 
such a way that visitors recognise that exhibition materials are ‘staged’ and 
interpreted. Finally, historical inquiry provides a heuristic framework in which 
educators and learners can work together in the process of historical thinking. 
 
Nakou’s longitudinal study of Greek school students aged twelve to fifteen showed 
that adolescents are capable of thinking historically in museums (2001: 89). She 
found that students’ ability to think historically was related to age and cognitive 
development: most students in the study demonstrated meaningful historical thinking 
                                                 
51 For example, the Australian History Mysteries series, 
<http://www.australianhistorymysteries.info/>. 
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at ages twelve to thirteen, and this continued to develop as they got older. Nakou also 
concluded that students’ ability to think historically was activated by the educational 
environment of the archaeological museum, especially when their work was related 
to tasks carefully devised by museum educators to advance historical interpretation 
(2001: 93). 
7.3.3 Museum Educators Use Direct Guidance to Teach History 
Hattie’s synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses of teaching strategies relating to 
achievement found that one of the most powerful influences on learning was the 
combination of effective teacher instruction and feedback (2009: 178). Findings 
presented in Chapter 6 support this by showing that museum educators are central to 
the pedagogical process of teaching and learning in museums and that they teach 
history explicitly through direct guidance using a combination of dialogic interaction 
and active learning. 
 
Dialogic interaction renegotiates relationships between teachers, students and content 
and includes a sharing of power. Knowledge is the major emphasis of the 
instructional conversation (Guilar 2006) and accommodates the ‘engaged voices’ of 
students and teachers within an intertextual and highly provisional discursive space 
(Cruddas 2007). It should not be confused with didactic teaching, teacher-centred 
learning or ‘traditional’ behaviourist models of teaching as described in Chapter 2. 
 
Kirschner, Sweller and Clark (2006: 79) reported that a number of reviews of 
empirical studies have established a solid research-based case against the use of 
instruction with minimal guidance. For example, they cite qualitative research by 
Aulls (2002) who found that, because students learned so little from a constructivist 
approach to learning, most teachers who attempt to implement unguided instruction 
ended up having to provide students with considerable ‘scaffolding’ when students 
failed to make learning progress in a discovery setting. Aulls (2002: 533) reported 
that the teacher whose students achieved all of their learning goals spent a great deal 
of time in instructional interactions with students by 
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simultaneously teaching content and scaffolding-relevant procedures … by 
(a) modeling procedures for identifying and self-checking important 
information…(b) showing students how to reduce that information to 
paraphrases … (c) having students use notes to construct collaborations and 
routines, and (d) promoting collaborative dialogue within problems.  
Kirschner, Sweller and Clark conclude, ‘The findings were unambiguous. Direct 
instruction involving considerable guidance, including examples, resulted in vastly 
more learning than discovery’ (2002: 79). Kirschner, Sweller and Clark call this type 
of teaching ‘direct guidance’, and an example was provided on page 171 where 
educator Grace guided a group of Year 9 boys through the process of analysing an 
artefact.  
 
With regard to history, educators communicate specific historical knowledge to 
students by interacting with them through dialogue. Ideally this is delivered in 
‘digestible pieces’ consisting of synthesised detail, that also offer depth of 
understanding. The dialogue is peppered with questions that elicit responses about 
specific knowledge, determine whether or not students have understood the 
information and provide feedback that encourages student learning. A dialogue is 
established when students are prompted and encouraged to respond to questions and 
ask their own. 
 
My observations of the teaching techniques and procedures used in the ten education 
programs to directly guide students through the learning process is synthesised into 
the following six-step sequence: 
1. The educator welcomes students, then contextualises the historical material in 
the museum or heritage site in space and time. This is done through dialogic 
interaction, often accompanied by an audio-visual presentation; 
2. The educator uses questioning to determine prior knowledge and cognitive 
levels of students in order to tailor historical knowledge to their needs; 
3. The educator gives clear instructions on logistics (grouping, pairing) and 
activities students will complete while they are in the museum and why they 
will do them; 
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4. Students participate in active learning activities. The educator assists, 
monitors progress and answers students’ questions; 
5. The educator re-groups students who communicate their findings to the class. 
The educator uses questioning techniques to determine what students have 
discovered, concluded and interpreted. The educator gives feedback to 
students and elaborates on and clarifies information; 
6. The educator summarises what students have learned and concludes learning 
activity. 
7.3.4 Museum Educators Engage Students in Active Learning Experiences 
The aim of museum education programs is to engage students in learning by 
employing teaching methods that showcase the resources of the museum and make 
learning enjoyable, challenging, effective and memorable. As students are not in 
their usual learning environment, museum educators have the opportunity to 
introduce them to authentic primary sources they would not normally have access to 
in the classroom in order to engage them in learning. Active learning is generally 
considered to be any instructional method that requires students to engage in an 
active, physical response and to think about and discuss what they are doing.  
 
The active learning activities most frequently used by educators in the ten programs 
were dialogic interaction, experiential/kinaesthetic learning and haptic learning and 
these are discussed below. 
7.3.5 Museum Educators Communicate with Students Using Dialogic 
Interaction 
The teaching technique most commonly and consistently used by educators to 
communicate with students was questioning. Its purpose is to engage students in a 
dialogue of learning. All educators used a combination of closed and open-ended 
questioning. Closed questions were used by all educators to elicit student responses 
about specific historical knowledge. Educators who were most successful at 
engaging the interest of students used open-ended questioning skilfully, to stimulate 
critical thinking, extrapolation and lateral thinking. 
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This is in contrast to Tal and Morag’s observation of simplistic questioning 
techniques used by guides in natural history museums in Israel. They conclude that 
learning experiences were not effective because: 
The questions being asked at the museum are often closed and/or factual 
questions that do not require complex thinking from students. Quite often 
the questions are asked with no follow up, elaboration, or any attempt to 
make the students apply previous knowledge (Tal & Morag 2007: 748). 
British museum educator Frances Sword eloquently explains that discussion through 
questioning is the museum educator’s most powerful tool because many are forced 
by lack of space, time, money and staff to work within a limited sphere of activity: 
With words we have to paint, mine, weave, pot and carve; our words have 
to create experiences that enable children to make sense of what they see ...  
I believe that the key which unlocks a child’s imaginative contact with an 
object begins with a careful selection of ideas, and continues with an 
equally careful use of words … Most of us work from a discussion base, 
talking with rather than to children; our questions, which direct attention, 
create focus, and open discussion deserve close scrutiny (1994: 7–8). 
Sword emphasises the importance of the other side of dialogue: listening to students’ 
responses and encouraging them to ask questions, a skill overlooked by some 
museum educators and teachers: 
Above all, we must learn to listen to the children for our cues to catch the 
moments which enable observations to develop into creative thinking. In 
this ability to listen and respond to the individual child lies the essential 
difference between a presentation and a genuine discussion (1994: 7–8). 
When teachers complained their students were bored because the museum educator 
talked at them it was because the educator failed to engage in a dialogue with them. 
 
The most successful educators combined historical narrative and explanation with 
the dialogic interaction of questioning. The time spent on explanation varied, but it 
was clear that the longer the educator spoke without engaging in dialogue with 
students, the more likely it was that students became bored and restless. The most 
skilful and entertaining educators were those who used humour and storytelling to 
capture students’ interest in the subject matter. They were also able to keep their 
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attention by ‘reading’ their reactions and modifying information or switching to a 
different activity if students lost interest. 
 
Hattie (2009: 246) advises that successful teachers need to be ‘adaptive learning 
experts’ with high levels of flexibility that allow them to innovate when teaching 
sequences do not engage students in learning. Museum educators who received 
positive feedback from teachers were those who quickly determined when students 
were not engaged in learning. They were able to alter their dialogue and questioning 
techniques to recapture the students’ attention, or quickly adapt the learning activity 
to their needs, abilities and interests. 
7.3.6 Museum Educators Use Haptic and Kinesthetic Learning Activities 
In 2004, Reading Museum undertook a ten-month evaluation in local schools, which 
concluded that seeing and handling real objects is an effective aid to learning and 
retaining information associated with the objects (Pye 2007: 22). Museum educator 
Madeline’s comments remind us of the powerful effect of hands-on learning 
activities: ‘Most of them love it. They love the fact that they are able to touch 
something, because in the museums a lot of the time you can’t touch anything.’ 
Educator Veronica said that artefact handling is a priority at her museum because it 
is ‘learning by doing’. 
 
Teachers Hannah and Kaitlyn said that, weeks after the excursion, students had 
better recall of the artefacts used in the handling activity than those they viewed 
upstairs in museum cases. Teacher Emily was delighted that her ‘too-cool-for-
school’ Year 9 boys participated in the hands-on learning activities, but Michael 
complained that his students did not have enough hands-on learning because the 
educator spoke too much. 
 
In Anna Clark’s 2008 national survey of adolescents’ attitudes to learning Australian 
history, student Allie from Tasmania said she would ‘like to have more hands-on sort 
of stuff, so do activities and thinking in ways of other people and that sort of stuff, 
because most of the stuff that’s read out or I read goes straight over my head. But if 
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I’m watching something or actually doing something I find it easier to learn’ (2011: 
116).  
 
Many of the programs combined hands-on activities with role-play. Simulated 
experiences, such as the archaeological dig at Hyde Park Barracks in Sydney, or the 
convict brick-making activity at Port Arthur encouraged students to learn 
kinaesthetically by performing authentic and practical tasks. Programs were 
particularly effective when students dressed up in historical costume, assumed the 
roles of historical characters and empathised with their life experiences. 
 
Although artefact handling is an immediate and personal way of connecting students 
with the materiality of the past, simply handling an artefact for handling’s sake does 
not necessarily result in learning. Objects are ‘passive’ without some contextual 
information or some form of focus for handling sessions, especially if they are 
artefacts students have not experienced before (Pye 2007: 25).  
 
These findings demonstrate the vital role played by the museum educator in working 
with students to guide them through the process of ‘interrogating’ and interpreting 
the artefact.  
7.4 Interpretation 3: Teachers Perceive Museum Educators as 
Important and Effective 
Interpretation 3 responds to the research question, ‘what methods do educators use to 
teach history in Australian museums?’ by examining the methods used by educators 
in these face-to-face history education programs in the light of current practice in 
history education.  
 
In Chapter 5, I explained the benefits of using data triangulation in order to present 
diverse viewpoints that cast a different light on the research topic. It was therefore 
necessary to collect information from another data set, in this case teachers whose 
students had participated in education programs in the nine history museums. Twelve 
teachers were asked their opinions of the quality of teaching their students 
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experienced in the museum. Their responses present a collective cross-referenced 
perspective of the effectiveness of museum educators’ teaching methods and are 
interpreted below. 
7.4.1 Learning in Space and Place 
Teachers said they bring their students to museums and heritage sites for a variety of 
reasons: so they can see, touch and experience first-hand authentic historical 
artefacts, visit the actual place where an historic event happened, have access to 
primary sources they would not be able to access in the classroom, meet an expert, 
such as an archaeologist, or simply have a ‘stepping-back-in-time’ experience, such 
as at Sovereign Hill.  
 
The sensory and spatial experience of a place can have a powerful impact on a 
student’s emotions, resulting in learning, and supports teachers’ statements that they 
take students to museums and heritage sites to give them the experiences they cannot 
have in the classroom. As educator Henry said, teachers bring their students to 
heritage sites (or museums built over archaeological sites) because they are the 
physical place where history happened. 
 
Research has shown that museum visits have a profound impact on visitors’ long-
term memory. Falk and Dierking’s (1997) survey of 128 visitors, including school 
students and adults, showed that even after many years 96 per cent of participants 
could recall the details of a school field trip (excursion) to a museum. A longitudinal 
study conducted in New York by educational psychologists Judith Hudson and 
Robyn Fivush (1991) found that kindergarten children’s memories of an excursion to 
an archaeology museum were so deep that with appropriate cues, such as targeted 
questions and photographs, they were able to recall details of the experience six 
years later. 
 
In terms of the long-term, lifelong learning impact of museum visits, Ashton and 
Hamilton’s Australians and the Past survey (2003) reported that the most important 
medium identified for connecting with the past was objects. ‘Most people responded 
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to objects and their tangibility as “evidence” of the past’, and museums were ranked 
by survey respondents to be by far the most trustworthy sources of history (Ashton & 
Hamilton 2010: 78). 
7.4.2 Museum Educators Make a Difference 
Teacher Brianna said that what made the excursion a ‘good’ learning experience 
was the museum educator, who was ‘the most important thing’, ‘somebody who can 
bring it to life’. Six out of nine teachers made positive comments about the museum 
educators and thought they did a ‘good job’ teaching their students. Only three had 
criticisms, but these were tempered with other positive comments. All twelve 
teachers in the study thought it was important for students to participate in active 
learning activities or be guided in the museum.  
 
Two teachers complained that the museums only provided hands-on learning 
activities and did not extend the educator’s instruction into the galleries. They 
commented that there was just ‘too much information’ for students to absorb in the 
galleries and would have liked to have either a guide or a worksheet to direct 
students’ learning. I observed both of these groups (in different museums) and the 
students and teachers spent less than the allocated time (thirty minutes) in the gallery 
before giving up and leaving. 
 
Researcher Ismail Demircioglu (2007: 26–7) found the same positive responses in a 
survey of the attitudes of 127 Turkish history teachers’ towards the usefulness of 
museum visits to history teaching. Ninety per cent said that that museum visits are 
either useful or very useful. One teacher commented, ‘Of course museum visits are 
important for the teaching of history. Through this activity, students can see and feel 
historical artefacts’. Another said, ‘Museum visits are important. Through this 
activity students can learn history in an active way’.  
 
Despite this, 83 per cent said they had not visited museums with their students during 
their teaching careers. Unlike the practice in Australian museums in this study, in the 
Turkish example the onus was on teachers and not educators to teach their students 
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in the museum. The researcher concluded that while teachers agreed that museum 
visits were useful to their students they said that they themselves did not have 
adequate skills to teach in a museum. 
 
In response to this problem, museums in countries, such as the United States, the 
United Kingdom and Canada, are moving towards teaching history teachers how to 
conduct ‘do-it-yourself’ museum visits with their students. Recent research in the 
United States and elsewhere concluded that one reason why history teachers do not 
know how to teach in museums is because they were not taught to do so in their pre-
service training courses (Grenier & Marcus 2009; Lauritzen 1999; Marcus & Levine 
2011; Marcus, Stoddard & Woodward 2012; Talboys 2010). Therefore, the current 
trend both overseas52 and in Australia53 is to direct more resources and training into 
the professional development of in-service teachers in the skills of museum teaching. 
 
For almost fifty years, Australian museums have been providing a special service to 
schools to help teachers augment the work they do in the classroom. Teachers have 
the option of choosing an educator-led program or teaching their students 
themselves. Even if the teacher does not choose the educator-facilitated program 
(some schools simply cannot afford to pay the program fee or the cost of transport 
for the excursion), he or she will often use the downloadable teaching resources or 
‘kits’ designed by museum educators to help facilitate learning activities. Many 
teachers have grown to like and expect educator-led programs and use them every 
year to supplement what they have been doing in class. 
7.4.3 Teachers Want Expert Service from Museum Educators 
It is apparent that teachers expect museum educators to have a high standard of what 
Shulman (1987: 15) calls pedagogical content knowledge, teachers’ professional 
knowledge of what to teach and how to teach it. All teachers agreed that museum 
                                                 
52 See resources for American teachers at Teachinghistory.org–National History Education 
Clearinghouse, created by the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media at George 
Mason University, 2010. <http://teachinghistory.org/best-practices/using-primary-sources/19435>. 
53 Many museums and heritage sites, including those in this study, are offering professional 
development days for teachers to help them develop new programs and teaching resources for the 
new Australian Curriculum: History that incorporate out-of-the-classroom teaching and learning 
activities. 
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educators need to have excellent presentation and communication skills to 
successfully engage students in learning. For teachers, presentation skills and the 
ability to engage the interest of students were two factors that distinguished the better 
educators. They were critical of those who were dull, boring and presented in 
monotone.  
 
Teachers expected museum educators to be able to speak fluidly and confidently, 
‘win over a crowd in a matter of seconds’ and have the ability to quickly assess how 
much the students knew so they could determine the level at which to pitch the rest 
of the program. They should be capable of assessing whether or not the audience is 
engaged and if not, be able to change tack to regain their interest and attention. 
Teachers relied on educators having expert knowledge of history, in particular the 
historical content of the museum. This indicates that teachers have high expectations 
of the work of museum educators. They expect them to be knowledgeable about 
history and know how to engage their students in learning when they visit the 
museum. 
 
Such high levels of expectation could be seen to represent a consumer-provider 
relationship between teachers and the museums: teachers pay a fee for an education 
service and expect a high quality product and ‘value for money’. They complained 
when they thought museums did not provide enough information, when museum 
educators ‘lectured at’ students and when they failed to interact with them. 
7.4.4 Teachers Expect Museum Educators to Be Effective Teachers 
Research by Berliner (1986, 2001) and Hattie (2002) have described the 
distinguishing characteristics of expert and effective teachers. Similarly, feedback 
provided by teachers and my observations of education programs describe the 
characteristics of effective museum educators as: 
x expert knowledge of the historical information they teach; 
x excellent presenting skills, fluency and fluidity in giving instructions and 
communicating historical information; 
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x a positive and welcoming demeanour and obvious enthusiasm for history, 
students and teaching; 
x the ability to adapt to difficult situations, remain calm and still be able to 
engage students in learning. 
 
Teachers perceived education programs to be effective learning experiences for their 
students when they: 
x were challenged to think; 
x handled primary source material; 
x learned about Australian history; 
x interacted in a social situation; 
x were engaged in learning. 
Talboys (2010: 24) observed that teachers in the United Kingdom have also come to 
value the professional skills and expertise of museum educators: 
More and more mainstream teachers are also recognising that museum 
educators are highly professional persons with a great deal of specialist 
expertise in a specific form of complementary education. Museum 
educators are teachers, but they are also museologists, managers and 
administrators, experts in their field, curators who specialise in education. 
7.5 Interpretation 4: Museum Educators use Pedagogy to Teach 
History  
In Chapter 4, I argued that the singular focus on constructivism that has dominated 
museum education practice and research has led to an uncritical discourse that 
focuses on the learner and learning and the marginalisation of the role of the museum 
educator in the pedagogical process of teaching and learning history. For this reason, 
it was important to ask museum educators about their knowledge of constructivist 
learning theory and whether or not it influences their practice of teaching history. 
Seven museum educators were asked, ‘what do you know about constructivist 
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learning theory?’ and ‘how important is constructivism to the way you teach 
history?’ 
 
All seven educators have been involved to some degree in researching and designing 
history education programs. All seven had read extensively on constructivist learning 
theory and some had undertaken formal professional development training by a 
museum education specialist who strongly advocates constructivist learning theory in 
museum learning. Jenna, Olivia, Ben and Luke said that knowledge of 
constructivist learning theory influenced the design and delivery of education in their 
museums. But, as Olivia pointed out in regard to her museum, they do not use the 
terminology and language of constructivism with the educators who teach the 
programs; it just helps senior educators understand how students learn. 
 
Charles and Natasha were more critical of the usefulness of constructivist learning 
theory to the practical needs of designing and delivering programs. Charles said that 
pedagogy rather than constructivist learning theory drives what educators do in his 
museum, especially in the design and delivery of face-to-face teaching programs. 
Natasha is sceptical of students’ ability to achieve in-depth learning in informal 
learning situations because there are too many distractions. She prefers guided 
learning activities that are scaffolded by the educator who links museum content with 
‘things they already know’ and ‘what they’re doing at school’.  
 
Charles and Natasha believe the construction and delivery of history programs in 
museums requires more than theoretical knowledge of constructivist learning theory. 
Knowledge of history, appropriate pedagogy and teaching methods are also 
necessary for implementing effective programs that facilitate learning. 
 
This approach is in keeping with the advice of the Australian Council for Educational 
Research (ACER) that ‘direct instruction’ and constructivist approaches to teaching 
and learning have merit in their own right and are neither mutually exclusive nor 
independent. ‘The problem arises when constructivist learning activities precede 
explicit teaching, or replace it, with the assumption that students have adequate 
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knowledge and skills to efficiently and effectively engage with constructivist 
learning activities designed to generate new learning.’54 
 
Chapter 4 of the literature review revealed that museum educators who promote 
constructivist learning theory are science rather than history educators. While some 
widely-published history education scholars acknowledge the usefulness of 
constructivist learning theory for understanding the needs of the learner, most do not 
even address the issue but focus on the nature of historical thinking and the 
employment of appropriate teaching methods to engage students in learning 
history.55 
 
The findings of the interviews with museum educators and my observations of the 
delivery of programs indicate that constructivist learning theory is not as widely used 
in history museums as mainstream museum education literature recommends. While 
the more senior, academically qualified and experienced educators are aware of 
constructivist learning theory and find it useful to inform their approach to course 
design, most museum educators are more focused on the practicalities of using 
historical inquiry and active learning to engage students in the processes of historical 
thinking in museums. This interpretation supports Hattie’s view that 
‘[C]onstructivism is a form of knowing and not a form of teaching, and it is 
important not to confuse constructing conceptual knowledge with the current fad of 
constructivism’ (2009: 243). 
 
In the context of the Australian museums in this study, the point of intersection 
between the discourse of museum and history education, it appears that educators 
primarily use what Shulman calls their ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ of history 
education rather than constructivism to design and deliver history education 
programs to student visitors. 
 
Central to my argument is an understanding of ‘pedagogy’ as more than just a 
synonym for ‘teaching’ or ‘teaching methods’.  It is the complex and interrelational 
                                                 
54 See ACER newsletter, <http://www.acer.edu.au/enews/2006/12/effective-teaching-practices>. 
55 For example, Seixas, Wineburg, Shemilt, Husbands, Stearns and Lee. 
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dynamic between the teacher and the learner through which knowledge is 
transmitted, negotiated and ultimately produced. This challenges the view of Griffin 
(2012) who argues that ‘learning in an informal setting such as a museum requires 
different pedagogical approaches from those commonly used in schools’. 
7.6 A History Pedagogy Model  
Following from this understanding of ‘pedagogy’ and my interpretations of data 
gathered ‘from the field’ is a grounded theory that proposes a model of how history 
is taught to secondary students in Australian museums and heritage sites. 
 
Museum educators use a history pedagogy model to teach history. The model is 
expressed eidetically in the flowchart below, and the dynamic interrelationships 
between its component parts are explained. 
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Figure 7.1: A History Pedagogy Model 
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The History Pedagogy Model shows museum educators and students as active agents 
in the pedagogical process of teaching and learning historical thinking in the 
museum: 
 
1. Educators use direct guidance to engage students in historical inquiry and 
active learning. 
2. Educators and students work together in a dialogic interaction that uses 
historical inquiry method to interrogate primary source material (artefacts and 
historic sites), thereby engaging in the act of historical thinking. 
3. The outcomes of the process of historical thinking are the construction and 
(re)interpretation of historical knowledge, which ultimately impacts students’ 
learning. 
 
The model is derived from a grounded theory that was developed in order to 
understand the ways in which educators and students work together in the 
pedagogical process of teaching and learning through the transformation and 
communication of historical knowledge. 
7.7 Summary of Chapter 7 
Museum educators are identified in this study as well-educated, experienced and 
highly dedicated professionals who feel they are undervalued and have low status in 
the workplace. They demonstrate their expertise as educators by using a variety of 
teaching methods, such as curriculum linking, direct guidance, active learning and 
dialogic interaction to engage students in historical thinking and knowledge 
construction in the museum context. 
 
Teachers bring their students to museums for an active experience of learning history 
in an environment that provides direct physical access to the primary sources and 
authentic, tangible artefacts. They value the teaching service museums provide, have 
high expectations of the expertise of educators and, as consumers, expect the 
learning experience to be value for money. 
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The grounded theory that emerged from the research data proposes that museum 
educators use a history pedagogy model to teach history in museums and thereby 
emphasises the importance of pedagogy in ‘formal’, educator-led museum education 
programs. By using the process of historical inquiry, educators and students work 
together in the pedagogical process of historical thinking that aims to produce 
historical knowledge, skills and learning. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Implications for Further 
Research 
8.1 Introduction 
This final chapter presents the conclusions resulting from the inquiry, highlights the 
theoretical contribution of the thesis and identifies related areas with the potential for 
future research. 
 
First, I revisit the research questions in relation to the effectiveness of the theoretical 
orientation and methodology of the study. Then, I present four conclusions of the 
investigation that arise from the research questions. The major research findings are 
restated and I argue that this thesis makes a theoretical contribution to the fields of 
museum education and history education. In the last section of this chapter, I present 
my recommendations and a final reflection on the study. 
 
The purpose of the investigation was to gather data from the field in order to shed 
light on the professional praxis and pedagogy of museum educators who teach 
history in Australian museums and develop a grounded theory in which their work 
can be understood. In order to achieve this, museum educators were placed at the 
centre of the inquiry. 
 
The investigation was situated within the temporal context of the development of the 
Australian Curriculum: History, from 2007 to 2011 and the spatial context of nine 
Australian museums and heritage sites. It was guided by the overarching research 
question, ‘how do the professional identity, teaching experiences and workplace 
praxis of museum educators affect the way history is taught in Australian museums? 
and three sub-questions: 
 
1. What are museum educators’ perceptions of their professional identity and 
praxis in Australian history museums?  
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2. What methods do museum educators use to teach history in Australian 
museums? 
3. What are teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the methods used to 
teach history to their students in museums? 
 
A qualitative inquiry using grounded theory method was deemed the most 
appropriate means of investigation because its inductive and iterative methodology 
allows the researcher to identify a research problem and gather meaningful data. 
Twenty-five museum educators and twelve teachers were interviewed at nine 
Australian museums and heritage sites and the conclusions of the findings are now 
presented. Through the processes of analysis, synthesis and interpretation, a 
grounded theory emerged from the data. 
8.2 Conclusions 
(a) Museum professionals perceive museum educators as service providers rather 
than professionals, and this can negatively impact their status and self-esteem 
in the workplace. 
The first major finding implies that educators in Australian history museums tend to 
perceive they are of low status and undervalued in their workplace. An observation 
to be drawn from this is that many museum educators in Australia seem to 
experience identity problems, especially if they have previously worked in schools, 
because within the museum hierarchy a general perception seems to prevail that 
educators are service providers, not professionals, and therefore their work is of less 
value than that of other museum professionals. 
 
Educators who make the transition from the classroom to the museum leave behind a 
clearly defined workplace hierarchy structured by detailed job descriptions, titles and 
remuneration according to criteria based on education and teaching experience. 
When they move into the museum workplace they are judged by different criteria 
(and sometimes ‘reclassified’ according to a different job descriptions), which place 
less value on the expertise of teaching. Museum educators are therefore subject to 
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relatively lower salaries and poorer working conditions, such as part-time or casual 
contracts; in some museums ‘formal’ education programs are provided by volunteer 
staff. All of these variables can be interpreted as the low value placed on these 
museum educators in the workplace and may reflect a negative attitude to education 
and education staff in some Australian museums. 
It is worthwhile considering this conclusion in the light of statements made by 
museums regarding their mandate to educate the public. For example, the National 
Museum of Australia states that its mission is, ‘To promote an understanding of 
Australia's history and an awareness of future possibilities by: 
x developing, preserving and exhibiting a significant collection 
x taking a leadership role in research and scholarship 
x engaging and providing access for audiences nationally and internationally 
x delivering innovative programs’.56 
Museum Victoria’s ‘Statement of Purpose’ is to: 
…  reach out to an increasingly diverse audience through our collection and 
associated knowledge, using innovative programs that engage and 
fascinate. We will contribute to our communities' understanding of the 
world, and undertake our stewardship of the collection in a way that 
ensures our inheritance is augmented and passed on to future generations. 
We will shape the future as a networked museum that fosters creativity.57 
Historic Houses Trust, New South Wales, aims to 
… inspire appreciation of Australia's diverse histories and cultural heritage 
for present and future generations by conserving, interpreting and 
managing, with integrity, places of cultural significance, in the care of the 
Historic Houses Trust. 
Although ‘educating the public’―either through informal or formal learning 
programs―is not always explicitly mentioned in the mission statements of these 
museums, it is evident that they perceive that the dissemination of information 
pertaining to their collections is central to their civic responsibilities as public 
institutions; after all, these museums do employ museum education staff to design 
and deliver learning programs to the public. However, this research has revealed 
                                                 
56 National Museum of Australia, <http://www.nma.gov.au/about_us/ips/vision,-mission-and-values>. 
57 Museum Victoria, <http://museumvictoria.com.au/about/corporate-information/>. 
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conflicting perceptions of value between museum management, who consider 
educating the public an important part of the museum’s social responsibilities, and 
museum educators who are employed to fulfil this obligation but are perceived by 
other museum staff to be of low value and low status.  
(b) Teachers are consumers who make judgements about the quality and 
effectiveness of museum education programs based on their professional 
knowledge and experience of history teaching. 
Ironically, the issue of ‘service’ is the point of tension for the identity and value of 
museum educators in these museums. In the context of museums, the ‘service’ 
provided by museum educators is considered to be of low value in the museum 
workplace culture, while in view of history teachers who bring their students to the 
museums, it is highly valued. The majority of teachers whose students participate in 
history education programs perceive museum educators as important and appreciate 
their work.  
Teachers formed their opinions of the quality of the educators’ teaching in the 
museum from their own professional practice in the classroom and made relative 
judgements about the effectiveness of the others’ teaching abilities. This is coupled 
with their observations of the behaviour of their students during the programs, as 
well as student feedback and, in some cases, formal assessment. Teachers are 
consumers who expect expert educators to provide an expert service with value for 
time and money spent. 
(c) Educators function as ‘meddlers-in-the-middle’ in the pedagogical process of 
constructing historical knowledge in museums. 
The aim of this research is to focus on the work of museum educators in the teaching 
of history in museums and the findings demonstrate that they are central to the 
pedagogical process of historical thinking. In contrast to constructivist 
interpretations, which see ‘formal’ museum education programs as ‘didactic’ and 
‘behaviourist’, a conclusion drawn from this investigation is that museum educators 
have become what Erica McWilliams calls ‘meddlers-in-the-middle’; in other words, 
they operate in an ‘active, interventionist pedagogy’ in which they are mutually 
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involved with students in the construction of knowledge (2009: 288). ‘Meddling’ re-
positions the educator and student relationship as central to a learning partnership 
that has powerful implications and potential for the interpretation and construction of 
historical knowledge in the museum context.  
(d) Museum educators use history pedagogy to engage students in historical 
thinking in Australian museums. 
The fourth, and perhaps most significant, finding is that museum educators in this 
study used a variety of teaching methods such as historical inquiry, direct guidance, 
dialogic interaction and active learning, to engage students in the process of 
historical thinking and learning. The majority of teachers agreed that these methods 
successfully engaged their students in an enjoyable and interesting experience and 
observed a positive effect on learning. 
 
This finding challenges the dominant constructivist paradigm in museum education 
theory that focuses almost entirely on the learner and learning to the extent that the 
role of the museum educator as an active participant in the learning process has been 
largely ignored. By placing history educators in Australian museums at the centre of 
the inquiry, this research identified a considerable gap between museum education 
theory and the everyday praxis of teaching history in museums.  
 
The history pedagogy model that emerged from the data addresses this gap by 
highlighting the vital role played by the expert educator in the dynamic 
interrelationship of pedagogy that links historical knowledge, educators and learners 
in the process of historical thinking. It makes a contribution to the fields of museum 
education and history education by providing a framework in which the professional 
praxis and pedagogy of museum educators in Australian museums can be examined, 
theorised and understood. 
8.3 Implications for Further Research 
The findings, analysis and conclusions of this study constitute a step towards 
understanding the work of educators in history museums. The implications 
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emanating from the investigation move the discussion from theory to practice and 
become a springboard for action; most importantly, they must be feasible and 
practical. The potential exists to: 
 
a) Use the proposed history pedagogy model as a framework with which to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the methods used by museum educators to teach 
historical thinking to secondary history students in Australian museums. To 
date, no assessment instruments have been developed to measure the impact 
of historical thinking on student learning in Australian history museums. 
Such research might examine how the concepts of historical thinking are 
taught in museums and determine whether measurable criteria can be 
developed to determine whether or not students have been effectively 
engaged in learning history in the museum environment.  
 
The time is now ripe to extend the research to include history students in this 
research as we move toward the implementation of the Australian 
Curriculum: History in Australian schools from 2013.  
b) Strengthen the professional association of museum educators in Australia and 
develop a code of professional standards that articulates the knowledge and 
skills needed by museum educators to perform specific tasks at specific levels 
in the museum workplace. Such standards would provide the basis for 
collective advocacy in situations where the professional knowledge and skills 
of educators are devalued in the museum workplace. 
8.4 Final Reflections 
In what Hooper-Greenhill terms the ‘post-museum’ context, the work of the museum 
educator has expanded beyond the design and delivery of education programs for 
schools and the public to accommodating the broader mandate of linking museums to 
the wider community (Hooper-Greenhill 2000: xi). Although the identity of the 
museum educator is being redefined in relation to the wider role of museums in 
society today (Hooper-Greenhill 2007: 2), this research indicates that museum 
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managers may not necessarily value the contribution that expert, knowledgeable and 
experienced educators make to the process of public learning. 
As a result of the evolution of the post-museum, a paradox has emerged: ‘education’ 
has become more important than teaching. As museum educators become involved in 
the broader mandate of community education, many of the most experienced and 
talented are moving further away from face-to-face contact with ‘the visitor’; the 
more ‘menial’ task of teaching is relegated to those less qualified and experienced.  
 
Although educating the public is the core business of museums today, those who 
actually do the educating are perceived to be of marginal importance and lower in the 
professional hierarchy of the museum workplace. While museums pay lip service to 
the mantra of the centrality of education in their mission statements, they continue to 
undervalue the knowledge and skills necessary to provide quality teaching and 
learning experiences. As a result of decreasing face-to-face interaction between 
educators and the visitor, some museum educators are under threat of being ‘edited 
out’ of the learning process as museums move towards ‘do-it-yourself’ education as 
a means of cost-cutting.  
 
At a time when young adults are relying more readily on unmediated information 
from the Internet as their means of constructing knowledge, there is even more 
reason for educators to empower students by teaching them how to think, not what to 
think. Museums are a perfect context for the interaction between students and 
educators to take place. This study makes a contribution to scholarship by shedding 
light on the contribution made by history educators to students’ knowledge and 
understanding of history in Australian museums. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Productive Pedagogies and Quality Teaching Framework 
Productive Pedagogies 
(Queensland) 
Quality Teaching 
(New South Wales) 
Relevance to history 
teaching and museums 
Intellectual quality 
x Higher-order thinking 
x Deep knowledge 
x Deep understanding 
x Substantive conversation 
x Knowledge as problematic 
x Metalanguage  
Intellectual quality 
x Deep knowledge 
x Deep understanding 
x Problematic knowledge 
x Higher-order thinking 
x Metalanguage 
x Substantive communication 
x Produce deep and 
genuine understanding 
of substantive subject 
matter 
x Knowledge is 
problematic and 
contestable 
Supportive classroom 
environment 
x Student direction  
x Social support  
x Academic engagement  
x Explicit quality 
performance criteria  
x Self-regulation  
Quality learning environment 
x Explicit quality criteria 
x Engagement 
x High expectations 
x Self-awareness 
x Student direction 
x Establishing a positive 
relationship between 
teacher and students in 
a supportive learning 
environment 
Recognition of difference 
x Cultural knowledge 
x Inclusivity 
x Narrative 
x Group identity 
x Active citizenship 
Significance 
x Background knowledge 
x Cultural knowledge 
x Commit to Listening 
x Knowledge integration 
x Inclusivity 
x Connectedness 
x Narrative 
x Inclusion of multiple 
historical perspectives 
and interpretations 
x Historical thinking as 
active citizenship 
Connectedness 
x Knowledge integration 
x Background knowledge 
x Connectedness to the 
world 
x Problem-based curriculum 
 
x Social and cultural 
relevance of history in 
students’ lives 
x History as problematic 
and contestable 
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Appendix 2: Cover Letter to Museums 
Re: Participation in PhD Research Project 
‘Teaching History in Australian Museums’ 
 
Dear ___________________ 
  
I am a doctoral researcher at Deakin University and am seeking your approval 
to conduct research on the above topic at ____________________Museum. 
 
I contacted ____________________ (Museum staff member) who informed 
me that it would be possible to observe secondary school students (my target 
observation group) participating in the education programs on 
_____________________________ (date/s) 
and that it may be possible to interview education staff on 
__________________ (date/s), depending on their availability. 
I have included the following documentation that explains the nature and 
procedures of the project: 
  
1. Plain Language Statement, Consent Form and Revocation of Consent Form, 
to be signed by senior staff member/manager, giving consent for museum 
education staff to participate in the research project; 
2. Plain Language Statement, Consent Form and Revocation of Consent Form to 
be signed by museum education staff (up to 3) who agree to participate in a 
50–60 minute recorded interview; 
3. Plain Language Statement, Consent Form and Revocation of Consent Form to 
be mailed out to teachers who visit the museum and agree to participate in 
the project on the designated days when the research will take place.  
I do hope that you will consider my request and allow your staff to participate 
in this research. If you have any specific questions regarding the project, 
please do not hesitate to contact me on my mobile. 
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Appendix 3: Plain Language Statement of Risks and Benefits 
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY 
PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT AND CONSENT FORM 
TO: Museum Education Staff 
NAME OF MUSEUM DATE 
Plain Language Statement 
Date: To be determined in consultation with museum education staff. 
Full Project Title: ‘Teaching History in Australian Museums’ 
Researcher: Ms Louise Zarmati, Doctoral Candidate, School of History, Deakin 
University.  
This Plain Language Statement and Consent Form is 6 (six) pages long. Please make 
sure you have all the pages. 
A3.1 Your Consent 
You are invited to take part in this research project. 
This Plain Language Statement contains detailed information about the research 
project. Its purpose is to explain to you as openly and clearly as possible all the 
procedures involved in this project so that you can make a fully informed decision 
whether you are going to participate. 
 
Please read this Plain Language Statement carefully. Feel free to ask questions about 
any information in the document. You may also wish to discuss the project with a 
relative or friend or your local health worker. Feel free to do this. 
 
Once you understand what the project is about and if you agree to take part in it, you 
will be asked to sign the Consent Form. By signing the Consent Form, you indicate 
that you understand the information and that you give your consent to participate in 
the research project. You will be given a copy of the Plain Language Statement and 
Consent Form to keep as a record. 
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A3.2 Purpose and Background 
The purpose of this project is to collect data from education staff and teachers in 
order to examine how history is taught to the students during an excursion to a 
museum or heritage site. A total of approximately 100 museum and heritage 
education staff and teachers will participate in this project. 
 
Previous experience has shown that most museum education research has focused on 
primary school students who visited science and technology museums. This project 
shift the focus to an examination of the methods used to teach Australian history to 
secondary school students in history museums and heritage sites. The research is 
timely because it will take place during the development of a national history 
curriculum. The conclusions will be of significance to classroom history teachers, 
museum and heritage educators, as well as academic history and museum educators. 
 
You are invited to participate in this research project because NAME OF MUSEUM 
is a key provider of history education programs to secondary school students who 
visit from all states and territories of Australia. 
 
The results of this research may be used to help the researcher Louise Zarmati obtain 
a doctoral degree from Deakin University. 
A3.3 Funding 
This research is funded in part by Deakin University and by the doctoral student, 
Louise Zarmati. 
A3.4 Procedures 
Participation in this project will involve: 
a) The researcher conducting a maximum of three (3) 50 minute information-
gathering interviews with museum education staff using semi-structured 
interview questions (see attachment); interviews will be recorded on an 
audio-recording device. 
b) The researcher observing museum education staff teach a maximum of three 
(3) education programs to visiting secondary school students on a day/s 
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agreed to by museum staff and the researcher; education programs will be of 
between 1–2 hours duration and observations will be recorded by the 
researcher in notebooks. 
c) The researcher obtaining permission from designated visiting school/s for 
permission to observe the class being taught in the museum; this will be done 
in consultation with museum education staff. 
d) The researcher obtaining agreement from teachers from designated visiting 
schools to participate in a digitally-recorded telephone interview after their 
visit to the museum. 
e) The research will be conducted by doctoral student, Louise Zarmati, in the 
museum and will be monitored by the principal researcher, Dr Linda Young, 
Senior Lecturer, Deakin University. 
A3.5 Possible Benefits 
Possible benefits include museum educators having access to information about the 
needs and expectations of secondary school history teachers and their students when 
they visit Australian history museums. The Museum will be informed of teachers’ 
perceptions of the quality and effectiveness of teaching delivered by museum 
educators. However, we cannot guarantee or promise that you will receive any direct 
benefits from this project. 
A3.6 Possible Risks 
Possible risks, side effects and discomforts include: 
a) Museum education staff feeling uncomfortable about answering questions 
about their pedagogical practices; 
b) Museum education staff feeling uncomfortable about being observed by an 
outside researcher while they are teaching visiting school students; 
c) Museum education staff feeling uncomfortable because they may not have the 
time (50 minutes) to devote to answering all the semi-structured interview 
questions; 
d) Museum education staff feeling uncomfortable about having their responses 
recorded on an audio-recording device. 
There may be additional unforseen or unknown risks. 
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A3.7 Privacy, Confidentiality and Disclosure of Information 
Museum education participants will remain anonymous and numbers or pseudonyms 
will be allocated to their responses. Confidentiality of participants and their data will 
be protected in the dissemination of research results. 
 
Any information obtained in connection with this project and that can identify 
museum education staff will remain confidential. It will only be disclosed with your 
permission, subject to legal requirements. If you give us your permission by signing 
the Consent Form, we plan to share the results by private discussion with your 
museum, as well as publish the results in academic journals and other publications, 
both nationally and internationally. 
 
Data will be stored as paper copy and computer file on CD-ROM after completion 
and physically stored in a locked vertical filing cabinet. Data will be stored for a 
minimum of 6 years after final publication after which time the data will be 
destroyed. 
 
Information collected during the research project will be published as a doctoral 
thesis and in academic journals and will become the intellectual property of the 
researcher, Louise Zarmati. 
In any publication, information will be provided in such a way that you cannot be 
identified. 
A3.8 Results of Project 
Transcribed copies of interviews will be sent to the museum, as well as copies of any 
publications resulting from the research. 
A3.9 Participation is Voluntary 
Participation in any research project is voluntary. If you do not wish to take part 
you are not obliged to. If you decide to take part and later change your mind, you 
are free to withdraw from the project at any stage until the data are processed. Any 
information obtained from you to date will not be used and will be destroyed. 
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Your decision whether to take part or not to take part, or to take part and then 
withdraw, will not affect your relationship with Deakin University. 
 
Before you make your decision, a member of the research team will be available to 
answer any questions you have about the research project. You can ask for any 
information you want. Sign the Consent Form only after you have had a chance to 
ask your questions and have received satisfactory answers. 
 
If you decide to withdraw from this project, please notify a member of the research 
team or complete and return the Revocation of Consent Form attached. This notice 
will allow the research team to inform you if there are any health risks or special 
requirements linked to withdrawing. 
A3.10 Ethical Guidelines 
This project will be carried out according to the National Statement on Ethical 
Conduct in Human Research (2007) produced by the National Health and Medical 
Research Council of Australia. This statement has been developed to protect the 
interests of people who agree to participate in human research studies. 
 
The ethics aspects of this research project have been approved by the Human 
Research Ethics Committee of Deakin University. 
A3.11 Complaints 
If you have any complaints about any aspect of the project, the way it is being 
conducted or any questions about your rights as a research participant, then you may 
contact: 
 
The Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Deakin University, 221 
Burwood Highway, Burwood Victoria 3125, Telephone: 9251 7123, Facsimile: 9244 
6581; research-ethics@deakin.edu.au. 
Please quote project number HEAG 08/12. 
A3.12 Reimbursement for your Costs 
Museum staff will not be paid for participating in this project. 
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A3.13 Further Information, Queries or Any Problems 
If you require further information, wish to withdraw your participation or if you have 
any problems concerning this project you can contact the principal researcher. 
 
Ms Louise Zarmati 
Higher Degree by Research (HDR) student 
Deakin University 
Burwood Vic. 3125 
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Appendix 4: Consent and Revocation of Consent Forms 
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY 
CONSENT FORM 
TO: Education Staff 
NAME OF MUSEUM 
Consent Form 
 
Date: ________________________ 
Full Project Title: Teaching History in Australian Museums’ 
 
x I have read and I understand the attached Plain Language Statement. 
x I freely agree to participate in this project according to the conditions in the 
Plain Language Statement. 
x I have been given a copy of the Plain Language Statement and Consent 
Form to keep. 
 
The researcher has agreed not to reveal my identity and personal details, 
including where information about this project is published, or presented in any 
public form. 
 
Participant’s Name (printed) 
…………………………………………………………………… 
Signature ……………………………… Date ………………………… 
Ms Louise Zarmati 
Higher Degree by Research (HDR) student 
Deakin University 
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DEAKIN UNIVERSITY 
REVOCATION OF CONSENT FORM 
TO: 
NAME OF MUSEUM 
Education Staff 
Revocation of Consent Form 
(To be used for participants who wish to withdraw from the project) 
Date: ________________________________ 
Full Project Title: ‘Teaching History in Australian Museums’ 
I hereby wish to WITHDRAW my consent to participate in the above research 
project and understand that such withdrawal WILL NOT jeopardise my 
relationship with Deakin University. 
 
Participant’s Name (printed) 
……………………………………………………. 
Signature ……………………………………… Date …………………… 
 
Please mail or fax this form to: 
Ms Louise Zarmati 
Higher Degree by Research (HDR) student 
Deakin University 
Burwood Vic. 3125 
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Appendix 5: Semi-Structured Interview Questions for Museum Educators 
 
1. What role did/do you play in the development of history education programs 
for this museum? 
2. What kinds of learning theories do you use to develop history education 
programs? 
3. What methods do you use to teach history to students when they visit the 
museum? 
4. What educational qualifications do you consider necessary for teaching 
history in a museum? 
5. What skills do you consider important for teaching history in a museum? 
6. What work experience do you consider important for teaching history in a 
museum? 
7. What role should history teachers play in the development of history 
education programs in the museum? 
8. What is your opinion of the history teachers who bring their students to the 
museum? 
9. What is your opinion of the students who participate in the museum education 
programs you teach at this museum? 
10. Is there anything more you would like to comment on? 
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Appendix 6: Letter to Teachers 
Date 
Dear Teacher 
My name is Louise Zarmati and I am a doctoral research student at Deakin 
University. As part of my degree, I am undertaking research to investigate how 
museum educators teach history to high school students when they visit a museum 
for a history excursion. 
 
I would like to invite you to participate in this project by allowing me to interview 
you about your perceptions of the history education program taught to your students 
during the excursion. This will take place by telephone at a time that suits you. 
 
Please keep in mind that you are not required to respond to any items you do not 
wish to disclose. Your privacy will be respected and the data you provide will be 
treated with full confidentiality. It will be kept in a secure location at Deakin 
University for at least six years after the completion of the project and will be 
disposed of securely thereafter. 
 
Thank you for your interest. If you agree to be a participant, would you please sign 
the attached consent form? If you agree to participate and later change your mind, 
you can withdraw at any time and, should you do so, the information you have 
provided will not be used. I do hope you will be interested in participating in this 
research as your professional opinions will be greatly valued. 
 
If you would like further information from my supervisor or need to contact me 
during the time when you are completing the survey, please use these contact details: 
Investigator: Louise Zarmati 
School of History, Heritage & Society 
Deakin University 
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Appendix 7: Interview Questions for Teachers 
1. What subject do you teach: history, SOSE (social studies), other? 
2. Why did you decide to take your students to the museum /heritage site for the 
excursion? 
3. Do the topics you are teaching at school fit with the topics covered in the 
museum education program? 
4. What methods do you use to teach history to your students? (e.g. textbooks, 
role-play, individual or group research, audio-visual, web-quests etc.) 
5. What methods did you notice the museum educator using to teach history to 
your students? 
6. How different were they to the methods you use at school? 
7. How effective do you consider the methods used by the educator to teach 
your students in the museum? 
8. What do you think your students learned about history from their excursion to 
the museum? 
9. What evidence do you have to draw that conclusion? 
10. Is there anything more you would like to comment on? 
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Appendix 8: Open-Coding Categories 
CATEGORY 3: TEACHERS 
Code Example 
Constructivism ‘I did some reading on constructivist theory a while back but it was 
probably not as… well I’ve thought about lots of other things in the 
meantime, or read.’ 
‘Constructivism, something to do with Art for me. Artists and stuff I 
don’t know. I may have been—what is it?’ 
Educator 
importance 
‘I just think it’s absolutely essential because obviously we saw such a 
range of them over the course of that week. I mean, it’s really hard to 
expect every single person to be singing and dancing and just capturing 
their interest straight away. But the effective ones, you just know 
almost immediately they just ... and they were all different.’  
Effectiveness ‘I think it was reasonably good although a lot of it we had already 
seen… The museum is great in its own right in terms of a collection of 
information and so on.’ 
‘Look I think they ... I think they did really, really well. You know they 
listened to her, they were really engaged with her. I like the way that 
she asked questions of them and allowed them to answer.’ 
Engagement ‘Well they were all quite engaged and that was the whole point of the 
exercise so that they had an experience of what it was like to be 
archaeologists. Even in a fun sort of pretend way. And part of the 
excitement for them was the fact that they were handling real objects.’ 
‘I think it’s not too bad. It’s not the most effective but it’s not too bad. 
On a scale of 1 to 10, I’d say it’s a 7. I think it needs a worksheet 
because the boys tend to get a bit distracted and they lost 
concentration.’ 
Fun ‘The whole year level was very positive about the whole experience of 
the day, and part of it was enjoyment, they had a happy time and it 
really wasn’t like classroom or learning … but they all seemed to be 
very happy, they were very chirpy on the way back and it was happy 
times, so it was more like light entertainment side.’ 
Hands-on ‘Um ... because it was hands-on and they could interact with it, engage 
with it. They remembered the things form downstairs when we did 
poster, when we did follow-up activities. And they referred to the 
artefacts, even if they didn’t entirely understand their reference point 
examples.’ 
Learning ‘I think they were very confused a lot of the time. Mostly because of 
with the booklets that were there and the map, the booklets and the map 
don’t really correspond I noticed, like there are, the labels on the map 
don’t really correspond to the booklet. So a lot of times they were 
having trouble trying to figure out where we were and what questions 
we were supposed to be answering.’ 
Memory ‘I made reference to those and even if they have forgotten what it was 
in reference to they could do association with it and be able to still 
remember it because they remembered the artefact itself.’ 
‘Yeah, look the general discussion I had with the kids was that it was 
consciousness raising and that they picked up a few things and they 
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talked about a few things that were of interest. You’re dealing with 
adolescents, so showing enthusiasm for anything is kind of a…  not 
their strong suit but that doesn’t mean they haven’t got value out of 
something and that later on down the line they might sit there and say 
well hang on, that was interesting or, it doesn’t lodge in their mind.’  
Teaching methods ‘Look I actually spoke to quite a few of them [students], both after we 
had been and on reflections here back home. I actually thought it 
[RFID technology] went really well. I really liked the idea of having 
teams. So they went round and so that none of them were actually 
doing the same questions which meant that I guess they got different 
experiences and they actually were talking about it afterwards. And the 
whole use of cards to… unlock certain screens… I mean this is a 
technological generation so that whole interactive thing I think is 
working really well for students this age. And getting them to do 
choices in that so… they had to really think… discuss amongst 
themselves before they made an answer and then… selected their 
answer which led them to another room or to another area. So I think 
that worked really well and most of them really enjoyed it. They found 
it really interesting.’ 
‘Oh look, I thought it was pretty good. I guess having the scripts there 
allowed the kids to feel more comfortable with what they were doing 
coming up to the table or standing up in their seats. I think I would 
have liked to have seen a little bit more engagement in them, really 
having a look at how Parliament operates in terms of a debate, the 
whole debate issue. But given that it was a completely foreign thing to 
them, we hadn’t looked at the Franklin Dam issue yet, so it was 
completely new for them. So given that scenario, I think it worked 
quite well. The explanations by the staff were really good and allowed 
them to draw in, so that’s something that we are going to follow up in 
class next term and do that whole case with them. So I think it was 
good that it brought up something new. The kids that participated, they 
really enjoyed it.’  
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Appendix 9: Creating Axial Coding Categories 
Axial Codes: Museum Teaching Methods 
 
Educator interviews 
x Worksheets 
x Technology 
x Storytelling 
x Skills 
x Scaffolding 
x Role play 
x Questioning 
x Interactive 
x Inquiry learning 
x Hands-on 
x Explanation 
x Experiential–spatial 
x Differentiation 
x Curriculum–outcomes 
x Critical thinking 
x Appropriate language 
x Affective 
Researcher observations 
x Dedicated space 
x Experiential 
x Exposition 
x Guided tour 
x Hands on 
x Multimedia 
x Organisation 
x Positive reinforcement 
x Question & answer 
x Role play 
x Storytelling 
x Worksheets 
Museum teaching methods 
1. Worksheets 
2. Role play 
3. Questioning 
4. Inquiry learning 
5. Hands-on/experiential 
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Appendix 10: Museum Educators–Education and Training 
 
Educator 
Gender Degree Subject 
training 
Teaching 
experience 
Justin Male Bachelor  History Classroom  
Sabrina Female Bachelor  Education Classroom  
Charles Male Bachelor  History Classroom  
Ben Male Bachelor  History Teacher training 
Eva Female Bachelor  History Other  
Luke Male Bachelor  Social Science Classroom  
Grace Female Bachelor  Primary Classroom  
Georgia Female Bachelor  History Classroom  
Olivia Female Bachelor  History Teacher training 
Veronica Female Bachelor  Social Science Teacher training 
Natasha Female Bachelor  Education Classroom  
Charlotte Female Bachelor  Social Science Other  
Isabelle Female Bachelor  History Classroom  
Henry Male Bachelor  History None 
Jenna Female Bachelor  Education Classroom  
Belinda Female Bachelor  History Classroom  
Briony Female Bachelor  History Classroom  
Gary Male No  On-the-job  None 
Beverly Female Bachelor  On-the-job  None 
Madeline Female Masters  On-the-job  Other  
Chloe Female No  On-the-job  None 
Jill Female Bachelor  On-the-job  None 
Marina Female Bachelor  Social Science Classroom  
Sharleen Female Bachelor  Primary Classroom  
Alice Female Bachelor  On-the-job  None 
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Appendix 11: Museum Educators–Employment by Salary 
Educator Gender Employment Job title Salary Teaching in 
museum 
Justin Male Full-time Manager $85K + No 
Sabrina Female Full-time Manager $85K + No 
Charles Male Full-time Manager $85K + No 
Ben Male Full-time Manager $85K + No 
Eva Female Full-time Asst Manager $71 to $85K Yes 
Luke Male Full-time Senior officer $71 to $85K Yes 
Grace Female Part-time Educator $71 to $85K Yes 
Georgia Female Full-time Senior officer $71 to $85K Yes 
Olivia Female Full-time Senior officer $56 to $70K No 
Veronica Female Part-time Senior officer $56 to $70K Yes 
Natasha Female Full-time Coordinator $56 to $70K No 
Charlotte Female Full-time Guide $36 to $55K Yes 
Isabelle Female Full-time Coordinator $36 to $55K Yes 
Henry Male Full-time Senior officer $36 to $55K Yes 
Jenna Female Full-time Guide $36 to $55K Yes 
Belinda Female Full-time Senior officer $36 to $55K Yes 
Briony Female Part-time Manager $36 to $55K Yes 
Gary Male Part-time Guide $35K or less Yes 
Beverly Female Casual Guide $35K or less Yes 
Madeline Female Casual Guide $35K or less Yes 
Chloe Female Casual Guide $35K or less Yes 
Jill Female Casual Guide $35K or less Yes 
Marina Female Casual Guide $35K or less Yes 
Sharleen Female Casual Guide $35K or less Yes 
Alice Female Part-time Guide  $35K or less Yes 
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Appendix 12: Museum Education Programs Observed  
Program 1 Archaeology Underfoot 
Museum  Hyde Park Barracks, Sydney 
Duration 1.5 hours–10 min slide introduction, 45 min excavation + 35 min museum 
tour 
Space Yes 
School group Year 12 Ancient History–NSW State secondary school—6 students 
Program 2 Waves of Migration 
Museum  Immigration Museum Melbourne 
Duration Workshop = 45 minutes; museum tour = 1 hour (not guided)  
Space Yes 
School group Year 8 Humanities–Melbourne State secondary school–24 students 
Program 3 Cold Case Detectives in The Melbourne Story 
Museum  Melbourne Museum, Melbourne 
Duration 1 hour 10 minutes–45 minutes + museum tour (not guided) 
Space Yes 
School group Year 9 Humanities–Melbourne Catholic boys’ school–26 students 
Program 4 The Franklin River debate + tour of Old Parliament House 
Museum  Museum of Australian Democracy + Old Parliament House 
Duration 1 hour  
Space Yes + tour of museum and House of Representatives 
School group Year 9 and Year 11, State secondary school, Perth, 16 students 
Program 5 The Franklin River debate + tour of Old Parliament House 
Museum  Museum of Australian Democracy + Old Parliament House 
Duration 50 minutes 
Space Yes + tour of House of Representatives and Senate 
School group Year 9 Humanities–Melbourne Catholic boys’ school–26 students 
Program 6 History Decoded 
Museum  Museum of Sydney, Sydney 
Duration 50 minutes 
Space Museum tour only–no dedicated space  
School group Year 9 NSW Catholic boys’ school–2 groups of 20 students  
Program 7 Interpreting the museum: how does form shape content? 
Museum  National Museum of Australia, Canberra 
Duration 2 hours 
Space Yes + tour of museum gallery  
School group Year 9 and Year 11 from State secondary school, Perth, 16 students 
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Program 8 Convict Brick Making 
Museum  Port Arthur Historic Site, Tasmania 
Duration  50 minutes + site tour 
Space Yes–Accountant’s house  
Group Year 9, State secondary school, Melbourne–26 students 
Program 9 Chinese on the goldfields 
Museum  Sovereign Hill, Ballarat 
Duration 30 minutes in classroom 30 minutes self-guided tour of Chinese town 
Space Yes, purpose-built school room set up as 1850s classroom 
School group Year 9 Catholic boys’ school, Melbourne–23 students 
Program 10 The Vietnam era: war and conscription 
Museum  Australian War Memorial, Canberra 
Duration 1 hour program plus museum tour 
Space Yes, auditorium and then into Vietnam gallery 
School group Year 10 History–State High School–25 students 
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x  
Pr
im
ar
y 
so
ur
ce
s i
n 
su
itc
as
es
. E
xc
el
le
nt
 se
le
ct
io
n 
w
hi
ch
 
pr
ov
id
ed
 ‘m
ys
te
ry
’ t
o 
be
 so
lv
ed
―
W
ho
 w
as
 th
is
 m
ys
te
ry
 
pe
rs
on
? 
W
ha
t w
as
 th
ei
r e
xp
er
ie
nc
e 
of
 m
ig
ra
tio
n?
  
   x 
K
id
s a
pp
ea
re
d 
to
 b
e 
ha
vi
ng
 fu
n.
 L
ot
s o
f c
ha
tti
ng
 a
nd
 
la
ug
hi
ng
. S
om
e 
ta
ki
ng
 p
ho
to
s o
f t
he
 o
th
er
s w
ea
rin
g 
th
e 
co
st
um
es
. 
  
25
6 
5 
x 
M
E 
ge
ts
 k
id
s’
 a
tte
nt
io
n.
 K
id
s g
o 
ba
ck
 to
 th
ei
r g
ro
up
s a
nd
 si
t d
ow
n 
at
 ta
bl
es
. 
x 
M
E
: ‘
Lo
ok
 a
t t
he
 la
st
 q
ue
st
io
n 
on
 th
e 
sh
ee
t a
nd
 T
H
IN
K
!  
M
E
: ‘
H
ow
 h
as
 li
fe
 in
 A
us
tra
lia
 b
ee
n 
in
flu
en
ce
d 
by
 W
av
es
 o
f M
ig
ra
tio
n?
’  
x 
Te
ac
he
r g
iv
es
 p
ro
m
pt
 to
 k
id
s i
n 
he
r g
ro
up
: ‘
W
ha
t d
o 
yo
u 
th
in
k?
 H
ow
 d
o 
yo
u 
kn
ow
?’
 E
xp
la
in
ed
 h
ow
 a
rte
fa
ct
s w
er
e 
us
ed
, e
.g
. b
ox
 b
ro
w
ni
e 
ca
m
er
a.
 
x 
M
E 
di
re
ct
s l
ea
rn
in
g/
in
ve
st
ig
at
io
n,
 h
el
ps
 k
id
s a
ns
w
er
 q
ue
st
io
ns
, g
iv
es
 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n,
 a
sk
s q
ue
st
io
ns
 a
bo
ut
 a
rte
fa
ct
s, 
m
ak
es
 c
on
ne
ct
io
ns
 to
 th
in
gs
 th
ey
 
kn
ow
 a
bo
ut
 to
da
y,
 e
.g
. c
of
fe
e 
m
ak
er
. 
x 
10
.3
5 
a.
m
. f
in
is
he
d 
an
al
ys
is
―
15
 m
in
ut
es
 fo
r t
hi
s p
ar
t o
f a
ct
iv
ity
 a
nd
 k
id
s w
er
e 
en
ga
ge
d 
fo
r t
he
 w
ho
le
 ti
m
e.
 
x 
H
IM
―
cr
iti
ca
l t
hi
nk
in
g 
st
ag
e.
 K
id
s h
av
e 
to
 e
va
lu
at
e 
ev
id
en
ce
 
an
d 
co
m
e 
up
 w
ith
 a
n 
an
sw
er
 to
 th
e 
qu
es
tio
n 
an
d 
in
te
rp
re
ta
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
ev
id
en
ce
. 
x 
M
E 
ca
m
e 
ba
ck
 to
 in
qu
iry
 q
ue
st
io
n.
 G
re
at
 to
 se
e 
he
r r
ei
nf
or
ce
 
th
is
 th
ro
ug
ho
ut
 a
ct
iv
ity
.  
x 
M
E 
ga
ve
 h
in
ts
―
fo
od
, e
nt
er
ta
in
m
en
t, 
sc
ie
nc
e.
 
x 
ST
S 
pr
ov
id
ed
 a
ns
w
er
s. 
M
E 
fie
ld
ed
 a
ns
w
er
s a
nd
 re
sp
on
de
d 
po
si
tiv
el
y.
 
x 
Te
ac
he
r k
ep
t p
us
hi
ng
 k
id
s t
o 
ba
ck
up
 th
ei
r a
ns
w
er
s/
co
nc
lu
si
on
s 
w
ith
 e
vi
de
nc
e―
’S
o,
 h
ow
 d
o 
yo
u 
kn
ow
?’
―
ex
ce
lle
nt
! 
x  
K
id
s a
pp
ea
r t
o 
be
 ‘t
hi
nk
in
g 
hi
st
or
ic
al
ly
’, 
es
pe
ci
al
ly
 w
he
n 
th
ey
 
w
er
e 
of
fe
rin
g 
th
ei
r o
w
n 
in
te
rp
re
ta
tio
ns
, e
.g
. S
TS
: ‘
M
ay
be
 h
e 
ca
m
e 
ov
er
 d
ur
in
g 
th
e 
go
ld
 ru
sh
es
’ (
C
hi
ne
se
 m
ig
ra
nt
); 
‘I 
th
in
k 
it’
s t
ha
t J
ew
is
h 
gu
y 
w
ho
 o
w
ns
 a
ll 
th
os
e 
sh
op
pi
ng
 c
en
tre
s, 
hm
m
, w
ha
t’s
 h
is
 n
am
e?
’. 
6 
x 
M
E
: ‘
Ea
ch
 ta
bl
e 
w
ill
 n
ow
 ta
lk
 a
bo
ut
 w
ha
t y
ou
’v
e 
di
sc
ov
er
ed
 –
 c
ho
os
e 
a 
sp
ok
es
pe
rs
on
. I
’m
 g
oi
ng
 to
 h
el
p―
gr
ou
p 
di
sc
us
si
on
―
yo
u 
kn
ow
 a
 lo
t a
bo
ut
 o
ne
 
W
av
e 
of
 M
ig
ra
tio
n 
no
w
; I
 w
an
t y
ou
 to
 k
no
w
 a
bo
ut
 fi
ve
 W
av
es
 o
f M
ig
ra
tio
n 
w
he
n 
yo
u 
le
av
e’
.  
x  
M
E
: ‘
Pe
rs
on
 w
ho
 is
 p
re
se
nt
in
g 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
m
us
t s
ta
nd
. O
ne
 p
er
so
n 
fr
om
 e
ac
h 
gr
ou
p 
st
an
ds
 a
nd
 p
re
se
nt
s t
he
ir 
fin
di
ng
s’
. R
ep
or
tin
g 
pr
oc
ee
d 
ch
ro
no
lo
gi
ca
lly
 
ac
co
rd
in
g 
to
 th
e 
fiv
e 
da
te
s t
he
y 
ha
ve
 li
st
ed
 o
n 
th
e 
w
or
ks
he
et
.  
x  
M
E 
se
ttl
es
 g
ro
up
, g
et
s a
tte
nt
io
n,
 w
on
’t 
st
ar
t u
nt
il 
th
ey
 a
re
 a
ll 
qu
ie
t. 
Te
lls
 th
em
 
th
ey
 m
us
t l
is
te
n 
to
 th
ei
r p
ee
rs
, p
ut
 d
ow
n 
pe
ns
 a
nd
 g
iv
e 
at
te
nt
io
n 
to
 sp
ea
ke
r. 
x 
Sy
nt
he
si
s p
ha
se
 o
f H
IM
. 
 
7 
O
ne
 st
ud
en
t f
ro
m
 e
ac
h 
gr
ou
p 
co
m
es
 o
ut
 to
 th
e 
fr
on
t t
o 
re
po
rt 
on
 g
ro
up
 fi
nd
in
gs
:  
1.
 
18
60
s–
 M
E
: ‘
W
ha
t d
at
e?
 [L
is
te
n,
 st
op
 ta
lk
in
g]
, W
he
re
 d
id
 p
er
so
n 
co
m
e 
fr
om
? 
H
ow
 d
o 
yo
u 
kn
ow
? 
H
ow
 w
ou
ld
 th
ey
 h
av
e 
go
tte
n 
he
re
? 
Pu
sh
 o
r p
ul
l f
ac
to
r?
 
W
ha
t i
nf
lu
en
ce
 c
am
e 
fr
om
 C
hi
na
?’
 [T
ea
ch
er
 in
te
rje
ct
s―
‘N
ot
 fa
ir 
th
at
 so
m
e 
pe
op
le
 a
re
 ta
lk
in
g,
 v
er
y 
di
st
ra
ct
in
g 
fo
r s
pe
ak
er
’]
. M
E 
as
ks
 fo
r m
or
e 
ex
am
pl
es
 o
f 
ho
w
 C
hi
ne
se
 h
av
e 
co
nt
rib
ut
ed
 to
 A
us
tra
lia
n 
cu
ltu
re
, e
.g
. m
ed
ic
in
e,
 a
cu
pu
nc
tu
re
. 
2.
 
19
20
s –
ST
: ‘
C
am
e 
fr
om
 E
ng
la
nd
’―
 M
E
: ‘
W
hy
 d
id
 th
ey
 c
om
e?
 G
ov
er
nm
en
t 
x 
D
ia
lo
gi
c 
in
te
ra
ct
io
n.
 G
oo
d 
to
 se
e 
te
ac
he
rs
 a
dd
in
g 
th
ei
r o
w
n 
co
m
m
en
ts
 a
nd
 re
la
tin
g 
ki
ds
’ c
on
cl
us
io
ns
 to
 th
e 
w
or
k 
th
ey
 
ha
ve
 d
on
e 
at
 sc
ho
ol
.  
    
  
25
7 
de
ci
si
on
 o
n 
W
hi
te
 A
us
tra
lia
 P
ol
ic
y 
– 
[M
E 
dr
aw
s o
ut
 a
ns
w
er
s a
nd
 re
la
te
s t
o 
w
ha
t 
ki
ds
 h
av
e 
le
ar
nt
 in
 c
la
ss
 a
bo
ut
 W
hi
te
 A
us
tra
lia
 P
ol
ic
y―
M
E 
as
ks
 o
ne
 st
ud
en
t t
o 
re
ad
 so
ur
ce
, ‘
Im
m
ig
ra
tio
n 
R
es
tri
ct
io
n 
A
ct
’―
M
E
: ‘
H
ow
 d
id
 th
ey
 a
ttr
ac
t 
pe
op
le
?’
, S
TS
: ‘
M
on
ey
 p
lu
s j
ob
. M
E
: ‘
Is
 th
is
 p
us
h 
or
 p
ul
l?
’. 
3.
 
19
50
s–
M
E
: ‘
W
he
re
 d
id
 th
es
e 
pe
op
le
 c
om
e 
fr
om
?’
, S
T:
 ‘I
ta
ly
 a
nd
 o
th
er
 p
la
ce
s’
, 
‘A
fte
r W
or
ld
 W
ar
 2
’, 
M
E
: ‘
Th
is
 w
as
 th
e 
bi
gg
es
t W
av
e 
of
 M
ig
ra
tio
n 
at
 th
is
 
tim
e’
. 
M
E
: E
xp
la
in
s w
hy
 w
av
e 
ha
pp
en
ed
 a
fte
r W
W
2 
‘p
op
ul
at
e 
or
 p
er
is
h’
, ‘
pu
sh
 o
r 
pu
ll?
’ S
TS
: ‘
Pu
sh
 a
nd
 p
ul
l’,
 M
E
: ‘
H
ow
 d
id
 th
ey
 g
et
 h
er
e?
 H
ow
 d
o 
yo
u 
kn
ow
? 
In
flu
en
ce
? 
[M
E 
gi
ve
s e
xa
m
pl
es
 o
f f
oo
d,
 su
ch
 a
s p
as
ta
, c
of
fe
e,
 re
la
tin
g 
to
 w
ha
t 
ki
ds
 k
no
w
]. 
4.
 
19
70
s–
ST
S:
 ‘1
97
8.
 P
os
t-V
ie
tn
am
 w
ar
―
pu
sh
 fa
ct
or
 ‘.
 [P
re
se
nt
at
io
n 
cu
t s
ho
rt 
be
ca
us
e 
th
ey
 a
re
 ru
nn
in
g 
ou
t o
f t
im
e]
. 
5.
 
Pr
es
en
t d
ay
–M
E
: ‘
W
ha
t s
or
t o
f i
m
m
ig
ra
nt
s c
om
e 
fr
om
 w
ar
?’
 S
TS
: ‘
R
ef
ug
ee
s’
. 
M
E
: ‘
W
hy
 d
id
 th
ey
 c
om
e 
fr
om
 In
di
a?
’, 
ST
S:
 ‘S
ki
lle
d 
m
ig
ra
nt
s’
, M
E:
 ‘H
ow
 d
o 
yo
u 
kn
ow
?’
, M
E 
re
fe
rs
 to
 w
rit
te
n 
so
ur
ce
 o
n 
sk
ill
ed
 m
ig
ra
nt
s w
hi
ch
 e
xp
la
in
s 
w
hy
 m
ig
ra
nt
s w
er
e 
ne
ed
ed
 in
 A
us
tra
lia
. 
x  
M
E:
 ‘N
ow
, g
iv
e 
yo
ur
se
lv
es
 a
 c
la
p―
yo
u’
re
 g
oi
ng
 u
p 
to
 m
us
eu
m
―
ta
ke
 b
oo
kl
et
 
w
ith
 y
ou
 to
 h
el
p 
yo
u 
ar
ou
nd
 m
us
eu
m
.’ 
x 
10
.5
0 
a.
m
. k
id
s p
ac
k 
up
 su
itc
as
es
―
M
E
 g
et
s t
he
ir 
at
te
nt
io
n―
gi
ve
s d
ire
ct
io
ns
 o
n 
pl
an
 o
f m
us
eu
m
―
ex
pl
ai
ns
 h
ow
 to
 u
se
 h
an
do
ut
/g
ui
de
 to
 m
us
eu
m
 d
is
pl
ay
―
 
‘d
on
’t 
ex
pe
ct
 to
 fi
nd
 a
ll 
an
sw
er
s i
n 
ea
ch
 g
al
le
ry
’. 
FI
N
IS
H
. 
  x 
K
id
s a
ns
w
er
ed
 q
ue
st
io
ns
 o
n 
sh
ee
t a
nd
 re
ad
 th
em
―
al
so
 li
ke
d 
to
 w
ea
r a
rte
fa
ct
s o
f c
lo
th
in
g,
 e
.g
. h
at
, c
oa
t a
nd
 p
la
y 
to
 th
e 
cr
ow
d!
 
 x 
In
te
rp
re
ta
tio
n 
ph
as
e 
of
 H
IM
. 
K
id
s 
co
m
in
g 
up
 w
ith
 o
w
n 
in
te
rp
re
ta
tio
ns
 fr
om
 e
vi
de
nc
e.
 
     x 
Pr
og
ra
m
 st
ar
te
d 
la
te
 a
s s
tu
de
nt
s a
rr
iv
ed
 la
te
. M
E 
m
od
ifi
ed
 
pr
og
ra
m
 so
 th
at
 th
ey
 fi
ni
sh
ed
 o
n 
tim
e,
 b
ut
 th
is
 d
id
 n
ot
 d
et
ra
ct
 
fr
om
 th
e 
qu
al
ity
 o
f t
he
 a
ct
iv
iti
es
. I
n 
fa
ct
, i
t m
ay
 h
av
e 
be
en
 
m
or
e 
su
ita
bl
e 
fo
r t
hi
s g
ro
up
 o
f k
id
s. 
B
ec
au
se
 o
f t
he
ir 
di
ff
ic
ul
tie
s w
ith
 la
ng
ua
ge
 a
nd
 li
te
ra
cy
 th
ey
 h
ad
 to
 c
on
ce
nt
ra
te
 
on
 re
ad
in
g 
th
e 
te
xt
s a
nd
 th
ey
 se
em
ed
 to
 fi
nd
 it
 ta
xi
ng
. 
8 
T
ou
r 
of
 M
us
eu
m
 G
al
le
ri
es
 
x 
St
ud
en
ts
 u
se
 a
 w
or
ks
he
et
 to
 g
ui
de
 th
em
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
ex
hi
bi
tio
n.
 
x 
Te
ac
he
r w
or
ks
 w
ith
 st
ud
en
ts
 a
nd
 a
sk
ed
 so
m
e 
qu
es
tio
ns
 to
 h
el
p 
ki
ds
 g
ai
n 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n.
 
x  
Te
ac
he
r g
iv
es
 in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
to
 k
id
s f
or
 c
la
rif
ic
at
io
n;
 re
sp
on
ds
 to
 q
ue
st
io
ns
 su
ch
 
as
, ‘
W
he
re
’s
 th
e 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
ab
ou
t…
’ 
x 
K
id
s a
nd
 te
ac
he
r f
ou
nd
 it
 h
ar
d 
to
 n
av
ig
at
e 
th
ei
r w
ay
 a
ro
un
d 
th
e 
m
us
eu
m
 a
nd
 fi
nd
 th
e 
in
fo
rm
at
io
n 
on
 th
e 
w
or
ks
he
et
. 
x 
Te
ac
he
r i
nd
ic
at
ed
 th
at
 sh
e 
w
as
 n
ot
 h
ap
py
 th
at
 th
e 
M
E 
di
d 
no
t 
gu
id
e 
th
em
 th
ro
ug
h 
th
e 
m
us
eu
m
 b
ec
au
se
 sh
e 
di
dn
’t 
kn
ow
 
w
ha
t w
as
 in
 th
e 
m
us
eu
m
 c
as
es
. 
x  
K
id
s b
or
ed
, r
es
tle
ss
 a
nd
 n
ot
 in
te
re
st
ed
 in
 re
ad
in
g 
la
be
ls
 o
r 
lo
ok
in
g 
at
 a
rte
fa
ct
s i
n 
th
e 
ca
se
s. 
C
ou
ld
 b
e 
be
ca
us
e 
of
 la
ng
ua
ge
 
di
ff
ic
ul
ty
. T
ea
ch
er
 g
av
e 
up
 a
fte
r a
bo
ut
 2
0 
m
in
ut
es
 in
 th
e 
ga
lle
rie
s;
 su
pp
os
ed
 to
 b
e 
th
er
e 
fo
r a
t l
ea
st
 4
5 
m
in
ut
es
! 
  
25
8 
A
pp
en
di
x 
15
: S
tu
de
nt
 W
or
ks
he
et
 —
W
av
es
 o
f M
ig
ra
tio
n 
Pr
og
ra
m
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